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A bstract 

This dissertation discusses the history of the Croix de Feu and its successor the Parti 

Social Français (PSF). Incorporating the insights of previous scholarship but also contesting 

them. it argues that these movernents posed a senous threat to the liberal democratic ideals 

of the French Third Republic. 

C hapter One deals with the program of the Croix de FedPSF. It argues that the 

central theme of this program was 'national reconciliation', and that while in ideological terms 

the Croix de Feu and PSF fit more comfortably into the category of authoritarianism than 

fascism, this outlook should not be considered 'moderate'. Chapter Two examines the various 

andary organkations developed by the Croix de Feu and PSF, which ranged from sections 

for women and youth to aviation clubs. It asserts that this project for a 'counter-society', in 

spite of various obstacles it encountered, was indicative of the ambition of these movernents 

to remake France in their own image. Chapter Three discusses the rnembership of the Croix 

de FeulPSF, noting the extent to which they relied on the political polarkation of the 1930s 

for their growing membership; it also profiles the sociological characteristics and political 

outlook of the latter. 

The fourth chapter chronicles the political strategy and taaics of the Croix de Feu 

fiom its inception through to its dissolution by the Popular Front governrnent in 1936. The 

fifth chapter recounts the activities of the PSF fiom its creation following the dissolution to 

the outbreak of the Second World War. Both chapters ernphasise that the leader of these 
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movements, LieuteriantCoionel François de La Rocque, and his lieutenants were competent 

politid operators, capable of adapting to a rapidly changing and volatile situation. The final 

chapter concems events during the Second World War. It argues that whiie La Rocque and 

his followers were committed to the authorharian and exclusionary principles o f  the National 

Revolution and still hoped to attain power eventudy, they became convinced that Nazi 

trement of France was unacceptable. A brief epilogue then traces their postwar fortunes and 

legacy . 
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Introduction: The Croix de Feu, the Parti Social Franqais 
and the Historiaas 

I saw La Rocque only once, very early one October moming in 1936, in the 
passageway of the train that was carrying me back fiom Biarritz. A short, 
pale, rather flabby fellow, he was standing outside the door of his sleeping 
cornpartment, between two bodyguards, watching the sun come up. Mer 
that, he came to the dining car to have his café au lait and smoke a pipe. I 
concluded that he was not a threat to the Republic. 

Such were the reflections of Édouard Daladier, France's prime minister fiom the spring of 

1938 to the spring of 1940, conceming the leader of the Croix de Feu and Parti Social 

Français (PSF), Lieutenant-Colonel François de La Rocque. This passage was written when 

both he and La Rocque were captives of the Gerrnans in Itter pison in Austria. In the months 

that followed Daladiex's attitude towards his former politicai opponent, ifanything, softened. 

But he also believed that "...La Rocque wanted to create a national movement and assume 

power legally, with the idea of instituting an authorïtarian, corporatist state." ' 

Daladier's remarks convey something of the ambiguity of the impression lefi by the 

Croix de Feu and its successor, which persists in spite of the growing body of hinorical 

writing devoted to it. Though the Croix de Feu's symbol was a death's head - it was dropped 

by the PSF - s u r v h g  photographs of its members often depict sombre-looking men wearing 

ody armbands, not coloured shirts. Compareci to Hitler or Mussolini there is an impression 

of staidness, even of 'respectability'. Yet the police reports and newspapers of the time have 

 d doua rd Daladier, Prison Journal 1940-1945, tram Arthur D. Greenspan (Boulder, 
1995), pp.247-250,26 1 [enties for 1 1 January, 6 February 19441. 
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left us a record of often strident rhetoric. Moreover, there cm be no doubt that these 

organizations instiiied considerable fear, piuticularly but not only on the part of the le& who 

deemed them to be fascist. The fact that neither movement won power greatly contributes to 

the uncertainty that e>asts conceming what La Rocque and his lieutenants would have done 

with it, but many of their actions in the murse of the 1930s were capable of being interpreted 

in different ways at the time, and have remained so. 

Certain facts are beyond dispute. Founded in November 1927 by Maurice dWarroy, 

the Croix de Feu was but one among a number of veterans' groups-cum-nationalist 

associations - "leagues" - active in intenvar France. In 1929 François de La Rocque, a 

recentiy retired army officer who had serveci under the aegis of Marshal Louis-Hubert 

Lyautey in North Africa, then with distinction on the Western Front, in Poland, and the Rif 

War, joined, soon becoming vice-president and then in 193 1 president. Under his leadership 

the Croix de Feu grew enormously - by 1936 it was the largest of the leagues, though its 

exact size is a matter of dispute. Its participation in the nots of 6 February 1934, when an 

array of mainly nationalist groups had seerningly attempted to stonn the Chamber of 

Deputies, subsequent attacks on the political establishment and Manrism, and rnass 

mobilizations greatly alarmed a wide segment of the public. France's Socialist (SFIO) and 

Comrnunist (PCF) parties were the Croix de Feu's most outspoken opponents, but many more 

moderate politicians, including France's major party of govemment, the Radicals, also saw 
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it as a threat. Indeed, it was fear of the leagues that provided the leading Unpetus for the 

formation of the Popular Front coalition of Radicals, Socialists and Comunists that won the 

elections of 1936. As part of its plaâonn the Popular Front promised to dissolve the leagues, 

and upon its assumption of power in Iune 1936 the govemment of the SFIO leader Léon 

Blum promptly did so. The Croix de Feu accepted the dissolution and converted itself h o  

a legal political party7 the PSF. All historians agree that by 1938 the PSF was the single 

largest political party in France, though its membership figures are again a matter of 

contention. However, because it had been created after national elections, the PSF Iacked 

parliamentary clout - it had ody eleven deputies by the eve of World War Two. And because 

it was stiU intensely opposed by the left, and faced nvals on the right, both fiom older parties 

such as the Fédération Républicaine and the Alliance Démocratique (ARD) and newer 

formations such as Jacques Doriot's Parti Populaire Français (PPF), its future political 

fortunes were uncertain. M e r  France surrendered to Nazi Germany in 1940, the PSF - now 

renamed the Progrès Social Français - gave its support to Pétain, but also tried to maintain 

its autonomy, though the movement fiagmented and its size dwindled. La Rocque himself 

began feeduig information to the AUies, thougb he refùsed to support Gaullism, until he was 

mesteci by the Gestapo in 1943. By 1945 the PST was in disarray. It was banned by the new 

French authonties; La Rocque himself was arrested by them and died in April 1946. 

What to make of this series of events has remaiRed a matter of controversy ever since. 
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It is a debate which rernains strongly conditioned by arguments extant in the 1 930s- During 

that decade rnany, though not dl,  of the Croix de Feu and PSF's opponents branded them as 

fascist. Since 1945 most of those who have written about these organizations have felt 

othenvise. Former militants Iie Jean Bnimeaux and Philippe Rudaw argue that La Rocque 

was a cnic-minded patnot whose actions were informeci by Chriaian principles, and that the 

Croix de Feu and PSF were constructive movements that sought to renovate and reconcile 

a declining and badly divided nation.' La Rocque's widow Édith and his son Gilles have 

recounted his We, ideas and poiitical activities in a similar manner, stressing his opposition to 

a violent seinire of power and the concept of a totalitarian state.' 

These works provide useful insights, but of course cannot be describeci as 

dispassionate scholanhip. Yet in one of the earfiest historical works ( 1 954) to deal with t hese 

movements, René Rémond concuc~ed that neither was fascist. Following the 6 F e b n i q  riots 

the Croix de Feu rnay have sounded authontarian, but there was nothing in La Rocque's 

thinking or actions that could not be reconciled with republicanism. His outlook owed a 

considerable debt to Social Catholicism, while the mass rallies that the movement engaged 

in during 1934-35 were supertitiai, perhaps fiilfilling more of a psychoIogicai need in the fom 

of a 'boy-scout' game than any&hing else. Rémond saw the Croix de Feu's peacefui acceptance 

%an Brumeaux, LP Rocque citoyen (Saint-Etieme, n.d); Philippe Rudaux, Les Croix 
de Feu et le PSF (Paris, 1967). 

'Édith and Gilles de La Rocque, La  Rocque tel p'il était (Paris, 1962). 
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of its dissolution in 1936 and conversion into a political party as proof that La Rocque and 

his entourage recognized the htility of violent agitation. In his view, the PSF had now 

accepteci dernocratic practices - that it was even larger than the Croix de Feu suggested that 

the French public was desirous of only moderate reform through parliamentary methods and 

had escaped 'the fascia ternptation'. Utimately, the new party can be seen as pavhg the way 

for GaulIism by taking a segment of opinion which had hitherto expressed reservations about 

electoral dernocracy, det aching it £tom " sterile antiparLiamentarism" and reconciling it with 

modem society and collective ~rganùation.~ Thus, not oniy were the Croix de Feu and the 

PSF not faxist, they had never really posed a meanin- threat to the Third Republic. 

It is no exaggeration to state that these few pages of interpretation have had a 

formative duence  upon most absequent work on these movements. Philippe Machefer, who 

pubiished widely on the Croix de Feu and PSF, provided further insights into their prograrns 

and membership, and d e s c r i i  their activities during crucial events, such as the Liberty Front 

episode of 1937, when the PSF refbsed an offer by Jacques Doriot, former Communkt and 

now leader of the PPF, to join his coalition of parties opposed to the Popular Front. 

Machefa's outlook was not uncriticai, while never accepting that its program was akin to that 

of fascism, he noted parailels between the program of the Croix de Feu and the clencal 

authoritarianism of Doffiss and Salazar. In an article on La Rocque's activities during the 

'René Rérnond, Les Droites en France (Paris, l982), pp.2 12-2 14; the interpretation 
contained in this new edition is the sarne as that in the 1954 original. 



Second World War he aiggested that while the PSF's anti-semitism was relatively low-key, 

because of this it had more niccess in infiuencing the outlook of the general population. On 

the whole, however, Machefer's interpretation was in keeping with that of Rémond. In a piece 

on relations between Action Française and the PSF, for instance, he concluded that La 

Rocque gradudy accepted the 'system'. By 1938 the PSF was competing with the Daladier 

government to determine who would represent the tradition of Jacobin 'authoritarian 

republicanism' most recently incamated by Georges Clemenceau during the First World War.' 

This impression - that if the Croix de Feu was a league it was not fascist, and that in 

its new incarnation as a politicai party worked within the system, rather than threatening it - 

'Machefefs views appeared in articles in a series of journals between the early 1960s 
and early 1980s. They are as follows: "Autour du problème algérien en 1936-1938: la 
doctrine algérienne du PSF: Le PSF et le Projet Blum-Violette", Revue d'histoire muderne 
et contemporaine 1 0 ( 1963): 147- 1 56; "Sur quelques aspects de l'activité du colonel de La 
Rocque et du 'Progrés Social Français' pendant la Seconde Guerre Mondiale", Revue 
d'histoire de fa DezcxiPme Guerre Mondafe 57 ( 1 965): 3 5-56; "L'Union des droites: le 
PSF et le Front de la Liberté, 1936-1937", Revue d'histoire moderne et contemporaitre 17 
( 1  970): 1 12-126; "Les Croix de Feu (1927-1936)" and "Le Parti Social Français en 1936- 
1937", in L 'In$oman'on hzstorique 3411 -2 (1972): 28-34, 74-80; "Tardieu et La Rocque", 
Bulletin de la Société d'hisfoire moderne 15 (1973): 1 1-2 1; "La fusillade de Clichy", in 
Presse et politique: actes du c o l l q ~ e  de Nmterre (Houilles, 1 973); (ed. ) Ligires et 
fac imes  en France: 1919-1 939 (Paris, 1974); (with Fred Kupfennan), "Presse et 
politique dans les années trente: le cas du Petit journal", Revue d'histoire modeme er 
contemporaine 23 ( 1  975): 1345; "Le Parti Social Français", in René Rémond and Janine 
Bourdin, eds., Lo France et les Français en 19384939 (Paris, 1978), 307-326; "L'Action 
Française et le PSF", Érudes muzmassiennes 4 (1980): 125-133; "Les Croix de Feu 
devant ltAllemagne", in La France et IXffemagne, 1932-1936 (Paris, 1980); "Les 
Syndicats professionnels fiançais (1 936- 1939)", Le Motmement Srniaï 1 19 (1 982): 9 1 - 
112. See also two newspaper articles written by Machefer "Ii y a trente ans: le Colonel de 
La Rocque"; "Le fascisme ... en France?", in Le Monde, 29 April 1976 and 1 1 August 
1982. 



is generally extant in the various articles and dissertations devoted to the subject, albeit in 

varying degrees! Nor is it limited to French language scholarship. In a 1974 survey of the 

French right, Malcolm Anderson depicted La Rocque as a "rather old-fashioned moderate 

Republican". Though he conceded that there were "elernents of fascism" in the Croix de Feu's 

style, its program was not fascist even if it had some "authoritarian implications". Indeed, by 

1935 La Rocque was looking for a way out of an antiparliamentary and paramilitary strategy 

that increashgly appeared to be a dead end and was energizing and unifjing his lefi-wing 

opponents to boot. In December of that year the Croix de Feu's parliarnentary spokesman, 

Jean Ybarnégaray, went so fàr as to announce that "To the extent that Our organisations are 

paramilitary, we are ready to have them dissolved." The subsequent transition to the PSF 

resulted in "the [hitherto] most successful drive towards rnass mobilisation of a 'moderatet and 

conservative clientele. " Yet in spite of such an achievement, Anderson's final assessrnent of 

La Rocque is that "[hlis end was pathetic and there was something ludicrous about bis generai 

politicai posture - he was always announcing battles which he never fought unless his hand 

6 See, for example, Jacques hévoao, "Le Fédération du Nord du Parti Social Français" 
(Mémoire de maîtrise, Université de Paris X - Nanterre, 1971); Marie-Anne ChouveI, 
"Croix de Feu et PSF en Haute-Vienne" (Mémoire de maîtrise, Ciniversité de Paris X - 
Nanterre, 197 1); Martine Ferragu, "Les Croix de Feu et le PST en Indre-et-Loire", 
Cahiers de f 'Zmtitut d'hisiozre de Ia presse el d'opinion publique (1 973): 1 -42; J. -P. 
Florin, "Des Croix de Feu au Parti Social Français: Une Mutation Réussie? LExemple de 
la Federation du Nord (1936-1939)", Revue du Nord 59/233 (1977): 233-271; P. 
Gabillard, "Les Viticulteurs Angevins et le Mouvement Croix de Feu-PSF ( 193 5- 1939), 
A n d e s  de Bretagne et des Pays de I'ûuest 90/3 (1983): 483-494. Weng Ting-Lung, 
"L'Historique et la Doctrine du Parti Social Français" (Thèse de droit, Université de Nice, 
1970) is a study of ideology rather than a local midy. 
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was forced."' One is thus d l  l& with the impression that the Crok de Feu and PSF at some 

level did not 'mean business' - they seized upon a powerful formula for mobilization, but their 

aims and capabilities were not proportionate to the fear that they aroused. 

Much of the most recent work on the Croix de Feu has been enhanced by access to 

La Rocque's pnvate papers. In most cases the result has been to reinforce the framework 

suggested by Rémond. Gareth Howlett's 1985 dissertation, while providing new information 

about the workngs of both movements, concludes that Larocquisme was essentially 

conservative, sometimes radical in form but limiteci in substance. La Rocque owed his 

precepts to Social Catholicism, and distanced his followers from fascism. The fact that the 

PSF lost momentum in 1938-39 as the new Daladier government excluded the lefi from 

power and restored stability, indicates, in Howlett's words "the Iimited, moderate nature of 

the demands which La Rocque had always attempted to satisfy." His interpretation also places 

a strong emphasis on the continuities between the Croix de FeuIPSF and postwar Gaullism, 

with its emphasis on a strong executive and a mass conservative party animated by patriotism 

but also a desire for social refonn.' One of the feahues of this new mass conservative 

movement, Howlett recognizes, was the development of a vas array of ancillary 

organizations aimed at women, workers, youth and other groups. John RymeIi develops this 

7~alcolm Anderson, Conservatriw Polirzcs in Fronce (London, 1 974), pp.20 1 -209. 

'Gareth A. Howlett, "The Crok de Feu, the Parti Social Français and Colonel de La 
Rocque" @ .Phil. Odord University, 1985). 



insight in his dissertation, which seeks to analyse this 'counterculture' but also to recapture 

what the Croix de Feu/PSF expenence was 'like' for militants. His work arnounts to, in his 

own words, a "de-dramatization of the Croix de Feu experience, which ... fii1fUed a more 

rnundane and l e s  sinister need in those who participated in it than has sometimes been 

suggested. "' 

Given the body of scholarship which accepts that the Croix de Feu and particularly 

the PSF sought reform within a Repubiican framework, one might wonder why the concem 

to demonstrate this has been so pervasive. This is where Jacques Nobécourt's massive 

biography of La Rocque cornes in. One of the provocative arguments it advances is that left- 

wuig accusations of the movernent's subversive nature and fascist qualities in the 1930s have 

made a I ~ s M ~  impression on popular rnemory. Nobécourt sees this as a serious problern. He 

firmiy endorses Rémond's view throughout his 967 pages of text, depicting La Rocque as a 

"Christian nationalist" who sought to heal the divisions dicting France through social and 

poiitïcal reform but drew fire fiom the lefi because the Popular Front needed a nemesis, and 

from the nght because he threatened the position of traditional conservatives and the 

aspirations of extremists by usurping their followers. All of these postulates are supported by 

'John RymeU, "Militants and Militancy in the Croix de Feu and Parti Social Français: 
Patterns of Political Experience on the French Far Right (19334939)'' (Ph-D. dissertation, 
University of East Anglia, 1 990). 

''Jacques Nobécourt, Le Colonel de La Rocque 188.54946. ou les pièges du 
natiomIisme chrétien (Paris, i 996). 



a formidable amount of research. There are times when he cnticizes his subject, and in the 

final part of the book - which provides the most thorough account of La Rocque during the 

Second World War that we will probably ever see -he seems to acknowledge that elements 

of the former's projeci could be understood in the context of the conservative authoritarïanism 

w k h  pervaded Europe at the the .  LMmately, however, Nobécourt beiieves that his subject 

never impugned "la démocratie comme système de gouvernement ni la République comme 

régime". 

The interpretations advanced in these works are reflected in writing on idenvar 

French potitics. As no one disputes the fact that the Croix de Feu and PSF were the largest 

movernents of the interwar nght, the effect of considenng them non-fascist has been to 

"ghettoize" French fascism, "removing it from the larger world of 1930s politics and 

relegating it to a marginal, less threatening forum dominateci by a small number of eccentric 

misfits, hooligans, and poiitical outcasts. " " It is not much of a sretch to Say that what is lefi 

over is the midy of mercurd formations1' and France's admittedly important fascist 

inteliectuals - though the question of who precisely belongs in such a category remains 

controversiai, as the debate over Zeev Stemhell's Ni droite, ni gauche attests. l3  Furthemore, 

''John Bingham, "Defining French Fascism, Finding Fascists in France", Canadian 
Journal of History 29/3 (1994), p.527. 

"Jacques Doriot's PPF and Henry Dorgère's Greenshirts are partial exceptions, thougb 
both declined by the late 1930s and both remain the subjects of some controversy. 

13Zeev Stemhell, Neither mghl nor Lefi- F&H ldeoogy in France, tram. David 
Maisel (Berkeley, 1986); Antonio Costa Pinto, "Fascia Ideology Revisited: Zeev Stemhell 



because no one seriously denies that the Croix de Feu and the other leagues were right-wing 

movements, historians have thus also been inciined to focus upon the contribution of the 

dissident left to fascism. '' Suweys of French fiscism and of genenc fascism in English ofken 

reflect these viewpoints. l5 

This interpretation, however, has not gone uncontested. As part of a broader effort 

to demonstrate that, contrary to Rémond et al, French fascism was both a significant 

phenornenon and one which onginated on the right, Robert Soucy has argued that the Croix 

de Feu and PSF were fascist.16 Not having access to the La Rocque papers, Soucy instead 

relies on Croix de Feu/PSF newspapers and literature, as well as police archives, to make his 

and His Critics", Europem History Qumerfy 1 613 ( 1 986): 465-83 and Robert Wohl, 
"French Fascism Both Right and Lefi: Reflections on the Stemhell Controversy", Jmirnd 
of Modern History 63/1 (1991): 91-98. 

14See, Le. Philippe Bu- La Démie fasciste: Doriot, Déat. Berges, 19334945 (Paris, 
1986), though it must be noted that Burrin sees the dissident lefi as only one component 
of French fascisrn, which itseE he argues, was clearly on the extreme right. 

"~xamples of French-language surveys of French fascism include Pierre Milza, 
Fascisme français: parré et présent (Paris, 1 987), pp - 1  33 - 1 42; see also the various 
contributions to I. -F. S i e l l i ,  ed., Histoire des ciioites et2 France, 3 vols (Paris, 1992). 
Some ment examples of English-laquage w e y s  of genenc fascism which nile the 
Croix de Feu out of this category include Roger Griffin, 7he Nal~re of Fmcism (London, 
1993), p. 133 and Stanley Payne, A Hzsfory of Fbscism 1914-19-15 (Madison, 1999, 
pp.293-295. Roger Eatwell, FaFcm: A History (London, 1996), pp. 159- 162 is somewhat 
more am bivalent. 

I6Robert Soucy, "French Fascism and the Croix de Feu: A Dissenting Interpretation", 
Journal of Contempormy History 2612 (LW 1): 159- 188; French Fmcism: nte Second 
W4ve. 1933- 1939 (New Haven and London, 1999, chapter 4. 
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point. For Soucy, the fact that La Rocque cleariy demonstrated some conservative instincts, 

and that his thinking owed a debt to consavative Catholicism, hardy contradicts the proposai 

that he was a fascist. After al1, while fàscist rhetoric was revolutionary, its social and 

economic practices favoured conservative elites. In its contempt for liberalism, democracy, 

Jews, Freemasons and Communists the Croix de Feu shared the predilections of other 

European fiiscist movements. Its diverse but strongly rniddle-class membership and links with 

the establishment also fit comfortably within the category of fascisrn. Soucy does not deny 

that La Rocque sounded more conciliatory fiom time to time, but contends that this was a 

response to circumstances, particularly the fear of dissolution by the Blum governrnent. In 

essence, La Rocque's thought remained consistent, even &er the outbreak of war. 

William IMne, too, has challengeci the historical consensus. While his earlier work 

stresseci that the league's "exact political stance was vague", in a 1 99 1 article he argued that 

both it and its successor properly belong in the debate over French fa~cisrn.~' Paying 

considerably more attention to variations in the Croix de FeulPSF local press, and expressing 

resemations about ushg post-1940 evidence with respect to the 1930s, IMne shares Soucy's 

view that La Rocque's shifis in rhetoric were largely tactical. He dso wishes to demonstrate 

that the arguments wnventionally deployed to prove that La Rocque and Company were not 

"William D. Irvine, French Comervatrism in Cnsis: n e  Repibiican Federation of 
France in the 1930s (Baton Rouge and London, 1979), pp. 1 12-1 15, 136; "Fascism in 
France and the Strange Case of the Croix de Feu", JountclI of Modern History 63/2 
(1991): 271-95. 



fascist either do not apply to the Croix de Feu, or do not apply to the actual experience of 

Italian Fascism and German Nazism. For instance, the argument that La Rocque was not a 

fascist because he was too legalistic' - i.e. the Croix de Feu did not rely on insurrection to 

seize power, and eventually adopted the parliamentary road - overlooks the fact that 

Mussolini and Hitler had done the sarne thing. 

I ~ n e ' s  and Soucy's contentions have had some impact. True, Philippe Bumn, for 

instance, after considering the arguments of both authors, stili maintains that La Rocque's 

"comportement dans les années 1930 me donne à penser, jusqu'à preuve du contraire, qu'il 

se serait accommodé d'une réforme de l'État républicain". But Soucy's Frrnch Fmcism: 7ke 

Secorid Wove has receNed favourable attention both in France as well as the English-speaking 

w ~ r l d . ' ~  Samuel Goodfellow's analysis of fascism in Alsace accepts the Soucy-Irvine 

contention that both the Croix de Feu and PSF were fascist. Kevin Passrnorets view is more 

tentative. In his midy of the Rhône Croix de Feu and PSF as well as a series of articles on 

these movements, Passrnore concludes that while the Croix de Feu can be considered fascist, 

the PSF does not fit into this category. '' Passrnorets study is based on a thorough examination 

"Philippe Burrin, "Le fascisme fiançais: débats et perspectives", p. 1 5 (paper given to 
the author by Professor William hine);  review by Nicholas Weill, "Fascism made in 
France", Le Morde des hres, 2 June 1 995, p-vü, but see also the ensuing exchange 
between Gilles de La Rocque and Soucy in Le M d e ,  2 July, 18 August 1995. 

lgSamuel Goodfellow, "Fascism Ui Alsace" (Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 
1991); Kevin Passmore, "The Right and the Extreme Right in the Department of the 
Rhône, 1928 to 1939" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Warwick, 1992); "The French 
Third Republic: stalemate society or cradle of fascism?", French History 713 (1993): 41 7- 
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of local archives and offers a number of arguments as to why this transition took place, but 

the most important of these is the d e c h n g  importance of paramilitary mobilizations for the 

PSF compared to their centrality with respect to Croix de Feu activities. 

Passmore's interpretation thus might be seen as an attempt to transcend the fascistinot 

e s t  dichotomy which has characterized the debate over the poiitical valence of the Croix 

de Feu. Hïs work is infomed by the view that fascism is but one variety of what he terms the 

'authontarian po pulist nght'. Ultimately, howwer, his interpretation seems to tend towards 

dichotomy too. If the Rhône Croix de Feu was facist, the subsequent 'moderation' process 

of the PSF was such that while it still displayed authoritarian features, had the war not 

intervened it mi& weil have become a conventional conservative Party, in Passmore's view. 

As Robert Paxion points out in a review of Soucy's Second W m ,  allowing the Croix de Feu 

and PSF only one of two possibilities - fascist or conservative - is limiting and laves out 

other interesting categones, such as authoritarianism. Following Juan Linz, Paxton defines 

this as anti-liberal, anti-Mancist, and antidemocratic, but relying upon traditional elites and an 

organic conception of society, two things which fascists tried to supplant if given free rein. 

For Paxton "it takes more straining to fit the PSF after June 1936 to the fascist Procrustean 

449; "The Croix de Feu: Bonapartism, National Populism or Fascism?", French His- 
911 (1995): 67-92; Boy Scouting for Grown-Ups? Paramilitarism in the Croix de Feu and 
Parti Social Français", French Historical Studies 1 9/Z ( 1 995): 527-557; From Liberalism 
to Fàscism: The Right in a French Province, 1928-1939 (Cambridge, 1997). 



bed than its predecessor Croix de Feu"." However, as his work on the Croix de Feu's agrarian 

contemporaries - Henri Dorgéres's Greenshirts - demonstrates, Paxton does not favour 

drawing rigid boundaries between fascism and authoritarianism; h e  sees elements of both in 

Do rgeres. " 
Considering the possiility of authoritarianism as opposed to fascism does not mean, 

of course, that the Croix de Feu and PSF did not cause serious problems for the democratic 

~epublic." Yet historians who have nweyed this era in a broader perspective tend to 

conclude that La Rocque and his foiiowers were not up to the task of displacing a democratic 

regime." The simple fact that they never actually achieved power can be an incentive for 

'opauton, review of Soucy in French Politics and Society 13/4 (1 999, pp. 107- 1 1 O; 
Juan Linz, "An Authoritarian Regime: Spain", in Erik Aiiardt and Stein Rokkan, eds., 
Mms Politics: E s q s  in Pofitical Sociology (New York, 1 970). Payne, Hismy of 
F W m ,  pp. 14- 19, draws up a classification scheme of fascism, authoritarianism, and the 
"radical right " . 

"Paxton, French Peasar~t Fmcim: Henry Dorgèrels Greenshirts and the Crises of 
Fretich Agricu[ture. 1929-1939 (New York, 1997), esp. pp. 154-164; for a similar view 
see Martin Conway, "Building the Christian City: Cathotics and Politics in Inter-War 
Francophone Belgium", Past and Present 1 28 (1 990): 1 1 7- 1 5 1 ; "The Extreme Right in 
Inter-War Francophone Belgium: Explmations of a Failure", Europem History Qtimtedy 
26/2 ( 1996): 267-292. 

=~oger  Austin, "The conservative nght and the fa right in France: the search for 
power, 1 934-44", in Martin B l i o r n ,  ed., Fescists und Comervatives: The Radical 
Right and the fitablishent in Twentiefh-Century Europe (London, 1990), pp. 176- 1 99 
does not label the Croix de Feu or PSF as fascist, but clearly does see both as a formidable 
challenge to the state. 

%e, for example, Serge Berstein, La Frcmce des m é e s  30, second edition (Paris, 
1993) and Julian Jackson, n e  PopuIar Front in France: defending democracy. 19340- 
1938 (Cambridge, 1 988), p.254. 
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believing this? It can also be an incentive for relegating the Croix de Feu/PSF to the relative 

margins of French political, social and wen cultural history for this period. It is true that the 

body of literature devoted to these organizations is growing, but it needs to be further 

integrated into the tiistoriography of this era. Until this is done, certain crucial developments 

will be only imperfectly understood. For example, it is weil hown that from 1938 onwards 

the Daladier governent moved to the right in political terms." This took place for a number 

of reasons, not the least of which was a backlash against the Popular Front. But it is aiso 

stands to reason that the need to compete efktively with the PSF - by that time France's 

biggest political Party - was a consideration for various parties as well. To explore the impact 

of the Croix de Feu/PSF on French politics and society, then, provides insight into broader 

developrnents during the 1930s and under Vichy. 

This dissertation adopts a fresh and comprehensive perspective on the Croix de 

F W S F .  It inwrporates the insights of earLier works but also contests them, relying heavily 

on the La Rocque papers, police archives and the national and local Croix de Feu/PSF press 

to do so. It also rnakes extensive use of a number of hitherto unacploited French departmental 

archives. Finally, reports nom American officiais conceming French domestic politics were 

'This argument is made with particular reference to 6 February 1934 in Michel Dobry, 
"Février 1934 et la découverte de I'ailergie de la société fkançaise à la 'Révolution 
fiisciste'", Rewefrançaise de socioIogie 30 ( 1  989): 5 1 1-533. 

%s process is mced in the final chapters of Serge Berstein, Histoire du P d  
Radical (Paris, 1982), volume 2. 
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ut*sed. These have frequently been employed by historians for the Vichy era but much less 

so for the 1930s, even though they often provide valuable information. 

It is argued here that the Croix de leu and PSF posed a senous threat to the liberal 

democratic ideals of the Third Republic. While there existed a number of formidable obstacles 

to their search for powa, their tactics were among the moa sophisticated and effective of any 

of the antidemocratic right-wing movements of intenvar France. This argument is developed 

in Si chapters. 

Chapter One de& with these movements' prograrns. It accepts that the 'ideology' of 

these organizations owed a considerable debt to Social Christianity. But La Rocque and his 

followers ody graduaUy adopted the rhetoric of this tradition explicitly, and always combined 

other themes cornmon to the French natiodst  right with it, while also attempting to appeal 

to the left. in compankon to its predecessor, the PSF placed more emphasis on defending 

Republican liberties' against the Popular Front, this was a tactical move; in no way was the 

future French state it envisioned merent fiom that of the Croix de Feu. The chapter 

conchdes by arguing that the program of these movements is more easily subsumed into the 

category of authoritarianisrn than that of genenc fascism, but that this does not imply that the 

outlook of the Croix de Feu should sornehow be seen as 'moderate'. 

By exarnining the organization of the two movements and especially their various 

ancillary groups - ranging from sections for women and youth to unions and aviation clubs - 

Chapter Two builds on the notion that the Croix de Feu's vision of a fùture France was 
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authontarian in nature. The counter-society was not intended to simply provide diversion, 

matenai aid and a sense of camaraderie, though it no doubt did dl three of these things. It is 

also tme that the project encountered obstacles and intemal divisions. But its characteristics 

demonstrate how the Croix de Feu and the PSF were intent upon remaking France in their 

own image, as they tried to appropriate ideals, symbols and heroes with a 'national' following 

as their own. The attempt to develop a counter-society shows that for the Croix de FedPSF 

the goal was not to conquer just the politicd sphere; it was to acquire a considerable - even 

hegemonic - purchase on civil Society too. 

The intemal wnflicts which sometirnes characterized the ancilIary organizations of the 

Croix de FeulPSF are suggestive about the nature of the membership of these movements. 

Both movements stressed that they were willing to accept patriots of al1 sorts. In practice they 

attracted more supporters fiom the right than fkom the left, but this still made for a diverse 

membership. Some wanted drastic action, whiie some were relative 'moderates' wept up in 

the polarization that characterized France in the 1930s. It has been suggeaed that this latter 

group gradually became predomuiant, demonstrating and encouraging the 'lirnited' goals 

envisioned on the part of La Rocque. Chapter 3 argues otherwise; the Croix de Feu and PSF 

ahvays sought to attract and retain the support of as many people as possible, 'moderate' or 

'extremist'. This chapter also emphasizes the extent to which both league and party were 

catch-dl movements of protest whose support Ievels were due in large part to a reaction 

against the Popular Front. 
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ïhis diverse mernbership compticated the fornulahon of strategy, but there were other 

considerations as weil. The inefficacy of politicians of ail stripes was a centrai element of 

Croix de Feu rhetoric, but it was necessary to cultivate relationships with them. La Rocque 

wanted to preserve the autonomy of his movement, but too much infighting would belie its 

claim to be a force for national unity. Pararnilitarism was an effective way of demonstratùig 

one's power, but the forces of order wodd not allow it to go too far, as the 6 Febnüiry riots 

indicated. Clearly, under such circumstances a multifaceted strategy was necessary, though 

until the fall of 1935 the league was unce~ain about how to gain power, even as its leaders 

were increasingly confident that only they could save France. Fominately for French 

democracy the Croix de Feu ultimately failed, but Chapter 4 argues that events up to 1 93 6 

demonstrae how La Rocque and his lieutenants were capable politicai operators, despite the 

impressions of some contemporaries. 

C hapter 5 picks up the story in the summer of 1936 and contests the view that the 

PSF worked its way into the Republican rnainstream. Of course, 'electoralism' was now 

embraced, and the new party had a clear idea of how power was to be won. But it initially 

hoped to employ the tactics of its predecessor, though a drarnatically changed set of 

ckcum~tances forced it to revise its plans. Paramilitarism was considered an option until the 

Blum governrnent demonstrateci that it would not tolerate it. The PSF showed some 

willingness to cooperate with other anti-Popular Front forces, but the fact that it was now a 

bonafide Party - plus its leaders' belief that they were destined to Iead the right - meant that 
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it was quickly seen as a dangerous rival. By 1937 infghting was severe. Even before this, 

however, the party tned to adapt. An effort was made to woo the Radicals away fkom the 

Popuiar Front and attract some of their supporters. The strategy testifies to the sawy of the 

PSF leadership - they recognized that the Radicais were the lynchpin of the Republican 

systern. The tactic did not, however, move the PSF towards the political centre, as some have 

suggested. Rather, the plan was to destabilize and dominate this 'centre'. It did not smxed, 

and in fm by 1939 the PSF found itselffàchg some harsh circumstances. The collapse of the 

Popular Front threatened its dynamism, while its rivalries made for some electoral problems. 

Nevertheless, the PSFs strategy was imaginative, and in 1939 it was far from 'out of the 

gamet. 

Chapter 6 discusses events during the Second World War. Its main theme is that the 

PSF's ideology and political practices were strongly influenced by those of the 1930s, even 

though the movement had to adapt to dramatidy diffierent circumstances which encouraged 

the fhgmentation and indeed the erosion of its support base. La Rocque and his lieutenants 

remaineci convinced that the PSF would one day rule France, but decided to give their support 

to MarshaI Pétain and the National Revolution. They worked to retain their autonomy and 

did not refrain from cnticism, but the divergences that did exist were often differences in 

degree rather than in kind, and were rooted in the belief that only the PSF could properly 

implernent the authontarian and exclusionaq poiicies of the National Revolution. Relations 

with Gerrnany proved to be a more wntentious issue. La Rocque became convinced that Nazi 
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treatment of France was unacceptable, and eventually took clandestine action against the 

Germans. In no way, however, did the PSF endorse the principles for which the Western 

Mes fought, and the movement remaineci a consistent opponent of Gaullism. La Rocque and 

those who remained faithful to hirn cannot be properly termed collaborationist, but they 

remained firmiy Pétainist. The conclusion suggests the implications of this legacy for the 

shv ing  party faitMd with reference to the postwar years. 



Chapter 1 : The Message of Reconciliation 

The program of the Croix de Feu and the Parti Social Français was in some respects not very 

original. Its cal for a strengthened executive, class collaboration instead of class contlict, and 

the defence of order against Communism could be found throughout the French right, and 

indeed not only there. But there were more distinctive elements in the message of La Rocque 

and his followers. The most important of these was the emphasis on national reconciliation, 

a theme stressed from the eariy years of the Croix de Feu. It was a vacuous term that could 

mean many ttiingsl, but the Croix de Feu and PSF used it m o a  often to rnean the re-creation 

of the wartime unity of 1 9 14- 19 18 between different confessions, classes, and, most 

importamly, politicai orientations. It was only in this way that France could be saved from a 

perceived decrepitude which manifested itself in every facet of national Me; this process of 

renewal was often referred to as 'national renovation'. 

It was this atternpt to present the league and its successor as a synthesis of lefi and 

right, as recapwing the grandeur of a victorious France in 19 14- 19 1 8, that made the message 

of the Croix de Feu distinctive. Of course, moa scholars do not accept this rhetoric of 

transcending left and right at fm value. It is generaily agreed that the Croix de Feu and PSF 

were on the right; the debate is over what sort of 'right', and whether this valence changed 

over tirne. Did the Croix de Feu and PSF sïmply intend to refom Republican institutions, thus 

ridding the country of Mamist innuence and restoring sociai peace and national grandeur? Or 

'Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", p. 136. 
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was the intention more vast, to mate  a one-party state dong fascist lines? Finally, did the 

transition from league to party bnng with it an acceptance of republican legality and more 

moderate goals, or did the league rnerely change its rhetoric for tactical purposes? 

This chapter argues that there were fundamental continuities between the two 

organizations. Both claimed to be animateci by the same mystique, and to desire the same sort 

of Society, many s p d c  proposais aiso remaineci constant. The undeniable shifls that did take 

place frorn Croix de Feu to PSF - more emphasis on republican legality and on the 

movement's Christian inspirations - were the result of the need for refinements and 

adaptations to an evolving political environment, as well as a reflection of growing self- 

confidence. This underiying continuity also applies to the political valence of the Croix de Feu 

and PSF. Their calls to recreate the aura of wartime unity and transcend sectional interests 

for the greater good of the nation were reminiscent of the proclamations of European fascisrn. 

But in their vision of the fùture France both league and party diverged in important ways from 

what Hitler and Mussolini wanted for th& respective societies. This is not to suggest, though, 

that the aims of the Croix de Feu and PSF were moderate. The ideas of La Rocque and his 

followen suggest a desire to recast France in fundamentai ways, and implied the creation of 

a state whose principles would have been drasticaiiy at odds with those of the pluralist and 

relatively democratic Third Republic. 

The single most important source for understanding the outlook of the Crok de Feu 
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is its newspaper, Le F h b e a u ,  which began to appear in November 1929 ( i l  would be 

succeeded by the daily LP P e t i t ~ o t m l  in July 1937) . By this time Maurice Genay - a former 

member of Pierre Taittinger's Jeunesses Patriotes - had replaced the group's founder, Maurice 

d'Hartoy (originaily Hanot), as president. Genay himselfwas an active officer on long-tem 

leave, and could thus be only a provisional president. It is in fact possible that La Rocque was 

considered to be a potentid leader fiom the tirne that he joined the association in the spnng 

of 1929. In any case, his ascension was rapid - h e  was elected vice-president in June 1930, 

and became president in Augua 193 1 &er Genay returned to the army.' It was La Rocque 

who turned the Croix de Feu into an effective organisation. Which ideologicai direction he 

took it in is another matter. Some scholars have suggested that he steered a group with 

'prototàscist' incfinâtions in a more moderate ~iirection.~ in fact, judging from his contributions 

to Le Ffamkar~ in these early years, La Rocque's outiook was not only in keeping with that 

of his colleagues, it was more focused and acute. 

The first Croix de Feu manifesta, published in November 1929, depicted the group 

as an eiite which would gaivanise others into action, "une grande force antirévolutionnaire et 

'Detailed discussions of La Rocque's rise to predominance in the Croix de Feu can be 
found in Howlaf "Croix de Feu", pp.69-76, and Nobécourt, Co(onel de Lu Rocque, chapters 
6, 7,9 and 1 O. 

'See especidy Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.57-62, and Nobécourt, Cofonel de La 
Rocque, pp. 1 70- 1 77. 
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antidéfàitiste de la plus incomparable valeur rn~raie" .~ France's international position was its 

main concern. There was disrnay at Amerïcan insistence on the repayment of French debts and 

concern over concessions being made to Gemany.' But Le FImbeau also linked foreign 

problems with domestic enemies, eSpeaaUy pacïfists and Communists. The former had nearly 

brought France to defeat in 19 17, and it was noted with satisfaction that Clemenceau had 

brought them to heel. The latter were seen as a virus to be Iiquidated; special tribunais should 

be created for them as had been done in Mussolini's Italy. The job of the Croix de Feu was 

to encourage this process of ridding France of Cornmunism. This would involve an appeal to 

the authorities, for the movement would not dissociate itselffiom the forces of order. Still, 

its attitude towards professonal politicians was very negative. Even though the 1928 elections 

had supposedly introduced an anti-revolutionary majority into the Chamber of Deputies, 

nothing had been done to deal with the Communist threat. One contributor expressed 

hstration at the divisions in parliament, noting that in contrast his organisation was only 

concemed about France? 

This was because the association was motivated by the 'esprit Croix de Feu', a 

solidarity forged in the trenches of the First World War which involved the setting aside of 

'"Manifeste des Croix de Feu", Le Flambeau, November 1929. 

?hilippe Machefer, "Les Croix de Feu devant 1'Aiiemagnew, in La  France et f Allemagne 
1932-1936 (Paris, 1980), pp.112-120. 

%e Flambeau, January 1930, November, December 1929. 



differences for the higher national interest. Such conceptions bore considerable similarity to 

those emphasized by La Rocque after he had taken control of the movement. In fact, while 

his tim contributions to Le Flambeau focused on military issues, within a few months his 

contributions to the paper were more substantial than those of Genay. In April 1930 La 

Rocque argued that the decadence of parliament rneant that the problems of Germany, 

Commmism and pacifism were not being addressed. It was up to the Croix de Feu to make 

the deputies hear the voice of pauiotism. Moreover, "[s'ils] se désinteressent de cette tâche 

vitaie, vous [Croix de Feu] saurez vous en chargez". For his part, Genay identifieci La Rocque 

as "l'âme agissante de notre ~ssociation".' Genay's contributions to Le FImnbemr tended to 

either echo La Rocque's assertions or focus on more imrnediate problems, such as the impact 

of the Depression on the membenhip.8 The assertion that La Rocque moved the Croix de Feu 

onto a more moderate path is thus problematic. Some scholars have suggested a facisai~i 

tendency in the league existai before La Rocque t w k  over by pointing out that the November 

1 929 manifesto stated that if favouring order and the national interest meant being fascist, 

then the Croix de Feu were fasciçts. But La Rocque himself argued in 1933 that if being 

Eisast simply meant king 'disciplined', then why not use the French term instead of a foreign 

'Le F h k m ,  November 1929, April, December 1930. For an assertion that La Rocque 
aimost immediately imparted a political orientation to the Croix de Feu, see Anderson, 
Cornervative PoZitics in France, p 202. 

'Le Flambeau, July, October 193 1. 



La Rocque's desire to provide the Croix de Feu with more direction is demonstrated 

in the 'program of action' he drew up in the f d  of 193 1. It was vague, but nevenheless 

suggested sweeping changes in almost evey field. The political system, with its unstable 

ministries and ove* powerful Charnber of Deputies, had to be subjected to a "reclassement 

des différents pouvoirs", uicluding a Rendent responsible for choosing govemments and a 

system of representation for the various elements of the economy. Social progress was 

needed, not in the form of constantly rising wages or a higher level of state intervention, but 

rather a "lutte énergique" against the fornenters of disorder and the development of effective 

collaboration between capital and labour. Economic problems would be most effectively dealt 

with through the control of specdation and foreign interference, the protection of agriculture, 

the development of large (private) enterprises, and improved links with and development of 

oveneas temitories. Colonial policy had to consider the needs of uidigenous peoples, but also 

had to deal with the nationalist agitation directed by the Third International in Moscow. 

Tuming to foreign policy, La Rocque recogmzed the growth of an international economy and 

the League of Nations, but added that the threats of Bolshevisrn and pacifîsm remained; an 

emphasis on national secunty was thus essential. How these changes were to be enacted was 

' ~ 0 t h  HowIett and Nobécourt reproduce the 1929 manifest0 to this effect; La Rocque, 
speech to Havre Croix de Feu in Le Flambeau, Augua 1933. 
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not specrtied. It appeared as though propaganda and pressure on parliamentarians, despised 

though many of them were, would be the main route. But La Rocque left no doubt that the 

Croix de Feu would be central to a national revival. As they had saved the nation in war, they 

were obliged to do so again, since the politicians were 'losing' the peace." 

In October 1933 La Rocque had a second d e s t o  published. The tone was more 

strident, perhaps rdecting the fàct that the Great Depression had started to have a real impact 

on France and that the traditional enemy - Germany - was now under the control of a more 

aggressive regime." France, La Rocque noted, had been hitherto less affected by the world 

economic crisis than most, but was a sorry sight: "Elle entretient l'euphorie matérialiste et 

nonchalante d'une victoire oubliée." Social and economic questions were thus dealt with in 

Qreater depth. The governmeats job was to counteract "les parasitismes improductifs" and 

not interfere massively in the economy. "L'Entr'aide" and "l'hygiène morale et matérielle" 

needed to be deve10pe4 but independently of the state. Capital-labour collaboration remained 

the comprehensive solution. The terni la profession organisée was now used to encornpass 

this scheme, although this was not elaborated upon. The final goal was "la protection du 

profit légitime, de l'épargne et de la famille". This emphasis on the family was sharper than 

it had been before. Depicted as sources of patriotic regeneration through their influence as 

mothers and educators, women were promised a role in political We. The manifesto stressed 

''Le FImbemi, October, November, 1 1 November (special issue) 193 1. 

"Supplement to Le FIizmbeau, October 1933. 
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the importance of savice to the nation on the part of French youth, arguing that the state 

monopoly in education and anti-national propaganda by some teachers had done them a great 

disse~ce. " 

By ernphasizhg the role of specuiators, disloyal teachers, and "rnaterialist euphoria" 

in general, La Rocque made it clear that he saw France's problem as above al1 the result of 

moral failings, especially on the part of the nation's leaders. The situation could only be 

reversed by disinterested patriotism on the pari of selfless elites. "Il lui fa^ m e  'tête': des 

chef. La Frmce cmmarrmdee, mimée, umémgt!e, c'est akmere elle que le monde retrouvera 

le calme et i ' h o t ~ i e . "  Such leadership was needed more than ever in the current 

international climate, for "[alucun pays ne respectera, ne soutiendra une France timide, 

passive, humble, divisée." To ensure order, effective govemment, and secunty, the state 

needed to be refounded. In cornparison to the 193 1 document, the new manifesto was more 

vague about constitutional reform, but more categoncal about the central place of the 

movement in public Me. Both thernes had in fact been increasingly prominent in La Rocque's 

editorials for some rnonth~.'~ Free of extemal influences, the Croix de Feu would fix public 

attention on France's problems and their solutions. Things would irnprove as a result of its 

effort of national education, or more drastic measures would be required. "Ce resu1ta.t obtenu, 

"Le Flambeau morbihanniais, 5 Juiy 1933; Le Flmnbeau, Febmary, November, 1 1  
November 1932, March 1933, Apd 1932. 

"See Le F h b e a u  December 1932, January 1933 (emphasis in onguial). 
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notre ascendht moral. s'exerçant d'un bout ci i'auire rfir pays, fera ,raine l'ordre 

régénérateur. Si faiblesse des pouvoirs publics entravait son &emenî, notre mase 

orgmisée. vïbrmte, saurait I'hposer. " 

Ifthe movement bad to play a more direct role to ensure national regeneration, there 

would be a transitionai period drrring which authorîty would be reasserted and confusion and 

subversion would end. Then a defimtive reform of the constitution would take place, and the 

Croix de Feu's role would be fidfiiled. La Rocque d e  it clear, then, that one way or another 

that the movement would play a leading role in a process of national renewal. In June 1933 

he had characterized the way in which the league would carry out its mission: "Vous saurez 

être amicaux, indulgents, compréhensifs. Vous saurez être sourds aux attaques des envieux, 

sévères a celles des ennemis de votre drapeau. . . . C'est ainsi que vous serez les éclaireurs, les 

garants de la rénovation et de la réconciliation  française^."'^ These twin themes of national 

reconciliation and renovation would soon form the core of the Croix de Feu's self-dehed 

mission That the league at one level refised to clearly identify itself with either left or right 

in carrying out this task can be seen in the slogan camied by Le Fiambeau at the Ume: "Ni 

Blancs7 Ni Rouges: Bleu-Blanc-Rouge" . 

La Rocque's role in elaborating the leaguets public position was absolutely centrai. 

Noël Ottavi, who became vice-president, and Antoinette de Préval, who acted as La Rocque's 

assistant and counsellor, no doubt exercised important influence. By 1935 members of the 

'"Le Flcabearr. Febmary, June 1933. 



Volontaires Nationaux (VN), the organUationls wing for those who had not served in the 

First Worid War, referred to the three collectively as the hoiko. Claude Popelin, a member 

of the VN, claimed that de Prévd had literdy written La Rocque's book Service public. In 

his postwar memoirs Xavier VaUat asserted that Ottavi exercised an "énorme ascendant" over 

La Rocque. But de Prévai and ûttavi preferred to work behind the scenes and in light of the 

convergence between his private thinking and public works, La Rocque's thought was no 

doubt very much his ownt5 The contri'butions of his lieutenants to Le Flambemtr echoed those 

of their leader. Pozzo di Borgo, one of the association's earliest members - who would break 

with La Rocque in 1936 - wrote about how the Croix de Feu was 'social', but not socialist. 

Jacques Amoult, president of the Bouches-du-Rhône Croix de Feu, emphasised the 

importance of strong national defence. Henry Guerrïn, a member of the section for Paris's 

fiitemth arraradissernent, published a pamphlet without prior approval in Apd 1934, but he 

was not disciplineci. The police in fact suspected that the pamphlet, which contained nothing 

that contravened the organisation's official pronouncements, was something of a publicity 

stunt, intended to appease those members insisting on a more definitive program.'6 Le 

1s Claude Popelin, ArerzespoIitipes (Paris, 1974), pp.35-36; Xavier Vallat, Le Nez de 
Cléopâtre: souvenirs d'un homme de ciroite (1919-1 944) (Paris, 1957), p. 13 7; for more on 
Ottavi and de Prévd, see Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocq~ie, chapter 46, and especially pp. 
627-30. 

' % e ~  Maherbe, Lu Rocque: un cheJ des actes. des idées (Paris, 1934); H[enry] 
G[uerrin], Croix de F a ?  (Paris, 1934); report, 1 June 1934, APP B/a 190 1; Le Flambeau, 
March, January 1 93 2. 



Rmnbeau's editor, Édouard Anxionnat, was more original. He wrote of how foreign workers 

posed a threat to French labour, a thexne which La Rocque won picked up. He also niggested 

that a 'rehim to the land' would deviate France's social and spintual problems, an argument 

that would assume greater importance in the friture." 

That La Rocque played the leading role in elaborating the Croix de Feu's program 

does not meam, however, that he was averse to the Company of intellectuals. For example, he 

had Gaston Rageot, an author, president of the Société des Gens de Lettres de France, and 

pupil of Henri Bergson, address several meetings in early 1934. Here Rageot stressed the 

fhagdity of France since 19 19, attributing this to an excessively mechanistic and materidistic 

focus on politics and econoniics since 1789. M e  the Revolution had been liberating in sorne 

ways, it had resulted in a society which ody cared for the rights of the citizen, not the rights 

of man and a materialia conception of Iife which had led to class conflict instead of harmony. 

French democracy was fdse because it had corne to mean only electoral contests and stale 

party conflict. Renovation was necessary. Rageot proposed bringing together ail classes and 

gaierations and convincing them of the need for a mord revolution grounded in the f d l y ,  

the profession, and the region.18 While the extent to which Rageot influenced La Rocque is 

uncertain, his emphasis on anti-rnaterialism, moral reform, and the unification of dBerent 

"Le Flambeau, December 193 1, Febxuary 1932, April 1933. 

"Gaston Rageot, speech on 10 January 193q Le Flambeau, February 1934; Section 
Lilloise des Croix de Feu et Briscards, Compre-Red in extenso de fa grande réunion privLe 
di 28 avril 1934 (Lille, 1934), copy in AD Nord 68J 79. 



groups foreshadowed the direction in which the league was moWig. 

At the thne of the 6 February 1934 riots, then, the centrai mission of the Croix de Feu 

- the reconciliation of individual interests in the narne of national renovation - had already 

been sketched out; to describe these eady years as the 'pre-history' of the movement is thus 

somewhat rni~leading~'~ The organkation grew rapidly in the wake of the riots, and this was 

accompanied by a radicalisation of its rhetonc, genentted by the formation of the Popular 

Front and partiCulady the heightened activity of the Communia party. " In October 1 934 La 

Rocque attacked the Popdar Front as "apaches", a e d  with Germans, Russians and 'Asiatics'. 

ïhe  league sounded mer more determineci about taking power, although how this was to be 

done rernained vague. In the surnmer of 1934 Croix de Feu members were instmcted that if 

asked by potentiai converts what their pian of action was, to reply that they planned to create 

a core of disciplined people ready to act when the old parties crumbled; they would then 

reestablish order." 

But none of this represented a drarnatic departure from pre-6 February orientations. 

And in the s p ~ g  and summer of that year vituperative attacks on politicians altemated with 

more spiritual invocations. In May 1934 La Rocque remindeci his readers of the importance 

wSee, i.e., Passmore, "The Right and the Extreme Right", pp.262, 267; idem, "The Croix 
de Feu: Bonapartism, National Populism or Fascisrn?", French History 9/ 1 ( 1999, p. 72. 

2"RymeU, "Militants and Militancy", pp.2 14-224; Passmore, "Croix de Feu", p.72. 

"Le Flambeau, October 1934; Prefect of Vaucluse to Prefect of Bouches-du-Rhône, 6 
September 1934, enclosing circular dated 18 July 1934, found in a stolen car belonging to a 
Croix de Feu member, AD Bouches-du-Rhône M6 8288. 
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of 'Service Public'; in the fàce of moral and spintual anarchy, "[oln a perdu l'habitude modeste 

de l'effort continu". The Croix de Feu, he added, would Save the nation fiom the excessive 

rationalisation and standardisation - and, of course, M-sm - that was part and parcel of this 

anarchy and lead it back to the French 'artisanal tradition'." The movement worked on 

expanding its popdar base. Recruiting posters targeted women, the unemployed, small 

businesmen, and public servants. In the fd of 1935 a major effort was launched to increase 

peasant rnembership. Each of these appeds was distinctive. Women were told that the 

movement would protect their families and homes and provide them with the chance to 

contribute to national renewal through social service, since the war had deprived so many of 

them with the opportunity for motherfiood. The message to those thrown out of work by the 

Depression was "[vlous ne ferez triompher vos justes revendications que dans l'ordre, 

Français, vous répudierez la tutelle insolente de l'Asie barbare." The peasantry was appealed 

to on the basis of their wartime sacrifices and their subsequent rnistreatment by degenerate 

padiamentarism." 

In December 1934 La Rocque's book SeMce public was published. This remained the 

most detailed exposition of his thinking until the Second World War, and outlined the 

characteristics and causes of what he perceived to be France's postwar crisis. The nation's 

%e FIambeau, May 1 934. 

=posters in 45 1 AP 82; Le Ffmbeau, 7 September 1935. 
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institutions were immobile, and no-one - either of the left or right - had made the necessary 

changes. Instead the various parties allowed themselves to be guided by the d n A  of public 

opinion, which itselfwas kespo1lsli1e because of a lack of leaders and guidance. The men of 

the pre-war genedon were paralyzed by their 'bourgeois' mentality. Those who had fought 

in 19 14- 19 1 8 had withdrawn from public life or were ineffectively represented. The women 

and youth of France represented significant reserves of civic and patriotic potential, but they 

were being harnpered by negiect and, in the case of the latter, an overly rationalistic and 

Uwfficiently spiritualistic education." These insuficiencies manifested thernselves in social 

backwardness, a forgetting of the fùndamentals of economics, excessive numbers of 

foreignen who threatened to de@ France's tradition of successfùl assimilation of previous 

immigrants, and formidable challenges in foreign policy. 

La Rocque's solutions to these problems were often the sarne as in the past, though 

he elaborated upon them. Laprofession oqpniise was now more clearly defineci; "c'est, dans 

le plan local, régionai, réunir entre elles les différentes catégories de travailleurs, depuis 

l'ouvrier manuel jusqu'au patron, pour une même branche de production." Establishing such 

a system wodd take the ,  but the process would culminate in the creation of a sort of 

economic council with the express role of advising the state, which itself would retain a 

coordinating role, though not an ovenveening one. Strikes and lockouts would give way to 

cooperation. In foreign affairs La Rocque now expressed an interest in doser European 

2 4 ~ a  Rocque, Service pub/ic (Paris, 1934), pp.22-23, 80, 49, 76-77. 
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econornic c o o p d o n  - indeed, "[ulne menace asiatique généralisée, si elle devait se produire, 

pourrait inaugurer le stade suivant, vers une coordination politique."u But this was looking 

very fiir ahead; the guiding principle behind French diplomacy should remain 'sacred egoism'. 

When it came to discussing policy towards specific nations, La Rocque made few definitive 

recomrnendations, but certainly demonstrated antipathy to the USSR, enthusiasm about a 

rapprochement with Italy, and concern about Germany, although he did not rule out 

establishing a peacefùi 'equilibrium' with that nation. In any case, France would only be 

successfùl diplornaiicdy as an intenially united and militarily competent nation. This was a 

familiar theme. 

As on previous occasions, La Rocque defined the root of al1 French problems as 

spiritual and moral shortcomings, especially on the part of elites. Historically, elites and 

aristocraties had declined because they forgot that hierarchies were only justified on the basis 

of th& being "un constant modèle des vertus civiques. "16 It was in this context that the Croix 

de Feu provided a solution. They were the "apostles" of such virtues, and would show the 

public that the divisions created by politicians were artificial. As the national crisis worsened 

the people would tum to them. By combining the patriotism of the right with the social 

conscience of the le4  the Croix de Feu would achieve reconciliation, which in turn provided 

the basis for renewal: "Le signe de la résurrection est la conjonction spontanée des forces 
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ardentes de la gauche avec les forces ranimées de la droite, les unes et les autres débarrassées 

de leurs faux chefs." The kind of France which would emerge from this process would be 

harmonious, stable, and prosperous. Class struggle would give way to cooperation between 

enlightened, we1-trained elites and prosperous, upwardly mobile workers. Equality would be 

spiritual, not the result of materiaikt levelling, but social concens would be of central 

importance. Authority would be reestabtished, but there would be no cult of the state. 

Individual liberty would be preserved, and the farnily, the comerstone of society, would be 

strengthened and encourageci." 

Scrnice pubIic has occasioned some debate over its inspirations. Jacques Nobécourt 

maintains that La Rocque was iduenced by the 1848 Constitution in his quest for a 

"Christian Republic founded on the right to fratemal a~sistance."'~ Certaidy the former 

document invoked "La Famille, le Travail, la Propriété, I'Ordre Public", and this rubric bears 

a strong resemblance to the Croix de Feu's "Travail, Famille, Patrie". But in 1934 La Rocque's 

starting principle was that "le but est l'existence nationale. Un régime est un moyen." The 

enthusiasm of many 1 848 revolutionaries for a repub tic was far more passionate. The rnakers 

of the 1848 constitution were concerneci about striking a balance between the power of the 

legislature and that of the mecutive; one of La Rocque's main concerns was to curb the power 

- - 

'71bid, pp.3 1-33, 78-80, 1 12,2 16,224-2Z6. 

Wobécourt, Co!onel L La Rocque, p.350. 
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of the former vis-à-vis the latter. The number of the iegislature's members was to be reduced, 

as was their ability to initiate legislation, especiaüy in fiscal matters. Finaily, the 1848 

Consmution was explicit that the President would be elected by universal male suffrage. La 

Rocque never outiined how his enhanced executive was to be chosen. He stated that he was 

anxious to introduce female suffrage, but this was to be done in conjunction with the f d y  

vote - whether ad& women wodd achially control their own vote, rather than enhancing that 

of their hisbands, was not specrfiied. Nor was a formula for popular representation; it was to 

be decided in the future. Much clearer was La Rocque's animosity towards the current 

parliamentary regime. Recalling one occasion when he had observed a sitting of the Charnber 

in 1926, he stated "Rien ne saurait peindre mon dégofit devant cette tragédie burlesque."" 

There can be no doubt, however, that book showed the influence of Social 

Cathoiicism. La Rocque was a practising Catholic and had read thuikers in this tradition nich 

as Albert de Mun and René de La Tour du Pin. In a December 1934 i n t e ~ e w  with the 

Dominican journal Sept he stated that "Je suis heureux de savoir que, dans mon action 

publique, laquelle est extérieure au plan religieux, je n'ai f ~ t  rien qui soit contraire à 

%a Rocque, &mce public, pp. 196-2 16,7 1; Passmore, "Croix de Feu", pp. 76-77; on the 
1848 constitution see Maurice m o n ,  7he Repblican l5pen'ment 1948-1852, tram. Janet 
Lloyd (Cambridge, 1 %3), pp. 66-69 and Pamela Piibeam, RepubIicmism in Ninetee~ith- 
C e n ~  France, 181C1871 (Landon, 1995), pp.220-222; on the family vote, see Paul Smith, 
Feminim cmd rhe Inird Repb fic: Wornen's Polircal and CÏvif Righls in France 191 8-1 945 
(Mord, 1996), pp.90, 95-96. 
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I'orthodoxie de ma reiigion personnelie. " During his captivity in Germany during World War 

Two, La Rocque claimed that he had deliberately downplayed the extent to which h e  was 

inspired by religious sentiment? But the Social Catholic tradition was a complex one. Its 

critique of liberal capitalkm was partly rooted in the anti-liberal attitudes of nineteenth- 

century integral Catholicism, and while Mme Social Catholics eventuaily embraced the Third 

Republic, traditionalist, not to say reactionary, influences had remained strong even in the 

Christian Dernomtic movement bom in the 1890s." The latter engaged in m a s  democratic 

politics, but its members were ofien anti-liberal in political and economic terms. In its 

attempts to appeal to the masses, attacks on foreigners and parliamentarians, and demands 

for a corporatist economy the Croix de Feu was demonstrating a continuity with the Social 

Catholic tradition, but a certain, aibeit important, strain of it. 

Furthemore, La Rocque's characterizations of France as a 'Christian civilization' 

appeared only &er the creation of the PSF; Service public had littie to say about the role of 

the Catholic church or indeed any other religion. To be sure, the Croix de Feu wanted to 

appear compatible with spiritual forces. Sections attended Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish 

cerernonies. There was reciprocation; Sept noted with satisfaction parallels between the 

mSept, 28 December 1934; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", p.22. 

31Jean-Marie Mayeur, "Catho iicisme intransigeant, catholicisme social, démocratie 
chrétienne", in his CathoIiciisme mciarl et &mocratrie chrétienne (Paris, 1 986), pp. 1 7-3 8; and 
Philip G. Nord, "Three Views of Christian Democracy in Fin de Siècle France", Jmrnaf of 
Contempormy History 19/4 (1 984): 7 13-727. 
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program outlined in Seni-ce public and its own desire for reconciliation in France. Jacob 

Kaplan, the Rabbi of Paris enjoyed cordial relations with La Rocque. But things did not 

always go smoothiy. Whde much of the Catholic press treated the Croix de Feu respectfufly, 

pro-democfatic and leftist papen wch as L jlube and Esprit were more suspicious. Relations 

with the Jewish community deteriorateci. This was the result of recrimuiations conceming the 

antisernitism of some Croix de Feu memben in Algeria - an attitude which La Rocque 

reportedly disapproved of - on the part of the Ligue Internationale Contre L'Antisémitisme 

(LICA). Mer a scutne between LICA and Croix de Feu members during a mernorial service 

at a Paris synagogue in June 1936, officicial relations between the French Jewish commwùty 

and the Croix de Feu ended, although the league did retain some Iewish members and 

sympathizers. " 

It might w d  be pointed out that Service Public's anti-liberal, Sociai Catholic-inspired 

but nonconfessional program couched in the Ianguage of nationalism with demands for 

enhanced ex&e power, was hardly unique on the French right. Other leagues, such as the 

Jeunesses Patriotes, made d a r  proposais, and so did France's party of the traditional nght, 

the Fédération Républicaine. The latter foimation also shared the Croix de Feu's anti-statism, 

3 2 ~ e n é  Rémond (with Aline Coutrot), Les CathoIipes &ns la Fronce des minées 30, 
second edition (Paris, 1979), pp.131-141; Richard Miuman, "Les Croix de Feu et 
l'Antisémitisme", trmgtlëème siècle 38 (1993), pp.52-56; see ais0 his La Qziestiunjuiw entre 
les d m  guerres: ligues ak Caoire et antisérnitime en Frme (Paris, lggî), pp.2 l9-230,256- 
269. 



hodity to foreigners, and espousal of the vote fmnilia3." Sharing extended to symbols too. 

Not surprisingly, Marshal Hubert Lyautey, La Rocque's mentor in North &ca, was 

identifieci as a patron of the movement. But conservative partiamentarians like Paul Reynaud 

also praised France's first proconsul in Morocco, describing him as "cet aristocrate qui avait 

bien servi la France, en pensant du mal de la République". The other leagues were no 

different; indeeâ, after Lyautey's death in 1934, the Jeunesses Patriotes conducted themselves 

more impressively at his fiineral than did the Croix de Feu? 

Yet the latter insisteci it was dBerent because it embodied the spintual unity of the 

nation in 19 14- 19 1 8 - though the memory of wartime unity was aiso something that the 

Jeunesses Patriotes invoked. Le F~mbear~,  especially in its early years, carried images of 

military men and 'father victory' - Clemenceau. Joan of Arc, who had become a syrnbol of 

victory and national unity in 1914- 19 18, was particularly celebrated. In 1930 La Rocque 

noted how she had unified diverse national energies in a spirit of total sacrifice, and was 

obviously a mode1 for the as~ociation.~' The Croix de Feu had its own unique heroes; among 

them was La Rocque's daughter Nadine, who had assisted her father in his work but died in 

3 3 ~ ~ n e ,  French Conservatism in Crisis, pp -7 1 -80, 1 00- 1 O 1 . 

Y ~ a r c  Michel, "La colonisation", in SirineHi, Histoire des h i t e s ,  VoI.3, p. 145; report, 
4 August 1934, APP Bla 190 1. 

'%or examples, see Le Fhbeemr, Febniary, April, June 1932, Februaiy 1933, Iune 1930. 
On Joan of Arc as a symbol of national unity during the First World War see Robert Gildea, 
77w Parr in French H i ~ l o t y  (New Haven and London, 1994), pp. 160-1 63. 



Augua 1934; she was thereafter depicted as persomfjmg the movement's quaihies. But as 

was the case with Joan of Arc, it was more common for the movement to imbue national 

figures with a capacity it claïmeci distinctly for its own; that of reconciliation. Thus Lyautey 

was praised in particular for dkecting d of his energies "vers la coordination des énergies 

diverses et complémentaires dont est fait I'organisme nati~nal"?~ It was through this 

independent stance, claiming to transcend lefi and right, attacking both and being beholden 

to no-one, that the Croix de Feu tied to set itself spart." 

In 193 5 and the first half of 1936 it continued to do so, and also placed particular 

emphasis on its 'social' orientation. Suzanne Fouché, a leading figure in the Section Femuùne 

established in 1934? wrote about how the women whom the movement employed as social 

workers served as messengers of social pacification." The watchword of national 

reconciliation became more important than ever, in November 1935 La Rocque presented it 

as a sacred trust, writing that on his deathbed Lyautey had stressed how important it was. 

"Les Croix de Feu ne sont enfermées dans aucun compartiment. Libre-penseurs, israélites, 

catholiques, protestants, ils se tiement par les sommets de toutes les nobles convictions, qu'ils 

viennent de gauche ou de droite, ils ont un but commun qui est l'intérêt de la France", 

%Maq Jean Green, "The Bouboule Novels: Constructing a French Fascist Woman", in 
Melanie Hawthorne and Richard J. Goslan, eds., Gender mai Fascism in Modem Frmce 
(Hanover and London, 1997), pp.66-68; Le FIambem, September 1934. 

French C o 1 7 ~ e ~ m  in Crisis, pp. 125-126, 130; Passmore, "Right and Extreme 
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announceci Colette Yver, a Croix de Feu propagandist who dso contributed to Sept.39 

La Rocque, too, stressed the fàmilial and fiatemal nature of national reconciliation. 

In May 1936 he noted with pride how the men, women and children of the movement had 

participated in the annuai cornmernorations of Joan of Arc. WMe stating that they did not 

wish to monopolize "le cuite de la lorraine", he could not help but point out that Iike 

the Croix de Feu, Joan had wanted to serve the country without concem for sterile debates, 

believed she had been sent to help the poor and the indigent, and recognized that 

"[h]armoniser et fondre sans rélâche les rapports entre les divers éléments de la masse. ... 

Telle est la base de toute Rénovation." Ultimately, though, while like Joan, the Croix de Feu 

abhorred the idea of spilling French blood, they did not fear violence, especidly in the face 

of the "specialists in agitation, of street battles" sent by ~ o s c o w . ~  There were thus limits to 

the fiatemal nature of the league's project. 

The movement was lent more prominence through the contributions of a number of 

well-known writers and intektuais to Le FZ'beat~ at this tirne." Among them were current 

or fuhire members of the Academie Française nich as the writers Henry Bordeaux, Jacques 

39Le Flmbemr, 2 November 1935; Colette Yver, "Pourquoi .l'adhère au Regroupement 
National du Croix de Feu", in a brochure entitled Comrnenf les hommes de In victoire 
'FQTAWO~B~ lap"Xfimx [n.d. but 19351, copy in 45 1 AP 83. On Yver's other writings see, 
for instance, Se@, 26 April, 5 July 1935. 
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de Lacretelle, and Claude Farrère, advocates of French rural We such as Henri Potmat, the 

popular historian and biographer André Maurois, the colonial popularizer André Demaison, 

and the refiomiist feminist tunieci paîrïotic writer Marcelle Tinayre. Many were Catholics, and 

several contributed to religious newspapers, but in Le Flmnbeau their concems were 

discussed in secdar terrns." Some were more moderate than others. Claude Farrère sirnply 

advocated an executive-oriented republic, while the more reactionary Henry Bordeaux 

stressed that politicians, and indeed democracy itself, were unable to cope with French 

decay." But commonalities and convergences far outweighed differences. Tinayre, writing 

on women's suffi-age, believed that before this problem could be resolved "[il1 faut une 

réforme totale de la machine, qui permettra aux valeurs de toute sorte, masculines et 

féminines, de servir &aument le pays." In an obituary of Rudyard Kipling, André Delacour 

described the latter's conceptions of senice and sacrifice - certainly ideas that should not have 

been foreign to any Croix de Feu member? 

The most important of these contributon was Saint-Brice, who provided regular 

commentary on international &airs from February 1934 onwards. He was also the foreign 

affairs specialist for La Revue universelle, a journal eclectic in its contributors but edited by 

"See, for example, Marcelle Tinayre in Sept, 3 0  August 193 5 .  On her background see 
Christine Bard, Les Filles de Marianne: histoire des féminismes 1914-1940 (Paris, 1995), 
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a leading member of the Action Française, Jacques ~ainville.'~ Like most of his 

contemporaries on the right, Saint-Brice criticized the abdications of French foreign poiicy 

as encouraging the resurgence of nationalist Germany under Hitler. Viewing the League of 

Nations as a chimera and hostile to an understanding with the USSR - whose leaders, he 

sornetimes suggested, might ally with Gemiany as they had in the past - he believed that 

France needed to ensure its own strength and renew its alliances in Eastern Europe and with 

Italy. When Mussolini's invasion of Ethiopia in 1935 resulted in a deterioration in Franco- 

Italian relations, he felt that a great oppominity had been missed and was strongly critical of 

the British, whom he saw as using the League - itself a product of 'Anglo-Saxon ideology' - 

to prevent Italy fiom threatening British imperial interests." 

Saint-Brice's niminations actended to domestic politics as well. Two months afler the 

Ge- reoccupation ofthe Rheland in 1936 he suggested that both the British and French 

democracies were showing signs of decrepitude; this was a reçult of "mass politics and 

demagogy". The solution was to renovate France dong the Iines the Rexists in Belgium - 

combining dynarnism and reformism with an appeal to tradition and order, infonned by 

Christian ethics but "contre les collusions de la politique et de la religion." Then alliances 

'5~aUiville died in 1936 and was succeeded as editor by H ~ M  Massis; Charles Micaud, 
Z k  French Right a n d N d  Gennmy 19334939: A Shrdy of Public Opinion (Durham, NC, 
1943), p.240; Wüliam R Keylor, Jacques Bainville and the Rerraimce of RoyaIist History 
in Twentieth-Century Frmce (Baton Rouge and London, 1979), p. 158. 
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could be constnicted, and discussions with Germany could proceed f?om a position of 

~trength.'~ Though Saint-Brice's attitudes were not unique, his attacks on the British in 

particular and democracy in generd placed him squarely in the ranks of the extreme right 

rather than moderate conservatives, and Croix de Feu propaganda and La Rocque hirnself 

fully endorsed his views on what was needed in the international sphere? 

La Rocque's relationship with another contributor, Bertrand de Maud'huy, proved to 

be much less harmonious. De Maud%uy, who joined the VN hed ia te ly  afler 6 Februw 

1934, helped provide the Croix de Feu with international exposure when he published an 

article in the Amerkm journal Foreign Atfairs in July 1 93 4. Here he stressed the weakening 

of traditional loyalties in France and the necessity for a non-parliamentary movement to bring 

together the various new tendencies which had developed in response to the degeneration of 

French poiitical me. The Croix de Feu, he argued, couid provide the nucleus of a new political 

order, charactenzed by authonty, social justice, and class collaboration. None of this implied 

a desire for a dictatonhip or an overweening state, he added: both were contrary to "the 

Frenchmen's love for individual liberty". Indeed, in Le Ffmbeau he expressed the belief that 

" ~ e  Flmnbeuu, 9,30 May 1936. 

?O situate Saint-Brice's views in a broader context see Micaud, French Righ and Nari 
Germ~ny, esp. pp. 53-57; on the movement's agreement with his views on diplomacy see, Le., 
broadsheet, nad. but probably 1935, copy in AD Vosges Br 1 163; and Le Flambearr, 14 
March 1936. 



Roosevelt had been able to reconcile authority and social justice in the u.s."~ 

However, de Maud'huy and other leading members of the VN felt that the Croix de 

Feu needed a better developed program. It was partly in response to such pressure that La 

Rocque wrote SeMce public. The VN leaders remained dissatisfied, though, and after they 

had done what La Rocque suggested - draw up an alternate program - he rejected it as too 

'technocratic' and they resigned. The whole episode has sometimes been presented as proof 

that La Rocque rejected radical right thinking. M e r  the break de Maud'huy certainiy stressed 

the differences between the ideas of the ex-VN and Croix de Feu: the former had been 

charactented by "la fougue, la volonté d'action", which had been restrained by the 

"raissonable maturité" of the latter? Yet de Maud'huy's own declareci unwillmgness to do 

away with individual liberties and his admiration for Roosevelt - even if'it was refracted 

through authontarian lenses - make things less clear cut. The "VN'st' program, at least in 

ternis of state reform, contained nothing which fùndamentally contradicted what was called 

for in SeMce public; the most important difference was the lack of ernphasis on the crisis of 

spirihial vahies. The episode should thus be seen mainiy in ternis of infighting for control over 

the movement ?' 

IgBertrand de Maud'huy, "The French National Revival", Foreign Amairs la4 ( 1934): 
622-628; Le Flambeau, April 1934. 

%est notably in Miiza, F&mefiançars, pp. 135- 136; de Maud'huy quoted in JeanLuc 
Pinol, "Le temps des droites", in Sirineüi, Histoire des droites, Vol. 1, p.3 19. 

"Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 160-6 1 (though he places sorne emphasis on La Rocque's 
distaste for the ideological background of some of the departing VN), and especially 
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La Rocque had won this struggle, but still had to consider the Croix de Feu's fbture, 

especiaüy as the càicaî 1936 elections drew nearer. He and his lieutenants had often outlined 

in speeches vague scenarios in which the Croix de Feu, in the rnidst of a deepening national 

aisis, might be calleci upon to assume power, and their anti- parliarnentary rhet O ric suggested 

that this wouid not corne about through electoral means." Yet such a crisis had not emerged, 

and in December 1935 La Rocque sounded more flexible, stating that every available 

oppomimty had to be used to M e r  the goal of national reconciiiation, although he remained 

unenthusiastic about "la cuisine électorale"." In private, he considered running Croix de Feu 

candidates in the elections. 

The reasons why he decided not to do so were outlined in a circular composed in late 

1935 or eariy 1936? La Rocque believed that there was not enough time to secure a large 

number of good candidates. To engage in a lirnited nurnber of electoral contests wouid be 

hudîating for a rnovement with national aspirations. That French elections were mn on the 

p~ciple  of the m t i n  d'mrortdimment, with two ballots and thus electoral alliances, would 

make it ail the more diacult for the Croix de Feu to 'break through'. He also feared that by 

Nobécoun, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.3 50-5 5. 

%usmore, "Croix de Feu", p.79; see also La Rocque's editorials in Le Flambem, 6 April, 
6 July, and 17 August 1935, for variations. 

ULe Fhbeau,  2 1 December 1935. 

% Rocque, "Les Croix de Feu devant le problème des électionsw, n.d. but late 1935-early 
1936,451AP 91. 
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entering elections the movernent would lose its ability to present itself above narrow interests. 

As a force of national reconclliatio~ it could not atford to be identified only with the right or, 

worse, extrerne right in pariiament, even though it was in such milieux that "les Croix de Feu 

trouveraient les candidats et les députés les plus disposés à accepter pariementairement leur 

étiquette." His concern for the need for the Croix de Feu to continue to appear distinct is 

cleady demonstrateci by the following passage: "L'existence d'un groupe parlementaire Croix 

de Feu imposerait au Mouvement la nécessité d'avoir un programme détaillé et l'obligation 

de prendre position sur des problèmes épineux. Les plus redoutables de ces problèmes ne sont 

peut-être pas les plus importants et les plus généraux, mais bien ceux qui mettent en cause les 

intérêts particuliers ou corporatifs des électeurs. . . . La ditficulté consisterait donc à trouver 

au groupe Croix de Feu une position parlementaire originale. II ne devrait pas se laisser 

classer dans les rangs de la vieille droite. II devrait éviter aussi bien une opposition 

systématique qu'un attitude exclusivement conservatrice. 11 devrait trouver une méthode 

d'action parlementaire nouvelie et élaborer une doctrine assez forte et assez séduisante pour 

soutenir la com parison quotidienne avec la doctrine [des] autres partis. " s5 

But if he concluded that Croix de Feu candidates should not be run in the elections, 

La Rocque did believe the latter provided an opportunity to propagandize. The upshot was 

the distribution of three million copies of a rnanifesto which the movement put out as a 

supplement to the 1 1 April 1936 issue of Le F~mbeau. Both contemporaries and some 

- - - - -- - - 

j5"Les Croix de Feu devant le problème des élections". 
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historians have been struck by this document's attacks on the parliamentary right and the 

advanced social provisions it contained. Le Cmard enchoîné quipped that if La Rocque was 

to follow his ideas to their logical conclusion, he would have the Croix de Feu join the 

Popular Front. Both movements, for instance, called for controls on war industries and 

retirement provisions to reduce youth unemployment." But the manifesta's provisions for 

constitutionai reform - a president (whose mode of election remained unspecified) with 

enhanced powers, "une réduction sensible" of the number of deputies and b i t s  on their age 

and powers to initiate legislation, and "des sanctions sévères" against al1 groups who opposed 

"le devoir militaire, le devoir civique, le loyalisme à l'égard du pays ou des institutions" - 

remained virtually unchanged fiom those contained in Service public. 

In keeping with La Rocque's concem that the Croix de Feu not identify itself with the 

extrerne right, nationai reconciliation rernained at the heart of the program. "La France va 

définitivement fixer son choix entre la grandeur et la décadence, entre la paix et l'aventure; 

les Croix de Feu se sont donnés pour tâche d'apporter le mot de ralliement patriotique. 

Consacrés au seul intérêt générai, unissant des hommes de toute appartenance, de toute 

origine, ils sont vraiment désignés comme guides, comme arbitres." This message certainly 

sounded distinctive in cornparison to some of the brochures put out by the more traditionai 

formations of the right like the Fédération Républicaine and Henri de Kérillis' Centre de 

%Le Cmrcad enchhé,  8 April 1936; see the point-for-point cornparison in Nobécourt, 
Colonelde La Rocque, pp.377-38 L. On what foiiows, see "Manifeste Croix de Feu: pour le 
peuple, par le peuple", supplement to Le Flrmibearr, 1 1 Apd 1936. 



propagande des Républicains Nationaux, which stresseci the polarization of France into two 

clans, "irréductiblement opposés", by the Popular Front. Conversely, other anti-Popuiar Front 

parties such as the Christian democrats (PDP) and laic center-nght Alliance Démocratique 

(Am)  mpaigned for rejecting the 'two blocs', but they did so by appeding to the Radicals 

on the basis of theû fundamental incompatibility with the Mancists. Implicit in this was a 

demand for a renini to 'concentration', narnely the cooperation of the Radical party with the 

caner-ri& a coalition which had governeci France on a number of occasions in the interwar 

periodn Yet this message, too, was quite dierent fkom the Croix de Feu's cal1 to submerge 

al1 differences for the sake of the nation, with its anti-pluralist implications. 

Moreover, in spite of its c d  to forget diierences, the Croix de Feu's bitter hoaility 

to the Popular Front was unmistakeable. While arguing that it was as 'social' as the left'~ it 

was also profoundly 'nationalt and independent, unlike the Cornmunists, with their slavish 

devotion to Stalin Paxtidar outrage was show at the attempts of the PCF to integrate itseif 

into French society by stressing its patriotism and devotion to the Eimily. Ultimately, however, 

the problem went deeper than the existence of Manùsm. In the nineteenth century, the 

manifesto explained, govemrnents, including those of the Third Republic, had fàiled to 

Histoire des clioites, Vol. 1, p. 3 1 5 ; n~ean-~uc Pinol, "Le Temps des droites", in SirineNi, 1 '  

Andrew Shennan, "The Parliamentary Opposition to the Front Populaire and the Elections 
of 1936", Historical JmmaI 27/3 (1984), pp.680-83. 

'' h fact, the movement had been preseming press clippings fkom Le Popiizzre and 
L'Humriié dealing with economically distressed groups The press clippings are in 45 1AP 
91. 
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reconcile technical and social progres. Libaal capitalism couid not provide k i n g  solutions, 

and had undermineci spiritual values. Traditional parties of al1 stripes were useless. "Vers la 

droite, on s'est accroché au passé avec la terreur du nouveau; vers la gauche, les dirigeants 

ont cherché des garanties dans une afnliation à la puissance clandestine, tentaculaire, 

omnipotente des Loges maçonniques." The result was total neglect of the social question. 

hspired by "u]e culte de la tradition", concemeci only for "les lendemains de nos enfants", the 

Croix de Feu sou& to reconcile all good citizens and create a "new order", characterized by 

laprofesion organisée and the protection of the f d y  and spiritual values. Thus would be 

achieved "la rénovation du pays. lrS9 

W& the electoral victory of the Popular Front, the new Blum govenunent carried out 

its promise to dissolve the leagues, and the PSF was bom. Until late 1937 it faced the 

possibility of another dissolution if it was deemed to be a continuation of the Croix de Feu 

or a threat to the Republic. Thus the novelty, democratic credentials and electorai orientation 

of the organization were emphasized. Ropagandists were instructed to respond to arguments 

that the PSF was a reconstitution of the Croix de Feu by noting that it was a legally 

established Party, whereas the Croix de Feu had been a veterans' association, and that 80% 

"Manifeste Crou de Feu", op czt. 
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of its mernbers had not been in the Croix de   eu? Sympathizers and members argued to this 

effect in a variety of milieux. The novelist Jacques de Lacretelle published @ri est La 

Rocque? in early 1 93 7. This brochure depicted its subject in the following way: "Son arme 

est la persuasion, son but est d'émouvoir la conscience nationale et non de la déchirer. ... Il 

veut conquérir les hommes par leurs bons instincts et non point les mauvais. " In a May 1937 

lecture Edmond Barrachin, a former deputy for Sedan and head of the new party's bureau 

politique, stressed that the PSF wouid ody go into the streets on the side of the army and 

police to prevent a revolution; it was completely opposed to fascism and dictatorship. Indeed, 

it was the young Socialists, he argued, who presented a threat to public order with their 

paramilitary  formation^.^' Charles Vallin, a former VN, now head of propaganda for the PSF 

and elected as one of its deputies in 1938, comributed an article on his party to the journal 

Sciences politipes. In it he conceded that the Croix de Feu had appeared intimidating to 

some, but insisted that it was the victim of slander. Its dissolution was unjust, but had the 

beneficial effêct of l i g '  the association "vis-à-vis d'elle-même et vis-à-vis de l'opinion." 

And whiie the PSF had inherited the leader, many cadres and "mystique" of its predecessor, 

"[pleur nombreux qu'ils soient, les membres des anciennes associations sont une faible 

T o r  the instructions to militants see the supplement to the PSFYs BuIIetin d'infomatiom 
28,20 April 1937. 

61 Jacques de Lacretelle7 Qui est La Rocque? (Paris, 1937), pp.9, 1 3-MY 22,24, 30,47; 

Douglas Alden, Jaques de Lacretelle: An Inrelecrual Itinercoy (New Brunswick, NJ, 1958), 
pp.2 18-222; Barrachin in Le FZambeau, 29 May 1 93 7; his lecture was later published as Le 
Parti SociaI Français devant Ie pays (Paris, 193 7). 



minorité au sein du parti."62 

Such interventions support the contention that La Rocque and his followers shifted 

th& discoune in the fkce of threatened disso~ution.~~ But other evolutions took place which 

are not easily explained in such terms. In his closing address to the party's iïrst congress in 

December 1936 La Rocque described the PSF as "les grands défenseurs de cette civilisation 

chrétienne dont l'adoption est le signe même de l'adoption française." This concept soon 

became an integral element of its ~e~definition. In another i n t e ~ e w  with Sept, La Rocque 

reiterated his views on the linkage between Western Civilization and Christianity and the 

precepts which followed fiom it; the centrality of the family, the right for men to receive a 

family wage, and the resort to force only when faced with revolutionary violence or 

d ict atorship. The PSFs program represented, he suggested, "la transposition exacte des 

préceptes pontificaux dans notre domaine laïc." AU of the paty's members accepted these 

ideas, whatever their religion and whether they were believers or not. The PSF's message, he 

concluded, fûlly complemented t hat of the C hurch." 

The noveity of this approach should not be overstated. Atter dl, La Rocque had 

earlier acknowledged a debt to Social Catholic thinking. The difference was that the 

6%Mes Vallin, "Le Parti Social Français", Sciences poMiques 52/3 (1 93 7), pp.2 1 1-224. 

"~oucy, "Dissenting interpretation", p. 1 72. 

aLe Fiambeau 26 December 1936; Sept, 26 February 1937; Nobécourt, Colonelde La 
Rocque, pp.347-348 suggests that the interview was 'ghosted' by a PSF journalist, but 
beiieves that it stiii accurately depicteci La Rocque's views at the t h e .  



comection was now made more explicit. For example, the philosopher Gabriel Marcel 

professed "un accord fondamental" between "la pensée très cohérente" of periodicals like 

Tmpsprésezr, to which he and other Catholic thinkers like Daniel-Rops, François Mauriac, 

and Jacques Maritain contriiuted, and the spirit which "animated" the PSF. An article on 

Charles Péguy suggested that the PSF was carrying on his traditions of social-mindedness, 

deep-rooted but non-aggressive patriotism, and distaste for the debasement of public life by 

narrow-minded politician~.~' But just as Péguy had stresseci the need for non-sectarianism, the 

PSF insisted it was nonconfessional, and its relations with the Church were never 

straightfomard. tn the religious Loire-Inférieure, Jean Ybamégaray, head of the party's group 

in the Chamber of Deputies, could argue that the "Croix de Feu" and "Croix du Chna 

devaient se confondre". Yet it was not assumed that the clergy would be favourable. Réalité, 

the PSF papa for the Marne, descnbed a hypothetical conversation between a Catholic PSF 

militant - "Lefranc" - and his curé, who was suspicious of the party. Emphasizing that La 

Rocque was a deftender of Christian civilization and not the object of a personality cult - "Je 

suis sûr, en tout cas - d'aimer La Rocque comme un père et non comme un dieu" - Lefranc 

could not understand why "certains milieux chrétiens" disapproved of the PSF. While the 

priest was not completely won over, the two parted on good terms, with Lefranc assuring that 

6SGabriel Marcel, "France7 espoir du monde", Le Petit journal, 28 February 1938, 
reproduced in Builetin des m i s  de La Rocque 43 (1990), a copy of which was given to the 
author by M. Gilles de La Rocque. On Péguy and the PSF see Le Flambeau 2 1 Novernber 
1936, and Le Petit journail, 10 August 1939. 
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"le PSF est trop respectueux des forces spirituelles pour vous causer le moindre ennui. Il ne 

vous demande pas un appui que votre rôle vous interdit de lui donner, mais je serais heureux 

que vous compreniez que, s'il y a des incroyants chez nous, des incroyants très sincères, nous 

sommes tous partisans de la civilisation chrétienne et que nous ne voulons ni du communisme 

ni de 1'HÏtléri~rne."~~ 

Defending Christian civilization was thus seen by the PSF as a distinctiy secular 

mission. Moreover, this mission was defined very much in opposition to  the Popular Front. 

La Rocque's Erst detailed discussion of Christian civiiization appeared in an article on Léon 

Blum and antisemitism. Noting that "[l]'équipe juive installée par M. Blum aux postes de 

destruction forme le thème de campagnes venues de l'étranger", he added that fominately 

racism was contrary to France's assimilationist traditions. Still, he believed that "[cl'est aux 

innombrables Israélites patriotes qu'il appartient de manifester leur aversion pour le 

marxisme." This would best be done, he implied, through a complete acceptance of French 

traditions: "Pas de réconciliation nationale si ce n'est suivant le cadre de  notre civilisation 

traditionnelle", which was "spécifiquement, historiquement chrétienne." Ail citkens, 

regardles of their beliefk, were bound to serve and protect it. The decision of the Constantine 

PSF to boycott Jewish shops in 1938 - which was approved by La Rocque with the proviso 

that it was to be done peacefùlly and only with respect to that particular comrnunity - was 

&Prefect of Loire-Infërieure, 25 May 1938, AD Loire-Atlantique 
Febmary 1938 (in AD Marne 30M 161). 

ZM 470; Réalité, 19 
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justdied on these grounds. It was argued that the PSF was the victim of 'racism', in the form 

of universal hostility on the part of Constantine's Jews. As La Rocque put it? the action was 

the result of a determination "dbbte~~ir ,  sms les plis du drapeau Ricolore, !a libent' civique 

et i'unitéfranaise. bares f o n ~ e n t a f e s  de nos ill~~itz~tions!' In a similar vein, the Christian 

morality which the PSF claimed to  uphold was juxtaposed with the controversial Mews of the 

French Socialist leader on maniage and the family. La Rocque was particularly angered by 

the Blum govemment's involvement of children in armistice cornmernoration cerernonies: "La 

Eimille fiançaise, quelle que soit son origine, sa religion, sa condition, mérite un autre exemple 

des vertus traditionnelles que celui de M-Blum, apôtre du I'union libreVfl6' 

Such criticisms were cornmon on the part of the French right as a whole." The point, 

however, is not that the PSF's Mews on Blum, French Jews, or cultural assimilation were 

unique. Nor were they very extreme in cornparison to the virulence of, say, the Action 

Française. Nazi-style racisrn was rejected by the Party, as it was by most of the French right. 

In the aftermath of KristaIInacht in Germany the PSFs bulletin describeci biological racism 

as  antithetical to Christian civilisation, although it added that the party was not 'philosemitic' 

and that the naturalisation of the large nurnber of foreigners e n t e ~ g  France - a many of 

whom were centml and East European Jews - needed to be handled with much greater rigour. 

67Le Flmnbeau, 22 August 1936; La Flamme, 28 October 1938; Le Fktntbear~, 14 
November 1936. See also Bulletin d'informations 18,9 February 193 7. 

68For a general discussion of this issue see Pierre Birnbaum, Un Mythe politique: la 
"repbIiqzie juive " (Pans, 1 988), pp.220-224. 
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The Popular Front was strongiy miticized for admitting too many foreigners." The PSF thus 

chose to make explicit the values it defended in an oppositionai way, both on the domestic 

front and as will be demonstrated later, in the r e a h  of international relations. 

Both of these new emphases - on repubiican legality and defending Christian 

civilization - were combineci with older conceptions that characterized the Croix de Feu. The 

therne of national reconciiiation remained centrai to the party's propaganda. Orators stated 

that whde many of the people who had joined the PSF had not been memben of the Croix de 

Feu, the spirit which motivated them remained the same. La Rocque was most insistent on 

this point, as this passage in a January 1937 editorial reveals: "Quant à l'âme, elle s'appelle 

chez nous et elle ne cessera de sfappe1er, malgré toutes les dissolutions possibles et 

imaginables, I'esprit Croix de Feu. " This spirit, he believed, had fûst "ressuscité l'esprit de 

s e ~ c e  public au sein d'une élite." Now this elite had spread "sa pensée réconciliatrice et sa 

pratique du labeur utile" across the natiodO The PSF was thus more than a party; it was the 

herdd of a new regime and society. In a speech at the Vélodrome d'Hiver in January 1938 

69Birlletin d'inform~~tions 90, 22 November 1938; for the suggestion that the party 
channelled the potential antisemitism of its militants into anticornrnunism, see Rymeii, 
"Militants and Militancy", pp.2 17-2 19. For evidence of antisemitism on the part of PSF 
militants see Subprefect (Senlis), 15 October 1938, AD Oise Mp 5 134 and Millman, "Croix 
de Feu et I'antisémitisme", pp. 58-60. 

"'Le Fk'ambemi î 3  January 1937,4, 1 1 M y ,  7 November l936,27 February, 10, 17 April 
1937, Le Petit journi I l  November 1937, 6 Marck 19 April 1938. See also Weng, 
"L'Historique et la doctrine", p. 136. 
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Stanislas Devaud, the PSF's deputy for Constantine7 argued that his party was unlike others 

because it would Uifuse words like "Repubiic" and "PoiÏtics" with "le sens noble et 

désintéressé que trop souvent b ont perdu. En partider,  le mot 'Parti', pour le PSF, désigne 

plutôt un rapprochement, en quelque sorte f'amilial, des Français, qu'un instrument de partage 

ou de division entre concitoyens. "7' 

in tandem with this sort of thinking, in September 1937 La Rocque wrote of the day 

when an "État Social Français" would be created, and thereafter the party increasingly 

couched its proposai reforms in temu of this future state. There were local variations; in 

Grenoble Le Flambeau cle Iïsére wrote of a "République Sociale Française", with "un grand 

chef acrif'. Franklin Roosevelt was cited as an example, though the author in question 

c o n f d  to not M y  understanding the Arnerican system, and his hope for "[ulne République 

sans dessous truqués, sans speculakws de doctrine, sans parasites, sans agents étrangers" was 

certainly in keeping with the PSF's vision of the futureR The message remained consistent 

up to the outbreak of war. Even when the decision of the Daladier govement  in July 1939 

to prorogue the Chamber denied the PSF the 1940 elections which it hoped would catapult 

it into power, La Rocque remaineci confident. Setbacks in one sphere were of relatively minor 

import precisely because the PSF was more than a party; "si urgentes que puissent être 

71 Le Petit jm~n~u l ,  8 January 1938. 

% Petit jourraai., 12 September 1937,4 Decernber 193 8, 10 August 1939; Le Fhmbeau 
de l'lsére, 15 November 1938. 
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certaines tâches de wlgaisation et certaines entreprises, c'est à la chose publique et à notre 

mission sociale que la préférence a toujours été accordée ... @le PSF, oeuvre d'aujourd'hui, 

l'État Social Français, oeuvre de dernain, exigeant un inspiration de loyalisme patriotique et 

de solidarité humaine. "" Thus, while the PSF did place increasing emphasis on the winning 

of electoral contests, and devoted considerable energy to doing so, it did not define itself 

sotely, or even primady, as an "ovenvhelming electoral force". Nor does it seem that it was 

potentiaily moving towards becorning a 'conventional' conservative Party if the war had not 

intemened. 74 

If the État Social Français was a new te- the content of the PSF's program 

dernonstrated great continuity with that of its predecessor, albeit with elaborations and 

clarifications. Its published prograrn, Le Part1 Social Français: une mystique, m e  

programme, stressed cornmitment to the Republican regime, but reaffinned a desire to 

'rejuvenate' its institutions by "réclassant et séparant les pouvoirs, hiérarchisant et restaurant 

les responsabilités, éliminant les parasitismes, permettant la prévision, assurant la continuité 

des efforts dans chaque domaine." The propositions on the structure of goverment - and the 

lacunae on the election of the executive - were the same as in SeMcept~bIic. In her repon 

to the Decernber 1938 national congress, Antoinette de Prévd descnbed la projssion 

73Le Petit jmmaf, 8 ,9  August 1939. 

74For suggestions dong these Lines see Milza, F@ismefimçais, and Passmore, "Boy- 
Scouting, p.553, "Right and Extreme Right", pp.376-83. 
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wgzo>isée - another familiar term - as the "pierre angulaue du fùtur État Social Français." Une 

mystique, m e  programme reiterated demands for the organjzation of production dong 

sectord lines, with a cot~seil nationai économiqie that would coordinate the system and be 

obligatorily consulted by the goverment, but would have no legislative power. Again it was 

ernphasised that the new system would not involve an overweening aate as did corporatist 

arrangements in other European co~ntnes. '~ 

With this as the starting point, efforts were made to attract support from every 

conceivable social group. In the case of the peasantry, appeals were made to anti-statist 

sentiment, which were aroused in 1936 with the Popular Front's creation of a Wheat Office. 

The aim of the left, PSF propaganda contended, was to min the peasant, reducing him to 

serfdom "comme les moujiks de Staline". Instead7 the rural way of life had be respecteci and 

encouraged. The generai solutions proposed included professional representation in addition 

to educational and technical support. More specifically, the Civil Code had to be revised so 

as to ensure that f m  plots would not be excessively subdivided. The family fmn, the 

guarantor of the corninu@ of peasant Ki  had to be reidior~ed.'~ The party did recognize that 

the message might have to be modified to make it more paiatable in different circumstances. 

Its expert on agridture, Joseph de NadiUac, a former deputy for the Alliance Démocratique, 

"Le Petit journal, 4 December 1938; Pmii Social Frmgais: une mystique, une 
programme (n.p., n-d.), pp. 4, 19-2 1 , 3  7-39. 

76 Le Ffmbeau, 26 Sept 1936; Le Paysan muvera b F m c e  avec fe PSF (Paris, n.d. ), 
pp. 16- 1 8,27-29. 
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emphasised the need for tact in dealing with the peasantry. Demagogy and big meetings were 

to be avoided; plain talk and individual conversation were the preferreû approach. Above dl, 

he insiste4 propagandists must not tak down to the peasants on agricultural matten. Nor, 

in some areas, should the Popdar Front be aîtacked head on for its polices, as some peasants 

were temporarily profiting fiom the Wheat Ofnce by selling their goods at higher prices 

before infiation caught up with theman 

The PSF also identifid itself as the defender of the cfarws moyennes. Indeed, in the 

spnng of 1937 militants were instructed that "[Oa défense des clctres moyennes dort 

rqoiincire a l'heure acruelle. cnr premier plm de notre propagande9 la défense des p a y m ~ ~  

et du patrimoine fmiiiale" . The theme was particularly dear to Edmond Barrac hin, who 

believed that since the Radical Party, the traditional defender of the classes moyennes, had 

deserted thern by joining the Popular Front7 it was now the PSFs duty to perform this task.'' 

The professions could be best defended through organizing dong corporative lines; this 

argument was applied to doctors, architects, and civil servants arnong others. As for 

shopkeepers, artisans, and small businessmen, the PSF proposed that one important measure 

would be to establish tougher restrictions on immigration. In 1939 Charles Vallin suggested 

that newcomers who occupied positions as small businessmen and artisans should be obliged 

nJoseph de Nadillac, Conseils sur fa propagande électorale dms /es milieux agricoles 
[onginally intented for the cantonal elections of 1 93 71 (Paris, September 193 7), pp.3-4. 

nBulZetirz cfi~onnutiom 19, 16 Febniary 1937; Bmachin in Le Flambeau, 29 May 193 7; 
see also Le FZmbeau, 20 March, 8 May 1937. 



to pay a "special tax", since they were free fiom the obligation of citizenship in the form of 

military service. The p a q  concedeci, however7 that foreigners came to France because native- 

born citizens could not be found to do certain jobs. Tackling unemployrnent, orators were 

instructed, would also have to be a matter of improved apprenticeship and retirement 

schemes, but above dl ,  "le redressment des esprits et des rnoe~rs".'~ 

But it would be wrong to describe the PSF as trying to become a party solely for the 

classes moyennes, as is sometimes niggested.aO It aimed its propaganda at al1 groups. La 

Rocque insisted that the needs of the c b s  moyennes had to be met in a way that suited the 

generd interests of the nation. Consistent efforts were made to appeal to the working class. 

Here one watchword was 'TJous vouions mettre fin au prolétariat", in the sense that worken 

should not h e  in m d o w n  cities that lacked proper amenities, making for bad hedth and low 

birthrates. It was hoped that the development of leisure facilities and cornmuter transport 

h e e n  factories and the countryside wodd encourage a hedthier lifestyle, which the party 

assumeci meant a more nird lifestyle." The PSF moved very carefully in arguing againa the 

Blum govemrnent's 40 hour work week measure. It published a pamphlet on the issue which 

stated that the principle was fine, but that the legaiisation itself'was ridiculous, and had failed 

" Le Ffmbem~,  3 1 October, 14 November 1936, 3 Iuly 1937; Le Petil jm~n~aI,  28 June 
1939; schéma de confërence, "Le PSF et le problème du chornage", supplement to Bulletin 
d'infom~tzom 8 1, 1 July 1 93 8. 

80 Serge Berstein, "La Ligue", in SinneIli, Histoire des dkoites, V01.2, p. 102, and 

Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.642-645. 

" ~ e  Flambeau, 2 January* 20 March, 22 May 1937. 
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to improve the lives of the working classes. Production had to be kept high, and regional 

differences needed to be taken hto a ~ c o u n t . ~  

None of this meant an end to unions; indeed the PSF described them as the basic ceii 

of la profession organisée. Writing in February 1938, Charles Vallin suggested that as a 

group united in the defense of cornmon interests, unions were a part of the natural social 

order: "La f a d e  n'est-elle pas une manière de syndicat?" The problem was that currently 

many were compted by 'politics'. The CGT, the nation's larges union and one in which 

Communists now had a powerful influence, was trying to establish a monopoly over French 

labour. The PSF, Valiin argued, wmed unions to focus solely on their professional interests. 

Pierre Fore* one of the main labour columnists for Le F ' b e a u  and subsequently Le Petit 

journal, believed that working-class leaders needed to be more responsible and not give in 

to the demands of the masses. Such a trend was both bad for the economy and the workers 

themselva who, left to their own devices, would be susceptible to Communist propaganda. 

But the party also stressed in its newspaper for the Parisian working class, L '02mrier libre, 

that it was not the tool of reactionary employers. Those who believed that joining the PSF 

would automatically put them in the good graces of their boss were sadly mistaken, it 

assert ed. * 

=Le PSF et la semaine de 40 heures (Paris, n. d. ), passim. 

Flinnbean 2 January, 13 March, 24 Apd 1937; Le Petit jmrnai, 2 1 Febniary 1 938; 
L ' m e r  hbre, May 1 93 8. 



The PSF did not couch its propaganda solely in terms of socioeconomic groups. It 

befieved that French youth would be bea served by apprenticeship schemes and involvement 

in the imperial mission to provide employrnent and healthy outlets. Wtth respect to 'moral' 

education, the PSF d e d  for a systern wliich was more r e s p d l  of 'spûmiai' forces. To this 

end, in 1938 its university mident organization passed a motion calling for the retum of 

degree-granting powers to Catholic institutions. And although the PSF stressed that 

intellectuals had a role to play in the party and proudly pointed to the quality of the 

contnbutors to its press, some of these same contributors, such as Marcelle Tinayre, were 

perturbeci by the education systemts obsession with academics at the expense of everything 

else. The result, she believeù, was the creation of a large group of "chomeurs intellectuels" ." 

Peasants and workers were no less intelligent, but the nation would do better if education 

encouraged people to fulnl their proper roles. 

The PSFts conception of education was thus one which was utilitarian, sceptical of 

'intellechialisrn', and respectfùl of hierarchies and traditional values. It is not surprising that 

Lord Baden-Powell was admired by the party, nor that his writings were used in its training 

course for its summer camp rnonitor~.'~ In his report to the 1938 national congress François 

84Le Fhnbeuz~, 1,22, 29 May 1937,22 August, 1936, 19 June 37; ~&h~diant social 
No.6, October 1938 (in 45 1 AP 1 14); Le Petit journi, 8 July 1938. 

"Le Petit j011ntaI 5 Augua 1937; Jeanne Garrigow to regionai and federal delegates, 7 
April 1938,451AP 131. 
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de Polignac, deputy for the Maine-et-Loire, described how under the État Social Français 

education would take into account "des besognes du Travail ou de la Profesion, des droits 

de la Famille, et des nécessités de la Pairie, sous les deux signes confondus du véritable 

Progrès sociall et de la plus sûre ~ a d r t i r i o n  spiritzielie de la France. " Institutional mechanisms 

for all of this were never laid out, but in 1938-39 the party's university student organization 

floated proposais for the future creation of a super-ministry of National Education. The 

proposition was contradictory in nature. It argued that under the current regime control of 

the press by the Minister of the Intenor was "la conception des États totalitaires." Inaead, 

radio and the press ought to be the preserve of National Education, dong with fine arts, 

scientific research, technical and p hysical education, c Md protection, health and hygiene, and 

the defense of rnorality against 'immoral propoganda'? While individual universities would 

supposedly retain autonomy, the scheme obviously involved a vast expansion, not reduction, 

of state power. 

Like the Croix de Feu, the party retained a clearly conceived role for its female 

militants. In a 1937 conference Charles Vallin stated that while the PSF did not embrace 

feminim, finding t too 'sectariad, hinoiy had taught that "Nous ne miveronspas la France 

s a r ~  lesfimes". Women were absolutely cnicial to creating the right mord climate for 

=Le Pet& joumf, 4 December 1938 (the report had been prepared by Devaud but was 
read by de Polignac): Jean Daujat, "L'Université dans l'État Social Français", report to the 
first national congres of PSF students, 27-28 Febniaiy 1 93 8.45 I AP 1 1 5; see dso his article 
in ~'Éridiant social 10, February 1939. 



national renovation The party did not object in theory to employment for young or unmarrïed 

wornen, but it emphasised the importance of the f h l y ,  the role of women within it, and the 

necessity to m o d e  legislation to strengthen it. Work by manied women was arongly 

objectionable, and would be rendered unnecessary when the party's proposal of a 'sursalaire 

fimibal' was adopted." Some efforts were also made to appeal to women on the basis of the 

suffrage question. It was suggested that the left voted for female suffrage in the full 

knowledge that the Senate would ove- it, and in fact feared that it would change the 

country's political orientation. The PSF promised women the vote, but whether they would 

actually control their bdo t  or sirnply transfer it to their husbands under the 'vote familial' 

scheme was still left unclear. In any case, the introduction of women's sufiage would take 

place in the context of broader changes. One female militant put it this way in May 1939: 

"[s]ed un gouvernement de réconciliation pourrait apporter, dans ce domaine, une solution 

pratique, établir le vote des femmes en même temps que le vote familial, considérer la 

participation des femmes à la vie publique comme un problème social, non électoral, faire du 

féminisme non plus I'Uistnrment de quelques ambitions féminines, mais une force nationale qui 

s e ~ r a i t  utilement le pays. "" 

87 Charles Vallin, A m  Femmes du PSF: confëréne faire aux déléguées des groirpes 

dAction SoczaIe cfu PSF (région panpansienne) (n. p ., n.d, copy in AD Nord 68 1 2 16); schéma 
des conférences, "La Retour de la mère au foyert', supplement to Bulletin d'informatiom 70, 
14 March 1938. 

*'Le Flambeau, 1,22,29 May 1937; Le Petit journal7 13 May 1939. 
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In light of its attention to women and youth, the PSFs suggestion that it was a 

'familial' movement needs to be considered seriously. h Le Fhmbeau André Demaison, a 

colonial popularizer, applied the idea to the empire, "où il y a, disons-le nettement, un chef, 

une mère attentive, des edmts d'âges différents, et même des serviteurs qui, à leur tour, 

s'élèveront à un rang supérieur." Self-professedly following in the tradition of Lyautey. La 

Rocque, too, proclaimed the need to treat the peoples of the empire properly, implyhg that 

the message of national reconciliation would work just as weU with them as it did at home. 

The PSF press ernphasked the need to create a productive colonial peasant class, raise public 

awareness of the empire and encourage economic development and settlement overseas. The 

threat of Cornmunisn and coloniai nationalism was a cornmon theme. La F~mnze, the paper 

for Algiers, stressed the hypocrisy of Soviet anticolonialism, for in the USSR there was 

"[alnéantissement du droit musuhan, anéantissement de la religion musulmane, massacre des 

populations musulmanes. 

In the reah of international &àks, less consistency is to be expected, considering the 

volatile situation. Certain key themes remained constant, though. Antipathy to cornrnunisrn 

was at the root of the PSFs foreign poiicy. While La Rocque wanted France to remain doof 

fiom the Spanish civil war, he saw the Spmish Republic as "I'immoraiité organisée" and "sous 

?Ce Flambeau, 1 1 July 1936, 13 Marck 5 June 1937; Le Petit joumd, 26 Januaty 1939; 
La FZmrne, 1 Febniary 1937. See also Le FZmbeau 9 January 1937. 
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la dépendance de Moscou et des déments anarchistes". He hoped that Franco would win "non 

pour lui, mais pour nous-mêmes: son échec marquerait une défaite redoutable de la 

civilisation occidentale. " The PSFs hostility to the Spanish Republicans was reiterated in the 

spring of 1939, when Ybamégaray, himself of Basque heritage, conducted a violent diatribe 

against the govemment for accepting thousands of them as refbgees, whom he described as 

"pillards, incendiaires, dynamiteun, assassins et tortionnairesf'. g0 Though the PSF did not 

analyze the motives of the Spanish Nationalists in any depth, the fact that the latter presented 

themselves as defenders of Christian civilisation must have made their cause appealing to a 

party that increasingly defined itself in such terms. 

Indeed, in addressing diplomatic problems the PSF increasingly relied upon this 

conception of a 'Christian civilkation' combined with a strong appeal to 'sacred egoism', i-e. 

realpolitik. Geman expansionism was, of course, a paramount threat. France had to be 

reforged so as to meet this challenge and ensure its own secunty and stability in Europe: "Nul 

accord, nul pacte ne vaudront si notre patrie n'est pas forte économiquement, socialement, 

militairement, politiquement." Alliances were aiso deemed necessary; the comection with 

Britaui was seen as the most important of these, though on occasion the regional PSF press 

expressed suspicion that the British wanted France to do al1 the fighting in any fuNe 

"Le F h b e m ,  22 August 1936, Le Petit jourrml, 14 July, 4 August 1 93 7,27 Febumary, 
26 May 1938; JmIof l c i e I ,  Chamber of Deputies, 10,14 March 1939, pp.902-904,955- 
957. 
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~onflict.~' The Anglo-French combination, it was stiil hoped, would be bolstered by 

agreements with Eastern European nations and Italy; thereafter a peacefùl equilibrium with 

Gerrnany rnight be attained. A Franco-Soviet aiignment continued to be sharply opposed, as  

the PSF maintainecl that the Soviets wat~ted to encourage a Franco-German codict to fùrther 

their revolutionary and expansionist aims. From time to t h e  the possibility was also r a i d  

that Staiin might combine with Hitler. The latter two arguments were not always clearly 

distinguished, though, with La Rocque suggesting, for instance, that the Nazis and 

Communists "peuvent travailler parallèlement contre l'ordre et le prestige de la France."" 

As the European situation worsened towards the end of the decade, the PSF, while 

using h language whh respect to Germany, continued to hope for peace. h n n g  the crisis 

over the Sudetenland in September 1938, La Rocque attacked the Communists, who coupled 

their anti-Nazi platform with appeals for closer Franco-Soviet ties, on the grounds that they 

wanted war to weaken France and pave the way for revolution. Some men of the right who 

opposed Munich and were deemed 'beilicists', such as the coloniai mùiister Georges Mandel, 

were attacked in the pages of Le Petit journal. Yet although the PSF was a supporter of 

Munich, t was not an advocate of peace at any price. Mer  the Munich Accords were signed, 

''La Volonté brétonne, 5 April 1939. 

%Le Pet& jm(mf ,  5 January 1939. 
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La Rocque achowledged relief, but also stressed that France needed to ~ r e p a r e . ~ ~  With the 

defeat of the Popular Front afler Daladier's breaking of the abortive general strike on 30 

November - which alleviateci fears about atîempted revolution - the PSFs attitude hardened 

fùrther. When Mussoihi, now aligned with Germany7 made noises about claiming parts of the 

French Empire, Ybamégaray was horrined by the prospect of "l'assassinat par des mains 

fratricides d'une civilisation qui est notre vie et qui, par ces temps de grandes houles, 

représente le suprême retùge de nos esprits et de nos âmes." But France, he assured his 

readers, would not cede an inch of tenitory When the Nazis occupied Bohernia and Moravia 

in March 1939 Marcel Gatuing, head of the Oran federation, seemed positively eager for a 

confkontation: "Ah! Qu'ils viennent, maintenant, les fanatiques de la svastika! Après vingt ans 

de léthargie7 Wccident chrétien se réveille. 

Gaîuing's invocation of the Christian West was not unique. For La Rocque himsell: 

the potential confiict between Gerrnany and Itaiy on the one hand and France and Britain on 

the other was not one between dictatonhips and democracies. Indeed, one derived fiom the 

other: " [dles gouvernements totalitaires, disons seulement que leur doctrine, collectiviste, 

socialiste, Et-elle "nationale", procéde essentiellement d'une théorie démocratique. " What 

was happening was a standoff between Western civilization and the forces of materialist and 

pagan totalitarianisn, a rubric which was applied to both the USSR and Nazi Gemany. The 

93Le Petit jmrnal, 27 February, 26 May, 8 July 1938. 

94 Le Petit joumaI, 22 December 1938; LQ Fl'me, 3 1 March 1939. 
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PSF leader's language in 1939 was quite firm, yet he was sti11 no 'bellicist'; slightfy over a 

month before Germany attacked Poland he wrote that while France would not shrink from 

war, "[n]ulle paix durable ne peut se concevoir sur le vieux Continent avant l'établissement 

d h e  entente, d'un équilibre entre la France et l'Allemagne. L'hostilité entre Rome et Paris est 

contraire a la nature des choses." On the other hand, while he continued to detest Soviet 

communism as an "empire asiatique aux mains des ennemis déclarés de la tradition 

chrétienne", in April 1939 he floated the idea of an economic accord with the US SR to obtain 

raw rnaterials, ahhough this was absolutely as far as he would go. No doubt he was in sorne 

sense relieved by the Nazi-Soviet Pact, announcing that he had long foreseen such an 

evenhiality, and arguing that the battie iine between Christian civilisation on the one hand, and 

the forces of barbarism, paganism, and materialism on the other, was now clearly drawng5 

In spite of this troubhg international climate the PSF did not shy away from sketching 

its vision of the fiiture on numerous occasions, which remained much the same as the one 

outlined in Service public, even if it was now called the État Social Français and more 

emphasis was placeci on France's Christian tradition. Stability and traditional values remained 

paramount; "La recherche ci'un ordre civique sous le signe de la durée exclut la conception 

9s Le Peiii journal, 5 Febniary, 19 Apd, 30 My, 23, 28 Augus 1939, and well as La 
Rocque's 19 April speech to the party's extraordinary national congress, subsequently 
published in pamphlet form as Paix ou guerre? (Paris, 1939, copy in AD Nord 685 2 16). 
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d'tin État révolutionnaire." The famiy would be protected, and promoted (though eugenics 

were rejected); women would be encouraged in their natural role as "maîtresse de maison". 

The state would respect individuai personalities and there would be a separation of powers, 

but "toute tentative neutralisatrice des forces spirituelles" would be punished. There were 

variations in rhetoric; Paul Creyssel, a former Radical and now the PSFs deputy for the Loire, 

efivisioned a Society characterized by "la coopération des producteurs". La Rocque's language 

was l e s  technocraîic; he wrote of a fthire patriotic commIimty wÎth "une volonté de remédier 

à I'inegaiité obligatoire des conditions par l'égalité absolue des àmes" though also "le culte de 

la hiérarchie du mérite. "% But the two visions were certaidy in keeping with one another. 

It is also worth considering what foreign models the PSF considered attractive. A 

caveat is in order here. The Party naturally remained a strong proponent of French grandeur, 

and the servile imitation of foreign practices would not do. This did not prevent some 

rwealing discussions of other nations fiom taking place, though as the international situation 

worsened attitudes references to Germany and Italy nahiraiiy becarne more hostile. Indeed, 

admiration was expressed for some of the countries which fell to Nazi expansion. In 1937, 

for instance, Paul Creyssel was worried about the threat posed to Austria, a country he had 

visited and whose clerical-authoritarian regime impressed him with its "discipline très 

%Le Petit jmml, 2 1 August, 26 September 1937,27 January 1938,29 June, 8 August 
1939,29 October 1938. 
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souple."" Such sympathy was not extendeci to democratic Czechoslovakia. Finally, while the 

PSF's support for Franco as a bastion of the Christian West has already been noted, it also 

expressecl admiration for the other Iberian dictator, Oliveira Salazar. Octave Aubry, author 

of a number of popular works on the Napoleonic Era and a contributor to Le Petitjmtmul, 

believed that Salazar had succeeded in ridding Poriugal of its deep intemal divisions and 

carried out a process of national renovation while at the same tirne remaining faitfil  to 

Christian and humane traditions of cooperation, thus avoidmg the demagogy, paganism and 

excesses of personal power of Mussolini and Hitler. La Rocque, too, was irnpressed by the 

example of PortugaLgg 

Kevin Passmore hîghlights the ciifferences between the programs of the Croix de Feu 

and PSF. Compared to the former, he points out, the new party found itself forced to define 

its stance more clearly on certain issues, notably religious and social questions. Unlike its 

predecessor, it could no longer appear to be serving oniy the cause of the nation; its aims 

were tied to those ofmore specific interests." This is to some degree a compelling argument. 

La Rocque, as  we have seen, was clearly womed about such a possibility when he first 

considerd nuullng the Croix de Feu in elections. Still, while important refinements did take 

*Buletin d'informations 3 6, 8 June 1 93 7; Creyssel in Le Petit journal, 3 1 August 1 93 7. 

='Le Petit Jarnal, 1 O Febmary, 13 August 193 9. 

!@For this argument, see Passmore, "Right and Extreme Right ", pp.3 56-3 76. 
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place, ovemding aims and goals remained consistent. If the PSF defineci its position more 

clearly as the defender of 'Christian civilization', this remained a nebuious enough concept, 

and one not inconsistent with the message of its predecessor. The vision of France outlined 

in Service public - a hierarchicai but harmonious society - is coterminous with the sketches 

of the future État Social Français provided by La Rocque and his lieutenants in subsequent 

years, even if the PSF did emphasize the defense of 'republicanim' to a greater extent than 

its predecessor had. '* 

Continuities are also evident in the PSFts response to the Popular Front, specifically 

in its attempts to appeal to elements of the disaffected lefi. La Rocque wrote a series of 

"Letters to the French Commwiistst' in 1938 and 1939, in which he stressed that the average 

communist militant and his PSF counterpart were brothers. Many former communists, he 

suggested, were aiready being transformai by the Croix de Feu mystique into "Français 

ardemment sociaux". Sadly, those who remained in the PCF had been duped by their leaders - 

some of whom had only recently become French citùens - and were now "aux ordres d'un 

État barbare, lointain, retardataire de centaines d'années par rapport à une civilisation qui est 

la vôtre." He called upon them to either force their chiefs to break with the Soviet Union or 

rid themselves of them, and cooperate in building a new France, inspired by no foreign model, 

'%unin, "Le Fascisme hçair débats et perspectives", p.7, stresses the importance 
of considering a movement's vision of "the new society" in locating its position on the political 
spectrum, 



neither "bourgeois" or " proletarian", but "une France libre, moderne, vivante, fiançaise. " 'O1 

The PSF stiU wanted to be seen as transcending politicai divisions for the sake of the nation. 

In a amilar fàshion Creyssei, in a speech to the Chamber of Deputies in January 1939, 

praised the Socialist deputy Georges Izard - who had for a time associated with the 'Neo- 

Socialist' tendency of Marcel Déat - for arguing that France needed an executive capable of 

acting with authority and an 'intransigeant' imperial policy. Creyssel thus implied that those 

men of the left who had 'corne to the* senses' were followïng in a path aiready traced by his 

party. It is, however, the PSF's handling of the Radical party which is the most illuminating 

element of this strategy. It is outlined in a document whose authonhip is unclear but was 

possibly wrinen by Barrachin in his capacity as head of the party's political bureau. In order 

to "rassurer les troupes Radicales et les faire tomber sous notre influence", the importance of 

dispensing with paramilitary mobilizations, aflimwig "nos opinions franchement 

républicaines", and "[sle montrer plus démocratique que les Radicaux", was emphasised. The 

need to encourage splits between the pro- and anti- Popular Front elements of the Radical 

party was also discussed. l m  

lotLe Petit jo~iancJ, 20 February, 15 March, 3 October, 1 December 1938-9 My, 26 Aug 
1939. 

10'Jounaf oflciei, Chamber of Deputies, 26 January 1939, pp.223-224; on Izard see 
Burin, LLI Dé- fmiste, pp-240-242; "Le PSF et les Radicaux", 45 1AP 120; the document 
is hoa entirely reproduced in Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.359-362. While Barrachin's 
professional capacity and the f k t  that he developed the first contacts with right-wing Radicals 
stronpiy suggests that he was the author, this question may never be definitively resolved. See 
Nobécourt, ColoneI de La Rocque, p. 1 O63 n.53. 



How w d  this strategy actuaily worked is examined in Chapter 5, but its ideological 

ramifications need to be discussed here. Most scholan have suggested that this attempt to 

court the Radicals was part of a process through which the PSF grew more rnoderate and 

better integrated into Republican  institution^.'^ But what is far more prevalent in the 

document is a to tdy inimicai attitude to Radical ideology. Its author believed that "[lie 

stoicisme laïc des premiers radicaux" had largely died out with Clemenceau, and that in its 

curent fonn the party was largely "un syndicat d'appetites", unable to stand up to ManOa 

"parasites". Radicalism remained, howwer, a p o w d  force: indeed, although "[lie marxisme 

et plus particulièrement le communisme, constituent certes le danger le plus immédiat", it 

ultimately posed the chief obstacle to the PSF; "rien ne sera changé en France tant que le Parti 

Radical et ses cadres Maçonniques ne seront pas jetés par terre. " Over time, the author noted, 

opposition to Radicalism had arisen in several foms; 

- un courant mystique chrétien et social à la fois, d'origine populaire, dont le 
chef de file fùt Péguy. 
- un mouvement nationaliste dont Barrès fut le promoteur et qui a donné 
naissance au movement purement inteliectuel et stérile de Maurras, mais qui 
a aussi donné au Patriotisme, au sens de la grandeur fiançaise une base 
historique solide. 
- enfin un mouvement déjà ancien, extrêmement puissant et profond ... le 
Mouvement Syndicaliste. 

The wartime unity of 19 14-1918 had brought these tendencies together, giving b h h  to "la 

'03~achefer, "Le Parti Social Français", in Rémond and 
Français, p.3 26; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 225-226, and 
Rocque, pp.647-5 1. 
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mystique Crou de Feu", capable of providing France with "l'énergie nécessaire à son 

redressement." In the days of the Croix de Feu, opposition to the Radicals had been open and 

categoncal. W h  the PSF the ultimate goal was the same, though the methods had to change. 

The party niight have to appear more Republican than the Radicals to win over their voters; 

but the PSF saw its underlying inspirations as in rnany respects the antithesis of Radicalism, 

itself an integrai part of the Third Republic's politicai culture. 

tndeed, disdain for Radicalism could still be found in the party's officia! 

pronouncements. The patnotism and "attachement au principe de la propriété privée et à la 

défense des libertés publiques" of individual Radicals rnight be praised, but Radical leaders 

were denounced for tbei. 'pseudo-rationalisrn', which amounted to an "opposition foncière . . . 

à l'égard de toutes les forces spiritueiles, qui est une des causes principales des maux dont 

nous sot&-om." Attacks on Freemasonry could also still be found in the party's literature. '" 

The PSFs references to Lamartine and the Constmmon of 1848, which appeared in the winter 

of 1936-37, are thus better understood in light of this attempt to  suggest that the party was 

more republican than the Radicals, and not as reveding La Rocque's true  inspiration^.'^ 

A cornparison with the programs of the traditionai right-wing parties - the Catholic 

'""Le PSF et les Radicaux"; Bulletin drinformatiom 3, 27 October 1936; Marcel 
Aucouturier, Programme du P m i  Social Français: pour la recomîniction de l'État Social 
Frmlçois (Charlede, 1 93 8). 

' q o r  this view see Nobécourt, ColoneIde La Rocque, pp.346-50; for the opposite case 
see M e ,  "Strange Case", p.283. 
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and nationalist Fédération Républicaine and the more laic and moderate Miance 

Démocratique - is instructive at this point.lM The Fédération's leader, Louis Marin, liked to 

daim that the PSF had stolen his party's program and was simply embellishing it. But there 

was more to it than that. Neither the Alliance nor the Fédération spoke of creating a new state 

named after their own party. And while in a broad sense all three parties responded to the 

Popular Front by accepting a need for 'sociai-mirideciness', the PSF went about weakening the 

coalition in a Werent way. The Fédération saw the alliance of the Radicals with Socialias 

and Communists as an unholy one, but never really tried to win them over. The Alliance 

hoped that the Radicals would desert the Popular Front and join hem in a center-right 

govemment of concentration, which is basically what happened in 1938. This was something 

rather difKerent from what the PSF had in mind. The party's ultimate goal was not only to 

defeat the Manria challenge, but also displace the old parties and ideologïes - modéré and 

Radical - whose errors had purportedly ailowed the leftist challenge to develop in the first 

place.''' In this sense the aim had not changed much from the days of the Croix de Feu. 

How, then, are the aims and goals of the Croix de Feu and PSF to be situated in 

'-or the response of these two parties to the advent of the Popuiar Front see Wdeman, 
"Flandin and the Mance", pp. 1 54, 159, 163; Iwine, French Conservatism in Cnsis, pp.88- 
97, 195-203. 

'''Le Petit ~ournaI, 6 February, 29 October 1938, 1 January 1939; and Soucy, Second 
Wme, p. 196. 



ideologicai terms? La Rocque c e r t d y  saw his movement as part of a broader trend for 

national renewd across Europe. When considering whether or not to run the Croix de Feu 

in elections in 1935-36, he drew analogies with the situation in Germany and Italy: "[rnlépris 

le suffrage Universei, s'en remettre uniquement à un coup de force romantique pour s'emparer 

du pouvoir, c'est là une conception qui, dans un grand pays occidental, ne résiste pas à 

l'examen. Ni Mussoli ,  ni m e r  - en dépit de l'outrance de leur doctrine - ne sont tombés 

dans cette erreur- L'hitlérisme, en particulier, s'est hissé a la toute puissance pour les 

élections."'" The image of a powemil mass movement sweeping ont0 the political scene 

through a massive electoral victory had obvioudy appeded to him, although in 1936, at least, 

he believed that the t h e  was not ripe for such a change. 

TRis is not to suggest that La Rocque privately saw hirnself as a fascist. He seemed 

to recognize that there were also fundamental dserences between France's situation and 

those of Italy and Germany. In a lecture given to the Royal Institute of International Affairs 

in Febniary 1935, he pointed out that Italy had been geographically fiagmented for centuries, 

and in the wake of the First World War was threatened by a similar dislocation; perhaps a 

totalitarian state was the oniy remedy. As for Germany, that nation, "convalescente d'une 

défaite sans précédent, animée d'un esprit de révolte, a cherché dans la violence naziste 

'% Rocque, "Les Croix de Feu devant le problème des élections", op cil.; even schoiars 
such as Howlett and Nobécourt, both of whom stress the moderate nature of La Rocque's 
political project, concede that that the left wouid have considered its fears dl the more 
justifieci had they known of- confidential document. Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 177-78; 
Nobécourt, Coionel de La Rocque, p.377. 
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l'emploi de son trop plein d'énergie.. ." The French problern centrai around the disappointment 

of false hopes engendered by its victory in World War 1. His own country thus "a besoin 

d'être réaménagée, d'être réordonnée. Elle a besoin de solutions harmonieuses, purement 

fi-ançaises." Interestingly, the audience was not entirely convinced. When asked whether the 

Croix de Feu would oppose an attempted Communist takeover with force and, ifnecessary, 

seize power, La Rocque responded in the afhnative, though he believed that the situation 

would never corne to that because the Croix de Feu was already there to stop the M d s t s .  

He quickly added, however, that in any case the Croix de Feu did not seek to serve its own 

interests but those of France. When his interlocutor noted that al1 of this sounded analogous 

to what had happened in Germany, La Rocque grew hstrated, ending the discu~sion. '~ 

By the end of the 193Os, of course, Germany and Italy were potential enernies, and 

considered less acceptable as subjects for cornparison. But the PSF's praise for the Spanish 

Nationalists, Salazar's Portugal and Dolfuss's Austria, and its refusa1 to see the growing 

international tensions in terrns of democracy versus dictatonhip suggests that its 

antidemocratic sentiments were much the same as those of its predecessor. 

Does this mean that the party was fkst? Zeev Steniheil, who believes that in France 

fascism onginated on the Ieft, developing as an antirnaterialkt and nationalist revision of 

Marxism, argues that the Croix de Feu cannot be fit into this category because it was 

'Tnstitut Royal des Maires Internationales, conférence du Lieutenant-colonel de La 
Rocque, 19 Febniary 1935, transcript Ui 451AP 84. 
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ideologidy conservative, though he never disnisses the movement's attitudes in any detail. ' 'O 

One response to this view has been to suggest that the Croix de Feu was closer to the 

intellectmi milieu often seen as producing French fascism than has generally been suggested. 

Le FIambeau, for instance, published a fairly favourable discussion of the thought of H ~ M  

de Man, seen by Stemhell as an archetype of the transition by a socidid intellectuai to 

fàscism."' Pierre h ieu La Rochelle, considered to be one of France's leading interwar fascia 

intellectuals, wrote an article for the paper.lt2 That the Croix de Feu repeatedly distanced 

itself from the traditional right and stressed its social as well as its national orientation also 

desemes to be seriously considerd in this regard, since Stemhell sees generic fascism as being 

a synthesis of nationalism and socialism. 

It has also been argued in response to Stemhell, and indeed to a long tradition of 

thinking about the Crok de Feu in gened, that in no sense did the league's rightist orientation 

prevent it £iom king fàscist. Genenc fascisn, this view argues, by virtue of its anti-Marxism, 

anti-iiieralism, and above dl, its readiness in cooperating with other rightists in its quest for 

power, is an extremism of the political right. This interpretation, grounded in social and 

"('On al1 of this, see Stemhell, Neither Right nor Left and (with Mario Snajder and Maia 
Asheri) The B z ~ h  of Fasci~l Ideology, tram. David Maisel (Princeton, 1994). 

"'~assmore, "Croix de Feu", p.74. 

%ee Le Flcmrbeair, 27 June 1936. 

113 On this point see Soucy, Second Wme, and IrWie, "Strange Case"; for a good bie f  
discussion, see Robert O. Paxton, "The Uses of Fascism", New York Review of Books, 28 
November 2 996. 
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econornic realities, captures the cornplexity of individual situations and correctly notes the 

compromises that fàscists were wiiling to make to win and keep power, in contradistinction 

to their revolutionacy-sounding rhetoric. But fascists did not leave things at that. Both Hïtler 

and Mussolini were not content to remain hemmed in by traditional political, military, 

economic and religious elites; they sought to radicaiize and reforge their societies through 

policies of mditary e~pansionism~ That Hitler was more purposeful and got much further than 

Mussolini in doing so - and was immensely more destructive in the process - does not 

disprove the fact that their aims were of a parailel nat~re ."~  

It is here where a very strong divergence with the attitudes of the Croix de Feu and 

PSF appears. National reconciliation was, of course, intended to lead to national renovation, 

and g r m u k ,  particuiariy in the forrn of the empire, was of great importance; but the creation 

of a 'new man' through expansionism was never an issue. Considering the eventual importance 

of both to Hitler and M u s s o ~  this is not a minor point. Of course, not al1 movements 

n o d y  categorized as fascia were expansionist; one cm readily cite the exarnples of Oswald 

Moseley's British Union of Fascists (BUF) and the Falange of José Antonio Primo de Rivera. 

And while Jacque Doriot's Parti Populaire Français is a subject of debate in this regard, it was 

not expansionist and is ofien regarded as being at least more 'fascist-like' than the Croix de 

'I4MacGregor Knox, "Conquest, Foreign and Domestic, in Fascist Italy and Nazi 
Gamam/", J m I  of M d r n  Hisîory 56/1 (1984): 1-57; and Alexander de Grand, Faîcisl 

I tdy  andNa-i Gennms,: n e  'Fuscisf' Style of Rule (London and New York, 1995). 



Feu or PSF.llS Yet the qualities shared by all of these movements with the Croix de Feu/ PSF 

are stnlung. Ail sou@ national unity and renovation with a concomitant end to class codict. 

If the BUF - and to an extent the PPF - placed increasing emphasis on anti-Semitism as the 

decade progressai, José Antonio, like La Rocque, rejected biological racism. If the Croix de 

Feu and PSF did not develop a 'cuit of violencet dong the Lines of the Falange, stressing the 

defensive nature of their paramilitarism, neither did the BUF, which was 'legalistic' in this 

regard. ' l6 
Aside from the obvious fact that the Croix de Feu and PSF developed into massive 

formations while the BUF and even the PPF quickly declined - the case of the Falange was 

Werent - perhaps the greatest single doctrinal difference between these various movements 

centred around the desire to create a new 'fascist man', to achieve in some other way what 

Mussolini and Hitler attempted through military expansionism. Both Mosley and José Antonio 

were explicit about doing this."' The PPF s h e d  this goal to an extent as well, as suggested 

by the announcement of Berh-and de Jouvenel, a leading figure in the early years of the Party, 

"Tor a cornpanson of the two (dong with Romanis's Iron Guard), see Stephen M. Cuiien, 
"Leaders and Martyrs: Codreanu, Mosley and José Antonio", History 7 1/ 123 (1 986): 408- 
430. For the argument that the PPF was fascist, see Jean-Paul Brunet, Jacques Doriot: du 
conmunime cnr fascisme paris, 1986); Philippe B d  "Le Fascisme", in SirineIli, Hi~loire 
des &des,  Vol. 1, pp.64 1-644, is more tentative about the prewar evolution of the PPF. 

'16For more on paranillitarism., see Chapters 4 and 5.  

"'On the 'new man' concept, see Roger Eatwell, "Towards a New Model of Generic 
Fascisrn", J m m I  of Theoretical Polirics 4/2 (1992), p.189; and Cden, "Leaders and 
Martyrs", pp.424-427. 
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that his formation desired "la restauration et la développement de l'Homme Français (ce qui 

suppose la défense de la Famille Française)." Such notions were never hinted at by the Croix 

de Feu or its successor. Both stressed the importance of duty and sacrifice, espoused a 

patriarchal fardy structure with concomitant traditionai values, and certainly wanted ' m d y '  

militants, but showed no desire to go further than this. The PPF and PSF also interpreted 

foreign events somewhat diffierently. Until late 1938 Doriot spoke of Franco-German 

collaboration and not just 'equilibrium', as did La Rocque. And while the PSF presented 

Franco as a standard-bwer of the Christian West against 'Asiatic Bolshevismt7 the PPF paper, 

L'Emm~cipatiot~ natiot~ale, tned to suggest that a "révolution sociale profonde" was being 

camied out in nationalkt Spain."* The term 'revolution' was disiiked by La Rocque no matter 

what its connotations; use of it by his followers was exceedingiy rare. 

Wodd such an attitude mean that the Croix de Feu and PSF are better understood as 

ideologically 'authoritarian' rather than fascist, as has been sugge~ted?"~ Here it must be 

pointed out that the concept of modem authoritarianism as an ideology in its own ri&, 

distinct fiom a watered-dom version of a more extreme systq  has enjoyed limited scholarly 

attention. Furthemore, the theoretical wrïting which does &a focuses upon authoritarian 

I I  "Bertrand de Jouvenel, "Le Parti Populaire Français", Sciencespolitiques 52/14 (1 937): 

363-370; LfEmmcipatron mîionaona[e, 29 Juiy 1938,30 January 1937. 

11 paxton, review of Soucy, Second Waw, in French Politics mui Society 1 3/4 ( 1  995): 

107-1 10; and Juan Linz, "An hthoritarian Regime: Spaui", in Erik Ailardt and Stein Rokkan, 
Mars Politics: EFscrys in Political Sociology (New York, 1 WO), pp.25 1 -283. 
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regirnes rather than movements or ideologies. Nevertheless, there are many ways in which the 

Croix de Feu and PSF fit the authoritarian mould better than any other. Authoritarianism 

cannot simply be equated with traditionalism - it embraces modemism with its attendant 

criteria of efficiency and rationalit.. La Rocque emphasized the failings of the old elite and 

the necessity to establish a new, superior one. Insofar as the Croix de Feu relied heavily upon 

a cluster of ideas and symbols already wefl-estabiished in French political culture, and given 

that it repeatediy criticized the concept of an overmighty state, it could be argued that iike 

authoiitaxianisn in general, the movement had more of a 'mentality' than an ideology, and one 

which allowed for some degree of pluralism, though hardly of a democratic nature. 

But the authorkarian mode1 has its limits. Regimes of this sort tend to eschew mass 

mobilization in favour of passive acceptance of authority. Political parties in such a system 

are usually of secondary importance; they are adjuncts to a government which relies heavily 

upon the army, civil service, sympathetic intellectuals, and ofien churches. With its respect 

for 'spiritual' values, and embrace of 'right-thinking' intellectuals, one could envision a PSF- 

dominateci regirne behaving dong such lines. Nevertheless, La Rocque's organizations were 

defined in terms of building mass support and mobilization, and if the PSF had won power 

through electorai means? it would have çubsequently been a powertùl force for a new regime - 

assuming one wouid be established - to deal with. 

One scholar who has carefully considered the distinctions between authoritarian 

conservatisrn and fascism concludes that in contrast to the revolutionary ultranationalism of 
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the latter, the former was ody anticonsenmtnre insofar as it had broken with parliamentarism. 

Furthemore, it wished to avoid radical breaks in the system, seeking only its partial 

transformation in a more authontanan direction." 0 uime ways this describes the ethos that 

the Croix de Feu and PSF sought to project, especiaUy ifone accepts their vague words about 

sirnply strengthening the executive and the need to carry out reforms piecerneai at face vaiue. 

But this characterization fails to capture t hese organizations' deep-rooted contempt for the 

regime which they believed to be responsible for the nation's decadence and the rise of 

Marxisrn. Moreover, considering the scope of their program, one might question whether, in 

the long term, these formations sought merely to 'partially' transform existing institutions. An 

examination of the Croix de Feu and PSFs counter-society, which was seen as prefigunng the 

future France, will shed further light on this matter. 

''Opayne, Hisfory of F'cism. 1914-1945, pp. 14- 1 9; he M y  classifies the Croix de Feu 
and PSF on the conservative authontarian right; see pp.293-295. 



Cbapter 2: The Counter-Society 

Both the Croix de Feu and PSF eaablished a vast network of organizations to fulfil the 

social. cultural and economic needs of their members. Students of these movernents agree 

that this constauteci an attempt to construa a counter-society, but there is little consensus 

concerning its significance. Was it primarily intended to provide a sense of belonging in 

a time of dislocation rather than an "outrïght rejection of contemporary French society"?' 

The argument advanced in this chapter is that the counter-societal project of the Croix de 

Feu and PSF was in fact very ambitious. It was intended to penetrate civil society as a 

whole, and was as much a part of the league and the party's strategy as were elections and 

mass rnobilizations. It is true that many of the ideas and values it inculcated were ones 

comrnonly invoked by the French right, and that it was not intended to completely 

dislodge traditional institutions. Yet for aii that, the values the counter-society encouraged 

were always identifieci as king specific to the Croix de Feu and PSF, and the daims made 

on the loyalties of mernbers were considerable. 

Studying the counter-society provides a sense of the direction in which La Rocque 

and his lieutenants planned to take the French nation. It provides insights into the intemal 

tensions which affected the movement. It also highiights the evolution of right-wing 

politics in intewar France. The Croix de Feu's initiatives did not corne out of thin air. 

Efforts on the part of Third Republic conservatives to encourage class conciliation 

'~ymell, ''Militants and Militancy') asks this question and answers it for the most 
part in the aninnative. 
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through specific organizational efforts began in the 1870s with the Oeuvre des Cercles 

Catholiques d'Ouvriers.' Furthemore, the Croix de FeulPSF often developed their 

organizations as a response to the social and cultural undertakings of the Popular Front. 

Their efforts were not simply derivative, though. There is reason to  think that they 

influenced other movments as much as they were infiuenced by them. Indeed, both in 

terms of organizationd initiatives and ideological content, La Rocque's counter-society 

was at the centre of broader political and social trends in the final decade of the Third 

Republic. 

The Croix de Feu was led by a president - first d'Hartoy, then Genay and finally 

La Rocque - who headed a cmseil d'administration. When La Rocque took charge he 

adopted rnûasures to develop a more efficient structure. He established a cornifé directerîr, 

an inner circle whose members came fiom the corzseil d'administrnrion, but al1 of whom 

were readily available if meetings were calleci. The comité directeur remained a key 

feature of  the movement even &er the creation of the PSF.' Its composition changed 

somewhat over the yean, as some personalities faded in prominence and othen became 

more important. For example, Pozzo di Borgo was designated La Rocque's replacement 

should the latter be unavailable. But with the creation of the PSF he broke with La 

'See Benjamin F. Martin, C m  AIberi de M m  Paladin of the %rd Repbfic 
(Chapel W, 1 W8), pp. 14-22. 

3~owle t t ,  "Croix de Feu", pp.82-83, 87-89; Rymeii, "Militants and Militancy", 
pp.89-90. 



Rocque and became a bitter enemy. Paul Chopine was nominated chef propagandist in 

193 1. yet after 6 February 1934 he distanced himself fkorn his cornrades and by the 

following year was writing pamphlets denouncing them. On the other hand, Georges 

Riché remained treasurer for Wtually the entire existence of the Croix de Feu. And arnong 

those who rose to prominence after La Rocque took over was Noël Ottavi, who was 

nominated to the comitt; directeur in 1933 and remained a leading figure in the Croix de 

Feu and PSF until his death in 1945.~ 

At the local level, the basic unit of organization was the section, sometimes 

subdivided into sub-sections, which would hopefully become full sections in turn. How 

many members it took to constitute one is unclear; with the creation of the PSF in 1936 

the magic number was 200, but there are local examples of Croix de Feu sections being 

established with fewer than one hundred mernbers. Each section's executive was known 

as the hveuzi, and ït was composeci of at least a president, secretary, and treasurer; as the 

movement's tasks (propaganda, social work) becarne more diverse sections would 

nominate delegates to the burem charged with overseeing these tasks. The executive, and 

ultimately La Rocque himself, controlled the appointment and dismissal of al1 section 

presidents. 

To these executive and local structures were gradually added an array of 

'Dossier, A p d  1936, APP "Ligues/Croix de Feu", pp.99, 102; Le Flambeau, 
March 1932, March 1933, April 1934; Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp. 141-2. 

aymell, "Militants and Militancy", pp. 104- 1 06. 
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groupings intended to broaden the Croix de Feu's mass base and appeai. At its inception 

the group was only open to decorated veterans; in 1929 the Briscards were created, 

allowing those who had served at least six months in the trenches to join. In 1932 there 

came the creation of the Fils et Filles des Croix de Feu (FFCF). In 1933 the Comité pour 

le Regroupement National Autour des Crok de Feu was established, though La Rocque 

was criticized by sorne of the old guard for diiuting the 'veteran' character of the 

movement with this initiative. Nevertheles, he confirmed the direction the movement was 

headed in - towards a broader base - in October 1933 with the creation of the Volontaires 

Nationaux (VN), which was cornposed of the older memben of the Fils and those male 

rnembers of the Regroupement too young to have fought in the war6 At the local level 

complexity increased as well. In 1932 the dipus were estabiished by Chopine and his 

assistant Charles Varin. These were individuals - organized into groups of five, or mains - 

who could be sumrnoned to perforrn a variety of tasks at a moment's notice. These 

included running errands and selling Le Flambemc in the areets, but also acting as the 

service d'ordre at meetings. 

The issue of whether or not the @os can be likened to squadristi is more fully 

considered in Chapter 4. There cm be no doubt, however, that by auturnn 1935 their 

activities, and those of the movement as a whole, were viewed by many segments of 

French society as threatening. Rumours that the government would dissolve the Croix de 

%ee the report dated Iune 1936 in APP "LiguedCroix de Feu" for a chronology of 
the modification of the aatutes; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 120-1 21. 



Feu, dong with the other leagues such as the Jeunesses Patriotes and the Action Française 

abounded. Thus in December of that year the Mouvement Social Français des Croix de 

Feu (MSF) was created. Like the Regroupement of 1933, this organization was open to 

non-veterans. men and women aiike; it incorporateci the Section Féminine which had been 

estabtished in March 1934. As its title suggests, the MSF was also aimed at dernonstrating 

the "social" orientation of the movement .' 

It may be that La Rocque hoped the creation of the MSF would dissuade the 

govemment fiom dissolving the Croix de Feu. Declaring a movement which performed 

social work 8egal would be much les  popdar than disbanding one conflated in the minds 

of many with such paramilitary groups as the Jeunesses Patriotes and the Action 

Française. Ifthis is the case, the tactic obviously did not work, and the dissolution of the 

Croix de Feu necessitateci the founding of the PSF. Naturally the shift corn league to party 

involved organizational changes. Like other pmies, the PSF fomulated its platform at 

annual national conferences; the first of these was held in December 1936. At this 

gathering La Rocque tumed down a resolution which would have made him president for 

Lifé. But that such a motion was advanced in the first place, coupled with the fact that La 

Rocque was elected by acclamation, hinted at the nature of the new party's outlook.* 

in a similar veïn, Lmanirnity rather t han debate was the order of day when it came 

'Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 1 16- 1 18, 183; A cornparison of the original "Statuts 
des Croix de Feu et Briscards" with the "Statuts du Mouvement Social Français des 
Croix de Feu", both in 45 1AP 8 1, makes clear the shifl in ernphasis. 

'~owlett, "Croix de Feu", p. 108. 



to formulating and executing party ooticy. The centrai power structure remained much the 

same as that of the Croix de Feu. The comiti directeur was retained; it was composed of 

La Rocque. the PSF's deputies, and the regional and departmental leaders, plus 130 

members elected by Congress, half of whom were liable for re-election each year. There 

was now also a cornite akutif  of 25 members, ail of whom belonged to the corniri 

direce~ir. La Rocque decided when the executive bodies met and controlled the agenda; 

the local organizations could suggea motions for the national congress, but it was the 

cornitg directeur that drafted themg 

At the local level, the section rernained the basic unit of activity, with several 

modifications. For one, comitL;s iocmm were now created to perform electoral work in 

each ward. Section executives included a president, vice-presidents, secretary, treasurer, 

dékgné à la propagde,  déligué politiqw. déligzié civique, and dt;lt!;gr<c; sociale. 

Presidents were to be elected annuaily, but as with the national level these arnounted to 

little - in the authorities' reports for twelve departments there is not a single case of a 

contested election of a section president.1° The diqos were replaced by the Équipes 

Volantes de Propagande (EVP); as with the divos, whether or not the EVP can be 

considered a pararmlitary force is a subject reserved for the analysis of the PSF's strategy 

%r an organizationai breakdown of who attended the tint congress and the way in 
which reports were 'unanimously' agreed upon, see Notebook#l in D m ,  pp. 19-25; 
Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.208-209. 

'('Rymell, "Militants and Militancy", pp. 1 05-6; PSF: hiiletin de la section de 
Lunéville, 29 November 1936 gives a good explanation of how things worked at the 
local level. 
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and tactics. Suffice it to say here that they were intended to display the sense of 

teamwork, camaraderie, and above al1 the "esprit Croix de Feu" which had purportedly 

characterized t heir dipsos predecessors. ' ' 

Intermediate levels of organization also existed. Like many French parties, the PSF 

had departmental federations, each with its own executive; it also had regional federations 

which grouped together two or more of the former. In Ianuary 1 93 8 the party underwent 

a complex reorganization, becoming the Union Interfëdéral du Parti Social Français. 

Under this scheme the federations were made autonomous bodies that affiliateci to the 

headquarters, or si2ge social. in Paris. The latter became even more centralized; the 

cornit& exéc'unf was now to meet only once per quarter, while day-to-day operations were 

be overseen by the commission administra~ive permanente (CAP) ,  composed of  the 

president, vice-presidents (Ybarnégaray, Ottavi, and afler December 1 93 8 Charles Vallin), 

general secretary and five commissaires chosen quarterly from the comzti exkwrif A 

bureau polirlpe, headed by Barrachin, ensured the transmission of directives to the 

federations, while the latter were charged with financial and administrative tasks." 

There are two main reasons why the reorganization took place when it did. On the 

one han& the sheer size of the new party - by the end of 1937 membership was at least 

three-quarters of a million persons - undoubtedly necessitated some changes. Secondly, 

" " ~ ~ u i ~ e s  Volantes de Propagande", AD Nord 68J 104. 

'2Union interfédéraIe du PU* Social Frmtçais: statuts (Lyon, 1 9 3  S), copy in 
45 L AP 1 16; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.275-77; Nobécourt, Colonel de L a  Rocque, 
pp.64 1-642. 
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by the end of 1937 the Chautemps govemment, continuing a process begun under Blum, 

had charged La Rocque and the other leaders of the PSF with reconstituting the Croix de 

Feu. If successflll, the govemment's suit could possibly lead to yet another dissolution; by 

December 1937 many party members were womed that this would happen. By creating 

an interfederal union - the same organizational structure adopted by the SFIO - the PSF 

probably hoped to further demonstrate that it was a dernocratic and tmly republican Party; 

indeed. each section was directed to elect a new bureau at this time to demonstrate that 

a real change had taken place, though current leaden were eligible for re-election." In 

spite of this devolution, centrai control remstined fim. Ten d&Zigu&s rigiommx, appointed 

by the comité exticutif, oversaw operations in the provinces. There were also Jtfkgm!~ 

inter-fedPrmx who inspected several different federations. 

Money for the Croix de FedPSF was collected in three ways; subscriptions, 

special events and donations. A yeais membership in the Croix de Feu or VN cost 20 

francs. By 1938 a PSF membership cost 30 francs a year, with wives paying 20 fiancs; 

children under seventeen could be enrolled for free. With a total membership of around 

600,000 in 1936, and a million a year later, dues thus cornprised the buik of the p a w s  

financing, though many people paid late, ody in part, and sornetimes not al1 (these were 

wentuaüy de-enroiied). From the start dues were supplemented with proceeds fromfeîes 

and bazaars; the vente de charité held in Paris in May 1936 reportedly added over a 

"Report, 29 December 1937, APP Bla 1952; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.202- 
207,273-274; for a Listing ofparty cadres at the tirne of the creation of the interfederal 
union see DLR3 Notebook# 1 , pp.94- 106. 



million francs to the coffers, for example." 

More controversially. there is the question of large donations. The leaders of the 

Croix de Feu always emphagzed that they were financially beholden to no one. But André 

Tardieu stated that as Minister of the Interior and Premier during the years 1930-32 he 

had given govemment money to the Croix de Feu, though this accusation was launched 

as part of an orchestrated campaign to slander La Rocque in 1937. Police reports 

maintained that support came from banks and electncal industries, though no other 

confirmation of these reports e~ists . '~  There can be no doubt, on the other hand, that Lille 

industnalists were one source of fùnds. and the movement did not deny that there were 

a few anonymous large donors. It is certainly likely that Pozzo di Borgo provided fùnds 

from his own personal fornine; the police believed that he had donated 500,000 Francs in 

1929 to help the rnovement's kances recover f?om the expensive launching of Lc 

FZmnbeazi, though Pozzo later denied it.16 The PSF solicited business contributions on a 

wide scale, too, and had some success in this endeavour. However, French businessrnen 

did not put al1 their eggs in one basket. One Lyon businesmen who gave money to the 

PSF was also favourable to more 'centnst' political options and welcomed the Daladier 

" ~ o t ~ ,  1 1 December 1938, APP B/a 1952; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 188- 190. 

lS~ccount of 1933 budget, n.d., APP "LiguedCroix de Feu"; Soucy, Second Wavie, 
pp. 123-1 28. 

'6Florin, "Des Croix de Feu au PSF", pp.240-242; dossier, Apnl 1936, APP 
"LiguedCroix de Feu", p.25; Le Flmbeau, April 1934; Nobécourt, Colone[ de La 
Rocque, pp. 158- 159. 
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In spite of these various streams of money, there was usually little to spare. When 

dissolved in June 1936 the Croix de Feu had a balance of 2.875 million francs, and was 

due to receive about another million h m  the sections over the next nine months. But the 

costs of maintainhg Le FZmbem - which went weekly in March 1935 - and of ninning 

the socid activities discussed in this chapter - wouid have absorbeci almost dl of this 

incorne (total costs 3.87 million). Mer  its acquisition by the PSF in 1937 Le Petit jozmtd 

proved to be a huge financial drain. The paper lost old readen and failed to replace them 

with new ones. By March 1938 it was ninning a deficit of 550,000 francs a month. That 

June, La Rocque requested that the sections holdfères to raise 1000 francs each and corne 

to the aid of the paper. Regional papers were also often forbidden to reproduce articles 

(including La Rocque's editorials) fiom Le Petit jmmaI; this was done to discourage 

provincial members from relying exclusively on their regional PSF press." Further signs 

of tension between headquarters and the federations were apparent in matters of funding. 

In 1938 it was fira decided that fiom the monies accniing from membenhip dues 40% 

were to go to Paris, 40% to the local section, and 20% to each section's respective 

federation. But by spnng 1939 the head of the commission charged with running the 

party's caisse centrale agreed to accept the demands of "une grand nombre de 

"Comité exécutg 3 February l938,45 1 AP 1 16; report, 29 June 1938, AN F7 
12966; La Rocque, circular, 2 1 June 1 939,45 1 AP 106; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", 
pp .S93 -2%. 



fédérations" and reduce their contribution fiom 40% of their caisses to 25%.19 

Such problems are familiar to students of intenvar French politics; disputes 

beîween local organizations and party headquarters in Pans were hardly unknown to the 

Radicais. for instance. This l ads  one to consider how unique were the organizational 

structures of the Croix de FedPSF. For Ryrnell nght-wing pressure groups such as the 

National Taxpayers' Federation and veteransr associations such as the Union Nationale des 

Combattants ( W C )  were more analogous to the Croix de Feu than the avowedly 

paramilitary Jeunesses Patriotes (JP). This overlooks the fact that the Croix de Feu was 

far more centraiized in structure than the Taxpayer's Association, though on the other 

hand the JP placed more ernphasis on the organization of squads labelled "centuries", itself 

a more military term than dipsos. The hierarchical and nationalist out100 k of the W C  was 

quite sùnilar to that of the Croix de Feu, but on occasion there were democratic debates 

within the former group. while there is h i e  evidence of this with respect to the latter." 

Cornpared to its predecessor the PSF was theoretically more democratic in 

structure. It was also more distinctive in comparative terms, being the only durable mass 

%etter by A.A. Bachy, September 1938; "note pour M. Barrachin", 14 April 1939, 
and Bachy, "ristourne des fédérations", 10 May 193 9, al1 in 45 1 AP 1 20. 

"'Peter J. Lamour, me French M i c a l  Party in the 1930s (Stanford, 1964), 
chapter 1 ; Rymell, "Militants and Militancy", p. 10 1; Wfiam Hoisington, "Toward the 
Sixth of February: Taxpayer Protest in France, 1928- 1934", Historicall Refléctions 3/ 1 
(1976), p.53; for the JP Robert Soucy, French Fascism: The Firsf Wave. 19241933 
(New Haven and London, 1986), pp.44-46; for the W C  Antoine Prost, In the Wake 
of Wm: 'Les Anciens Combattants' und French Society i9i-W 939, tram. Helen 
McPhail (Mord,  1 992), pp.34-50. 
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party of the right to emerge out of the 1936 dissolutions. Of the others ody Jacques 

Doriot's PPF provideci serious cornpetition, but within a year of its creation entered a 

decline fiom which it did not recover. Of course, the idea of a mass party owed more than 

a littie to the politicai l& - hitherto French conservative parties had generdly been smd,  

elitïst formations. But if the PSF borrowed from the SFIO in sume respects - such as the 

conception of an intafideral union - it never ailowed internai tendencies to organize like 

the Socialists did." The democratic and decentraiized statutes of the party were in fact at 

odds with its ideological emphasis on unity and order. Similady, while its ancillary 

organizations bore a resemblance to the various unions and clubs developed by the 

Socialists and Communias, their workings and the values they sought to inculcate were 

distinct. 

Putting the Croix de FedPSFs concept of la profession organsie into practice 

took some time. The Croix de Feu began with a mutuai aid group, E~tm'aide, which 

devoted itself to material aid and job placements." But La Rocque wanted to go further 

than this, and in September 1933 he requested a list of ail members involved in union or 

corporative organisations fiom the section chiefs. By the tirne of the dissolution a range 

of grmpements professionels had been created under Croix de Feu auspices. " 

"Ryrnell, "Militants and Miiitancy", pp. 1 00- 1 02; B.D. Graham, Choice mtd 
Dernocrutic Order: the French Sociaiiisr Party 19374950 (Cambridge, 1 994). 

f o r  its developrnent see Le Fiambeau, February 1930, March 1932, March 1933. 

" " ~ o t e  aux chefs de section", 1 1 September 1933,45 1 AP 8 1; Weng, "L'Historique 
et la doctrine", p.9 1. 
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The PSF was more ambitious in this redm, inspiring the creation of the Syndicats 

Professionels Français (SPF), though preparations for this acnially took place before the 

dissolution of the Croix de Feu. On 5 June 1936 a burem syndicaie was created by the 

league with the intention of creating apolitical unions. With the grmipments prof~sszoneis 

providing the basis for these, growth was rapid; a figure of 2000 was claimed for June 

15? Starting with secretariats at the departmental level, at the national level the 

Confédération des Syndicats Professionels Français (CSPF) was established during the 

SPF's first conseil nationai in January 193 7. Its general secretary was Roger Vitrac. By 

July of that year the SPF claimed secretariats in 75 departments, and that there were 17 

federal unions spread tbroughout the entire country. There were aiso departmental and 

national federations which incorporated both workers and employees within a given 

industry. The national organization's bulletin SPF was also launched in 193 7. In terms of 

total membership, estimates Vary widely; the SPF claimed 500,000 members in 1936 and 

1 million in 1939, but the Tourcoing periodical reported that there were 1.35 million 

members in Iuly 193 8 and 1.75 million in December. The SPF also claimed that it was 

growing stronger in terms of its share of worker and employee delegates elected for 

various firms. For the period 15 February -3 1 May 1937 it claimed to have elected 67.8% 

"%irectives générales à domer aux bureaux d'études syndicales pour la formation 
des syndicats professionnels", AD Nord 68J 167. While this document is not dated, the 
use of the term of 'Mouvement' indicates that it dates before the dissolution. 



of al1 déligz~es; for December 1938,45%? 

Arguing that the CGT engaged in a 'syndicalisme de guerre civile" and that the 

Catholic Confédération Française des Travailleurs Chrétiens (CFTC)% religious outlook 

made it too particularistic, SPF propaganda presented the organization as providing a 

strictly professional and apolitical syndicalism which conformed "au génie de la race". In 

this vein, the SPF argued against 'political' strikes, maintaining that only 'professional' ones 

should be permitted. As one might expect. inclusion of "Français" in its title was also 

significant; one had to be a citizen to join, and among the SPF's chief concems was the 

situation of French labour vis-à-vis foreign workers. Its conception of labour relations was 

one in which tripartite commissions composed of workers, employers, and govenunent 

representatives would deal with most issues. In opposition to Popular Front notions of 

obligatory arbitration the SPF wanted a Charte du Travail. While the principle of 

arbitration would be mainhed., it was this charter that would cadi@ "la quasi-totalité des 

rapports entre les producteurs-employeurs." There was clearly a powemil anti-Mancist 

impulse at work behind the SPF's program, but it would be a mistake to characterize its 

propaganda entirely in terms of negations. These unions clairneci they represented the 

syndicalism of the future, in which employer and employee would cooperate in the 

workplace and respect one another's nghts. Such cooperation would fùrther the cause of 

 achefe fer, "Syndicats Professionels Français", pp.9 1-94; "élections des délégués 
du 15 au 3 1 mai 193 7", 7 June 1937, SPF (Tourcoing), 30 January L 939, AD Nord 
685 167. 
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a better-run econorny and a renovated nation? The SPFs ideological debt to the PSF was 

thus very great, even though both organizations aressed their independence from one 

another. 

The SPF was not as ubiquitous as its propaganda suggested. Regionai implantation 

was uneven; as of December 1937 six times the number of propaganda meetings (720) had 

been organized for the Parisian region than for the rea of the country, though there were 

successes in Algena as well as the northeastem and eastem regions of the country, and 

activity in cities like Lyon, Dijon, Châtoreaux, Blois, and Clermont-Ferrand; indeed, in 

Marseille the SPFs nurnben were second only to those of the CGT. But SPF strength did 

not always correlate with hi& l e d s  of industriaiization; the results obtained in Tours, the 

Nord, and the Haute-Vienne were mediocre. Furthemore, the SPF seems to have had 

more luck in organizing among employés, artisans, and workers in smaller firms - 

especially skilled craftsmen or foremen - than classic proletarian types, albeit with some 

notable exceptions such as around 1000 Muslim dockers in Algiers. It was also asserted 

that in 1939 women made up 30% of the total membership, a interesting claim considering 

the SPFs la femme au foyer ideology- In Paris and its environs the SPF was strongest in 

the food trade, chernicais, insurance companies, taxicab companies, and department 

stores, especially Samaritaine, although some success was also achieved in the Renault 

26~ureau d'Études Syndicales, 13 November 1936, "Propagande et controverse", 7 
October 193 7, "Le Syndicalisme", 18 November 1936, Syndicats professionnels, 
bzdferin d'information de la section locale de Tourcoing 2 (Febniary 193 9), 3 (March- 
April 1939), all in AD Nord 685 167; Machefer, "Syndicats Professionels", pp. 104- 
109. 



factories. in the Mame the SPF were most active in the food trade; wch was also the case 

in Alsace, dong with the nationary sector. in Lyon concentrations were in banking, 

building, public works, and smaller metallurgical firms, while in Tourcoing hotel, 

department store. and bank employees signed up, although here 65% of the membenhip 

were working class, many of them miners." 

in terms of bargaining contracts for its membership, the SPF found it difficult to 

be accepted on more than one occasion. CGT members would often not sit at the 

bargaining table if SPF negotiaton were present. Even the relationship with the pro- 

corporatist "Syndicats" tendency of the CGT, headed by René Bélin, was poor. The 

situation with the CFTC was somewhat more cornplex. Cooperation was not always out 

of the question. In the Meurthe-et-Moselle the two unions signed collective contracts 

together, while in the Nord the police reporteci that SPF mernbers were willing to 

cooperate with the CFTC and PPF in the formation of a self-defense group against 

Communists. But a sense of nvairy predominated; in the Marne, for instance, the SPF 

appears to have drawn away CFTC memben. The CFTC denounced the SPF as "syndicats 

jaunes"; the SPF responded by accusing the CFTC of flirthg with the Marxia CGT. Nor 

did memben of the Confédération Générale du Patronat Français necessarily see the SPF 

'7~achefer, "Syndicats Professionnels", pp.93-96, 98- 100, 102-4; D. AL. Levy, 
"The Marseilles Working Class Movement, 1936- 193 8" @ .Phil., Oxford University, 
1982), p. 139, quoted in Howlett, "Croix de Feu", p.2 16; Ferragu, "Croix de Feu et 
PSF en Indre-et-Loire", p.39; Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", pp. 1 5 1 -2; C houvel, 
"Croix de Feu et PSF en Haute-Meme", p. 130; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", p.218; 
rapport du Commissaire Général (Reims) 20 June 1938, AD Marne 30M 146. 



as an attractive option. In fa& they even considered creating their own organization, with 

Jacques Doriot as a potential leader. The Commission du Travail in the Chamber of 

Deputies excluded the SPF from discussions because it was considered ioo rnuch of a 

newcomer.'* In tems of gaining official legitirnacy, then, the PSF-inspired unions 

encountered serious difficulties. The remaining question is whether they imbued their 

members with PSF values with respect to the workplace. 

It is true that the SPF were formally independent, and that the PSF was never 

mentioned in its propaganda. In certain cases the two did diverge. In Lyon the unions 

went further than the PSF would have liked in their attacks on "yellow unions" and 

international finance. By 1939 there were interna1 divisions in the Lyon SPF. and one PSF 

member accused it of lacking the proper "esprit Croix de Feu". It cannot be claimed, 

though. that the situation in Lyon was typical. In generd tems SPF propaganda followed 

that of the PSF closely. Moreover, if SPF Iiterature did not mention La Rocque, the PSF 

press gave coverage to the CSPF and SPF activities, and there was little doubt in the 

minds of the police about the close links between the two ~ r g ~ t i o n s . ~  

"Machefer, "Syndicats Professio~eIs", pp.96-98; Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", 
p. 153; Chouvel, "Croix de Feu et PSF en Haute-Vienne", p. 130; Howlett, "Croix de 
Feu", p .220; Maréchal-des-Logis-C hef Matuchet ( Somme-Py), report, 20 February 
1937, Commissaire Spécial (Chàions-sur-Marne), 24 February 1937, AD Marne 30M 
144. It should be noted, however, that neither of these two reports name the SPF, 
instead refemng to the creation of a "syndicat libre". 

qassmore, "Right and Extreme Right ", p.3 68; Machefer, "Syndicats 
Professionnels", pp. 100-2; on police perceptions of SPF-PSF links, see Directeur de la 
Police d'État (Nice), 13 January 1938, AD Alpes-Manthes 4M 542 and Commissaire 
de Police (Senlis), 16 March 1937, AD Oise Mp 5 133. 
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n i e  circumstances under which many SPF unions were created, however. were 

bound to create difficulties in winning over the working class. Many of the groipernents 

projssionnels established before June 1936 and the unions created afterwards were the 

r e d t  of employer initiatives; such was the case in Marseille, Tours, and elsewhere. Even 

in the Nord, an area characterized by a high level of PSF support among elements of the 

working clasq the SPF did not do so well. Workers rnight have found the PSFs social 

program appeaiing, but shied away from the SPF because the latter was perceived as too 

closely linked wit h management.'0 

The exact nature of the relationship of fârmers and agricultural labourers to the 

SPF is unclear. In some departments, such as the Indre-et-Loire, they were organized into 

SPF unions. But in the Nord a tactic of entryism was developed, in which PSF mernbers 

were encouraged to join existing agricultural associations of a compatible outlook. The 

case of the Haute-Vienne is different again. Here, as in the Marne, in 1937 the PSF 

advised rural workers to organize thernselves into 'free' or 'apoliticai' unions; while this 

sounds like the SPF, that organization was not specificdy narrted in the police reports. 

A year later the Haute-Vienne's departmentai federation recommended "l'association des 

paysans dans un syndicat ou plutôt un organisme: Terre et Famille", and over a hundred 

3"Ferragu, "Croix de Feu et PSF en Indre-et-Loire", p.40; Prévosto, "Fédération du 
Nord", pp. 153-54; Ferragu, "Croix de Feu et PSF en Indre-et-Loirew, p.42; Howlett, 
"Croix de Feu", p.49. 



informational meetings were held on its behalf in l!Z9-40.~' 

The PSFs corporatist thinking necessitated the mobilization of employers as well 

as workers. For instance, several pro-PSF employers in the Pansian region involved in 

building and public works developed their own plan for making the concept of la 

profesiun orgmisée a reaiity. Activity began in December 1936. The goal was to create 

groups within the industry with an eye towards establishing tripartite commissions, each 

composed of employers. employees, and workers comrnittees. It was hoped that these 

commissions would eventually arrive at the stage where they could manage "toutes les 

questions préseritant un it~tL;rét ginérui, en w r  du retablissernet»r, du maintien et du 

développent de la prospérité de la Profession . . . . " With the cooperation of members of 

the Comité des Entrepreneurs de l'Exposition 37, the Groupe des Industries Électriques 

de Paris, "Bâtiment Français", and some provincial organizations, within a year 3 1 

grot~pementsprofe~omis had been established in Paris, the Seine and the Seine-et-Oise, 

with a total of 1400 members and hopes ofexpanding into other sectors of the economy. 

This plan of action was approved by La Rocque in November 1937, and d e r  that weekly 

meetings were held to consider how to expand." 

The report of the patrons involved in t hese undertakings stated the realization of 

"~erragu, "Croix de Feu et PSF en Indre-et-Loire", p.40; Machefer, "Syndicats 
Professionnels", pp. 102- 104; Prevosto, "Fédération du Nord", pp. 14 1 - 142; 
Commissaire Spécial (Chalons-sur-Mme), 24 Febmary 193 7, AD Marne 30M 144. 

"~ouis Escande and Pierre Kula, "Organisation de la profession: ce qui a été fàit 
dans l'industrie du bâtiment et des travaux publics", December 193 7,45 1 AP 124 [3 5 
pp.], pp.5-7, 10- 1 1 [emphasis in original]. 
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fa professiun organiSee necessitateci a stniggie against Marxism, the defense of the family, 

the preponderance of srnail enterprise, the coordination of the artkanate and business, the 

restoration of hierarchy within the world of work on the basis of professionai merit, and 

the search for cornmon solutions within a @ven oc~upation.~ The initiative, it was argued, 

lay with the employers. A specific approach was recommended - and had been utilised - 

by Pierre Kda, one of the authors of the report. Under this scherne, a chef defile would 

be appointed by the party for a particular Chambre Syndicale Patronale. This individual 

would then locate PSF members or sympathizers within this body and create an informal 

groupement &lémenfaire. M e r  the consolidation of this body, members were to work 

towards dominating the corresponding Chambre Syndicale. As for the workers 

themselves, a centralised list of 'good' ones - whether or not they were PSF members - 

was to be drawn up to enable other employen to hire them preferentially. This was, it was 

claimed, not to be used as a means of persecution or to be done in an underhanded 

manner; apparently the idea was to promote PSF notions of merit. 

AU of these actions were conceived of as a single first stage. It was hoped that this 

would undo the destructive effects of "extremist syndicalism" and reestablish "la corifimzce 

de nos mvriers, insufflé en eux kpht &orde, l'esprit de devoir. I'eqpritfranaÏs et 

permis ainsi de redonner au syndicalisme sa vraiefigure.. . . " The way would now be paved 

for reconciliation; the selected ceIl of good workers would provide the basis for the 

33What foilows is based upon Escande and Kula, "Organisation de la profession", 
passim. 
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formation of an micale professiur~neelle by the employer, which would be open to 

employees. These bodies would be consolidated through mutual aid and other such 

activities before the third stage, where a tripartite organization would be created in line 

with the specifications being developed by the party. However, the authors of the report 

emphasized that the PSFs inspirational role was not to be advertised, that these 

associations had to be independent of politics, and that the initiative had to corne fiom the 

employer, whether or not the latter was a PSF member. 

Thegmpements professionneIs of the Paris building and public works industry 

were aiive and weil in the s p ~ g  of 1938, while pro-PSF elements had gained a dominant 

position in severai Chambres Syndicales. Parallel efforts were undenvay in the Moselle 

and the Aisne. In the Rhône there were plans to set up a burem de docrrrnrtztatiot~ 

irtteipr~ss~oneIIe, but the "individualist" outlook of local employers caused diffic~lties.~ 

Unfortunately, no records concerning the development of these specific initiatives &er 

the spring of 1938 exist. It is clear, though, that the PSF did not give up trying to spread 

its ideas. Later that year efforts were made to create employers' groups, formally entitled 

Centres d'Information et de Propagande PSF dans les milieux patronaux, intellectuels et 

bourgeois. Their purpose was to provide a liason between the party and employen in 

industrial centers. The best documemed of these groups held its first meeting in Tourcoing 

on 25 November 1938, at which a dozen local businessmen were present. M e r  that the 

3401 Profession organisée", 14 January 1938, Groupements Professionels du Bâtiment 
et des Travaux Publics de la Région Parisienne, "Ordre du jour", 19 March 1938, 
451AP 124. 



group arrangeci regular meetings at which a variety of topics were discussed: among these 

included labour relations in S ~ e d e n . ~ '  

One final initiative was Propagande Ouvrière et Commerciale (POC). whose goal 

was to goup PSF mernbers h to  professional categories for the purposes of propaganda 

and mutual aid "dans un indépendence absolue vis à vis des directions. mais en dehors de 

tout caractère syndical ou revendicatif, en liaison sous la direction de La Rocque avec le 

Groupe ~ a t r o n a l . " ~  The circumstances surrounding its creation are a matter of some 

dispute. One PSF paper claimed that it was established in 1937. Passmore. on the other 

hand, suggests that it was not established until 1939. and was the result of a failure by the 

p a q  to control the SPF.~' His view is generaily convincing Though by the spring of 1939 

POC claimed between 1300 and 1500 groups, most of these in Pans and the ba~tlirrrx 

(Barrach claimeci that one at RenauIt had 5000 mernbers, and Samaritaine's 2000), in the 

provinces it was just getting u n d e ~ a y . ' ~  

"Étienne Motte-FLipo, Centre d'Information et de Propagande PSF dans les milieux 
patronaux, intellectuels et bourgeois, 3 December 1938, Motte, circular, 17 December 
1938, Délégué du Groupement Patronal to Georges Petit, Lille, 3 June 1939, AD Nord 
685 168. 

 es es Conditions de rencontre entre syndicats ouvriers et patronaux", 12 May 
1939, "Note sur la profession organisée", n-d., 45 1 AP 125; Prévosto, "Fédération du 
Nord", pp. 145-146. 

''L'Owrier libre, March 1939; Passmore, "Right and Extreme Right", p.368; 
Rudaux, Croix de Feu, p. 193. 

3 s ~ ~ c h i n ,  quoted in Edouard Bomefous, Hisloire politique de la IIle 
Rkpiblique, Voi.6, p.35; Prevoao, "Fédération du Nord", pp. 147-147; Report, 1 Iuly 
1 939, AD Gironde 1 M 57 1 ,  quoted in Daniele Neirinck pirecteur des Archives 
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The same might be said of the PSFs goal of making its corporatist vision a reality. 

In the Nord several members of the Groupe Patronal admitted that their knowiedge of 

party doctrine was faulty and it was agreed that the new organization's fira task would 

be to educate its members before embarking on extemal propaganda. One scholar has 

described the SPFs influence as "~light".'~ Gilles Marguenn, who advised the PSF on 

agriculhiral matters, cornplained that his advice was often ignored, and that the party had 

to try harder to win over the agriculturai proletariat, and use the organization of leisure 

activities to enhance its appeal. In particular, party workers had to more fully integrate 

themselves into village routines.' 

The PSF had nevertheless demonstrated a real determination to see its ideas 

pemeate employer-worker relations, and one should not dismiss its initiatives entirely out 

of hand. Mer the fiilure of the 1 938 generai stn ke the S PF capitalized upon the resulting 

dislocation in the labour movement to expand its activities, especially in Paris, Lyon, the 

Bouches-du-Rhône, the Nord and the Haut-Rhin. For its part, the CGT took its opponent 

quite seriously." Nor were the party's efforts simply intended to provide a refùge for 

Départementales de la Gironde] to the author, 12 March 1996. 

'%lotte-Flipo, 3 December 1 93 8, op. cil.; Steven Zdatny, "Collaboration or 
Resistance? French Hairdressers and Vichy's Labour Charter", French Historical 
Sludies 20/4 ( 1 997), pp. 755-756. 

%illes Marguerin, "Note concernant l'aide morale à apponer a u  campagnes et 
l'action du PSF dans les milieux paysans", n.d., 45 1AP 124. 

"Machefer, "Syndicats Professionnels", p. 1 1 1 . 
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employen and workers who did not like the Popular Front. The posture was much more 

assertive than that, as the foiiowing remarks about POC in 1939 suggest; "[f'Jorts de notre 

nombre, nous devons, au sein de notre grand Parti, collaborer de toutes nos forces a 

recréer, parmi les travailleurs en général, un moral solide fait de volonté au travail et de 

confiance en l'avenir d'une France forte et reconciliée. "'" 

Ifthe indifference of employers and the hostility of the CGT and CGPF presented 

obstacles to the spreading of the idea of la professiotz organisée, when it came to 

organizing women the Croix de Feu was confionted with a more basic ideological 

contradiction. The French right had long mobilized women, sometimes in considerable 

numbers; the Ligue Patriotique des Françaises, created in 1902 to lobby in favour of 

Catholic interests. claimed 1.5 million members by 1932. Other leagues like the Jeunesses 

Patriotes always had some female supporters." The Croix de Feu was no exception. In 

M y  1 93 3, for instance, the 85th section heard Louise Thulieq "Croix de Feu no. 1003 ", 

discuss her experiences of war and captivity. But the role which women were expected 

to play in the movement vexy much confiomed to its views on their place in society. While 

Ioan of Arc was revered and instances of female heroism during World War 1 were 

"L'Ouvrier libre, 1 2 March 1939. 

 ames es McMillan, "Women, Religion and Politics: the Case of the Ligue 
Patriotique des Françaises", Proceedings of the Anmai Meeting of the Westem 
Socie4 for Fretzch History 1 5 (1 988): 3 55-364; on women in the other leagues see 
Soucy, First Wave. 
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prai- the task of Croix de Feu women was to assist in the organization of meetings and 

banquets, make items for chanty bazaars to help fiind the movement's social activities, run 

summer camps, and coordinate children's activites? 

The Croix de Feu lacked a formal wornen's organization until March 1934, when 

the Section Féminine was established. The driving force behind its creation was Antoinette 

de Praal, who had been La Rocque's private secretary for 6 years. She generally preferred 

to keep a Iow profile, and occupied no official position within the new organization; by 

her own account, poor health and a desire to prevent La Rocque from being swarnped 

with admirers trying to contact him through her dictated this. Leadership of the Section 

Féminine was instead entnisted to two lieutenants, de Gems and Féraud? They spent the 

spnng and sumrner of 1934 speaking to groups of women, mostly in Paris, and sections 

were soon established in most amtdissemer~ts. 

Details on the provinces are more sketchy. but in the Nord sixty women had 

adhered within two weeks afler the creation of the Section Féminine. Soon there was dso 

activity in the Eure, Gironde and Alsace. In other places success proved more elusive; in 

Tours a wornen's section was not established until December 1935 - apparently local 

"Le Flambem, July 1 930, July 1932, lanuary, March, May, July 1933; Rymell, 
"Militants and Militancy", pp .62-63 and Passmore, "Boy-Scouting", pp. 54 1-2 dso 
ernphasize the contradictions inherent in the Croix de Feu's efforts to mobilize women. 

""~llocution de Mlle de Préval", 26 October 1936,45 1 AP 87; Le FIambeacr, 
March 1934; Ryrnell, "Militants and Militancy", p.71. For examples of de Préval's 
efforts see her letters to Tardieu, 17 Apd, 23 May 1932,s May 1933,324AP 796is. 
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mernbers were not very anxious to secure fernale participation. In the Gard the Section 

Féminine only attracîed 76 new members in the coune of Ianuary 1936, compared to 1 O8 

Croix de Feu and 135 W. The fact that the local president felt these numbers and the 

level of activity of the Section Féminine to be a great source of pride demonstrates that 

the league never attempted to rnobilize women to the sarne extent as men." Al1 the sarne, 

the fint Congrès Social de la Section Féminine, held in October 1935, saw 525 delegates 

attend. In January 1936 the league's regional paper for Marseille reported that 1200 

members attended the first general meeting of the women's section there. while the police 

noted very rapid growth in the Paris wornen sections afler the Apnl 1936 elections. There 

may have been as many as 60,000 members of the Section Féminine at dissolution, a 

number which compares favourably with those of women's sections in most political 

parties at the sarne tirne." 

By 1936 the Section Féminine was involved in a variety of activities, even if the 

vast majority of them could be subsumed under the general category of social wor~ .  At 

the October 1 93 5 meeting of women's delegates, a summary of activities was present ed 

by Féraud. Beginning in November 1934, she stated, social work had begun as a major 

46 Le FZmbeptr, April, June, July, September, December 
September 1935, AN F7 1324 1 ; Ferragu, "Croix de Feu et 

1934; report, 23 
PSF en Indre-et-Loire", 

p.4; Commissaire Spécial (Nimes), 29 January 1936, AD Gard 1M 715. 

"Report, 2 June 1936, APP Bla 190 1 ; Le Flambeau, 2 November 193 5; Le 
Flambeair des Bmches-rh~-Rhône, 3 1 January 1 936. For the extent to which other 
political parties mobiiized women see Smith, Feminism and the Third Republic, 
Chapter 2. 
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component of the Section Féminine's activity, with most tasks being carried out for 

families within the association, though two days a week were reserved for charitable 

activities aimed at non-memben. In Paris alone, 192,000 meds had b e n  served; in Iight 

of comparable undertakings in Rouen, Bordeaux, Strasbourg, and Nancy, Féraud 

estimated a total figure of a half million. On occasion these efforts were undertaken in 

cooperation with other organizations; in Nantes Citroën helped the women's section 

acquire the Château de la Balinière for use as a canteen." 

The Section Féminine was not without its problems, however. A year afker its 

creation de Préval requeaed that a secretary general be appointed. Madarnoiselle 

Marcajour, a trained nurse and former factory superintendent who had worked in Togo, 

was selected. But several months later she mamed, and had to be replaced by a 

Madamoiselle ~aroche t t i .~~  Obtaining a stable leaders hi p was not the on1 y challenge. Not 

aii who joined supported the rnovement's activities as avidly as local leaders would have 

liked. In Montpellier, for instance, it was noted that out of 200 fernale supporters only 

about 20 regularly came to the mwoir to aid in the distribution of clothing. It soon 

became apparent to the national leadership that many new adherents had neither the time, 

48Le Flmbeau, 12 November 1935 ,11 January, 4 April 1936; Prefect, 29 
November 1 93 5, AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470. 

49Le Flmnbeau, February, 5 October 1935; "Allocution de MUe de Préval", 26 
October 1936; "AUocution de M. ûttavi", 26 October 1936, "Alocution de MUe 
Marochetti", 28 October 1936,45 1 AP 87. 



the expertise, nor often even the inclination to run soup kitchens or summer camps.w 

To this en4 training courses in social work under the direction of Suzanne Fouché 

began in the nimmer of 1935. Results were poor, by the spring of 1936 an internai report 

stated that only 6 women had m e d  the qualification. In general, it added, few wornen 

actually possessed sdficient leisure t h e  or professionalism for such tasks if they were not 

already social workers. Occasionally some distributed goods and aid simply to win 

popularity- The situation was rendered wen more difficult by the lack of financial support 

and understanding from the presidents of the local sections. "En banlieue et en province 

en particulier le travail est presque impossible Euite de re~sources."~' The idea of involving 

al1 Croix de Feu women in social work now seerned untenable; in March an intemal 

circular announced that only women who were truly interested in social work would 

perform it. The rest would be confineci to paying their membership dues and assisting with 

meetings. " 

W~th creation of the PST this bifitrcation was fomialized. Each party section would 

have its own Groupe Féminine- and each Groupe would be composed of two independent 

sections, Action CMque (AC), which will be discussed shortly, and Action Sociale (AS), 

which would perform social work at the local level. There was a deleguée première pour 

5oBuiietin des sections Croix de Feu de I'Hérat~ft, de l'A& et de l'Aveyron, 1 April 
1936, copy in AD Hérault I M 1 1 18; Rymell, "Militants and Militancy", p. 77. 

""Cours élementaires de foimation sociale" (nad. but early 1936), "rapport 
trimestriai Janvier-Avril 1936", both in 45 1 AP 87. 

"Commissaire-Général du Mouvement Socid Français, 7 January 1936,45 1 AP 87. 



l'Action Sociaie to be designateci by La Rocque and attachai to the head office. De Préval. 

characteristically, did not occupy this post; in October 1936 Mme Gouin, who had 25 

yean of experience in social work, and who would mon also sit on the cornifi dirrcfetrr, 

took over the position. In 1 93 7 the party also estabtished a Bureau des Études Sociales 

headed by Jeanne Garrigoux, whose purpose to to provide coordination, training, and 

policy recornmendations." This centrai leadership selected défigtrees at the local, 

federation, and regional levels. AS was characterized by a fair degree of specialization - 

most of its members had received training of some kind - and its relativefy srnail size. In 

1 93 7 Garrigoux reported that there were 523 'social sections' in the country. wit h 5 50 

active assistmttes sociafes and 13 50 atlxiliaires sociuZes. Rural and urban educational 

initiatives in the fotm of study circles and der-school groups were also u n d e ~ a y . ~ '  

AS encountered some obstacles. Many male PSF members appear to have had 

little knowledge of or interest in its activities. In spite of the increased emphasis on 

professionalization it was found that some members required more training.55 Local 

circumstances could be tricky; in isolated areas such as Chambéry in the Savoie, lines of 

"Secrétaire générale pour l'Action Sociale, 14 September l936,45 1 AP 87; 
"Allocution de Mlle de Préval", 26 October 1936, op. cil.; cucular by Garrigoux, 1 
April 1937, AD Nord 681 107. 

YMemorandum, 29 June 1939,45 1 AP 13 5; Jeanne G-goux, Le Puni Social 
Français et I'Action Sociale: rapport présenlé au Ile congrés notzonaI du PSF (Paris, 
1937). 

du rapport sur le rôle de l'auxiliaire sociale", présenté par Mlle Fouché, 
congrès social du PSF [I6-17 May 1939],45 IAP 134; Ferragu, "Croix de Feu et PSF 
en Indre-et-Loire", p.3 1; Chouvel, "Croix de Feu et PSF en Haute-Vienne", p. 134. 
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communication proved impossible to consolidate. and by 1938 the local section was 

effectvely wound up. Hence AS tended to be more niccessfiil in urban areas. particularly 

Paris, Lille. and Lyon and also some smaller cities such as Pau. But here it found that it 

sornetimes had to compete with other groups. In Clermont-Ferrand Michelin's social 

initiatives were sufficiently well-developed that there was little room for AS to 

manoeuvre. Not even the most favourable circumstances rneant niccess; in Algena, where 

the PSF was well established and geographical obstructions were less problematic, the 

problem was a lack of enthusiasm, with few women actually participating in social work 

or in preparatory courses. 56 

Still, in spite of such dficuities, AS had a cl@ defined role. Most of the women 

who joined the PSF - perhaps as rnany as 100,000 by 1939 (see Chapter 3) - were 

members of Action Civique, and it did not. AC was intended to support the party's 

propaganda efforts, or civic education, as the PSF's leaders preferred to cal1 it. But what 

did this mean in practice? Certainly the party leadership wished to use some women as 

propagandists, though they made it very clear how they were to be trained; "Nos 

adversaires, les communistes particulièrement, ont parfaitement compris le bénéfice que 

leur propagande pouvait retirer des interventions féminines, qui iorsgu 'eIles sorzt simples. 

sincGres, préparées et conholées, touchent toujours le coeur des auditeurs et entraînent 

56~eports on section activities for Clermont-Ferrand, Pau and Colmar, ali in 45 1AP 
13 1; Damer to de Préval, 25 April 1938,45 1 AP 13 3; Ryrneli, "Militants and 
Miiitancy", pp. 78-8 1. 
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souvent leur De Préval henelfstrongly endorsed this image of the proper AC 

militant: she was homfied when, shortly afker the creation of the PSF. several women 

spoke to her about arming themselves in defense against revolutionary upheaval. De 

Preval totally rejected this, going so far as to emphasize that "Jeanne d'Arc menait la 

guerre défensive et, pourtant, comme femme, n'oubliez pas cela, elle a tenu à ne jamais 

tuer ou blesser personne." Social action was a rnuch better way for PSF women to fight 

Cornmunism, she c ~ n c l u d e d . ~ ~  

There were some PSF women propagandists of note. Perhaps the best-known of 

al1 was a native of Marseilles, Madamoiselle Casanova, who addressed meetings 

throughout the Meditterranean region, and whose speeches were often greeted with 

thunderous applause. Her devotion to La Rocque was efisive; on one occasion she 

referred to him as "not only a chief, but a master, an idol, whose spirit hoven over us." 

She opposed the notion of women in the workplace, arguing that their tme place was in 

the home and that this increased male unemployment. She was vimlently anti-Cornrnunist, 

stressing that the PCFs education and youth policies subjected children to iron discipline 

and taught them class hatred.59 

Casanova's case was atypical, though. While women speakers were sometimes 

57 Bulletin d'hfonnatuns 52, 1 4 October 1 93 7 [emphasis in original]. 

S8"Ai~ocution de Mlle de Prevd", op. cit. 

59L'~etîrefrmçaz~e, 15 December 1936; Commissaire Central (Nimes), 7 July 
1937, Commissaire de Police, 1 July 1939, AD Gard IM 715; Directeur de la Police 
detat, 19 October 1936,3 1 Januaqr, 25 April 1938, AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 542. 



featured in the PSF press, it was events such as the awarding of the Epinal P SFs Madame 

Dumas with the méhillr d'or d e s ~ i l Z e s  nombreuses for her ten children that tended 

to be ernphasized. The contradictions inherent in this approach were compounded by the 

organizational stmcture of AC. Each group had a general secretary who was elected by 

the section's adherents &er being approved by the local PSF president. The latter thus had 

a decisive role to play. Indeed, women oflen joined because their fathers or husbands 

enrolled them, and section presidents oflen chose delegates for AC to do the job of a 

secretary, not a propagandist. Indeed, in Decernber 1937 it was angdy reported that the 

party Bidletin was not always beig made f k l y  available to AC déléguées by their section 

presidents." 

in a lengthy report to de Préval written in July 1939 Casanova drew attention to 

these problems as she detailed the "deplorable" state of AC in the Bouches-du-Rhône. 

Current methods were unsuccessfÙl, and morale was very poor. The organization's role 

had to be clearly defined as one of "propagande panni les femmes", and the concentration 

of its efforts had to reflect this. While cooperation with other organizations was necessary 

and usefid, the rnembers of AC ought not to be sidetracked into performing administrative 

work and menial tasks. Casanova also argued that the PSF should dari@ its rather vague 

cornmittment to women's suffrage; while she believed that the family vote was perfectly 

acceptable insofiu as a father's control over the 'extra' votes conferred by children was 

60 La Liberté du Maine, June 193 7; Le FImbeau des Vosges, Jdy 1939; Rymell, 
"Militants and Militancy", pp.76-85; Bulletin d'irfonnatiom 52, 14 October 1937,59, 
9 December 1 93 7. 



concemed, a mother must have control over her own vote? 

The extent to which Casanova's report broke with party practice should not be 

exaggerated, however. While her views on the suffrage question may have been 

controvenial, her ideas airneci at strengthening the PSF. She accepted that cooperation 

between AC and AS was essentiai, and believed that al1 women should be aware of social 

issues. Her wish was that AC'S efforts at political education would prevent French women 

fiom becorning "poiiticians of no calibre", "advanced sufiagettes", or "the possible rivais 

of men"; instead they were to be "the purifjmg element of PSF politics". Such sentiments 

in favour of a distinct sphere for wornen, and the belief that female voten would raise the 

moral level of politicai life, were very much in keeping with her party's ~iews.~' While 

there is evidence to suggest that some other women cadres were also mildy dissatisified, 

the extent to which their concerns would have been heeded had war not intervened is 

another matter." One memorandum, probably wrîtten in 1939 stressed that AC'S 

d&IPgriies were to remaineci fhdy under the authority of PSF diZégr~es à la propagande. 

It also stated that AC and AS had to cwperate closely, suggesting that the party was still 

6'Casanova to de Prévai, 3 1 July 1939,45 1 AP 133. 

62ib~d.; for an exarnple of difficulties in cooperation between AS and AC, see the 
correspondence conceming the Versailles section; "Colonies de vacances", 20 
November 1938, L. Boulanger, 8 December 1938,45 1AP 126. 

"~edération du Nord to M. Marcel Clairin, 24 June 1939, AD Nord 685 163; 
Service social 1 1, May-lune 1939 (copy in AD Nord 68J2 16). 
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uncornfortable with women adopting an overtiy political as opposed to a social role." 

Still, if the PSFs charact~rization of women as passive hampered attempts to 

mobilize female supportes, many who did join performed their assigneci tasks with zeal 

and ingenuity. Spokeswomen like Mile Féraud did not dways conceai their pride at their 

success in winning over 'communist' families, even though they were theoretically not 

supposed to use social work for political ends? By 1938-39 one of Jeanne Garrigoux's 

favourite projects was the developrnent of centres sociaux, intended to provide both 

recreation and leamhg while at the same reinforcing the family. But Garrigoux also 

believed that these establishments could create an atmosphere inimicai to Marxism, even 

among working class people who had been raised in 'temble' environ ment^.^^ 

Equally noteworthy were the sophisticated methods used by the militantes. A 

cursory examination of a report on the Croix de Feu social centre in Saint-Ouen during 

1935-36 mi@ suggest that the aim was simply to discipline u d y  working-class children, 

who were described as "très indisciplinés et même dans la majorité des cas de vraies 

petites bêtes sauvages", and thus "firent au début traités comme tels." Yet the report also 

infers that the Croix de Feu women sought to advise mothers. In the case of the children 

they monitored, the miIitantes were dedicated to instilling 'proper' values and above ail a 

a"Organisation de l'Action Civique", n.d. but probably 1939, AD Nord 68J 163. 

6 5 ~ r  Fi'bem, 2 November 193 5. 

66 Jeanne Garrigoux, Les Centres sociaux (Sceaux, 1 939): circuiar, 24 April 1 93 7, 
AD Nord 685 164. 
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sense of discipline, as opposed to what what was taught in the schools. where 

'intemationalism' was too often encourage& This was to be achieved by at first granting 

the children independence but working gradudly towards "gaining the upper band?' 

An outline of the training course to be given to moniton for the party's summer 

camps fûnher illustrates the efforts made to be imaginative. Drawing upon an ecletic 

variety of readings that included works by Baden Powell as well as various party figures, 

the course stmsed the importance of developing leadership qualities in the monitors, who 

wouid teach the children, first and foremost, discipline - "L'enfant a un besoin profond de 

discipline, conciliable avec ce besoin animé de crier et de remuer; quand il ne trouve pas 

de discipline dans son groupe, il s'affole et fait des sottises." In 1937 a party circular 

described in glowing tems an initiative developed by Madame Bourrut-Lacouture in 

Remes aimed at educating young children about French heroes who were also important 

mernbers of the PSFs pantheon. Under this scheme children would be divided into small 

groups of 7 to 10. Each group would be designed a table bearing a name such as "Foch" 

or "Lyautey". They would then "recherchent, collectioment, dessinent" everythmg on the 

field the aforementioned individual was prominent in; the army in the case of Foch, 

colonisation in the case of Lyautey, and so on. The sons of values to be inculcated in the 

children through such an activity are obvious; also striking is the circular's emphasis on 

the "capacités pedagogiques" of Boumit-Lacouture, and the high quality of the garnes and 

67ir Rapport sur l'activité du centre de Saint-Ouen (Oct. 193 5-Juin l936)", in 45 1 AP 
87; report, 17 March 1936, AN F7 12965; report, 19 December 1935, APP B/a 1902. 



other materials she used? 

The Croix de Feu/PSFs efforts to mobilize women were thus significant, though 

not without contradictions and shortcomin~s. A considerable number of dedicated 

mditm~tes had been brought into the fol& and this had important consequences for French 

politics as a whole. On the l e 4  nimours that the leagues were mobilirùig women threw 

the SFIO into turmoil over the suffrage question that had long divided the part-. 

Communia efforts to appeal to young women becarne ideologically more traditionalist in 

content at this time, perhaps out of fear that young women of the rniddle class might 

otherwise gravitate towards groups like the Croix de Feu. For the Radicals the perception 

that women were joining the leagues was an important impetus in the creation of their 

own womens' sections in 1935.~' On the right. the Alliance Démocratique and the 

Fédération Républicaine both estabfished wornens' sections that year. As both - especially 

the Fédération - saw the leagues as potential rivals, it seems likely that their increased 

efforts at mobilizing women were at least in part a response to these trying circumstances. 

AU of this was part of a general trend towards mass mobilization in French politics at the 

time, of course, and the influence did not go in only one direction; PSF women were 

"Garrigoux to déléguées regionales et fédérales, 7 April 1938,45 1 AP 13 1 ; "Une 
Initiative", 12 June 1937,45 1 AP 13 1. 

69 Smith, Feminism and the Third Republic, pp.74, 8 1 ; Susan B. Whitney, 

"Embracing the Status Quo: French Communists, Young Women and the Popuiar 
Front", Journal of SociaI History 3 O/ 1 ( 1 996): 29-53. 
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remindeci that they had to be as militant as their Socialist and Communkt co~nterparts.'~ 

But there cari be no doubt that in this enàeavour La Rocque and his followers were at the 

center, and not the mxgins, of interwar French politics. 

As the preceding passages suggest, youth received considerable attention fiom the 

league and its niccessor. Their presence at public celebrations such as the cornmernoration 

ofkan of Arc in 1936 was encourageci. La Rocque became the godfather of a number of 

member's offspring, and at meetings he would be presented with tlowers fkom children 

dressed in appropriate regional costume.'' Accompanying this symbolic emphasis was the 

ovemding aim of inculcating the 'spirit' of the movement into its youth. One of the first 

encounters that the very young had with the Croix de FedPSF counterculture too k place 

at Christmas parties - arbres de Noël. Members of the Section Féminine and later AS 

arranged these parties, while the dipsEVP wodd help decorate. The parties began with 

singing and sometimes clowns. Gifts and candy - donations frorn members - were then 

distributed, often by Santa Claus. But at some point the children would often have to 

listen to a brief talk about the movement. in December 1935, for instance, Pozzo di Borgo 

reminded an audience of about 300 boys and girls that the motto of the Croix de Feu was 

'neither white nor red' but rather %lue, white, red'. In what the author of the police repon 

 m mi th, Feminism and the Thini Republic, pp. 86-93 ; Commissaire Central 
(Nantes), 29 June 1 938, AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470. 

"~epons, 6, 7 May 1936, AN F7 13983; Le Flambeau, 25 May 193 5, 16 January, 
17 April 193 7; Le Fimbeau du Sud-Ouest, 9 Apd 1938. 
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descriied as temis simple enough for the children to understand, "il adjure les enfants de 

toujours aimer leur pays, leur drapeau tricolore, et de les défendre autant qu'il le faudra, 

suivant ainsi l'exemple donné par leurs aînés.. . "" Sometimes these events were not so 

solemn; for the 1 93 8 party at Mont louis (Indre-et-Loire) the organizers were satisfied 

merely to thank those who had helped and conclude the Party with a lively rendition of the 

Mcrrediaisese. But even in cases where the movement was not directly discussed with the 

childreq the party press was anxious to emphasize that an ethos of both joy and discipline 

was being encouraged. Discipline could actually be emphasized through the rapid and 

effëctive distribution of gifts, as was the case with Bordeaux in 1 937.73 

The Croix de Feu deve1oped more formal organizations for youth as well. At first 

only the children of members could belong to the Fils et Filles des Croix de Feu (FFCF), 

and attend holiday camps, help out at meetings and attend screenings of war films with 

their families. But in November 1932 the FFCF was reorganized with a more liberal 

membership policy, and a concened effort was soon made to bring more youth into the 

movement. By August 1933 it claimed 10,000 members. There were some common 

activities for both sexes, especially among the younger children. In March 1933, for 

instance, boys and girls were invited to visit the Colonial Museum. But on the whole 

distinct gender roles were sharply pronounceci. Thus, while both Fils and Filles were 

%eport, 26 December 1935, APP B/a 1902. 

?'~e  Fiambeau, Januaiy 1934, I 1 lanuary 1936; Le Flmnbeau du Sz~d-Ortest, 1 
January 1 93 8; La F~amnze tourmgelle, 4 Febmary 1 93 9. 



encouraged to propagandize, only the older boys received practical instruction in this 

subject, and only Fis over 16 couid attend and address propaganda meetings with the VN. 

Girls of the sarne age were enrolled in courses on hygiene instead." At the same time, the 

league tried to ensure familial solidarity through meetings such as the one that took place 

in June 1933 at the Brasserie de l'Univers in Morbihan, where an audience of men, women 

and children heard local section leaden speak on the Chinese army and attack 

conscientious objectors. 7s 

Under the PSF these activities continued. Groups were divided into three separate 

age categories - 7 to 12, 13 to 16, and 16 to 2 1 - and males and females continued to be 

separated groups. The youth groups were mn by AS with the exception of the oldest 

category, who were enroiled directiy into the sections as ' les Jeunesses du Parti'. albeit 

under the direct authority of the local president. Young women were organized into 

'Groupes de Jeunes Filles du PSF', and were under the direction of a motritrice. Their 

activities included the organization of musical evenings and Sunday promenades after 

Mass." The timing of the latter illustrates that in addition to the family the prerogatives 

of the Church were respecteci. But as the following account of a promenade by the young 

7"Le Flambeau, February 1930, September 193 1, March 1932, March, August 
1933; Howlett, " Croix de Feu", p. 1 16. 

"~eport, 5 February 1930, APP B/a 190 1 ; Le F h b e m  morbihnais, 5 June 
1933. 

""Groupes d'Action Sociale: règlement" [n-d.], AD Nord 68J 164; Rymell, 
"Militants and Militancy", p. 183. 



women of the Creusot section demonstrates, in the activities themselves it was a 

specifically PSF sense of discipline, and even fun that was accented; 

18 Juin 1939! Date mémorable dans les annales féminines du PSF 
creusotin; autrement dit: promenade offerte aux jeunes filles en 
récompense de leur dévouement et de leur bonne volonté. 
Départ du Creusot en car à 8 heures précises. 
Direction Nolay. Visite de la ville. Château de la Rochepôt. 
Grottes de la Tournée où l'on arrive a midi avec appetit et entrain. 
Les provisions sont tirées des sacs; ensuite, nous pensons aux absents, aux 
malades et leur envoyons des cartes. Puis c'est I'assault des rochers dont 
l'ascension ne  va pas sans difficultés. 
Après, visite du château de Sully et goûter à Digoine. 
Nous avons commencé la journée en chantant, nous devons continuer et 
nous entonnons en choeur le chant des 'Fils des Croix de Feu', la 'vie est 
belle' de Mermoz, 'Les Colons de La Rocque'. 
L'heure du retour est anivée: il faut être exact car les familles seraient dans 
l'inquiétude. 
Journée trop courte de détente, d'air pur, de concorde PSF dont nous 
conservons le souvenir bienfâi~ant.~~ 

In addition to the activities that were organized year round for children and youth, 

summer camps - colcmies de vacances - were another feature of both the Croix de Feu 

and PSF. The first took place in the summer of 193 1 at Plainfâing (Vosges). The 

foilowing year an additional camp was organized by the Bouches-du-Rhhe section and 

took place at Saint-Martin-de-Marseilles, where the farmhouse of a local notable was 

made available to the children. In April 1935 Le Flambeau reported that the level of 

enrohents had risen threefold compared to the previous year, necessitating the creation 

of extra camps; a total of 13 were now organized. These ran at staggered intervals during 

the çurwner, with several different categories created; boys and girls under 1 3; boys 1 3- 16; 

- - 

nLe PSF crmsotin, 1 5 July 1 939. 
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girls 13- 16; and girls over 16. By November 193 5 it was claimeci that five thousand 

children were involved, although earlier reports gave a figure of three thousand." 

The PSF continued this work until the b e g i ~ i n g  of the war. The rapid growth of 

the party meant a concomitant rise in the number of camps - in the surnmer of 1937 it 

ciaimed that over 100 were to be established for youth fkom 5 to 25 throughout France. 

Weekend outings, camping facilities and hoaelling were also developed for young aduits. 

Precise figures for how many children attended these camps are not available, but even 

ifonly halfthe nurnber of camps projected by de La Rocque for 1937 were opened - fifty 

- and the lower figure given for the thirteen 1935 camps - 3000 - is accepted, the total 

number of participants wouid still be something on the order of 1 1,500 children; the party 

itself gave a figure of 15-20,000 a year? 

Under the PSF some of the d e s  changeci slightly; in 1937 children between 5 and 

7 were now considered a separate categoq, and in this goup boys and girls were to 

remain together. It was emphasized that each child could only attend one camp, 

suggesting that some parents simply wanted to send their children away for the whole 

swnrner. Provisions were made for financial aid for those families who couId not meet the 

whole cost. In 193 8 there were further changes; children would now ody be accepted if 

their parents were party memben and were working at the time; if they were on vacation 

"Le Flmnbeau, September 193 1, June, July, September 1932, June, August 1933, 
A p d  1934,23,30 March, 6 Apd, 18,25 May, 8 June, 2 November 1% 5 .  

79Le F h b e a u ,  26 June 1937; Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", pp.93-94. 
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then the children ought to go with them, the imperative being "ne pas dissocier la famille". 

There was aiso a continuing concem that the children receive a doctor's note testifjing to 

their physical fitness; in 1937 this had not always been done and a number of children had 

been sent home. In 1939 the national leadership decided that, in line with the party's recent 

decentralisation, the colonies de vc~cmtces would be nin by the federations. This move was 

not entirely popular; in the Nord there were cornplaints that under such a system the 

children would not reap the benefits of a true change of scenery and the oppominity to 

meet others fiom all over France. ApparentIy the federation encountered many difficulties 

in organizing the coloriirs de V C I C ~ I C ~ S  for that year." 

[n ternis of organization and regdation the coio~ries de vacances thus evolved, but 

the aim behind them remained constant. They were intended to provide the children with 

a hedthy environment and imbue them with Croix de FeulPSF camaraderie. The children 

would get up at 7:30, and their day would include breathing exercises, gymnastics, and 

walks. Girls wodd take lessons in cooking and sewing; time for letter-writing was alloted 

once a week, and siestas were taken after lunch. Those who broke the niles were to be 

sent home immediately. In addition to the medical certificate parents had to provide 

particulars on their child's physical and religious needs - presumably this meant that time 

was to be alotted for retigious seMces - and they were not permittecl to interfere with the 

regimen of the camp, though visits were aKowed. Great emphasis was placed upon 

de vacances PSF été 1937", "Colonies de vacances 1938", circular by 
Gamigow, 7 July 193 7, AD Nord 68 J 164; Bulletin d'itfonna~ions 94, 1 8 Febmary 
1939; Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", pp. 133- 134. 
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cleanliness and tidiness. The local press contained descriptions of spotless surroundings 

and neatly made beds lined up in rows." 

As the guidelines suggest, care was taken to ensure that the operation of the 

camps did not clash with traditional institutions. Hence, at the 'Jean Memioz' camp in 

Thannenkirch (Vosges) held in the summer of 1939, the children participated in the feast 

of Saint Anne, with places in church being reserved for them by the local cwk. But a 

specific ethos associateci with the movement was developed right from the start. In 1 93 1, 

for instance, the children of Plainfaing made a 'pilgrimagef to the bartlefields of the 

Vosges. The aim was, as Jacques Amoult, president of the Bouches-du-Rhône Croix de 

Feu put it, "les élever dans la tradition qui fut la leur: le culte du souvenir et de la Patrie." 

Visits and inspections of the camps were carrîed out by various notables from the 

movement, at which the children were exhorted to embrace its code. To what extent ail 

of this had a meanin@ impact on the children is unclear; some - especiaily the younger 

ones - were apparentiy more taken with the animais and scenery t hey encountered on t heir 

walks than any of the ideas preached to them. But it would have been dficult for them 

to completely forget speeches such as the one given by La Rocque during a visit to a camp 

in Normandy in 1935, where he reminded his young audience that "[tloutes les classes 

sont représentées ici, elles n'en forment qu'une.. . . celle de la fiaternité Croix de Feu . . . 

Jeunes ou vieux, nous devons tous obéissance à notre 'maman', la France, elle nous donne 

"Le Flambeau, July 1932 reproduces the d e s  and routines for the camp at 
Plainfaing; they are very similar to those for 193 5; Ibzd., 18 May 193 5 .  
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l'ordre impénew de réunir la Famille Nationale dans les plis de sa robe tricol~re".~' As the 

years progressed there was also an increasing emphasis on unifoms. In 1 93 7 only a blue 

beret was obligatory, but a year later whiie a uniform p r  se was not required, children had 

to be dressed in marine blue and have a shirt and beret with PSF insignia. In 1939 

materials and brand names (Lacoste), as well as the coloun of scarves for different age 

groups were also specified." 

The Croix de FedPSF aIso undertook specific initiatives for univenity students. 

A g r q e  ut~iversitaire held its first actual meeting in Febniary 1935, though it was not 

intended to be a seff-contained entity; in the interests of class reconciliation, VN audents 

were expected to remain active in their local sections. Students in &c&s and coil2ge.s 

were also encouraged to get involved. In October a foyer for women nidents was 

established? The PSF picked up where the league left off, creating its Centre 

Universitaire in October 1936. Again, the student group was not autonomous; mernben 

niIl had to join sections. The Centre Universitaire engaged in a broad range of activities, 

al1 closely overseen by the Party - La Rocque personally approved al1 appointrnents to 

positions related to it. It provided material assistance in the fonn of a subsidised 

=Le F h b e a u  des Vosges, Augus 1939; Le Fimbem,  September 193 1, lune, 
July, September 1932,27 April 1935; La Fiamme vendéenne, 1 September 1938. 

%irection de province aux présidents régionaux, 28 April 1937, quoted in 
Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", p. 133. On d o m s  see the respective memoranda on 
the colonies de vacances for the Nord federation in AD Nord 68J 164. 

@Le Fiambem, 1 February, 9 March, 2 November, 14 December 1935, 11 January 
1936. 
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restaurant, grants, and locahg part-time work for students, whose standard of living had 

been hit very hard by the Depression. [ndeed, according to Rymell only the PCF provided 

comparable levels of support to its students. 'Mord support, in the form of indirect 

counselling, was also provided; in fact, the Centre had a fidl time assistante sociale. It 

began publishing a bulletin, L 'hudimzt sociuf, in 1938, which absorbed the women 

student s' Poz~rquot S'W faire . '' 
As was often the case with the PSF, results did not meet expectations. While at 

the end of 193 7 Vallin clairned that the party had 30,000 student memben, 4000 of them 

in Pans, a report by Charles Goutry (who had been involveci in the movement's youth 

affairs since the days of the Croix de Feu) to the fim national congress of PSF students 

in February 1938 aated that about 12% of dl French midents were PSF, which would 

give a total of rou@dy 8000. In Paris the Centre Universitaire and thejoyer had 1 500 

mernben cornbined, but no more than half of them were fully active." It was decided to 

establish a cumiré de patronage to improve procedures for attracting students to the PSF, 

and this group recommended that the burden of recruiting work be borne by parents and 

the local sections. This change in policy was also in keeping with the party's emphasis on 

the importance of the f d y .  What results these changes would have achieved are unclear, 

"Le Fiambeau, 24 October, 5, 12 December 1936; Rymeii, "Militants and 
Militancy", pp. 38-40, 43,47, 59. 

86Le Fiambeau de Flandre-Arlois-Picardie, 4 December 1 93 7; Rymell, "Militants 
and Miiitancy", pp.37-38. 



for the outbreak of war resulted in the mobilization of many male students." 

Still. it is clear that at Ieast several hundred Parisian students - dong with 

numerous colleagues in the provinces, about whom there is regrettably M e  

documentation" - were invofved in party Ise. How did the PSFs politics influence them? 

~'hdiianr social emphasized to its readers that members of the intellectual elite should 

not consider themselves siperior, "... vous avez simplement l'avantage de bénéficier d'une 

formation supérieure. Votre devoir est d'en tirer les meilleurs résultats et d'en faire 

bénéficier votre prochain ...." An exclusive focus on theories and ideas produced "un 

individu déséquilibré, malheureux, voire dangereux"; PSF propaganda arnong students 

would ensure that they received a practical and socially usefùl education. Nor was it felt 

that the Centre should monopolise the mident's time; PSF leaders were urged to make use 

of the students to serve the Party. A concrete example of what the PSF wanted its 

students to do can be seen in the study circle set up by students and workers at Saint- 

Ouen. 89 

The message for fernale midents was similar; the intellectual world had opened 

"secrétaire Général du Comité de Patronage du Centre Universitaire to La 
Rocque, 1 1 luly 1939,451AP 114. 

88Le Fiambeau de Iïsere, 1 June 1939 reports that the recently fomed Centre 
Universitaire in Grenoble had already attracted over 100 students, but beyond notices 
such as this no other information on PSF students is avaiiable. 

?Zudaux, Croix de Feu, p.206; ~gtudiianl social, April-May, October 1938; 
Deuxième congrés national des étudiants PSF: Les 18-1 9 et 20 février 1939 ù 
Bordeaux (in AD Nord 68J 2 16). 
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itself up to wornen, and they now had to decide which political 'camp' to choose. Those 

who had chosen the PSF were urged to go beyond mere 'politics' and throw thernselves 

primarily into civic and social action. They were urged not to restrict themselves to the 

university environment and to get involved in their respective sections. Finaily, as with 

male students, e g  with and respect for other social classes was ernphasized. Pat~rquoi 

s'en faire urged PSF émdimttes to get to know and appreciate the industrious peasants 

they encountered on v a c a t i ~ n . ~  

Thus. while sometimes the message being sent to PSF students was rather vague 

and saccharine - P uzmpoi s'en faire reproduced Rudyard Kipling's "If" for the edification 

of its readers - it is not quite nght to claim, as Rymell does, that the Party leadership did 

not want the students to be too political. Furthemore, even if the students were 

encouraged to involve thernselves in social activities - volunteering at the holiday camps, 

visiting sick party members in hospitals - this "social d'abord" philosophy was inherently 

political, for it was tied to PSF notions of elitism, in which these educated youth would 

form France's future cadres. highiy competent, above partisan stmggles and possessing 

a strong sense of duty. The members of thefoyr and the Centre Universitaire were urged 

to be fiercely dewted to the Party. As one of the Iast issues of Pm~rqtui s'et1 faire put it; 

"Vous, mes amies, puisque vous avez choisi de faire profession de votre intelligence, c'est 

avec toute votre intelligence que vous devez être PSF et faire rayonner le PSF. . . . Dans 

SoParrytïoi s'en farie?: organe de la réconciiiu~ionfrmçaise chez les éttidianies, 
May 193 7, March, June 1938 (in 45 1 AP 1 14). 
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les noyaux antifascistes, il y a toujours des étudiantes et ce ne sont ni les moins fanatiques, 

ni les moins actives. II ne dépend que de vous que la jeunesse intellectuelle comprenne 

notre idéale et nous suive. il ne dépend que de vous que demain les intellectuels de gauche 

soient réduits au néant. "" 

Ryrneli himselfdocuments how students not only attended section meetings, they 

organized their own, at which they were addressed by Ieading party figures - Ybamégaray 

was a fàvo~rite.~ One highly charged issue which attracted the attention of PSF hidents 

was the question of foreign students. In the 1930s many French students aspiring to be 

professionais feared that foreignen were coming to France to stay and compete with them 

for jobs. The Croix de Feu responded to this by arguing that French students be ensured 

access to employment; Le  Flambeau camed articles on the subject, and in 1936 La 

Rocque addressed a group of 600 medical students on the matter. The latter especially 

appreciated the attention, for they perceived themselves to be particularly threatened and 

played an important role in PSF student affairs. Pierre Suire, head of the Groupe 

Universitaire and subsequently the PSF's Centre Universitaire, was a medical student. 

Many of the foreign medicd students in question were Central and East European Jews, 

giving rise to the question of antisemitism on the part of PSF students. Rymell suggests 

that such sentiments were weak; after ail Suire's successor between October 1938 and 

''Rymell, "Militants and Militancy ", p.43 ; L 'ktudiicmi soçiaI, April-May 1 93 8; 
Pmrqtioz s'en faire, November 193 7, March 193 8. 

S?Rymell, "Militants and Mititancy", pp.4 1-43; for an example of La Rocque 
addressing a Croix de Feu students' meeting see report, 2 1 May 1936, AN F7 13983. 
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March 1939, Jacques Bernard, was a Jewish medical student. Nevertheless, he points out 

that among the conclusions of a commission struck by the party to conduct a survey of 

its own were the following rernarks: "Les chifies reproduits ci-dessus [ive. in the 

commission's report] ont fait ressortir les proportions d'étudiants israélites se fixant en 

France et y affchant des tendances révolutio~aires. Notre souci d'objectivité nous a fait 

devoir de ne rien cacher à ce sujet, dans I'intérèt des professions, comme dans l'intérêt des 

pays". It would seem, then, that PSF students were caught up in the wave of xenophobia 

which swept France in the 1930s." 

The Croix de Feu/PSF also created a variety of ancillary organizations in addition 

to the specific organizational efforis directed towards workers, employers, women and 

youth. Social clubs such as the Foyer Jean Mermoz in Tourcoing were intended to 

"resserrer les liens de camaraderie entre ses membres" .% The Association Médico-sociale 

Jeanne d'Arc, theoretically independent of the party but presided over by La Rocque, 

provided medical services to those who could not afFord the costs of their own  are.^' 

931,e Flambeaz~, 20 April 1935, 15 February 1936; Ryrnell, "Militants and 
Militancy", pp.55-58. 

94 Letter, 25 June 1937; Association .Jean Mermoz de Tourcoing to M. le Directeur 
des Contributions Indirectes à Tourcoing, n-d., AD Nord 68J 105; Foyer Jean 
Mermoz, Secrétariat, two Ietters dated 23 November 1 93 7,685 106. 

"There is a copy of handbill for the Association in 45 I AP 87; see aiso the circular 
by La Rocque, 6 November 1937,45 1 AP 133 and the mernorandum dated 29 June 
1939 in 45 1AP 135. Prevosto, "Fédération du Nord", pp. 135-136 provides some 
exampies of how the party facilitateci medicd treatment. 
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Two of the moa interesting formations were Travail et Loisirs and the Société de 

Préparation et diducation Sportives (SPES), which aimed to provide leisure, cultural and 

sporting activities, even for those who were not in the PSI;.% 

Travail et Loisirs was created soon after the establishment of the PSF itself; the 

driving force behind it was de Préval. It established comunity centres which offered 

sports activities, after-school supervision and a degree of health care. The centers aiso 

organized colutlies de vacances dunng school holidays. The focus was thus on children, 

although adults were also provided with some services, such as concerts, art exhibitions, 

and sporting activities were organized. Although according to one account neither La 

Rocque nor the PSF were mentioned in any of the centers, there was the hope of 

attracting those who frequented them away h m  Manllsm, as de Préval herself 

emphasized. Many of Travail et Loisir's centers were located in the 'Red Belt' and were 

happy to have the children of Communists in their programs." 

The SPES was formed in late 1936, though La Rocque had encouraged children 

to become involved in physical activity since the days of the Croix de Feu. Inspired by a 

Swiss narned Gaëton Maire, the leading figure of the SPES was Jean de Mierry. He 

believed that in France there was too much emphasis on spectator sport, to the detriment 

of the nation's youth. Thus the overall aim of the SPES was conceived of as 

%Memorandum, 29 hne 1939,45 1 AP 135; much of the description of these 
organisations that follows is drawn from Rymeli, "Militants and Militancy ", pp. 1 79-83. 

97 For the denial that any propagandizing took place in the centers see Rudaux, 
Croix de Feu, p.209. 
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"l'amélioration physique de la plus grande masse possible d'individus". This was to be 

accomplished through three stages; "développement général du corps, préparation 

sportive, pratique des sports." ûrganized along departmental Lines, with local subsections 

being coordinated by a central office, the organization engaged in a nurnber of activities, 

the most important of which included evening classes for physical education, swimming 

lessons, team sports, and camping groups. The SPES aiso organized displays of 

gymnastics and synchronked swirnming both in Paris and the provinces. While the focus 

was on youth, the mandate of the organization meant that it tried to involve men and 

women in physical activity as well. In cornparison to some of the party's other 

organizationai efforts the SPES appears to have been quite successfùl; by 1 93 9 there were 

four sections in the Parisian region, and organizations had been established in eighteen 

departments. According to a report presented by de Mierry to the PSF's 'congrès social' 

in May of that year, over 400 000 evening lessons in physical training and 70 000 

swimming lessons had been given since the SPES's creation? 

ifat Ieast one of the aims of Travail et Loisirs was to wean some of the youth of 

the banIieux away fiom Marxism, the political role of the SPES is more problematic. The 

authorities did not regarded it as threatening; in the Marne the activities of t he movement 

"n'a pas donné Lieu à remarque particulière"." As Richard Holt points out, while fascistic 

%~epon ,  19 December 193 5, APP Bla 1902; memorandum, 29 June 1 93 9, op cil.; 
Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.213-214; Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", pp.93-94. 

99Commissaire Divisio~aire (Reims), 20 Decernber 1938, AD Marne 30M 146. 
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writers like Drieu La Rochelie may have called for "a revolution of the body" and 

increased intention to athietics, they were not the only people doing this. The lefi also 

appropriated the vocabulary of regenerating the nation and improving the race through 

sport. This is not to suggest that the aims of the two were identical - the lefi wished to 

make sport available to the working class, whereas the right was more concerned with 

imbuing notions of obedient citizenship. Still, both the Popular Front and later the Vichy 

regime saw sport as a way of reaching out to the masses. lm This l ads  one to question just 

how politicaity motivateci and distinctive the SPES was in this regard. For his part, while 

Ryrnell admits that while the organization's "outdoor ethos" was reminiscent of Nazism, 

it was also sirnilar to that of the Scouting movement; in essence, then, the SPES was 

"another example of the upsurge in enthusiasm for physical education in the 1 930s which 

crossed political divisions. "'O' There were, however, specific political motivations behind 

its formation and activities. In 1934, in parallel with the development of other Popular 

Front organizations, Socialist and Communkt sportsmen had joined together in the 

Fédération Sportive et Gymnique du Travail (FSGT). With the election of the Popular 

Front a new post - Under-secretq for Sport and Leisure - was created, and the new 

minister, Léo Lagrange, granted official recognition to the FSGT, stating that he was in 

general agreement with its aims. The PSF press denounced the partisan character of the 

'()("Richard Holt, Spon and Society in Modern France (London, 1981), pp.208-2 10. 

'''Rymek "Militants and Militancy", p. 182. 
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FSGT, and the creation of the SPES was part of this reaction, as Rymell recognizes. The 

SPES president in Limoges, Dr. Verger, bekved that sport was "un des éléments les plus 

puissants de réconciliation de tous les Français puisqu'il fait toujours plus intime la fusion 

de toutes les classes de la société." Thus, whiie the SPES was open to non-PSF rnembers, 

the ties between the two were unmistakeable; in fact, Action Sociale sought to coordinate 

its activities with those of the sporting association in order to avoid a duplication of 

efforts. As with the SPF, then, the intention was to encourage PSF values in people 

hitheno unexposed to them.'" 

It was in the realm of aviatioq however, that the Croix de FedPSF's ability to 

integrate ideology and organizational life appeared particularly miking. In some respects 

this interest was natural; in the first decades of this centwy aviation was quickly associated 

with ideals of national power, and under the early Third Republic this linkage was made 

with particular intensity as enthusiasts seized upon flight for its ability to reverse France's 

international decline. World War I put these ideals to the test, and fliers such as Georyes 

Guynemer became heroes very quickly. In the interwar period aviation becarne a central 

theme in French literature. Men Iike Guynemer were still revered, but new heroes were 

also discovered rnost notably those who carved out new routes in the seMce of both 

commerce and national prestige. There was a darker side to al1 of this; fear of the bomber 

'@W.J. Murray, "The French Workers' Sports Movement and the Victory of the 
Popuiar Front in 193 6", Intertultiom/ Jaumai of the History of Sport 412 (1 987): 
203-30; Le Finbeau, 22 May 1937; La YoIonté chr Centre, 25 March 1939; 
Chouvel, "Croix de Feu et PSF en Haute-Vienne", pp. 138-139; for a further assertion 
of the political nature of the SPES see Passmore, "Right and Extreme Right", p.3 50. 



permeated intenvar Europe. But just as the heroic features of aviation could be made to 

serve the cause of nationalism, so too could the need for defense against aerial 

bombardrnent. In Weimar Germany the nationalist Fight seized upon the belief that 'the 

bomber will aiways set through' to encourage "an ethos of preparedness". Civilian 

populations n&ed to be educated and trained to deal with aerial bombardment; doing so 

would encourage a sense of national unity and would also require a more authontarian 

government. '03 Both the Croix de Feu and PSF incorporated ail of these notions into their 

counter-society . 

La Rocque's personal interest in these matters was longstanding and intense. He 

was a founding member of the Ligue de la Défense Aeneme (LDA). which was created 

in 1929 to raise public awareness about the threat of the bomber and the need for strong 

aerial defences. Initially he was deputy to the league's first president, André Michelin: 

when the laiter died in 193 1 ,  La Rocque succeeded him. The colonel's dual positions in 

the LDDA and the Croix de Feu hardly seemed problematic, at least at first. His 

antiparliarnentarism fit in weil with the LDA, for he could denounce politicians for 

obstructing the cause of national defense.Ia Both Le F h b e a u  and the periodicais of the 

'03~obert Wo hl, A Passion for Wings: A viatiotz ond the Western Ikmgination 1908- 
1918 (New Haven and London, 1994), pp.255-259,263,267,279-288; Idem, "Par la 
voie des airs: l'entrée de i'aviation dans le monde des Lettres fhnçaises 1909- 1939", Le 
Manement sociai 1 45 ( 1 988), pp. 4 1 -50; Peter Fritzsche, "Machine Dreams: 
Airmindedneu and the Reinvention of Germany", American Historicczi Review, 98/3 
( 1993), pp.688-694. 

laHowlett, "Croix de Feu", p. 56; Michelin to La Rocque, 27 July 1929; circular, 5 
September 1929, Bureau d'Informations Économiques et Cambistes de Paris; La 
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LDA lamented the sorry state of Francefs antiaircraft defenses in relation to those of other 

nations and called for improvements in aircraft, weapomy and other defense techniques. 

Both stated that the French people. especidly those living in the cities, had to be properly 

baineci to d d  with the new realities of warfare; otherwise the nation would be doomed. 

And both maintained that aviation was an important component of national prestige and 

power, essential for prosperity and rnaintaining links with France's overseas empire. 

Germany, Arnerica and other nations were effectively cornpeting with France for air 

routes; this situation had to be rectifieci. Except for a few individuals like pierre-Étie~e 

Flanciin, Le F h b e a z ~  argued, politicians were at bea apathetic and at worst sabotaging 

France's position with respect to defence, air routes and commerical privileges. 

Revealingiy, when the Croix de Feu began trying to appeai to French youth in a systematic 

way, one of the things it emphasized to them was the need to develop a taste for the air: 

"La France sera une puisumcr aérienne ou ne sera p." ' O 5  

La Rocque resigned fkom the LDA in November 1933 at the behest of Inspector- 

General for Aerial Defense Marshal Pétain, who felt this was necessary in order for the 

Rocquey Pour la conférence du dé~antlament: ia secwïtci franaise (Paris, l932), 
p. 12, al1 in 45 1 AP 80; see Le FZmbeazi, May 193 1, for Michelin's obituary, in which 
his Croix de Feu-iike qualities are emphasized. 

'O'L 'Animateur des temps nouveaux 26OY27 February 193 1 ; and the Revue de la 
défense aérienne 1, March 1932, p.9, and 2, September 1932, pp.2-3 (both in 45 1 AP 
80); Le Flambeau, November 1930, July 193 1, April, May, July, I I November 1932. 



association to receive govemment backing.lo6 But the Croix de Feu continued to 

emphasize the necessity for France to develop a spirit of the air in its people and to build 

up its defiences. It aiso began to associate its efforts with those of French air heroes. The 

December 1933 issue of Le F&'mbeau, for instance, canied a large picture of Guynemer 

on its 'youth' page. Even more significantly, the movement began to organize aviators, a 

phenornenon which the French police found particularly stnking and unprecedented with 

respect to the nationalist leagues. Croix de Feu aircraft appeared at meetings as early as 

September 1934, and in December its Amicale de I'Aéronautique held its first meeting. 

About 150 people attended this gathering; within six rnonths the police estimated that 

membership stood at 1200, attracting both military and commercial pilots, especially fiom 

the Compagnie Air-France. By spring 1936 the Amicale had roughly 1800 members, four 

to five hundred of whom resided in the Parisian region.''' 

The Amicale conceived its mission as "de faire oeuvre utile et nationale, de 

favoriser la propagande aéronautique, de développer chez nos cadets le "goût de l'air", 

d'organiser un s e ~ c e  d'entr'aide sociale". 'O8 B y 1 93 5 aircraft were a prominent feature of 

LM~owlett, "Croix de Feu", p.56; Chiappe to La Rocque, 22 November 1933, in 
451AP 80. 

107 Le Fiambeau, October, November, December 1933, February, September 1934, 

20 April 193 5 ;  report, 18 June 193 5, ANF7 1324 1; dossier on Croix de Feu, April 
1936, pp. 149- 154. This dossier can be found in APP "Ligues/Croix de Feu" 
(uncatalogued carton at the Archives of the hefechue of Police, Paris). 

'''Le Fiambeau, February, 20 April, 1 8,25 May 193 5; reports, 1 8,28 June 1 93 5, 
AN F7 13241; report, 1 December 1935, APP B/a 1902. 
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Croix de Feu mobiljzations; the Amerkm embassy reporteci that the movement had eighty 

aircraft at its disposal in mainland France and another thirty in Aigeria. When these 

machines were used in conjunction with large parades - as at Oued-Srnar in Algeria that 

June, where a number of planes conducteci a flyover of a 15,000-rnember rally - the results 

could be quite intirnidating There were nimous that Croix de Feu aircraft were equipped 

with machine guns and wodd be used against the Communias if the latter tried an 

insurrection. The l&-wing press was very concerned that La Rocque would use his planes 

to circle the Park 'Red Belt'.'" For his part, the latter responded that the planes were for 

tounng and not for battle. Not surprisingly, his opponents were not convinced and on 

balance it does seem that the league's use of aircraft was part of a demonstration of its 

ability to supplant, and not simply support, the forces of order.''' 

Above and beyond these activities was the n'se to prominence within the 

movement of Jean Mermoz. After serving with the air force in Syria, Mermoz had 

nguably becorne the moa fàmous living pilot in France as a resuh of his exploits in linking 

Europe, West Afnca and South America through a South Atlantic flight route. He 

enrolled as a Volontaire National in 1934 and soon became a leading figure in the 

movement; in 1935 he was was appointed to the comité directeur, and placed in charge 

'''Le Flmnbeau, February 1935; Wanington Dawson, "Inside Monnation 
Conceniing Political Leagues in Paris", 28 June 1935, RG 59 85 1.00/1420; Lu 
Dépêche algérienne, 1 1 June 193 5 ;  report, 25 June 193 5,  AN F7 1324 1. 

"%obécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.300-30 1, 10 17- 10 l8n.58; for more on the 
ideas behind Croix de Feu mobilizations see Passmore, "Boy-Scouting", p d m ,  
though there is no discussion of the use of aircd. 
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of al matters relating to aviation. Mermoz's talks on the France-South America line were 

published in Le Hambeau, and by the spring of 1936 pictures of him as well as La Rocque 

were being sold at the league's annual charity bazaar.l1' Why Mermoz became so 

important at this specific point in time is unclear; La Rocque may have seen in him a 

rneans of appealing to youth, especially since the deparhue of some of the VN like de 

Maudliuy in the summer of 1935 had dealt the movement a blow in this regard. 

ifthis was the case, Mermoz proved to be an ideal adjutant. He eagerly combined 

his love for adventure with devotion to the ide& of national regeneration. FIight, Metmoz 

believed, had a spiritual q w ,  but it dso required discipluie and tearnwork, and an ability 

to submerge personal differences and work for a common cause. Such sacrifices could 

eventually pay off in the form of commercial prosperity and enhanced national prestige. 

But for Mermoz the politicians' had not appreciated the sacrifices made by many French 

airmen to develop this line, as he made clear in a conference he gave on the France-South 

Amenca line on 30 March 1936. At the end of this conference, La Rocque praised 

Mermoz as an embodiment of Crok de Feu values; not only did he possess great courage 

and detemination, he also wished to serve the higher interests of his society and nation, 

even if it mean offendhg capitalists or the govemment. "Mermoz, vraiment Croix de Feu', 

he concluded, "se moque éperdument de toutes les influences, de toutes les puissances 

" 'Howlett, "Crok de Feu", pp.280-8 1 ; Rymell, "Militants and Militancy", pp. 230- 
23 1 ; report, 3 1 March 1936, APP B/a 190 1; report, 3 August 193 5, AN F7 1324 1; Le 
Fimbeau, 30 May 1936. 



politiques! " . l' 

By the time of this conference the Croix de Feu had made some important 

modifications to its aviation organization. By the end of 1935, with widespread mmours 

that it would be dissolved, the league suspended its paramilitary-style mobilizations, 

including the use of aircrafi. The victory of the Popular Front and the subsequent 

dissolution and creation of the PSF necessitated M e r  changes. M e r  Blum's assumption 

of power his air minister, Pierre Cot, attempted several important initiatives. These 

included the nationalization and restructuring of the aircraft industry; the restnicturing of 

the air force; and the creation of Aviation Populaire. There is ail a great deal of debate 

over how e f f i v e  the air force refom and natiodzations were; but historians generally 

agree that Aviation Populaire did not h e  up to al1 of its creators' expectations. While one 

of the main goals of the organization was to put Bight within the reach of the masses - 

whereas it had previously been the preserve of the well-off - Cot also had to concem 

himseIfwith developing a new generation of fliers and technicians to take over fiom the 

veterans of the First World War. Given the international contes, it is not surprising that 

military exigencies came to dorninate over the notion of making flight available to the 

masses. '13 

One the one hand, the PSF responded to these initiatives by accusing Cot of 

'"~eport, 3 1 March 1936, ANF7 12965; Le FIuntbem, 4 Apd, 9 May 1936. 

'13~ascal Ory, La Belle thsion: cuhre et pditique suus le signe du Front 
puphire 1935-1938 (Paris, 1994), pp.743-747; Siân Reynolds, France Between the 
WCJ~S: Gender a d  Poiilics (London and New York, 1 W6),  pp. 72-75. 
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destroying the morale of the air force through his reforms, 'sovietising' the aviation 

indu-, and seeking to instal a dictatorship of the CGT in aircrafi factories."' Mermoz 

enthusiastically lent his prestige to the new Party. At its inaugural meeting he announced 

that France needed a tme leader; this was La Rocque, whom Mermoz declared that he 

would foliow to the end. He disdained of 'politics', stating that "[s]eules les quG%ions 

sociales me passiornent et m'interessent ", which was why he had joined the P SF . He was 

made a vice-president and frequently appeared alongside La Rocque on public 

occasions. ' l5 
Of course, Mermoz's single great est interest remained aviation. Writing again 

about the South Atlantic air route, he concluded that "Elle est vraiment un symbole 

d'émulation dans un champ d'action aéronautique internationale, une école d'énergie où 

les sublimes aspirations d'une civilisation qui ne devrait seMr qu'un progrès humain se 

confondent avec l'esprit de conquête pacifique dans l'amour-propre national. " In addition 

to being a source of national pride, he argued, aviation also provided the youth of France 

with a school for leadership, for social awareness, for spiritual and physical growth, and 

for the reconciliation of different political creeds.'16 It was this outlook that led him to 

"'Le Flombeatr, 10,3 1 October, 2 1 November 1936. 

'''Le Flambeau, 18,25 July 1936; Rymell, "Militants and Mïlitancy", p.23 1. In 
Tours local PSF youth were so upset when it became that Mermoz had not visited the 
city to see them specificaily that they refused to attend the talk he gave on aviation on 
19 November 1936. Ferragu, "Croix de Feu et PSF en Indre-et-Loue", p.29. 
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cnticize Aviation Populaire so harshly. While Mermoz conceded that the its avowed goal 

was to make aviation available to al1 classes, in reality, he maintaineci, it served politicai 

goals, an unacceptable situation for an undertaking which he insisted had to be a site of 

genuine national reconciliation between youths of various classes. ïhe PSF, he assured 

the readers of Le Flambemu, would take up this project. Indeed, the same day that this 

piece was published, he requested information fiom local leaders on members with 

aviation-related skills as well as local flight clubs."' 

Mermoz himself would never see this project realized, as in December 1936 he 

disappeared dunng a flight over Atlantic. But the federation that bore his name was 

constituted in February 1937. The conception behind it was to provide a coordinating 

body to which preexisting flight clubs wouid affiliate. The PSF would support the 

organization, but the relationship was not to be an official one. Two clubs joined right 

away; by June 1937 there were five. How many ultirnately affiliateci is unknown, but by 

the summer of 1938 the Fédération Jean Mermoz claimed to be inaructing some 4500 

students in model-building, technicai instruction, gliding and powered flight. The women 

of AS were also encouraged to stimulate children's interest in aviation, although it was 

intended that ody male children would become pilots. This strict bifurcation of gender 

roles was in keeping with the views of broad segments of society on aviation, but it was 

'".Jean Mermoz, "L'Aviation Popdaire", Le Ffambem, 10 October 1936; circular 
by Mermoz, 10 October 1936, AD Nord 68J 171. 



in contrast to Aviation Populaire, where girls were at least allowed to sign up."' 

The policy of incorporating preexisting clubs allowed for a rapid expansion of the 

organization and a way of b ~ g i n g  people into the PSFs orbit, but it soon proved to have 

drawbacks. The air club for south Paris, for instance, had previously been the Pepiniere 

air club. and its directors, Ney and Radot, apparently ran the group while hardly ever 

consulting the federation, which they basically saw as a source of financial and materiai 

support. The two men flew many hours without recording them, and never provided flight 

lessons for students who had paid in advance. The Fédération Jean Mermoz as a whole 

seems to have developed hancial problems by the sumrner of 1938. Complete records of 

expenditures were not being kept, and the federation's general secretary, de Mentcque, 

was descnbed by the auditor as incompetent. His report recornmended vigorous action 

to remedy the situation. 'lg 

The Fédération's efforts to serve as an effective conduit of the 'spirit of the air' and 

of PSF values were no doubt restricted by these shortcomings. Yet there can be no 

question about its intentions in these matters. The organktion declared its aim to be "la 

propagation de de l'esprit aérien et Ilextension des sports aéronautiques dans toute la 

nation fiançaise, au-dessus des partis", and itself as "en dehors de toute politique". Yet 

118 Ruda- Croix de Fei, pp.207-08; Le Flambeau, 12 June 193 7; Samedi chc 
Poitou, 18 June 193 8; Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", p.94; Reynolds, France 
Between the Wms, p. 73. 

"9"~apport de Chateland, Casanova et Lebatteux sur le fonctionnement et l'activité 
des aéro-clubs et de la Fédération Jean-Mermoz" [n-d.], "Notes sur la comptabilité de 
la Fédération Jean Mermoz", 16 June 1938,45 1 AP 99. 
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one gets the impression that it was oniy the politics of Aviation Populaire that were being 

rejected. The Fédération itself held propaganda meetings, and while PSF insignia might 

not have been wom at these, there was Iittle doubt in the mind of the police that the two 

organizations were closely comected. The PSF press had a vision of aviation which was 

shot through with political implications. Hight training, it argued had a mord as well as 

a technical component; it taught discipline and tearnwork; the latter implied that members 

of a team would set aside their class and political difEerences for a common cause. The 

Fédération itself not only sought to provide youth of al1 classes with experience in the 

more leisurely applications of aviation; it also defined its role as including some rnilitary 

training, with the potential of creating a body of air reservists. It is true that these goals 

in some ways paraileled the work of Aviation Populaire. But behind them was the aim of 

promoting the specific ideas and interests of the PSF. Even more revealing was the hope 

expressed that the Fédération would be the parent organization for a national aviation 

federation. While the party maintained that such a body would be apolitical, and before 

its creation it would be necessary to have the backing of different political groups, the 

notion that the Fédération Jean Mermoz - and by association the PSF - would define the 

goals and practices of national aviation - suggests the scale of the movement's 

ambitions. ''O 

Furthemore, even though Mermoz h s e l f  was gone, the PSF1s efforts to 

lm''Constitution de la Fédération Jean Mermoz" [n-d.]; "Buts de la Fédération Jean 
Mermoz" [n.d.]; confidentid report to the PSF comité exécutg 8 March 1937,45 1AP 
99; Le Flambeau, 6 March, 12 June 1937; report, 28 June 1938, AN F7 12966. 
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appropriate him as lits' hero demonstrate the extent to which the party saw aviation as a 

powerful means of appealing to the popular imagination. This is not to suggest that the 

feelings of anguish - especidy on the part of La Rocque himself - which accornpanied the 

young flier's disappearance were insincere. Nor was the PSF alone in its griec scores of 

articles in a variety of newspapers commemorated and discussed Mermoz; a biography 

published by the aviation writer Joseph Kessel sold 75,000 copies in the space of several 

months. "' Nevertheless, La Rocque made it clear that the PSF saw itself as the singular 

guardian of Mermoz's memory. In a cornmernorative issue of Le Flambeau in January 

1937 excerpts about the vanished hero from other newspapers were carried but the PSF 

president's editorial nressed Mermoz's "foi indestructible dans nos hautes disciplines 

fiançaises du Travail, de la Famille et de la Patrie". Another piece asserted that "Mermoz 

voulait une France grande et digne, balayée de ses politiciens corrompus, de ses affairistes 

égoistes. Mermoz voulait un gouvernement fiançais travaillant pour les Français. Mermoz 

voulait une aviation puissante et propre, sans arrivistes et sans parvenus."'" 

Ln the spring of that year, the PSF published a volume of Mermoz's memoirs, Mes 

I.oLr, with an introduction by La Rocque. As the latter put it in a circular announcing the 

book, Mes VOLS paid homage both to a man who had enhanced French prestige worldwide 

and to a former party vice-president "dont le nom est pour toujours attaché à notre 

"'~obécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.629-630; Wohl, "Par la voie des airs", 
pp.53-55. 

'=Le Flambeau, 1 2, 26 December 1936, 16 Januaiy 1937. 
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m e ,  puis a notre victoire de rénovation patriotique et sociale." One could fhd sirnilar 

rhetoric a year and a haif later. In December 1 93 8 La Rocque commemorated the second 

anniversary of the 'Archangel's' disappearance with an editorial in which he prornised that 

the movernent would perservere in achieving the goals which Mermoz had helped to 

shape. If the latter had still be alive, La Rocque assured his leaders, he would have been 

charged with maïntaining "l'esprit Croix de m eu".'" 

It is clear, though, that the party was not completely successfd in appropnating 

Mermoz's image as its own There was somethuig of an "atEure Mes Cols"; while the book 

had been published with the intention of donating the profits to Mermoz's mother, two 

years afler it came out problems arose. Madame Mermoz had been Iefi by her husband 

when Jean was quite Young, but apparently the father - who, according to some papers, 

had maintaineci links with his son - found out about the book, and went to court to obtain 

some of the profits. Out of this came the accusation that the profits were going to the PSF 

and not Madame Mermoz. The outcome of the case is not known, but it did provide some 

elements of the press to express their resentment about the PSF's attitude towards 

Mermoz. Le Démocrate de I'Aime quipped; "De cet admirable héros de l'air, le colonel 

voulait faire, exclusivement, un héros PSF dont le culte aurait été réservé aux membres 

du parti. ... Et voici que nous apprenons aujourd'hui que le PSF est allé un peu trop loin 

dans sa prétendue dévotion a l'aviateur Jean Mermoq et qu'il en aurait, paraît-il, un 

' 3 ~  new editition ofMes Vols was published by Flammarion in 1986; the text of La 
Rocque's preface is on pp.222-225; La Rocque to regional councillors and federation 
presidents, 26 March 1937,45 1 AP 99; Le Petitjournal, 8 December 1938. 



bénéfice substantiel. " '" 

in spite of these reverses, the party soldiered on with new initiatives. In late 1938 

it created the Association des Volontaires de la Défense Passive (ADP), who were to be 

put at the disposition of the authorities in case of an emergency. In particuiar they were 

to help prepare the population against the risk of aerial bombardment. While al1 of this 

was related to the intense fear of German bombardment that developed in the wake of the 

Munich Crisis it also demonstrated continuïty with La Rocque's constant concems about 

a e d  bombardrnent and the need for the French population to be disciplined and prepared 

for it. As with the tlight clubs, La Rocque announceci that the ADP was a arictly apolitical 

organization. The Bulletin d'itifomatiom denounced the suggestions of the SFIO's Le 

Poplaire that the PSF wanted to "'accaparer' la défense passive pour des motifs troubles 

de guerre civile"; the ADP, it responded, was simply a manifestation of the party's civic- 

mindedness and as such ought to be "applauded" by al1 "good citizens". "' 
Nevertheless, the police reported that those party mernbers who participated in the 

organization were to be placed under the direction of PSF cadres, who, in the case of 

codlict, would put them at the disposai of the public authorities. And while the ADP was 

legally autonomous, the PSF did not hide that it launched the initiative, or that its 

'24~owlett, "Croix de Feu", p.28 1; Le Démocrate de I'lisne, 26 July 193 9, in 
45 1AP 100bis; there are other relevant press clippings here, i-e. La Dépêche 
hphinoise, 27 July 1 93 9. 

12%Jobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.659-660; Bulletin d'informations 98, 19 
May 1939. 
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memben ought to play the leading role in the organization "une fois de plus sous le signe 

de la Croix de Feu, les mandataires des vainqueurs de 19 18 auront-ils donné à la nation 

le meilleur d'eux-mèmes, sans réclamer d'autre encouragement que celui de leur 

conscience."" The organization thus had a 'semi-official' character, and cenainly seemed 

inoncuous compared to the Croix de Feu's use of aircraft at mass mobilizations. But the 

underlyïng message was still that the French people could not be truly secure without the 

discipiine of the "esprit Croix de Feu", now embodied in the PSF. 

There was clearly a considerable gap between rhetoric and redity in the 

development of the Croix de FedPSFs counter-society. The emphasis on harmony was 

beiied by the aispicion of some workers, the dissatisfaction of sorne rnilitan~es, and other 

internai contradictions. This theme will be exploreci M e r  in the next chapter. Charges 

of unoriguiaiity could also be levelled at the Croix de Feu and PSF; the French right had, 

&er dl, long tried to reach out to the aforementioned groups, and indeed the masses in 

general. The symbols and heroes of the counter- society - Joan of Arc, Jean Mermoz - 

were figures with a wide national following. Moreover, whether in the realm of trade 

unionism, youth, or aviation, it is undeniable that the Croix de Feu and PSF organizations 

were heavily influenced by the iniatives of the left. 

Yet for aü that, the Croix de Feu and PSF displayed considerable persistence and 

ingenuity in their efforts to spread their ideas throughout French society. There was hardly 

'"~eport, 15 November 1938, APP B/a 1952; Le Petit journal, 3 , 7  May 1939. 
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a sphere of public life where they did not try to establish a presence. And the intent was 

not jua to provide camaraderie for militants though it obviously included this goal. 

Through Travail et Loisirs, SPES, and other groups the PSF, though denying political 

motives, hoped to show the features of its world-view to non-members and defuse the 

power of the left. The various initiatives developed in the realm of aviation show an ability 

to adapt to changing domestic and international circumstances while maintaining an 

essentid continuity in outlook. The case of Mermoz demonstrates that while La Rocque 

and his lieutenants sought to tap into broader national trends they also sought to infise 

them with their own values. More generally, if the prerogatives of the Church and the 

family were to be respecte& the league and party made considerable and distinct daims 

upon the loyalties of militants of al1 ages. 

Finally, the counter-society needs to be seen as more than simply derivative; it 

influenced other movements and embodied important political and cultural trends that 

characterized the final decade of the Third Republic. The Croix de FeulPSFs 'familial' 

emphasis reflected the strongly pro-natalist and traditionalkt climate of the 1 930s7 which 

in tum had an impact upon the mobilization strategies of the left and nght as far as women 

were concerned. The xenophobia of PSF midents was part of a current of opinion which 

reached its culmination under the Vichy regime. The Amicale de l'Aéronautique and other 

such Croix de FeulPSF organizations exemplified how the culture of heroism and 

nationdism associated with aviation was potentially inirnical to the values of the Third 

Republic. La Rocque claimed that the pam's various associations prefigured the future 
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État Social FranMs; ifso, then ifthe PSF had corne to power French society would have 

idealized discipline9 hierarchy, and even exclusion rather t han Liberty, Equality and 

Frateniity. 



Chapter 3: The Membership 

The membership of the Crok de Feu and PSF has norrnaily been considered from two 

perspectives: sociology and political valence. From the sociologkal perspective, a number of 

scholars have stressed that the PSF was an interclass Party, even though France's bourgeoisie 

and classes moyertnes tended to be over represented in its ranks. What is inferred from this 

varies. For Pierre Milza the under representation of the working class suggests that the PSF 

was a conservative formation. For Robert Soucy and William IrWie, the over representation 

of the inidcihg sectors of French society in the Crok de Feu and then PSF suggest affinities 

with the sociological profile of the Fascists and Nazis.' Klaus-Jürgen Müller and Kevin 

Passmore, on the other hand, see the Croix de Feu and especially the PSF less as interciass 

movements than as representing emergent social groups - businessmen in newer sectors of 

the economy, engllieers, and white-coilar workers - who found that the Third Republic status 

giro denied them an effective voice.' 

The debate over political attitudes is l e s  well-developed but no less important. In this 

vein the moa comrnon argument is for increasing rnoderation over time. In the days of the 

'pierre Milza, "LZntra-droite des années trente", in Wmock, ed., Histoire de I'extrême 
&ode en France, pp. 168- 17 1 ; Soucy, Secotld Wave, pp. 128- 136; irvine, " Strange Case", 
pp.273-274. 

%laus-Jürgen Müller, "French Fascism and Modemkat ion", Journal of Contemporary 
History 1 1/1 (1 W6), pp.8 1, 84-85,98; Passmore, F m  Liberalism to h c i s m ,  esp. 
pp.239-243,274-287. 
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Croix de Feu La Rocque resisted the demands of extrexnists for drastic illegal action, and as 

the latter found thernselves marginalised or forced out, the league attracted an incrûasingly 

moderate audience. The cycle, this interpretation continues, continued with the transition to 

the PSF, as the remaihg Croix de Feu extremis& found their way into more radical 

fomtions rather than the new party. No direct refutation of this interpretation has appeared, 

though Wfim h e ' s  observation that the growth and then stagnation of the PSF in 1936- 

39 is coterminous with the rise and decline of the Popular Front irnplies that an interpretation 

which stresses a linear progression towards moderation is probably inaccurate.' 

This chapter agrees that the Croix de Feu and PSF attracted substantial support fiom 

emergent social groups and f?om people who in most circurnstances would be considered 

moderate conservatives. But they were first and foremost protest movernents, reacting against 

the failure of a system they perceived to be inadequate and the rise of M m i a  parties. La 

Rocque and his colleagues aimed to build as big a movement as possible as quickly as 

possible. To focus too much on sociological, ideological or geographical specificity is thus 

misleading. ï h is  is not to say that generalizations of any sort are foolhardy. The Croix de Feu 

was more urban in terms of its support base than was the PSF. Both formations were anxious 

to attract the working class, but their appeal here was Iess secure than with the middle or 

lower middle classes. Both had relatively more supporters in regions associated with right- 

3 ~ h i s  view is most fully developed in Howlett, "Croix de Feu", and is shared by 
Nobécourt, Colonel de L a  Rocque; for the latter argument see Irvine, French 
Consen>oism in Cnsis, p. 1 5 5 .  
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wing voting, but there are exceptions. The membership of these organizations was thus 

diverse but it was aiso volatile; the momentum created after 1934 proved more difficult to 

sustain &er 193 8. To the end, however, the PSF remained, like its predecessor. a catch41 

protest movement that sought to attract as many members as possible to further its 

authoritarian aspirations. 

One fiml remark is in order. ïhe conclusions of this chapter are based partly on local 

studies canied out by other scholars, but dso make considerable use of materiaf from a 

number of France's departmental archives, including police, prefectord and subprefectoral 

reports. These sources have their limitations; for rural populations in particular, they are 

vague, havhg littie to say about the social background of an individual.' For urban activias, 

there tends to be more information, especialiy as Eu as cadres are concerned, but the language 

is still oflen les than precise. Moreover, prefects were not uniform in outlook; some were no 

doubt predisposed to see Croix de Feu activias as a threat; others were more sanguine. That 

said, while the quality of information available varies greatly from department to department, 

these sources do provide considerable insight into the workings of the Croix de Feu and PSF 

at the local level. 

The Croix de Feu was never more d o m  in composition and outlook than in its early 

years, though even before the 6 February nots its membership was beginning to become more 

4 On this point see Paxton, French Pelll~ant Fascim, pp.6-8. 
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diverse. The social composition of a 1929 sample of approximately 3000 reveals a group 

strongly lopsided in favour of middle-ranking commercial and financial jobs, industrialists, 

professionals. and proprietors. Those described as "professions manuelles" constitute only 

6.9% of the total. Of course, it is not likely that professional status was of primary 

importance. Since Croix de Feu members were supposed to be decorated veterans, many bad 

held leadership positions of some sort during the war. It was this identification - and perhaps 

longing for a status that did not obtain in civilian life - that explained the involvement of 

many. 

A relative under representation of the working classes and over representation of the 

lower middle classes was not unusual arnong veterans' organizations in France. Where the 

Croix de Feu was distinct was in its strongly urban character. The veterans' movement as a 

whole was skewed towards the rural world, but in 1928-29 61% of the Croix de Feu's 

mernbership lived in the Parisian region. Furthemore, compareci to other mcims cornba~un~s 

associations it was a srnali organization. On I January 1930 Genay reported in Le Flambeau 

that there were 8278 Croix de Feu and 644 Briscards. No doubt he was making a virtue of 

a necessis, when he announceci that success was achieved by 'narrow phalanges', rather than 

big  formation^.^ 

5 These figures are from Nobécout, Colonel de La Rocque; see pp. 142- 148,984-985; 
the categories are his. 

6Prost, In the Wake of Wm, pp.46-47; Nobécourt, Colonel de L a  Rocque, p. 140; 
Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", pp. 10-1 3; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.59-60. 
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La Rocque's rise to prominence within the movement was, as we have seen 

characterized by an attempt to increase its membership. This achieved some results, as the 

following information suggests: 

Date 

1 January 1930 

1 January 193 1 

March 193 1 

1 January 1932 

JanuarylFebniary 193 3 

July 1 933 

February 1934 

Februaryhch 1934 

Number 

8922 

16,240 

18,000 

22,644 

28,903 

49,000 

35,000 (Weng) 

100,000+ (Howlett) 

(Sources: Le Flambeou; Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine"; Howlett, "Croix de Feu"; 
Nobécourt, Colonel de La  Rocque) 

In 1933-34 the figures become contentious. The Bonnevay Commission, formed to 

investigate the 6 February 1934 riots, suggested a total of 125,000 for the movement at the 

tirne; in his testimony to it La Rocque cited a figure of 140,000. These numbers suggest 

explosive growth between autumn 1933 and s p ~ g  1934. Opponents and rivals of the 

movement have advanced Iower estimates. Henry Coston, an extreme right-wing publicist, 

estimated some 62,000 mernbers on the eve of 6 February. In 1935 (after he had broken with 
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La Rocque) Paul Chopine maintained that the movement had a total of 58,000 members at 

the end of 1933. Both had an axe to grind.? Their figures are more in keeping, however, with 

the steady Pace of growth that had been established. Moreover, if the hi& estimates are 

accepted without qualification, then later police estimates of the movements' size in 1935 

would suggest that the Croix de Feu experienced little growth in 1934-35, which is highly 

unlikely given the data about growth which appears at the local level for that period. It is true, 

though, that as the Depression began to make an impact on France by 1933, and as a 

succession of extremely short-lived govemments proved unable to alleviate the problem in 

any meaningful way during that year, a sigruficant potential audience for an anti-parliamentary 

protest movement was created. Furthemore, the creation of the Regroupement and then the 

Volontaires Nationaux in October 1933 - which ailowed for the mass recruitment of non- 

veterans, women and youth - facilitated rapid growth. Coston and Chopine's estimates are 

thus probably somewhat Iow. Splitting the difference between Coston's estimate of 62,000 

and the Bomevay Commissions' 130,000 would give the still impressive figure of 96,000 

around the time of 6 February. 

The movement also expanded geographically in these early years. By October 1932 

it had offices in 44 metropolitan departments as well as in Algeria, Morocco, Syria and 

Cochin china. Twenty-eight of the metropolitan offices were located in the north, northeast 

7 Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.76-77, 1 1 7- 1 1 8; Nobécourt, Colonel de La  Rocque, 
pp. 14 1-142. The figures Nobécourt cites âom Chopine on p. 14 1 do not correspond to 
those in his table on p. 142 - they are one column 'off. 
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and northwest, areas with a tradition of conservative politics, but there were also offices in 

predominantly lefi-wing departments.' The Parisian region remained the centrai area of 

activity, though in Marseille, Bordeaux, Lyon and Rouen the association had established a 

presence. The Algerian sections were quite large; there were some 7000 members in Algiers, 

Constantine, and Oran by the end of 1933.' 

Evidence of the social composition of the Croix de Feu is scanty for this early penod. 

It seems clear that its cadres - many of whom would go on to play leading roles after 6 

February and in the PSF - were members of the cfmses moyennes or of even higher social 

standing. Some were self-made men, nich as Joseph Levet, who founded the Rouen section 

in Septernber 193 1. He went on to become the regional delegate of the movernent for al1 of 

Nonnandy (the Manche, Calvados, Orne, Eure and Seine-Maritime). In 1936 he continued 

into the PSF, and by December of that year was regionai head not ody for Normandy but also 

for five Parisian federations. Born in 1896, the son of a Marseille tram-worker, Levet had 

snidied pnvately to qualiQ as an English interpreter and worked for an insurance broker in 

Le Havre before seMng in the trenches. He Iost a brother in the war, was wounded three 

h e s  and gassed, ending the codict as a corporal. M e r  the war he went into the insurance 

'Le Ffmbeau, October 1932 provides a List of Croix de Feu sections and office 
addresses. 

%lobécourt, Coionel de La Rocque, p. 10 1 711.46; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.90-9 1, 
1 13; Passmore, From Liberulism to Facism, p.2 19. 
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business for himseUI'O Jaques Amouit, who founded the Marseille Croix de Feu in 1930 and 

became the regional magnate for Provence - and performed the same role in the PSF - was 

an industridia with a factory in the city and an estate in the countryside. Armand Causaert, 

who became president of the Lille Croix de Feu in 193 1, then president for the Nord and 

W y  regional delegate - which included responsibihty for the Pas-de-Calais and the Somme - 

came 60m a tàmily of Catholic small industrialists. Having received a technical education in 

Germany to make the f d y  business more competitive, he fought with distinction in 19 14- 

19 1 8, receiving nine decorations. " 

The experiences of these men suggest that it is possible to see the Croix de Feu cadres 

as dominated by those who already had some leadership experience, whether by background, 

like Causaert, or by dint of hard work, Iike Levet. Religiosity was another commonality. 

Causaert descr i i  himself'as coming from a Social Christian tradition. Arnoul? ensured that 

a priest accompanied the Fils des Croix de Feu during their colonies de vacances. But military 

connections still provided much of the impetus for joining. The president of the Nancy 

section, Jean Malicet, made this clear when wrote to La Rocque in May 1930 of his joy in 

meeting the new vice-president of the association, 

d'Afrique, seule armée véritablement où supérieurs 

"un de mes chefs de notre chère armée 

et soldats savent parler la même langue 

'"Rymell, "Militants and Militancy", pp.94-99. 

' ' paul Jankows ki, Cornmmiism and Collaboration: Simon &&mi md Poiitics in 
Murseille. 191 9-l94-/ (New Haven and London, 1989), p.47; Florin, "Des Croix de Feu 
au PSF", pp.238-239. 
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et où tous les coeurs battent si bien a limisson." Sometimes, as in the case of Algiers (Colonel 

Debay) or Tours (Commandant Lhôte) retired rmlitas, officers served as actual section heads; 

in other instances, such as Corsic- they would hold the title in an honorary capacity (General 

Léandri). " 

The patronage of politicians was also appreciated. Afete held by the 5th and 6th 

sections in December 1929 was attended by Louis Rollin, Minister of the Merchant Marine 

and deputy for the 5th arrondissement, as well as the extreme rightist deputy Xavier Vallat, 

a member of the Croix de Feu.') Judging fiom the rnilitary patronage and presence of 

individuais W<e Vallat at its gathe~gs, d wodd seem Iogical that the leagues's members were 

on the far right, though even in 1930 there were prospective joiners who wouid have liked 

to see it adopt a more radical posture." In early 1934 Admiral Schwerer of the Action 

Française idormeci La Rocque that "rnany" memben of his organization had joined." Yet the 

league constantly emphasized that it was a broad church, open to al1 good patriots, and to 

some extent this rhetoric was taken seriously. The fàct that the Croix de Feu remained a srna11 

association rneant that even centria politicians visiting their local constituencies probably saw 

l%alicet to La Rocque, 5 May 1 93 0,45 1 AP 8 1 ; Le Ffmbeau, January 1 93 2; Ferragu, 
"Croix de Feu en Indre-et-Loire", pp. 1-2. 

"See, i.e., Chevassu to La Rocque about a prospective member, 28 Iuly 1930, 45 1AP 
81. 

"Schwerer to La Rocque, 17 March 1934, in DLR 2.LI.C. 1. 



little h m  in being seen in public with the association. 

Given these circumstances, there was inevitably considerable divenity in the outlook 

of the membership. In the Béziers and Séte sections the police noted the presence of some 

Action Française members, but believed the local Croix de Feu, and especially its leaders, to 

be for the most part level-headed moderates devoted to the Republic, w ho had joined largely 

out of veteran camaraderie. tndeed, members of both sections apparently disapproved of their 

league's stance during the 6th Febniary riots in Paris. In Montpellier too, prominent Croix de 

Feu mernben descriied themseives as polïtkaiiy neutrai and loyal to the republic, though they 

also affirmed that they were detemineci to refoim the parliarnentary system. Here the 

authonties concluded that if in its origins the league had a right-wing orientation, discontent, 

which had affected al1 social classes, "a rallié à leur doctrine des gens d'opinions diverses."16 

The Croix de Feu's actions on 6 Febmary were followed by a rapid growth in 

membership, as the following table indicates. In instances where the authorities disputeci the 

movement's figures, the Croix de Feu's clairns have been included in parentheses. 

'6Cownissaires Spéciaux (Sète, Montpellier), 25 February, 3 March 1934, AD Hérault 
IM 11 18. 



Department 
Algiers 

Aube 

Aisne 

Bouches-du-Rhône 

Constantine 

Cote d'Or 

Finistère 

Gard 

Gironde 

Hérault 

Indre-et-Loire 

Maine-et-Loire 

-- 

Date 
December 1933 
July 1 93 5 
June 1936 

June 1936 

A p d  1935 
April 1936 

1932 
December 1934 
December 1935 
April 1936 

December 1 93 3 
July 1935 
June 1936 

June 1935 
Apnl 1936 

June 1934 
May 1935 
Apnl 1936 

1928-6 February 
May 1934 
JunelJuly 193 5 
April 1936 

March 1934 
ApriVMay 1936 

June 1935 

Number 
2500 
8430 
1 5,000 



Regions: 

Paris 

Nonnandy 

North Afnca 
( Algena) 

February 1935 
July 1935 

June 1935 

(Sources: Ferray, "Croix de Feu et PSF en Indre-et-Loire"; Jankowksi, Commt~nism and 
Col~uboration; Nobécourt, Coionel de L a  Rocque; Howlett, "Croix de Feu"; Révosto, "La 
Fédération du Nord"; Florin, "Des Croix de Feu au PSF"; Passmore, From L i b e r ~ h  to 
Fmcism; Apd 1936 Dossier, APP 'Zigues/Crok de Feu"; AN F7 13241; AN F7 13033; AD 
Hérault 1M 1 1 18; AD Gard 1 M 7 1 5; AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470; AD Aube 1 10J 10; Les 
Croix de Feu de Rorrien et de Normandie, 1 5 June 1 93 5; Lefebvre, ed., Loon 1936) 

It is likely that some of these figures are intlated, but they do provide a reasonable indication 

of the movement's rate of growth, and where it became particularly well-established. 

Membership totals for the period 1934-36 remain, however, a contentious issue. La Rocque 

claimed that in January 1935 the movement had 300,000 members; that a year later it had 

700,000; and that by the time of the April 1936 elections the total stood at one million. 

Nobécourt suggests that these figures cannot be dismissed, taking into account the fact that 

La Rocque claimed only 600,000 electors out of the 1 million figure total in spring 1936." 

Most contemporaries and scholars have revised these figures downwards. Yet even 

"~obécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp. 14 1 - 142,640,984-985 notes 1 1 - 13, 1 O6 1 
notes 8-9; see also Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", pp. 10-1 2. 
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when they do it is clear the Croix de Feu experienced tremendous growth, outstripping aü 

of the other leagues in size. ui February 193 5 the police estimateci membership, including the 

Regroupement and Fils, though not those under 16, at 132,500, with another 80,000 

applications being processed. That this information was derived fiom La Rocque's own 

pronouncements - when he had suggested that the membership was much greater a rnonth 

earlier - niggests the extent to which contradictory Uiformation was being promulgated. Still, 

it seems clear that by the summer of 193 5 membership had passed the 200,000 mark. In June 

the Amerïcan Embassy reported estimates of 20û-23070ûû, based on Croix de Feu and Action 

Française  source^.'^ Judging fiom the growth rate in 1935-36 - in many departments 

membenhip doubled - a figure of 500,000 to 600,000 by the spring of 1936, which has been 

suggested by other scholan, seems reasonable. l9 

The table also shows that the geographical distribution of the Croix de Feu was 

uneven. Paris rernained a bastion, with possibly over 100,000 rnembers by June 1936." In 

other departments with a major city - Lille, Lyon, Marseille - the Croix de Feu also did well. 

With roughly 14,000 members in the nimmer of 1935 and double that number a year later, 

"~ossier, April 1936, APP "LiguesKrok de Feu", p.64; Wamhgton Dawson, report, 
28 June 1935, RG 59 85 1.0011420; report, 3 July 1935, AN F7 13241. 

'%s figure is suggested by M i 4  "L'Ultra-droite". p. 165 and Howlett, "Croix de 
Feu", pp. 1 80- 1 8 1. 

-'OWeng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", pp. 13- 14. 



Algena continued to provide many r m i t s .  La Rocque himself stressed at the Oued-Smar 

&y of June 1935 that the Algaian sections were leadhg the way in developing f'eqrit Crozx 

de Feu." At that time over 10% of the membership came fiom Norrnandy. In the course of 

1935 the movement did weii in the north-east too. Shortly d e r  the 1936 elections the Haut- 

Rhin became one of the top ten departments in terms of the number of sections. And al1 this 

time in departrnents like the Nord and the Eure growth remained steady." Conversely, there 

were limits to the Croix de Feu's development in departments like the Gard, while in the 

Maine-et-Loire it got off to a very slow start. On the western border of the Massif Central, 

the Creuse, Correze, and Lot each had fewer than 100 members, though al1 of these 

depments were thidy populated. In the nearby Haut-Vienne the situation was better, with 

500 members in Limoges alone by the end of 1935.~ 

These variations c m  be explained in with reference to a number of factors. Broadly 

speakmg, the Croix de Feu did betîer in regions with traditions of right-wing as opposed to 

lefi-wing voting . The organization's leaders thernselves recognized t his. In Alès (Gard) the 

local bulletin aclcnowledged that the lack of an office had inhibited the development of the 

movement, but also stresseci the fact that Alès was a predominantly 'red city'. Given its lefi- 

"La Dépêche algérienne, 1 1 Iune 1935, copy in AN F7 1324 1. 

"For the rate of growth rneasured in terms of sections created see Weng, "L'Historique 
et la doctrine", pp- 1 3- 19. On growth in Alsace see Goodfeiiow, "Fascism in Alsace", 
pp-405,407-8. 

Whouvel, "Croix de Feu en Haute-Vienne", pp.30-34. 
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wing traditions, it might be thought that the Midi in g e n d  provided an inhospitable 

environrnent for the league. In the Alpes-Maritimes - a depariment with a tradition of more 

conservative politics than many of its neighbours - the movement was fairly active. This 

would seem to be the exception that proves the rule." But political traditions are not in 

themselves always able to explain the pattern of Croix de Feu support. In the Hérault and the 

Aisne the league established a respectable presence in spite of traditions of Radical and 

Socialist voting. Conversely, in 'right-wing' departments like the Vendée and the Loire- 

Inférieure, support was feeble, though the PSF would later do well in the latter department. 

Contingent fàcton - such as the capability of the local Croix de Feu leadership - thus 

have to be considered. In the Haute-Vienne the assurnption of the section presidency by Pierre 

Le Tanneur, an engineer for Ponts et Chaussées, in January 1935 apparently contributed 

greatly to the growth of the organization there. In the Loire-Infërieure the rnovement did not 

strike a chord with public opinion until early 1935, when the president of the Nantes section 

was replaceci. The assimption of the Gard leadership in August 1 93 5 by Dr. Marcel Rocher, 

veteran of 19 14- 18 and of the intervention in the Russian Civil War, associate of both la 

Maison Maternelle du Gard and la Maison de Santé Protestante, and according to one source, 

"très combaM ennemi du régime démocfatique et de ses institutions", breathed new life into 

"Croix de Feu chr Gard 4, 15 May 1936; Prefect of Alpes-Maritimes, 25 September 
1935, AN F7 13030. 



the local Croix de  eu? 

The attitude and influence (or lack thereof) of local notables was also of great 

importance. While the Croix de Feu adopted an increasingly independent posture after the 6 

Februaxy riots, the patronage of elites was still noted. The league also relied upon the suppon 

of local newspapers to publicize its activities, at least before it could develop its own bulletins. 

In Alsace, for example, its message of ami-Manüsm, emphasis on national unity - but also on 

regional rights - won the support of the Catholic, conservative, and even mainstream press? 

ConverseIy, in Luçon (Vendée) the Croix de Feu did not enjoy much success, with only 30 

members by March 1936. Here the 'neutrality' of the local bishop was seen by the authorities 

as one important reason for its weakness." Local leaders also had to be carefùl about whose 

support they retied upon. In the Saumur, a region of small winegrowers, the movernent's 

fdure to make a big impact on the countryside was compounded by its association here with 

Baron de Saivre in Segreen, a very unpopular personality." 

"Chouvel "Croix de Feu", pp.32-33; Subprefect (Nazaire), 26 March, Commissaire 
Divisionnaire (Nantes), 1 October 1 93 4, Commissaire Centrai, 29 May 1 93 5, AD Loire- 
Atlantique 1M 470; Commissaire Spécial (Nîmes), 10 August, Prefect, 16 October L 935, 
14 Apd 1936 AD Gard 1 M 7 15; Le Flambecnr du Gard, October 1937. 

76 Goodfeliow, "Fascism in Alsace", pp.407-8; see, for exarnple, the report of the 
meeting of the Vittel (Vosges) section in November 1934 in Le Flmnbeair, December 
1934, p. 12. 

nCommissaire de Police (Luçon), 1 April 1 93 6, Prefect, 1 8 October 1 93 5, AD Vendée 
4M 413. 

%abilIard, "Les Viticulteurs angevins", p.488. 
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Another variation on this general theme of the importance of local notables centres 

around the question of whether weak organization on the part of traditional conservative 

parties encouraged Croix de Feu mobilization. Jean-Noël Jeanneney has posited that there 

was a correlation among 1) high levels of consenmiive vothg 2) a lack of organization on the 

part of the Fédération Républicaine and 3) a high level of Croix de Feu implantation.3 

Jeanneney's hypothesis has some explanatory power, but it has its limitations. nie evidence 

that historians have used to show the Federation's level of organization dates f?om data 

collectecl by that party in 1939; this means that an inability to mate a solid organization rnight 

have been a result of the fact that the PSF was already well-entrenched by then. 

Yet it is true that a correlation exists between a lack of conservative organization and 

the implantation of Croix de Feu sections in departrnents with a tradition of strong support 

for the right. In the Eure the Fédération Républicaine lacked a permanent organization and 

13 Crok de Feu sections had been created there by 1936; in the Bas-Rhin the situation was 

sirnilar, with 1 1 sections created before the dissolution. Conversely, the league had less than 

half a dozen sections in departments where the Federation had a relatively solid organization, 

such as the Loir-et-Cher, the Charente, and particularly the   aine-et-~oire." But in the 

Gironde, the Bouches-du-RhOne and above al1 the Rhône, the local organizations of the 

Lg~ean-~oël Jeanneney, "La Fédération Républicaine", in Rémond and Bourdin, eds., 
La  Frmce et les Français en 1938-1939, pp.349-3 50. 

T ~ n e ,  French Comervatim in Crisis, p.42. 
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Fédération took their job seriously, and the Croix de Feu niIl enjoyed considerable numencal 

support, though in each of these cases the tradition of right-wing voting was not as prevalent 

as it was i q  say, the Eure or Bas-Rhin. 

In understanding Crok de Feu mobilization the local strength of the lefi must also be 

considered. In a number of cases many sections were established in a department that had a 

tradition of right-wing but also of lefi-wing voting. This was clearly the case in Park and 

Marseille, and elsewhere too, as the following election results fiom 1 936 suggest (the figure 

in brackets refers to the number of Croix de Feu sections): 

Nord (1 5) - SFIO/PCF 46.9%, Radicals 8%, rnuùër6s 32.9% 

Eure ( 1 3) - SFIOPCF 1 3.1 %, Radicals 27.90/0, modérés 44.5%, 

Pas-de-Calais ( 1 1 ) - SFIO/PCF 3 8.6%, Radicats 1 1 .7%, modérés 3 7.3% 

Oise (10) - SFIOPCF 28.6%, Radicals 2 1.2%, r n d r é s  35.9% 

Aisne (9)  - SFIO/PCF 36.4%, Radicals 16.1?6, modérés 33.0% 

Finistère (8) - SFIO/PCF lS.6%, Radicals l2.4%, r n d i r é s  46.5% 

Gironde (7 )  - SFTOfPCF 20.7%, Radicds 2S.4%, modérés 3 5.2?40 

It would seem, then, that in departments characterized by strong political polarkation the 

Crok de Feu was partinilady prone to do wetl. The case for this argument is made even more 

compebg by the fiict that the ten RadicaIs who were elected fiom these departments in 1936 



d had support kom the parties to their l&." It should also be noted that where the Croix de 

Feu did mobilize a respectable level of support in lefi-wing departrnents - such as the Gard 

and especiaily the Hérault - a strong minority right-wing tradition was often prominent." 

There are limits to the 'polarization' thesis too, however. In some departments where 

the league became well-established - such as the Manche (9 sections) and much of Alsace- 

Lorraine. the madires were electodly very mong. In the Moselle (9 sections) and Haut-Rhin 

( 1 1 sections) they received over 50% of the vote outright in 1936; in the Manche 60%. 

Moreover. it could be argued that as the argument from 'polarization' is based on the 1936 

election results - after at least two years of mobilization on the part of the Croix de Feu and 

Popular Front - the data provided demonstrates that league's mobilization produced 

polanzation, rather than the other way around. Certainiy the two political forces fed upon one 

another. In July 1935 the authorities in the department of Constantine believed that the 

league's membership had reached saniration point.33 Yet less than a year later, in the face of 

an expanding Popular Front presence, the Croix de Feu's nurnbers had doubled. Moreover, 

"The electoral data and attitudes of the Radicals are deriveci from Claude Leleu, 
Gkographie des élecîionsfrançuises depuis 1936 (Paris, 1971), pp.2 10-2 14 (maps 2-6) 
and Serge Berstein. Histoire du Parti Radical, Vol.2, pp.428-3 1 (table 5). 

3'0n this point see Bernard Leger, Les Opinions politiques des provincesfrançaises 
(Paris, 1936), pp. 105- 1 10 and Robert Zaretsky, Nhes at Wca: Religion, Politzcs, cutd 
Pzhiic Opinion in rhe Gard. 1938-19-14 (University Park, PA 1 999,  p S. 

"See the various reports f?om the police throughout the department of Constantine in 
AOM B3 323. 
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in the seven aforementioned 'polarized' departrnents the shifl between lefi- and right-wing 

voting between 1932 and 1936 was generally not dramatic (though the change in deputies 

elected sometimes was), reiterating the notion that sharp political divisions preceded and 

encouraged the development of the Croix de Feu? 

When diwxissing the geography of the Croix de Feq then, glib generalizations will not 

do. The same can be said about the sociological characteristics of its supporters. Here three 

variables need to be considered; gender, age, and class. The overwhelming majority of Croix 

de Feu members were male. The 1929 sample analysed by Nobécoun shows that 0.36% of 

the membership were women. This figure rose after the creation of the Section Féminine, but 

estimates for the femaie membership are far more difficult to anive at than those for the 

membership as a whole. When the police estimateci that the Croix de Feu had 132.500 

members in February 1935, the Regroupement's share of the total was 30,000, but not oniy 

women joined the Regroupement. In Montpeiiier in the spring of 1936 it was claimed that the 

women's section had 200 members, while the total number of Croix de Feu supporters in the 

city stood at 1200, according to the police.35 Considering that some womens' sections took 

%e percentage of the votes garnered by the modérés in these seven departrnents Ui 
1932 was as follows: Nord 3 5 S8%; Eure 4 1 -54%; Pas-de-Calais 38.59%; Aisne 3 5 -6 1%; 
Oise 3 7.2%; Finistère 4 1.1 %; Gironde 3 6.76%. Leger, Opinions politipes, pp -259-260. 

'Wote, 18 February 1935, APP "Ligues/Croix de Feu". No breakdown was provided 
for the 80,000 applications that were reportedy being processed; Bulletin des sections 
Cm& de Feu de I'HérauIt. de I'A d e  et de l'A veyron 4, Apd 1 93 6; Prefect, n. d. but April- 
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a very long tirne to develop, an overall figure of 10% - this would make for some 60,000 

fernale members at the time of dissolution - seems possible, though hardly definitive. 

With respect to age, data provided on Croix de Feu cadres by several prefectures 

suggests many were born f ier  1890, which would be in keeping with an organization whose 

core membership consisted of war veterans. A sample fiom the Rhdne had an average age of 

40 in 1932, but 3 1% were a@ 36 to 39 in 1934. This suggests the impact of the rapid 

growth of the Volontaires Nationaux. airned at 'the postwar generation'. In February 1935 the 

Prefect of Police suggested a total of 33,000 VN and 65,900 Croix de Feu, and in some areas 

the ratio was even closer. in Constantine, for example, some sections actually had more VN 

than Croix de Feu. In Sedrata, where there were eighty of the former as opposed to fZiy of 

the latter in Jdy 1935. the authonties explained the appeal of the movement as a result of the 

existence of a veterans' association, but also because of "la présence dans le milieu ou elle 

s'est produite de nombreux jeunes gens, sans occupation bien définies, qui se sont montrés 

empressés à s'enroler dans le contingent des VN. "J6 

Evidence concerning the socioprofessional stahis of Croix de Feu membership is 

Sagmentary. The authorities generally only recorded the professions of a section executive, 

or responded to requests for idormation concaiiing the presence of a specific category - such 

May 1936, AD Hérault IM 11 18. 

"~assmore, LiberaIim to Fmciism, p.223; Dossier, April 1936, APP "LiguesKroix de 
Feu", p.64; Chef de la Sûreté Départementale, 1 I Juiy, Subprefect (Setif), 19 July, 
Commune of Sedrata, 18 July 1935, AOM B3 323. 



as fonctiorzmires - in the mo~ernent.'~ There are a only a few instances where more 

comprehensive lists were drawn up. In Djidjelli (Constantine) the police provided a nominal 

roll of 116, including eight shopkeepers, thirty-seven white-collar workers (ten of them 

accountants), two teachers, four midents, twenty-five artisans (six of them masons), fifieen 

worken (one of them a foreman), four liberal professions, six proprieton, three managers, 

three im&istriel", and two rziguciiant ûfthe remaining seven who made their living from the 

land, two descri'bed themselves as agridtural labourers. Three rnembers were also municipal 

councillors. '' Colonial Algeria, of course, was a very different society from metro politan 

France. Here the indigenous peoples were strongly over represented in unskilled labour and 

low-level public s e ~ c e  jobs, leading one to expect that the social status of Croix de Feu 

members - the vast majority of whom were Eumpeans - would be higher in relative terms than 

in metropolitan France itseK Nevertheless, many European senlers were hardly wealthy, and 

Croix de Feu mernbership seems to have reflected this in a large number of artisans and white- 

collar employees, and a significant percentage of workers." 

"See, e.g., "Liste des Croix de Feu ou sont soulignés les noms de Fonctionnaires", 
n.d., AD Hérault 1M 11 18. 

38Comrnissaire de Police (Djidjelli), 6 July 193 5, AOM 8 3  3 23. The scheme adopted 
here follows that in Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", pp.49-50, except that 1 have counted 
empiuyis de commerce as members of the clmses moyennes, not worken. 

"On the complexities of socioeconomic aatus in colonial Algeria between Europeans 
and Algenans but also within the settler community, see David Prochaska, Makng 
AIgeria French: CoZoniaIim in Bône* 1870-1920 (Cambridge, 1 WO), pp. 167- 168, 1 70, 
172-73. 



Wfi respect to metropolitan France in 1934-36 the general trends that emerge are an 

over representation of the middling orden and the well-off, and under representation of the 

wo&g class and the rural world. Cadres continued to corne from the c/a.sses moyennes or 

higher social standing. In the Aisne the occupations of eight section presidents are known: 

one t a  inspecter, one industrialist, one charcutier, two architects two entrepreneurs, and 

one c o m m m a h  de reserve (two others were also reserve officers). Two were eventudly 

replaced, one by a f m e r  and former military aviator, and another by a funeral monuments 

dealer. In the Hérault the section leaders in the three main cities of Montpellier, Sète and 

Béziers were a restauranteur, a doctor, and a négociant en ciôtures. The first two were later 

replaced by a professor at Montpellier's medicd faculty and an employé de commerce." In 

the Dr6me and the Aube it was industrialists who took the initiative in starting up sections, 

though in both cases the local movement initially found it dificult to develop a m a s  base." 

In sociological terms the membership was only slightly more 'popular' than the 

leadership. In the spring of 1934, for exarnple, most of the 3 50 members in Nîmes were 

"banquiers, des commerçants, des industriels et des propriétaires de la ville, la plupart officiers 

ou sous-officiers du front." By July of the next year recruitment was still taking place in a 

milieu "d'une condition sociale, moyenne ou au dessus de la moyenne", although "elle va 

q h i s  information is coiiected from various reports in AD Aisne 1M 20 and 42 7 and 
AD Hérault 1M 11 18. 

"Prefect (Drôme), 25 November, 24 December 1935, AN F7 13033; Subprefect 
(Nogent-sur-Seine), 19 October 1935,8 April 1936, AD Aube SC 15 856. 



essayer de s'orienter vers les milieux 'ouvriers' dont les adhérents sont en très petit nombre 

actuellement."" Other local evidence bears this out; a 1934 sample of 54 fiom Marseille is 

similarly weighted in favour of the lower middle and middle classes. When a section was 

formed at Pornic (Loire-Inférieure) in August 1935, the new members included "de nombreux 

commerçants et gros propriétaires terriens". Pierre Milza States that in mid- 1934 4 1% of 

Croix de Feu membership was fkom the classes moyenrzes, with 25% from the bourgeoisie 

and high-level cadres, 28% from technicians, office employees, and other workers in the 

tertiary sector, with only 5% agricriitmrs." 

These figures also suggest that within the membenhip of the Croix de Feu newly 

emergent social groups - technicians, white-collar workers, oEce managers - had a substantial 

role to play. But they clearly CO-existed with more traditional elements, whether landowmers 

in the Loire-Infërieure or hat-making induarialists in the Aube. Moreover, networks of a 

military nature remained important. In the summer of 1935 the Croix de Feu was active in 

propagandizing regimental associations; one police report estimated that 40% of the 

membenhip of the Fédération des Associations régimentaires et Ancients Combattants 

'?Prefect, 12 May 1934, Commissaire Spécial (Mmes), 10 luly 1 935, AD Gard 1 M 
715. 

43 Jankowski, Communzsni and Co~~aborati'on, pp.47, 19 1 n. 15; Commissaire Spécial 
(S t-Nazaire), 2 1 August 1 93 5, AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470; Milza, F d m e  françazq 
p. 1 38 (using data provided by Janine Bourdin). ûther local studies bear this out. See, i. e., 
Ferragu, "Croix de Feu en Indre-et-Loire", p.3; Florin, "Des Croix de Feu au PSF", 
pp.245, 247, 26611.83; Gabillard, "Viticulteurs angevins", p.489. 
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(FARAC) had joined. And as late as October of that year La Rocque emphasized the need to 

recniit from the Union Nationale des Combattants, though he reaked that some sections of 

this organization would find the league too 'turbulent'." 

There are thus strong continuities in the league's membership from its earliest years 

to the mid-1930s. The Croix de Feu did try to widen its social base, however, especially with 

respect to peasants and workers. In the imrnediate wake of 6 Febniary it does not seem that 

the league tried very hard to extend its presence in the countryside. But that summer a 

pamphlet aimed at cultivateurs was put out, and a year later propaganda appealing to the 

peasantq was widespread. La Rocque was now writing articles on the subject, while 

pamphlets emphasized both the peasantry's uniquely heavy sacrifice in the First World War 

and the fear that it might yet again have to pay the heaviea price - this time in response to the 

economic depression which peaked in 1935 and was ravaging the countryside." 

The push for peasant support achieved at best limited results. True, as early as June 

1935 La Rocque was claiming that 40% of those who had joined since November 1934 

belonged to the mral population. But it has been estimated that by June 1936 no more than 

U~assmore, From Lzberalism tu Fmcim, pp.240-243; report, 18 June 193 5, AN F7 
1324 1; report, 3 1 October 1935, APP B/a 190 1; Prefect, 30 October 1935, AD Aisne LM 
20. 

"~eport, 14 April 1934, AN F7 12969; report, 4 Aupst 1934, APP B/a 1902; report, 
1 Augua 193 5,  AN F7 1324 1 ; on the economic crims see Paxton, French Pemant 
Fmcim, pp. 1 1-50. 
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10% of the membership was rural, and the scene at the local level suggests that even this is 

optimistic." In the Hérault the Croix de Feu remained ovenvhelmingly urban into 1936, 

though the prefect believed that "il faut compter dans les petites communes des petites 

groupes variant de 5 à 20."~' In the Aisne in late 1935-36 the league concentrated its 

propaganda efforts on the rural population, but the results were aeady rather than 

spectacular. One possible reason for this is that the potential audience had raliied to Henry 

Dorgères's Greenshirts, who reached a peak in their mobiiization in northem and western 

France around this tirne."' 

Even where the Croix de Feu did achieve some success in the countryside the new 

members might not have been acting entirely on their own volition. In Senlis (Oise) Jean 

Wattebleci, a twenty-four year old fmer-proprietor, encouraged larger landowners to enrol 

their agricultural labouren in the movement, and about forty were signed up in such a marner 

in May and June 1935. They thus joined largely out of fear of losing their jobs, and were 

unenthusiastic members, seMng only to enhance the local section's membership total. In 

Algeria, too, there is evidence that Croix de Feu landowners sought to mobilize those who 

worked for them for their own poiitical ends. In Maadid this extended to indigenous workers, 

%oucy, Second Wme, p. 132; Weng "L'Historique et la doctrine", pp. 103- 104. 

"~refect, Apnl-May 1936, AD Hérault 1M 1 1 18. 

USubprefect (VeMns), 9 July 1935, 16 April 1936, AD Aisne 42 7; Prefect, 2 1 April 
1936, AD Aisne 1M 20; Paxton, French Peasmr Fascism, pp.124-125. 



who were "imnted" to disrupt the activities of the Popular Front and whip up anti-~emitism." 

With the urban working class, too, the Croix de Feu's message had less appeal than 

it did for the bourgeoisie and clares moyennes. This was not for lack of trying, especially in 

1 93 5 -3 6, with the development of social initiatives such as soup kitchens in working class 

areas. Furthemore, during this p e r d  meetings would often feature a working-class speaker, 

who would tel  his story of how he had been betrayed by politicians but now found solidarity 

in the Croix de  eu? Such rneasures achieved some results. The Prefect of the Aisne 

observed that in St-Quentin the population, dering mder the burden of high unernployment, 

"n'est pas insensible à l'aide matérielle que lui apportent les Croix de Feu", though he believed 

that the league could still not be described as popular. In Marseille two-thirds of the 

movement's new recruits between January and June 1936 were working-class, and as 

Jankowski puts it, "if there were strike-breakers . . . there were also strikers. " Nonh Afncan 

workers in the Paris region also joined, though how many did so is unhown.*' 

But the very rnethods relied upon by the movement to attract workhg-class memben 

suggests that th& allegiance to the Croix de Feu was not durable. In the Hérault, the prefect 

"Subprefect (Senlis), 24 June, Commissaire de Police (Beauvais), 29 June 1935, AD 
Oise Mp 5 132; Administrator (Maadid), 12 July 193 5, AOM 8 3  323. 

MSee, for example, Commissaire Spécial (Sète), 18 December 1 935, AD Hérault 1 M 
1118. 

"~refect, 2 1 April 1936, AD Aisne IM 20; Jankowski, Communism d 
Collaboration, p.50; report, 30 A p d  1936, APP B/a 1901. 
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concluded that workers were ody joining because of promises of employment and material 

aid. In the Gard the situation was sirnilar "Sous couvert de philanthropie, les [Croix de Feu] 

dirigeants vont jusqu'à recruter les sans-travail et les individus nécessiteux prêts a se vendre 

pour un morceau de pain." In this department members of the Section Féminine were aiso 

using their contacts with the wives and families of working-class men to bnng indirect 

pressure to bear on the latter. In the Compiègne area there were several factories where 

workers who refùsed to job the league were dismissed under specious pretexts.52 No doubt 

there were members of the working class who were sincerely devoted to the movement, but 

there is no evidence of any other socioeconomic group whose loyalties had to be bought or 

coerced to such an extent. 

In getîing a sense of what sort of people joined the Croix de Feu during its penod of 

massive growth in 1934-36, the final issue that must be addressed is that of political 

orientation. in this context militants conbiued to stress the Croix de Feu's ecumenism." What 

significance did this have for the movement as a whole? It has been argueci that while few 

genuine leftists found the Croix de Feu appding, many who joined in 1934-36 were srnail 

'?refect, April-May 1936, AD Hérault 1 M 1 1 1 8; Commissaire Spécid, L 4 Apd 1 93 6, 
AD Gard 1M 7 15; Subprefect (Compiègne), 2-8 December 193 5, AD Oise Mp 5233. 

53Le Flambeau des Bouches=&-Rhône 6 - 3  1 March 1936; Capitaine Sanguinetti, 29 
September 1935, AD Gard 1M 715. 
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'c' conse+es who normaily voted for the modérés or even the Radicals. They were fed up 

with a compt political class unable to cope with polÏÏcai and economic crisis. Angry with the 

system, they wanted r e f o q  but not violence. Y 

In response to this argument, there can be no doubt that the Croix de Feu did attract 

large numben of peuple who were moderate in outlook and eminently respectable in the eyes 

of their fellow citizens. In Finistère by the surnmer of 1934 the authorities noted that the 

league had attracted men "de tendances politiques diverses" and were convinced that the local 

leaders "ne paraissent pas toutefois devoir être considérés comme des enaaineurs d'hommes 

vraiment dangereux." In a 1967 survey in the Haute-Vienne, those urban inhabitants who had 

been attracted to the Croix de Feu reported that it was the league's anti-Cornmunism, 

paniotism, and "purity" which had appealed to them, but also the fact that its patrïotism was 

non-extremist or rnonarchi~t.~~ 

It is important to keep in however that these moderates found the Croix de Feu 

appeahg at a time of sharp politicai confIict. A speaker at a June 1935 meeting in St-Nazaire 

put it well when he suggested that the movement's goal was to attract "tous les mécontents 

des organisations extrêmistes de droite et de gauche jusque et y compris les 'radicaux non 

"~owlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 140-44, 152-53, 160-62 provides the fullest version of 
this argument. See also Machefer, "Croix de Feu", p.34 and Nobécourt, Colonel de La 
Rocque, pp.358-362,366. 

55 Commissaire Spécial (Brest), 1 August 1 934; Commissaire Spécial (Quimper), 5 July 
1934,7 December 1935, AN F7 13033; Chouvel, "Croix de Feu", pp.28-29. 



tianc-maçons'." Reasons for joining did v q ;  the sense of belonging that the group provided 

was no doubt a strong motivation for rnany. A cornmitment to social refom and harmony was 

also sincerely important to some. Ifthe movernent's propaganda - such as a 1935 tract aimed 
C 

at fonctzonn~~ires - is any indication, then a beiief that it would restore a lost sense of natus 

to the lower middle classes also counted for something." 

But in surveys of the motivations that irnpelled people to join, fear of comunism, 

disgust with the inefficacy of parliamentary institutions, and the belief that France was in 

decay, something which could only be reverseci through unity, firmness, and nationalism, 

constantiy rank at the top?' The rhetoric of local speakers was not ody intended to convert 

people to a program; it no doubt echoed the sentiments of their audiences as well. In the 

Aisne prospective members were told of "la vie intense du Groupement", but also that its aim 

was "de reconstnllre l'État fiançais, en instaurant une république autoritaire". In Nantes a 

speaker calleci for "une vraie France armée, militarisée, disciplinée". Many new members may 

have been moderates, but they were not joining under circurnstances that made for 

moderation F i i y ,  it must be remembered that not everyone found the message convincing. 

In Luçon the local cornrniswire rie police thought it unlikely that the Croix de Feu would do 

%Prefect, 27 June 193 5, AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470; report, 1 August 193 5, AN F7 
13241. 

"See, Le., Ferragu, "Croix de Feu en Indre-et-Loire", p.3. The reports on the attitudes 
of the Croix de Feu in the department oflonstantine, dated between 6 and 19 July 1935, 
AOM B3 323 confirm this. A strong hostility to Freemasonry and Jews also recurs in this 
particular sampie. 



well as long as it tried to  attract "de bons républicains sous le couvert d'une rénovation des 

moeurs républicains ... des éléments républicains, en majorité, qui n'admettront jamais les 

principes du colonel de  La Rocque."" 

Turning to more 'extremist' opinion, we have already seen that there was an overlap 

in rnembership between the Croix de Feu and the Action Française. In the &ennath of 6 

February a dispute between these two organizations led to La Rocque disailowing duai 

membership. There was some fallout from this; in the Hérault and the Gard several Action 

Française members resigned from the Croix de Feu." But elsewhere they continueci to join 

in considerable numbers. By July 1935 nearly ail of the roughly 100 members of the Action 

Française in Constantine had done so, though in Philippeville in the sarne department a dispute 

between royalist and republican members led to the resignation or  expulsion of a dozen 

mernbers fiom the Croix de Feu. Other leagues were involved as well. In Alsace and Lorraine 

many Jeunesses Patriotes ais0 belonged to the Croix de   eu.^ 

"Subprefect (Vervins), 23 January, 30 June 1935, AD Aisne 42 7; Commissaire 
Centrai (Nantes), 29 May 1935, AD Loire-Atlantique 1M 470; Commissaire de Police 
(Luçon), 16 September, 5, 18,22 October 1935, 1 April 1936, AD Vendée 4M 4 13. 

59Commissaire Spécial (Sète), 4,23, 28 Apd, 8 May 1934, AD Hérault LM 11 18; 
Commissaire Central (Nîmes), 2 July 1 934, AD Gard 1 M 7 1 5. The Gard royalists 
reponedly went on to  create a UNC section, of al1 things. 

60Chef de la Sûreté Départementale, 1 1 July, Commissaire Central (Philippeville), 8 
July 193 5, AOM 8 3  323; Goodfellow, "Fascism in Alsace", p.423 and n. 103. 
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It has been suggested that this can be explained in terms of a massive r,oymrage by 

the other leagues, who hoped to pressure La Rocque into a more radical course of action. 

There is something to this. The Jeunesses Patriotes, who saw their goal as one of recruiting 

elites in a loose alliance, aiiowed their members to join other leagues as a matter of course. 

In September 1935 La Rocque ordered that no new member could join without the support 

of two parrains who themselves had been members for at least six months, so as to avoid 

infiltration by people whose primary loyalties lay elsewhere, though the authonties noted that 

"[cles mesures semblent un peu tardives, car nombreux sont les membres de MF, JP, 

SF ...[ etc] qui conformément aux directives de leurs chefs ont adhéré aux CF et VN..."? But 

the situation was quite Buid. As - in the eyes of the members of the leagues - things became 

more critical as the Popular Front expanded, and it becarne clear that the Croix de Feu was 

now its largest opponent, the temptation to merge into that one big movement undoubtedly 

b m e  stronger. In Montpellier in January 1936 the Croix de Feu apparently absorbed the 

local Solidarité Française; it is hard to see this as a successful infiltration on the part of the 

latter. At the local level individuals might not have seen their primary loyalty as resting with 

one particular group. Bied Charton, an Action Française organizer in the Oise, told Senlis's 

cornmissore de poizce that "I'AF comptait plus que jamais sur une action très prochaine et 

surtout très énergique du colonel de La Rocque pour enrayer définitivement le danger de plus 

6'Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.282-283,358-362; report, 28 September 
1935, A N  F7 13241. 
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en plus menaçant du communisme. L'AF do~erait son appui tout entier a l'action qu'engagera 

de La Rocque et qui se produira certainement d'ici octobre." A leading Croix de Feu 

propagandist in the Loire-Inférieure, M. Robillard, was also a royalist militant. Yet he 

reportedly told the father of one mident at St-Naraire's College Aristide Briand - of which 

he was the director - that France needed a dictator, a man like La Rocque." That two 

supposed royalists would profess such a degree of suppon for a man not dedicated to the 

monarchy suggests that ideological niceties did not always count for much at the tirne. 

The overd picture that emerges, then, is of a movement attracting both moderates 

who were now politicized but also veterans of the extreme nght. In Iight of this it is not 

surprishg that there were intemal divisions. Indeed, the American embassy was told by one 

source - a member of the Action Française, it should be noted - that one of the reasons why 

La Rocque seemed indecisive was because of the widely varyïng political backgrounds of 

Croix de Feu members, which ranged from extreme nght to rnoderate left, and thus resulted 

in competïng pressures as to which course of action to take." in the summer of 1935 the Paris 

police predicted there would be desertions if La Rocque rernained enigmatic about his goals 

"Inspecteur Principal, 22 January 1936, AD Hérault 1 M 1 1 18; Commissaire de Police 
(Senlis), 12 July 193 5, AD Oise Mp 5 132; Prefect, L 3 June 193 5, AD Loire-Atlantique 
1M 470. Many Croix de Feu and Volontaires Nationaux in St-Nazaire were also mernbers 
of the Action Française or Jeunesses Patriotes. 

63~arrhgton Dawson, 28 June 1935, RG 59 85 1 -0011 420; the informant added that 
this was why the Croix de Feu and Action Française could not cooperate. 
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in the face of pressure fïom militants to 'fiiire quelque chose'." And when the league did shift 

tactics in late 1935, highlighted by Ybamégaray's offer of 'disarmament' in the Chamber of 

Deputies and characterized by a curtailment of parades and more emphasis on elections and 

social work, some were unhappy with the way things were going. ïhe  electoral victory of t he 

Popuiar Front the following spMg occasioned even more malaise, especially arnong the W. 

At that point there were reports of many resignations; by late May one-quarter of Bois- 

Colombes's 600 members had apparentiy quit, for instance.65 It is ofien assumed that these 

desertions came fiom dissaàsfied extremists, Ieaving the Croix de Feu increasingly moderate 

in terms of membership. 

In response to al1 of this, on 29 May 1936 the comité directeur conceded that it had 

received about 1 5,000 letters of resignation (presumably since the elections), but added that 

during that sarne period 3 1,584 applications had been received. Sections continued to be 

created right up to the diss~lution.~~ As to the question of whether it was largely extremists 

who were deserting, the response of the leadership to the problems which did arise does not 

suggest that such behaviour was being encouraged. No doubt some section leaders who 

&~eports, 28,29 June 1935, AN F7 13241. 

6s~eports, 14 December 1935,26 May 1936, APP B/a 1902. 

66Report, 29 May 1936, AN F7 13983; Prefect (Basse-Alpes), 25 June 1936, AN F7 
13030. 



would not accept the new course of action were dismis~ed.~' But the primaq concern was to 

maintah the integrity of the movement. The case of the sections in the Hérault demonarates 

this. in Montpellier the section leader, Dr. Louis Carrère, made public his displeasure in iate 

1935, declaring that he no longer had any confidence in La Rocque. The latter responded by 

writllig a letter to Carrère, which was pubiished in the local bulletin. Carrère remained on as 

Monfpellie?~ section leaderq In Sète a split developed bnween Croix de Feu and Volontaires 

Nationaux, with the latter wishing to continue paramilitary mobilizations and the former 

wanting to obey La Rocque's directives that these be curtailed. This culminated in the 

resignation of Dr. Imbert, the Croix de Feu president. A special meeting to deal with the 

problem was chaired by RouiIlon, the regional delegate. The results were revealing. The 

leader of the Volontaires Nationaux, Dejean, was attacked as being responsible for the chaos 

in the Sète movement, but the more 'moderate' Imbert was also criticized for his lack of 'esprit 

Croix de Feu'. It was decided to temporarily place Sète's personnel under the control of 

Montpellier. When the Sète section was reconstmited in ApriI 1936, the Croix de Feu and VN 

were fbsed under the leadership of a single bureau so as to avoid a repetition of the whole 

6 7 ~ o r  instance, the section leader in Senlis was replaced on La Rocque's orders very 
shortly after Ybarnégaray made his offer of disarmament on 6 December 1935, although 
the precise reasons for this change are not known. Subprefect (Senlis), 9 December 1935, 
AD Oise Mp 5 132. 

"Commissaire Spécial (Montpellier), 12 December 193 5; Brrlletin des sections Croix 
de Feu du Dépurtement de l'Hérault, no. spécial pecember 193 51, inspecteur principal, 
22 January 1 93 6, AD Hérault I M 1 1 1 8. 
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There were also plenty of intemperate local leaders who were nevertheless willing to 

follow La Rocque's course of action. Jacques Amoult's public insinuations about a coming 

seizure of power were nich that on one occasion La Rocque felt obliged to explain them 

away. When Arnoult directed the Marseilles members on how to vote in the 1936 elections, 

he stated that they would never need to engage in such an act again, since everyone in France 

would soon be 'Croix de Feu'. His obvious contempt for parliarnentary institutions would not 

prevent him fiom continuing into the PSF, though. In the Gard Dr. Rocher was seen by the 

authorities as an enemy of the regime, but he urged his members to follow orders, al1 the 

while retaining his combative toneem 

If the death of the Croix de Feu was practically instantaneous, the birth of its 

successor the PSF proved to be more gradual. While there was soon activity in Paris, the 

Nord, and Norrnandy, in other departments such as the Doubs there were few signs of the 

new party throughout the fa11 of 1936." In the Aube the PSF had 2000 memben by 

@'Prefect, 18 February, Commissaire Spécial (Sète), 25 February, 4,9 March 17 April 
1936, AD Hérault 1M 1118. 

7 %yrnell, "Militanîs and Militancy ", p.95; Jankowski, Communism and Cu~/uborution, 
pp.50-5 1; Commissaire Spécial, 13 December 193 5, AD Gard 1M 7 15; Croix de Feu dzî 
Gard, 1-2, 15 March, 15 April 1936. 

"Machefer, "Le Parti Social Français en 1936-37"; Prefect (Doubs), 25 November 
1936, AN F7 13033. 
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Septanber 1936. whereas its peak the Croix de Feu had had 3000. In Constantine the pami 

claimed 1200 mernbers in July 1 936, but only in January 1 93 7 was it predicted that the total 

would surpass 6000. a figue still lower than the Croix de Feu's peak of 7000. Only &er a 

tour of the r e o n  by some of the party's leading fipures - CreysseL Vallin Robbe. and 

Fourcauit de Pavant - did the PSF daim it was the strongest party in North .4fiica.' Still. by 

1 937 it was clear that there was impressive growth: 

%ommissaire de Police (Romilly-sur-Seine), 8 December 1936, AD Aube SC 1 7 5 5  1 ; 
Commissaire Spécial (Troyes), 18 September 1936, AD Aube 1 1OJ 10; Sûreté, 7.20 July 
1936, AOM B3 327; La Fhmme (ALgien), 1 January 1937; Le F h b r m ,  13 Febntary 
1937. 



Department 

Aisne 

Alpes-Martimes 

Aube 

Cantal 

Charente 

Côte d'Or 

Constantine 

Creuse 

Eure-et-Loire 

Gard 

Gironde 

Haute-Saône 

Haute-Vienne 

Date 

July 1936 
December 1 936 
January 1937 
hne 1937 
January 1938 
June 1938 

January 1937 
August 1937 
January 1938 
March 1938 

September 1936 
Septernber? 1939 

October 1937 

October 1937 

July 1936 
February 1937 

October 1937 

October 1936 

October 1937 

October 1937 

Number 

1 O00 
4500 
6000 
1 O- 1 1,000 
12,500 
13 ,OOO+ 

6000 
8000 
8000 
8500 

2000 
7000 

1500 

5000 

750 
1 1,000 

12001 
6000 

500 

3500 

Z O O +  

20,000 

7000 

3000 



Department 

Loiret 

Meurthe-et -Moselle 

Morbihan 

Nord 

Pas-de-Calais 

Rhône 

Somme 

Tarn 

Tunisia 

Vendée 

Regions: 

Alsace 

Seine 

Date 

October 1937 

January 1937 

October 1937 

January 1937 
JundJuly 1 93 7 
May 1938 
Septeinber 1 939 

January 1937 
July 1937 
March 1938 
July 1938 

July/A~gua 193 7 
November 193 8 

July 1938 

October 1937 

Apnl 1938 
December 193 8 

December 1936 

April 1938 
Januaiy 1939 
March 1939 
May 1939 

Nurnber 



(Sources: Machefer, "Le Parti Social Français en 1936- 193 7"; Prevosto, "La Fédération du 
Nord"; Irvine, "Strange Case"; Goodfeliow, "Fascism in Alsace"; Fenagu, "Croix de Feu en 
Indre-et-Loire"; ChouveI, "Croix de Feu en Haute-Vierne" ; Howlett, "Croix de Feu"; 
Passmore, F m  Liberalisn to Fmcism; APP B/a 1952; AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 542; AD 
Gard 1M 7 15; AD Vendée 4M 4 13; AD Aisne 1 M 19; AD Aube 1 1 OJ 10; AOM B3 327; Le 
Flambeau; Le Ffmbeau de l'Isère, 29 October 1937; Le Flambeau de Flancire-Artois- 
Picardie, 27 March 1938; Samedi chr Poitoz~, 2 8 June 1 93 8; La Flamme, 3 December 193 8; 
Jean Lefebvre, ed., Laon 1936: Front Popfuiire et action m~nzcipuIe: essai de ynthkse et 
catalogue de 1 'exposition (Laon, 1 986)) 

Many of these figures derive from the party% press and must be treated with caution. 

In the Rhône, for instance, the PSF claimecl 30,000 mernbers in July 1937 and close to 40,000 

a year later; the reai figure appears to have been no more than 20,000.~ But in other 

important cases like the Nord police estimates have borne out the movement's own clairns. 

From the preceding table swerai conclusions can be drawn. The most rapid period of growth 

occurred in 1936-37. Into 1938 there was still growth but the rate slowed. The case of the 

Seine - encompassing the five Parisian federations - suggests that by 1939 numbers had 

generally leveUed ofS and in some instances there was even a slight decline. The movements' 

own propaganda confimis this indirectly. By 1938 a total figure of three million members was 

beiig touted in the party press; that no higher claims were advanced the following year shows 

that the PSF had becorne about as large as it would ever be.74 

nLe Wontaire '36, 16 July 1937, 1 June 1938; Passmore, "Right and Extreme Right", 
pp.3 10-3 1 1. 

''weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", pp. 100- 102. Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.3 1 9-22 
makes the point that in some instances the &op was due to throwing out thefichiers of 
"undesirables" and those who would not pay their dues. Moreover, he suggests that 



Few xholars accept the party's global membership claims at face value. In late 1936- 

early 1 93 7, it claimed 1.5 million members, a figure which Bertrand de Maud'huy also 

suggested to Stanley Hawkes of the American embassy in March, though in his own report 

Hawkes believed that many PSF members were a good deal less committed and disciplined 

than their estimated 300,000 Communist opponents. The French police were sceptical, 

suggesting that the party might have 700,000 members at the time, including "many 

w~rnen".'~ Calcuiating a peak total is no less challenging. Nobécourt niggeas a figure of 1.5- 

2 million in September 1939, though how he arrives at this is unclear. Howlett. using the ratio 

of Parsian shareholders in Le Petit joumars holding Company and the known figure of Seine 

members in 1938-39, has suggested a low figure of 750,000. Using the percentage of 

members in the Nord in 1939 as a proportion of that department's population as a whoie 

(2.5%) and extrapolating ont0 the national level, he has suggested a high total of about 1 

million." Lacking fùrther data, more precise estimates are impossible. One less sophisticated 

impression of the party's size can be provided by totalling up the final figure for each 

department, a rough estimate indeed since many of the numbers are for 1937; one can 

probably assume that any losses sustained were more than made up for by the general 

membership in Paris's 'ceinture' actuaily rose slightly in the first six months of 1939. 

75 Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.2 10- 1 1 ; Machefer, "Le Parti Social Français en 193 6- 
37", p.74, tends to support this daim; Edwin C. Wilson, 6 April 1937, RG 59 
85 1.00/166 I . 

7 6 ~ o b ~ o ~ ,  Cufonel de La Rocque, p.386; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.286-89. 
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continuation of growth in 1938. This yields a total of 487,040 for the Seine, twenty-eight 

metropolitan departmerrts and two North Aûican ones. Perhaps, then, a figure of slightly over 

one million - considering the aforementioned total includes figures for the Nord, Paris, and 

the Rhône, heavily popuiated departments providing major components of PSF membership - 

is possible. 

The available data aiso niggests that there was a strong continuity between the Croix 

de Feu and PSF in temis of geographicai distribution. Initial results in Normandy (Calvados, 

Manche, Orne, Eure, Seine-Inférieure) were particularly impressive, and that region alone 

beoime one of the three administrative divisions within the party - the others being the Ile-de- 

France and the rest of the provinces - in December 1936.'' Paris, the Nord, the Pas-de-Calais, 

the Aisne, the Meurthe-et-Moselle, and Alsace al1 became major sites of implantation for the 

new Party, as they had k e n  for the Croix de  eu? Further south the Gironde, the Rhône. the 

Isère and the Alpes-Maritimes continued to be important. There is no departmentai total for 

the Bouches-du-Rhone, but by 1938 the PSF had 13,000 members in Marseille alone. And 

ifin 1936-37 it seems that the PSF's Algerian federations were not as impressive as those of 

the Croix de Feu, by 1939 the leadership was extremely satisfied with their progress both 

"Le Flambeau, 2 1 November 1936; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.236-237. 

' 8 ~ e  Fhnbemc, 13 M y  193 7 shows that six of the PSFts first Men  departmental 
congresses were held in northern and eastem France. 
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publicly and privately, though no numbers are available." 

There were some shifts. In the West (with the exception of Finistère) the Croix de Feu 

had established oniy a moderate presence by June 1936. but both the Ille-et-Villaine and 

particularly the Loire-Inférieure furnished the PSF with powerful federations, though its 

presence in the Vendée remaineci weak. Sometimes the center of gravity within a department 

was altered as well. In the Nord the Croix de Feu had had some success in Dunkirk, the PSF 

les. Here the reason appears to be that many members disapproved of La Rocque's actions 

in 1935-36, thus hindering the subsequent developrnent of the rno~ement.~ Overall, however, 

the argument for geographicd continuity is very strong. In the Haute-Vienne, Lot, Corrèze 

and Creuse, ali lefi-leaning, the PSF enjoyed the most success in the Haute-Vienne, where the 

Croix de Feu had been better established cornpared to the others, although the new party 

succeeded in introducing itself in al1 three.'' 

Tuniing to the question of gender, it is hard to be precise about how many women 

79Jankows ki, Commz~nism and Coliubotation, p. 67; La Fiamme. 1 0 March 1 93 9; 
Barrachin to Ottavî, 24 Febmary 1939,451A.P 120. 

"Lu F h e  vend'eme 14, 1/15 August 1939; Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", 
pp. 1 5- 1 $63-64. in Tourcoing, too, there were fewer people in the PSF than in the Croix 
de Feu. 

81Chouvel, "Croix de Feu", pp.23 5-243; Machefer, "Le Parti Social Français en 1936- 
193 7", p.74 and Florin, "Des Croix de Feu au PSF", pp.24344 also argue for general 
continuity between Croix de Feu and PSF membership. 
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joined the PSF. When the party began touting the figure of three million members, it would 

usudy suggest that two million of these were voters. Considering that at l e s t  a proportion 

of this remaining million wodd have been youth, it would seem that at bea 20-25% of the 

membership were women Local studies provide varying results. In Prébendes (Tours) it was 

22.1 %; in the Nord it was 1 1%; in Cannes 8.5%. The Nantes PSF clairned 3360 wornen 

members in June 1938, a significant number, though lacking figures for the city and 

department as a whole it is impossible to calculate a percentage." Still, if a figure of 10% is 

accepteci, this would suggest perhaps 100,000 female PSF members by 1939, more than any 

other political party of the the .  Given the iack of data, though, definitive conclusions on this 

matter must be mied out. 

in t e m  of age composition, the youthfùiness of the PSF has ofien been stressed. The 

former president of the Haute-Vienne federation claimed that in the Limousin the average age 

of a PSF member in 1938 was 30, in an area where the general population was relatively old - 

those in the 20-40 range represented ody 44% of the electorate at the time. In the Nord in 

1939 66.8% of the federation's members were aged forty or under. Here the PSF was not 

exactly a party of youth - only 10.5% of the membership were under 20 - but it was still a 

youthful party, and not prirnarily one of war veterans." In the Rhône right-wing activists 

8?Ferragu, "Croix de Feu en Indre-et-Loire", p. 18; Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", 
p -4 1 ; Commissaire Spécial (Cannes), 2 1 July 1 93 7,4M 542; Commissaire Central, 29 June 
193 8, AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470. 

aChouvel "Crok de Feu", pp.; Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", pp.4546. 
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under the age of 30 were cirawn more to the PPF than PSF (at least in 1 936-3 7), but this was 

cancelled out by the hi& proportion of those in their fifties and sixties who remained with the 

Féderation Républicaine. The result was that here the PSF had a more balanced age profile 

than any other right-wing party, and one that was still comparatively youthful. The thirty-one 

to forty age group represented a higher proportion of the membership than did the forty-one 

to fi@ group, although the latter - the veterans - provided the nucleus of the party. For the 

arrondissement of Vernon in the Eure the PSF showed an ability to recruit across a very 

broad spectrum? The 1939 figures for a sample of 2798 are: 

2 1-30: 19.2% 6 1-70: 14.6% 

3 1-40: 20.9% 71-80: 8.4% 

41-50: 17.8% 81+: 1.3% 

51-60: 17.7% 

The age profile of the PSF thus varies considerably according to where the sample cornes 

kom. WMe in Vernon there is only one recordeci instance of a member under the age of 20, 

younger men remain weii represented, but the percentages of those in their fifties and sixties 

are ais0 very respectable. In the Eure the PSF did not face niffcompetition from either the 

Fédération or the PPF and becarne a truly 'inter-generational' party. 

Ifunder favourable circumstances the PSF could attract mernbers of al1 ages, was it 

M~assmore, "Right and Extreme Right", pp.3 19-320; Vernonfichier, DDL4; figures 
compiled by Gilles de La Rocque. 



able to do so with respect to social classes? The Croix de Feu had not reaiiy done so; its 

rnembers were disproportionately bourgeois and ci- moyennes. Pasmore has made the 

strongest case for the continuation of this trend under the PSF, and has even suggested that 

its appeal narrowed. From a sample of 1056 Rhône rnilitams he concludes that while the party 

did recruit fiom al1 classes - 10% of the sample were fmers ,  and 12% workers - it was in 

fact less of an interclass Party than its chief rivai in that department, the Fédération 

Républicaine (2 1% and 1 5% respectively). But it is the trends which emerge within this 

middle and lower rniddle class support which are most interestins in his view. Within the 

Lyon business community it was medium-shed firms and 'modem' sectors like engineering 

that tended to back the PSF, while older and bigger h s  tended to support the Fédération. 

Engineers and senior factory managers were overrepresented in the PSF; so were white-collar 

workers. F d y ,  in the countrysïde PSF activists tended to corne nom the lower-middle class, 

while those of the Fédération were more likely to be local w~rthies.'~ In Passmore's view, 

theq the PSF rnobilized an audience that was not only hostile to the current political system 

and the left but also to traditional conservative elites. It embodied emergent social groups and 

subordinate elements of the right who were now 'rebelling'." 

This characterization of the PSF has relevance at the national level. Its leaders were 

85 On aii of this, see Passmore, F m  Libera2i.m to Facism, pp.277-289; the argument 
- and the methodology used for it - are dso developed in his "Right and Extreme Right", 
pp. 322-342,394-399. 
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more likely to corne from the entrepreneurid classes than was often the case with French 

political parties, which were often dominated by lawyers. For the 202 members of the 1938 

comité directeur. the professions of 130 are known; 38 industrialias and entrepreneurs: 10 

commrrçm and ~légociants, 9 représentar~ts, 14 cadres (senior managers), 1 2 enginers. 1 7 

lawyers and doaors, 15 writers and joumalists and 5 employks. The remaining seventy-two 

included an airline pilot and several retired officers." 

The parliarnentary group also had a decidedly technocratie bent. True, some deputies 

were cleariy from 'traditionai' professions or segments of the elite. De Polignac was a member 

of the landed aristocracy; Ernile Peter, deputy for the Moselle, had been the seCr6tairr en chef 

for the mairie of Sarrebourg: Devaud was a &c& teacher Ybarnegaray and François 

Fourcault de Pavant, deputy for the Seine-et-Oise had both received legal training. But 

Fernand Robbe - also a deputy for the Seine-et-Oise - and Jacques Bounin eiected in 1939 

as deputy for Nice, were trained as engineers. Eugêne Pebellier, who represented the Haute- 

Loire, was a graduate of the École des Mines. Marcel Deschaseux, who won a Vosges 

byelection in 1939, was the director-president of the Compagnie des Thermes in Plombières. 

Creyssel was trained as a lawyer but specialired in political economy; and Vallin, though a 

graduate of the École Libre des Sciences Politiques and associated with nghtia Iiterary 

87 Howlett, "Crou de Feu", pp.283-285. Goodfellow, "Fascism in Alsace", pp.418-20 
sees a similar trend in Alsace, though he notes that other social grouops were also 
involved. 



circles, had been a senior bank executive." 

Clearly, then, the PSF provideci considerable scope for memben of the bourgeoisie 

and cfnrws moyennes wRh a business or technical orientation. But in places as diverse as the 

Haute-Vienne and Tunisia the party insisted that it recniited corn al1 elements of the 

population. In October 1937 Barrachin commented that the recent influx of mernbers "dans 

le monde du travail et particulièrement, dans les usines et les ateliers" was impressive." The 

authorities, too, remarked that the PSF was able to attract al1 kinds, though they generally 

noted the predominance of the classes moyennes, and in the case of the Aube, "la classe 

aisée", with employés and workers in the minority? For the department of the Nord, Vernon 

and its environs in the Eure, and the quarter of Prébendes in the city of Tours, more precise 

information on the professions of PSF members is available. 

"AN of this information is from the Dictionnaire des Padementaires Frmqais. 

"La Vofo?ite du Centre, 23 October 1937; La  FIamme (Algiers), 8 April 1938; Le Perit 
jottmai, 26 October 1937; see also Machefer, "Le Parti Social Français en 1936-37", p. 75. 

'See the reports for 1939 in AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 542; Commissaire Spécial 
(Châions-sur-Marne), 8 February 1938, AD Marne 30M 146; Commissaire de Police, 
March 1945, AD Aube 1 IOJ 10. 



Category 

Agriculture 
farmers 
labourers 

Workers 
manu4 labour 
workers 
domestics 
foremen 

Classes moyennes 
artisans 
shopkeepen 
employees 
business emp loyees 
teac hers 
students 
retired 
no profession 

Bourgeois/ 
Upper Class 
liberal professions 
senior managers 
Company 
managerhead 
merchant 
rentier1 
proprietor 

Nord (1939) 
(114884) 

16.0% 
12.2% 
3.8% 

32.9 % 
3 -8% 

25.1% 
2.3% 
1.7% 

41.0% 
5 -6% 
9.3% 
16.0% 
3.1% 
0.6% 
1.3% 
O. 5% 
4.7% 

10.1 % 
I .O% 
2.1% 

3.4% 
2.7% 

1 .O% 

- - - - - -  

Vernon ( 1 93 9) 
(n=3 185) 

16.4% 
8.8% 
7.6% 

16.3% 
2.5% 
12.6% 
1 .O% 
0.3% 

59.8% 
21 -8% 
5.5% 
12.7% 
2.1% 
0.8% 
O. 5% 
6.8% 
9.2% 

7.5% 
2.4% 
1 .O% 

O. 7% 
1.6% 

1.9% 

Prébendes 
(11438) 

2.9% 
- 
- 

11.6% 
- 
1 1.4% 
0.2% 

63.2 % 
9.1% 
15.2% 
21 -5% 
9.5% 

3.4Yo 
4.5% 

2 1.6% 
10.9% 
4.1% 

6.6% 

(Sources: Prévosto, "Fédération du Nordtt, pp.48-50; Ferragu, "Croix de Feu", p. 18; Vernon 
fichier are in DLR4; the number of each profession was calculateci by M. Gilles de La 
Rocque; the categories and percentages were caiculated by the author.) 

(Note: Totals do not add up because of rounding. The classification scheme follows that of 



Prevosto, "Fédération du Nord" but the categosy of employé de commerce is counted as 
Iower middle rather than working class. Also, Ferragu's categones are not quite the same as  
Prevosto's. They have been dealt with in the following manner; Ferragu combines the 
categories of retired and without professon (4.5%); her percentages for miliraires ( 1.1%) and 
fonctionnaires (0.4%) are placed in the category of employé, and her category of 
reprLsenkmf (9.5%) has been included in the category of employé de commerce. ) 

AU of these samples indicate the central importance of the classes mqvenms to the 

PSF, though it should be noted that Prébendes was a residential sector of Tours, which 

explains the low rural and perhaps even the relatively low working class percentage. The 

Nord, too, provides some confimiation of the view that the PSF disproportionately attracted 

the industrial and commercial bourgeoisie, and that within the classes moyennes employees 

carrieci more weight compareci to the 'older' categories of artisans and sh~pkeepers.~' But the 

Vernon sample is rather different; the proportion of artisans within the ciasses moyennes is 

very high, and of the latter's total of 694 there were twenty-five saddlers, twenty-one 

wheelwrights, eighty-seven carpenters, and 134 masons; in this instance it wodd be hard to 

characterize the PSF as embodying the aspirations of emergent social groups. 

As for the question of whether or not the PSF was an inter-clw movement, there can 

be no doubt that it was more sociologically diverse than the Croix de Feu. This is especially 

so as fàr as the rural population was concemed. The party began appealing to the peasanuy 

on the basis of opposition to the Popular Front's agricultural policies almoa immediately, and 

orators quickly claimed that fmers  in regions such as the Loire-Inférieure and the Ne-et- 

''~erragu., "Croix de Feu en Indre-et-Loire", pp. 1 8- 19; Prévosto, "Fédération du 
Nordt', pp.5 1-58. 



Villaine were flocking to it in the thou~ands.~ Of course, the speed or extent of its success 

should not be overstated. In the Alpes-Maritimes the PPF initially did better in the countryside 

than the PST. In the Hérault the Fédération des Jeunes Paysans enjoyed greater support 

among winegrowers than did the PSF, at least in 1937. And the party had to contend with the 

Greenshirts. indeed, in the Creuse it decided to support rather than try to compete with them, 

though Paxton notes that &er 1937 the PSF began to make serious inroads into Dorgères's 

consit~ency.~~ 

Judging f?om the cases of the Ne-et-Vïaine, the Nord, and the Saumurois region, the 

PSF was more successfùl in attracting property-owners than agricultural labourers, though 

in Vernon the pattern is different. Perhaps here the landlords exercised influence over their 

workers, though there is no evidence for this. What is undeniable is that the PSF established 

a major presence in mral France. In the Nord the proportion of the rural population in the 

party was higher than that for the department by 1939. Peasants constituted 30Y0 of the 

t 

" ~ e e  the reports on departmental congresses in Le Fl'beatr, 5 December 1936,9 
January, 27 February, 17 April 1937. 

93 Commissaire Spécial (Cannes), 2 1 July 1 93 7, Commissaire Divisiomake de Police 
Spéciale, 28 August 1937,29 March 1938; Directeur de la Police d'hat, 13 January 1938, 
AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 542; Commissaire Spécial (Sète), 4 January 1937, AD Hérault 
1M 1 1 19; Chouvel, "Croix de Feu", pp.83-86; Paxton, French P e m t  Fascism, pp. 1%- 
159. In the Aisne there were instances of cooperation between the two; on the situation in 
that department see Lefebvre, Laon 1936, pp.57-58; Inspecteur de Police Mobile G. 
Brenaud, 23 February 1938, AD Aisne 42 6; and Commissaire Spécial (Laon), 29 
December 193 8, 1 5 May 194 1, AD Aisne 1 M 19. 



rnernbersh.jp of the Haute-Vienne federation. Even in nual areas where the socialias and 

communists did weii - such as with the region of Beauce in the Gard - the PSF had established 

~ect ions .~ 

In the case of the working class the PSFs recmitment strategy bore more than a 

passing similady to that of its successor. In Reims, for example, the authorities predicted that 

because of t s  charitable activities the party could win over textile workers whose tivelihoods 

were threatened by reductions in th& working hours. In Nice Communia militants and CGT 

supporters laid off in early 1938 hoped that by joining the SPF they would be able to find 

jobs. Some scholan have opined that those workers who did join the party tended to corne 

fiom small, fàdy-0riente.d entreprises. Prévosto notes that many of the metallurgical workers 

in the Nord - the single largest group within his working-class sample - worked in such fims. 

Yet there were instances of employees of large h s ,  such as Renault in Paris, who joined. 

And in sorne working-class areas, such as Douai, support for the PSF arnong workers was 

widespread and durable? Even when al1 this is conceded, however, it is clear that while the 

PSF did attract elernents of the working class, the latter's weight within the party was 

%La Volonté bretonne, 20 April 193 7; Gabiilard, "Viticulteurs Angevins", pp.488-493; 
Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", pp.5 1-52; Chouvel, "Croix de Feu en Haute-Vienne", 
pp.220-22 1 ; Commissaire de Police (Beaucaire), 1 3 April 1 93 7, AD Gard 1 M 7 1 5. 

95 Commissaire Centrai (Reims), 19 December 193 8, AD Marne 3 0M 146; Commissaire 
Divisionnaire de Police Spéciale, 4 March 193 8, AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 542; Machefer, 
"Tardieu et La Rocque", pp. 18-19; Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", pp.52-54,63064. 
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proportionately less than that of other groups, and certainiy less than the party leadership 

itself claimed." 

Social trends do not tell us everything that we need to know about the politicai 

orientation of PSF members. This issue needs to be exploreci in its OWTI right. particularly with 

respect to the argument that compared to the Croix de Feu the PSF gained moderate 

supporters and lost extremist ones." Une contention that bolners this interpretation suggeas 

that many people who joined the PSF had never been in the Croix de Feu; they were 

moderates, complete newcomen to party politics, or even leftists disappointed by the Popular 

Front. In 1 936-3 7 the party leadership was often anxious to demonstrate this. The Haute- 

Vienne cadres claimed, for instance, that in 1936 ody 20% of the former Croix de Feu 

membership rallied to the new party. But in the Nord the police estirnated that the 

overwheirning rnajority of Croix de Feu members continued into the PSF? As already seen, 

regional leaders - like Levet, Amoult and Rocher continued into the PSF. In the Indre-et- 

"See Floriq "Des Croix de Feu au PSF", pp.245-47, though he is even more skeptical 
than Prévoao about the PSF's abiiity to recruit fkom the working class. 

97 Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.2 10-2 1 1. Nobécourt, Colonel de La  Rocqw, pp.430- 

432,437438,483 generally follows this iine of argument. While conceding that the 
situation was complex and that some militant members did stay in, he concludes that La 
Rocque's long-term intentions were moderate. 

"Chouvel, "Crok de Feu en Haute-Verne", p.2 14; Prévosto, "Fédération du Nord", 
pp. 15-16; Florin, "Des Croix de Feu au PSF", pp.243-44; but Armand Causaert, former 
Nord president, told Fiorin that 30 to 40% of Crok de Feu members did not join the PSF, 
whereas he earlier gave Prévosto a figure of 10%. 



Loire, Hérault, Aube and Loire-Inférieure the trend was rnuch the same? 

Nwertheless, since the PST was larger than the Croix de Feu, there were obviously 

many members new to the movement. Some of hem came fiom disattècted former supporters 

of the Popular Front. PSF propaganda pointed to instances of conversions, and the 

aforementioned example of Communist workers in Nice coming over to the PSF. as well as 

the defection of a Young Cornmunist organizer to the Nord fideration, shows that nich 

aories were not fictional. In the Rhône some Radical voters defected, though exactly how 

many and how truiy 'lefi-wing' these individuds were is unknown." 

It was, however, cleariy fiom right-wing voters that the PSF drew much of its 

support. In Alsace it made serious inroads on the hitherto dominant party in the region, the 

ClPR itself modeiled on the G e m  Center Party- In the Rhône the Fédération Républicaine 

admitted losing mernbers to the PSF in January 1937. In Guise (Aisne) it was suggested that 

among "les membres les plus actifs et assez influents des groupements de droite, P[arti] 

99Commissaire Central (Montpellier), 25 Septernber, 9 October, Subprefect (Béziers), 
14 December 1936, Commissaire Spécial (Sète), 4 Januaq, 1 1 March 1937, AD Hérault 
IM 1 1 19; Ferragu, "Croix de Feu en Indre-et-Loire", p. 13, though she concedes that 
some continuai into the new party without much enthusiasm; Subprefect (Nogent-sur- 
Seine), 12 February 1937, AD Aube SC17 551; note, n-d., AD Aube 11OJ 10; Le 
Flmbeûtr du Gard, 15 December 1936, October 1937; La Volonté bretonne 3, 5 
November 1936. 

"%x, Le., Samedi, 19 June 1937, Le F h b e m  de I'lsère, 2 1 January 1938; Austin, 
"The Consewative Right and the Far Eüght", p. 190. For f.urther evidence of fonner leftias 
signing up, see aiso Révoao, "Fédération du Nord", pp.21-23,444. 
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D[émocrate] P[opulaire] et A[Iliance] R[épublicaine] D[émocratiqueJW there could be some 

who would shift to the PSF. In Pa% itself, PST membership in 1939 was 40.2% of the total 

right-wing vote in 1936, and in the two arrondissements where conservatives had done best, 

the 8th and the 16th, 50.9% and 57.9% respectivelyl" 

Why were these former supporters of the modérés - themselves rather diverse in 

background and attitude - corning over to the PSF? Was it because the new party provided 

matenai aid and sociability? Because it was stronger on the 'social question' than the 

traditional right? There were certainly those emphasized that it was above al1 the message of 

unity and sense of mystique which attracted them to the PSF. "À l'époque nous n'étions pas 

politisés, mais je me souviens de I'aîtrait qu'exerçaient sur nous les idées de réconciliation 

nationale", recalled one former member in 1973. The counter-society was bound to attract 

people who voted for the Fédération Républicaine and Alliance Démocratique but had never 

belonged to these elitist formations. But the timing of the PSF's most impressive penod of 

growth - 193637, the period of Popular Front governent - suggests that the reaction to the 

latter is of integrai importance in explaining why moderate conservatives and previously 

apolitical individuals signed up. 'O2 

'OIGoodfellow, "Fascism in Alsace", pp.420-42 1 ; Passmore, From LzberaIim to 
Facism, p.274; Commissaire de Police (Guise), 1 2 February 1937, AD Aisne 42 6; 
Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.289-9 1. 

'"%or the reflections of this former member, see Machefer, "Tardieu et La Rocque", 
p. 18. 
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Geography suggests this, too. Like the Croix de Feu, the PSF did well in regions 

where right - wing vo t ing was strong (Ille-et-Villaine, Alsace, Loire-Inférieure), but also 

estabtished a very firm hold where a strong conservative trend coexisted with a durable left- 

wing one (the Seine, Pas-de-Calais, Somme and Rhône). Even within right-wing departments 

such as the Calvados the party's development was stirnulated by a significant left-wing 

presence.lo3 This characteristic ais0 helps to explain the party's ability to gmer  votes in 

predomulantly lefi-voting regions. In the mondissemeni of St-Ynex in the Haute-Vienne, 

largely d and dominateci by consewative landowners, the PSF in fact found it hard to make 

headway. It did better in 'red' Limoges, where the Popular Front was strong, and also in 

Bellac, where there were some large landownen and a conservative tradition, but where the 

lefi had made gains in the 1936 elections. The importance of the Popular Front in aimulating 

the development of the PSF thus cannot be overstated. Propangandists such as the regional 

president for C harentes-Pengord, Alamigeon, made t hat ciear: " [dlans cette région, ou le 

marxisme avait fait ces demières années un effort considérable, seul le PSF peut lutter 

efficacement contre des théories dont le triomphe équivaudrait à la ruine de la civilisation 

fhçaise. " la 

 eleu, eu, Géographie des élecfiomfronçaises, p.2 16, map 8; Paxton, French Pearant 
FCLYCZS~, pp. 102- 1 03. 

? % e r r e  Barrai, Le Département de f'lsère sous la Troisième République f87O-N-tO 
(Paris, 1962), pp.33 5 , 5  12-5 17; his discussion impiies a iinkage between support for the 
PSF and mobilization by/fear of the extreme Lefi; Chouvel, "Croix de Feu", pp.51-57,62- 
63, 74-78; Le Flambeau, 13 March 1937. 
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&en the sociopo litid upheavds of 1 936-3 7, then, rnany moderates were radicalized 

and politicized, and saw the PSF as the best vehicle of opposition to the Popular Front, even 

ifüiey had previously considered the Croix de Feu distastefùl. In Senlis (Oise) the local UNC 

section considered fusion with the PSF, even though "de nombreux anciens combattants 

refusent jusqu'à maintenant d'adhérer". In Constantine "[lie PSF continue à recevoir des 

adhésions et groupe autour de lui, tous les individus ayant une profonde horreur des principes 

bolchévines". In Quimper the commissc~ire spéciaf reported that f m  occupations and other 

incidents had produced a strong anti-cornrnunist reaction arnong the peasantry and that the 

right, especially the PSF, stood to gain from this. Apparently the latter's success in the 

countryside was such that it even exceeded the militants' own expectations?" 

Ifthe moderates who were no longer feeling quite so moderate were joining the PSF, 

then what about the 'extrernists'?That there was a significant nurnber of disafTected Croix de 

Feu who now saw La Rocque, Onavi, and the other leaden as "des arrivistes sans scrupules" 

and refiised to follow them into the PSF is clear. Pozzo di Borgo is the best-known example; 

but there were others Iike him, who had no desire to join the PSF, and either withdrew to the 

margins of poiitics or drified into a variety of groups. Some found their way into the Cagoule. 

In Sarre30uimines the police felt that among those elements harbouring antisemitic views in 

'"~ubprefect (Senlis), 4 Novernber 1936, AD Oise Mp 5233; Sûreté (Constantine), 30 
July 1936, AOM B3 327; Commissaire Spécial (Quimper), 9 November 1936, AN F7 
13033. 
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the city were former Croix de Feu members, though they were apparently not very active, and 

there were clearly anti-semites in the region who were PSF members. In Reims the extreme 

rigtmst and anti-sernite Darquier de Pellepoix tned to estabtish a 'Club National'. The police 

concluded that it was "nettement plus a droite et plus violente" than the PSF, yet was basicdy 

"un groupement dissident d'ex- Croix de Feu ou d'adhérents au PSF".'Q As this last phrase 

suggests, the line between dissident Croix de Feu and active PSF member could sometimes 

be very fine. 

More than any other rnovement it was Jacques Doriot's PPF, established in the 

summer of 1936, which appeaied to disaffected Croix de Feu rnembers. Indeed, for a tirne 

several observers believed that Doriot was poised to 'succeed' La Rocque.'" In one instance, 

Vence in the Alpes-Maritimes, the local PSF section simply dissolved itself and moved en 

bloc to the PPF. In the Haute-Vie~e the PSF may have lost as many as 200 members to 

Doriot. In November 1936 the PPF itself claimed that ahost  onequarter of the delegates to 

its first congress who had previously belonged to a political organization had been Croix de 

Feu or Volontaires ~ationaux. '~ This Switching cannot only be seen as reflecting a desire for 

"?Vote, 9 July 1936, APP B/a 1902; Commissaire Spécial (SarreguUnines), 1 May 
1938, AD Moselle 262 18; MiUman, "Les Croix de Feu et I'antisémitisme", pp.58-59; 
Commissaire Divisionnaire (Reims), 20 Febmary 1 93 7, AD Marne 3 0M 1 44. 

'07Warrington Dawson, 3 August 1936, RG 59 85 1.00/156 1; Le Cmwd enchainé, 24 
June 1936. 

'O"1nspecteur principale (Montpellier), 5, 18 September, 30 December 1936, AD 
Hérault, 1 M 1 1 19; Commissaire Divisionnaire de Police Spéciale, 1 October 1936, 
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novelty. in at least some cases people drew distinctions between the two groups. In Sète the 

commissaire qéciai believed tthat "dans les classes moyennes de mon secteur, la tendance 

générale est de considérer le colonel de La Rocque comme le seul héritier éventuel de la 

situation politique en France, en cas de la faillite du Front Populaire" whereas they felt that 

"Doriot, victorim ce serait le sang fiançais qui coderait à pleine borde". For his own part, 

though, the officiai concluded that both were "ligues factieuses". '" 

Howwer, Xin Séte the PSF and PPF were seen as quite different, elsewhere the line 

was more blurred. In Nîmes a young soldier and a cornpanion were found to have written 

slogans such as "La France aux Français", "Vive Doriot" and "Vive La Rocque" in large 

letters on various buildings and city urinals in December 1 936. Jean Susini, a forictzon~zair 

of Corsicm origin, considered running for the Parti Radical Independent in the Ardennes in 

1936; having changed his mind at the last minute, he had wanted to join the PPF but wound 

up in the PSF instead. Once in the Party he was an active and devoted member, first as section 

president in Novion-Porcien (Ardemes) and then for VeMns in the Aisne. Barrachin planned 

to mn him as a candidate for the 1940 elections. Considered a suspicious character by the 

Commissaire Spécial (Cannes), 15 October 1 936, AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 542; 
Commissaire Spécial (Cannes), 15 October 1936, AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 543; Ralph 
Schor, "Le Parti Populaire Français dans les Alpes-Maritimes (1936-1 939), Cahiers de la 
Medinermzée 33-34 ( 1986- i987), p. 105; Sûreté (Constantine), 7 December 1936, AOM 
B3 327; Jankowski, Communism rmd C~I iabor~oo ,  p. 57; Chouvel, "Croix de Feu en 
Haute-Vienne", p.2 16; Howlett, "Crok de Feu", pp.232-234. 

'OgCornmissaire Spécial (Sète), 4 January 1937, AD Hérault 1M 1 1 19. 
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police, Sunni's tmjectory niggests that in rnany instances oppominism and fluidity, rather than 

a stem differentiation between 'moderation' and 'extrernism', often characterized movement 

between the two parties.'I0 When the PPF went into decline the PSF was more than willing 

to take back those who had drifted. ïhis was the case both in Sète (Hérault) and in the Alpes- 

Maritimes. ''' 

La Roque's party also gaineci many members from the various leagues that had been 

dissolved with the Croix de Feu (or, in the case of Action Française, before), people who 

were generally considered bitter opponents of the Third Republic. In Béziers the PSF section 

was founded by former Croix de Feu and members of Solidarité Française. Former members 

of the Jeunesses Patriotes, rather than Croix de Feu, took the Iead in creating the section in 

Chateaubriant (Loire-Infërieure). In Hirson two former members of the Faisceau played a 

leading role in the establishment of a Croix de Feu and then a PSF presence there. In 

Philippeville the authorities concluded that the PSF was reconstituting the dissolved leagues 

under another name; its members met in both former Croix de Feu and Jeunesses Patriotes 

l'°Commissaire Spécial (Nimes), 30 December 1936,6 lanuary 1937, AD Gard 1M 
7 1 5; Commissaire Divisiomake, 2 1 January 193 8, AD Aisne 42 7. 

l"Cornmissaire Spécial (Sète), 4 January 193 7, AD Hérault 1 M 1 1 19; Commissaire 
Spécial (Cannes), 2 1 July 1937, Directeur de la Police d'État, 13 January 1938, 
Commissaire Divisionnaire de Police Spéciale, 4,29 March 1938, AD Alpes-Maritimes 
4M 542. 
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Iocales. "' 
Moreover, if in 1 934-36 some mernbers of the other leagues possibly joined the Croix 

de Feu with the aim of i n f i l h g  it, after the dissolutions there is no evidence of a campaign 

of m>wutage on the part of the Jeunesses Patriotes, Solidarité Française, or Action Française 

with respect to the PSF. The situation at the local level varied considerably, suggesting no 

coordinated aims on the part of the former members of the other dissolved leagues. In the 

Aube some mernbers of the Parti Républicain National et Social, the successor to the 

Jeunesses Patriotes, went over to the PSF, but the local Action Française and Défense 

Paysanne rernained separate. In the Oise, by contras, Action Française was effectively dead 

by 1939; "la plupart de ses adhérents ou sympathisants ont rejoint le PPF et surtout le PSF." 

in the Vendée Action Française and Jeunesses Patriotes members more or less went their own 

way, at least in 1936-37, while former members of Solidarité Française held leadership 

positions in the local PSF. Yet mernbers of al1 the dissolved organizations attended local PSF 

meetings, leading the Commissaire de Police in Fontenay-le-Comte to conclude that "[il1 est 

bien évident que le regroupement de ces éIérnents des ligues dissoutes, n'a pas d'autre but que 

le rassemblement de leur forces au sein du PSF". in the wake of the dissolution of the leagues 

'"Subprefm (Beziers), 5, 10 October 1936, AD Hérault 1M 1 1 19; Subprefect 
(Chateaubriant), 3 1 December 1936,6 April 193 7, AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470; 
Commissaire de Police (Hirson), 28 lanuary 1938, AD Aisne 4 2  6; Philippeville, 10 
November 1936, AOM B3 327. 



in Constantine h was reporteci that "p~usi~irs personnes appartenant anciennement aux Ligues 

d'Action Française, des Jeunesses Patriotes, ont l'hention de se fàire inscrire au nouveau parti 

malgré leur répugnance instinctive pour La  ocq que.""^ The PSF was thus a catch-all party 

of ri@-wing protest. It attmcted conservaîives poiarized by the upheaval of 1936-37 but also 

veterans of the extreme right who, while perhaps not always having much syrnpathy for the 

party? saw it as the ody option given the circumstances and the fadure of their own defùnct 

organizations. 

Small wonder, then, that in early 1938 the police observed that the PSFs various 

federation presidents "n'ont pas tous exactement les mêmes tendances, soit politiques? soit 

religieuses"."' As with the Croix de Feu, the diverse nature of the PSF membership meant 

that La Rocque was subjected to conflicting pressures. In Saint-Nazaire (Loire-Inférieure), 

Dr. Dubois. former section president and an unsuccessfùl candidate for the party in the 1937 

cantonal elections, quit in the spring of 1938, citing "les reproches adressés par les dirigeants 

du PSF aux groupements de droite auxquels, pour sa part, il demeure fidèlement attaché." 

Dubois recalled how in 1926 and 1934 the right had been able to unite, and was upset that 

the PSF's leaders now did not want union with other organizations "qui ont des aspirations 

' L3Subprefect (Nogent-sur-Seine). 12 February 193 7, AD Aube SC 1 7 5 5 1 ; 
Commissaire Spécial (Beauvais), 20 January 1939, AD Oise Mp 5299; Commissaire de 
Police (La Roche-sur-Yon), 3 1 December 1936; "Liste des dirigeants des groupements de 
droite", 13 Febniary 1 93 7, AD Vend& 4M 4 13; Sûreté (Constantine), 7 July 1936, AOM 
B3 327. 

"*~eport, 10 Februaiy 1938, APP B/a 1952. 



communes et une politique constructive identique." He also believed it was foolish for them 

to try to rally elements of the left."5 

There were many others, like Dubois, who basically saw the PSF as a large and 

dynamic conservative party that ou& to cooperate with other elements of the right. The 

advent of the Daladier govenunent in Apnl 1938 demonstrates this. As James McMillan 

writes, under Daladier "the centre of gravity of the Third Republic shifted decisively to the 

right " ; his governrnent enjo yed widespread approval from the bourgeoisie and clusses 

rnoyer~rzes."~ tt is clear that Daladier's appeal was not lost on at lest some PSF members. 

When the new premier visited Tunisia in December 1938 as a response to threats of Italian 

expansion in the region, he was greeted with considerable acclaim. The local federation 

recomrnended that its members join in, while La Rocque himself decided to pay a visit early 

the following year, partly in the hope that the patriotism stirred by Daladier might work to the 

Tunisian PSF's advantage. ' l 7  

But Daladier's relative popularity soon caused problems for the party. At first it 

endorsed the new goverment, and for a time supported some of its legislative initiatives, but 

l15Subprefect (St-Nazaire), 2 April 193 8, AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470. 

16James F. McMillan, TwentiethCentury France: Politics and Socieîy 1898- 199 1 
(London, l992), pp. 1 16- 1 19. 

"'The local federation was even hoping to broaden its appeal to the Muslim majonty, 
who had hitherto been at best indflerent towards the party. "Rapport sur la fëdération de 
Tunisie*, n.d. but late 1938 - early 1939, "Opinion des Musulmans tunisiens sur le PSF", 
12 January 1939,451AP 127. 
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relations were always prickly and by the spring and summer of 1939 they had deteriorateci. 

Yet when the PSF adopted a more negative stance 'moderates' within the party did not 

always approve. In Reirrq where much of the population supported the Radicals and Alliance 

Démocratique - and thus the Daladier goverment - some PSF militants openly criticized their 

partfs deputies for abstaining in a vote on Paul Reynaud's financial decree-laws in December 

1938, which had been a vote of confidence passed by a majority of onfy seven. Conversely, 

there were those who were dissatisfied because they beliwed the PSF had been too fnendly 

to Daladier. I l 8  

ïhese problerns arose within a general trend of deciinhg enthusiasm. It is not apparent 

in the membership figures, which seem relatively stable for 1939, but other evidence of this 

abounds. Cornplaints that "[il1 y en a beaucoup trop qui ne font rien au PSF" appeared as 

early as the winter of 1937-38, but by the spring of 1939 a lack of militancy was becoming 

a general problem. Sometimes the local press merely admonished the membership to get more 

involved, but in other cases the rhetoric bordered on despondency. The bulletin of the Loire 

federation went so fhr as to claim that of the PSFs three million members, oniy 200,000 were 

committed militants; the rest felt that paying their dues sufnced. At this time La Rocque 

conducted a tour of the federations, and it appears that he did so to booa enthusiasm. In the 

Il8 Commissaire Divisionnaire de Police Spéciale (Reims), 20 lanuary, Commissaire 
Central, 19 May 1939, AD Marne 30M 147. For impiicit evidence ofdissatisfaction with 
the party dong these lines, see the open response to a militant's letter of resignation in La 
Flamme tourangelle, 1 7 June 1939. 



Aisne it was reported that he had corne "pour donner de l'impulsion aux dirigeants locaux 

i i  119 Iesquels, d'après lui, ne font plus preuve d'assez activité . 

This waning level of rnilitancy was not unique to the PSF. The membership totds of 

the left - PCF, SFIO, and CGT - were al1 in decline at this time. In the Indre the PSF argued 

that under such circumstances it was a d y  doing fairly weli. But surely it is significant that 

as the Popular Front declined the party's growth at best levelled off and internaily enthusiasm 

declined. The best that the party press and oraton could now do was to continue atîacking 

the now-defùnct leftist coalition as the source of France's current domeaic and foreign 

troubles, and suggest that since Daladier had hirnself been a leader of that alliance, it could 

revive at any time. As Le PSF morztcelfi~ put it: "Le Front Populaire est mort dîtes vous? 

Peut être, mais il va renaître! II doit renaitre de ses cendres! C'est la volonté de STALINE; 

c'est le mot d'ordre que nous a transmis dernièrement a Montceau, l'un des chefs 

communistes. II doit renaître et il renaîtra, car les radcaux sont complices et vous &es 

errdormi~."''~ 

Il9 La Volonré bretonne, 20 October 193 7; Samedi7 7 May 1 93 8; Le PSF creusotin 1 
April, 1 5 July 1939; Bulletin fédéral de la documentation [Loue], 27 March 1939; 
Commissaire Spécial (Laon), 27 May 1939, AD Aisne 1M 19. Howlett, "Croix de Feu", 
pp.3 19-322 accepts that in 1939 the PSF aagnated, though the implications that he 
denves fkom this are quite dif3erent than the ones presented here. 

"'Agir, May 1939; Commissaire de Police Peeters, 27 May 1939, AD Somme 99M 
165; Le PSF montcellin, June 1939 [emphasis in original]; for sirnilar thinking in a milder 
fom see La Flmme vendéenne, 1 April 1 93 9. 
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There could be no better proof of the fact that the PSF, Like its predecessor, was 

largely a product of, and thnved upon, crisis. Of course, so did many other French political 

movements in the 1930s. both on the right and the lefi. In this context, however. more 

spdcity can be a m i i  to the Croix de Feu and its successor as sociopolitical phenomena. 

The notion of the lower middle class perceiving itself squeezed between the demands of big 

capital and big labour, and tuming to populist protest movemerrts, is one that has considerable 

resonance for the Croix de Feu and PSF. This should not, however, lead us to see these 

movements as the expressions of declining social groups who were being ignored by other 

parties. There is sufficient evidence to conclude that both formations, especially the PSF, 

provideci considerable scope for small- and medium-sized business white-collar employees, 

engineers, managers, and cadres. They thus had a distinctively 'modem' cast. On the other 

hand, one cannot overlook that there were also plenty of small fanners, artisans, and 

shopkeepers, hardly on the cutting edge of the French economy, who found the league and 

the party appeahg. Even the fàct of the over representation of the lower middle classes itself 

should not be accorded too much explanatoqr power. One recent analysis of the membership 

of the SFIO concludes that it was "increasingly replacing its older working-c-class membership 

with a rather younger, lower-middle-class one drawn from the trades, commerce and 

goveniment ernpl~yment."'~' Moreover, both the Croix de Feu and PSF prided themselves 

"'~ony ludt, "The Socialia Party 1920- 1 93 6", in his Marxism and the French Lep: 
Siudies in labour and politks in France, 1830-1981 (Oxford, 1 986), p. 1 36. 
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on beuig inter-class movements, and at least with respect to the latter this was a meaningfùl 

claim. 

Diversïty is also evident in the political backgrounds of those who joined. The Croix 

de Feu and PSF sought to appeal to the disaffected, be they members of other leagues who 

found their own groups wanting, or after 1936 felt they had no other choice; small-'c' 

conservatives fnghtened by the Popular Front; or some lefiists disillusioned by the latter's 

shortcornings. This is perhaps a mundane observatioq but considering that the PSF has long 

been presented as benignly modifjring the "cornportment" of a sector of opinion which had 

hitherto expressed reserves about the practices of electoral democracy, emphasis is 

required. '" That in 1935-36 La Rocque rejected the demands of 'militants' for more drastic 

action does not mean that he was a moderate consenrative. The willingness of the members 

of other leagues to join the PSF in 1936-37, and the latter's cornpetition for members with the 

PPF, suggests that extrernists not only remained welcome in but were actively sought out. Of 

coune, the party also courted former modéré supporters, people who may have wanted the 

Popular Front out of power but in some cases little beyond that. For such indivîduals 

Daladiefs centrist/w~~ervative consemus largely sufficed; that the PSF's leaders had rejected 

this consensus by mid-1939 suggests that their ahs went weli beyond better integrating rïght- 

wing voters into the Republican system. 

-- - 

' "Rérnond, Histoire des cfioites, pp.2 1 4-2 1 5 .  



Chapter 4: The Path to Power? The Croix de Feu 

In spite of the number of foiiowen that the Croix de Feu attracted, historians have had 

trouble taking La Rocque seriously as a politician. Eugen Weber recently concluded that 

while the leader of the Croix de Feu - "the ody man who could have hoped to imitate 

Mussolini" - was a capable organizer, he "was too much of a gentleman, hopelessly 

legalistic and republican."' On the surfàce there is evidence to support this. While the 

Croix de Feu achieved great prominence in the wake of the 6 February 1 934 riots, not 

only had it failed to gain power, it had helped to cernent the Popular Front. The scene of 

Jean Ybamégaray in the Chamber of Deputies offering 'mutual disarmament' to the left in 

December 1935 in order to put an end to political violence seems to confimi the 

impression that the movement did not really mean business. Small wonder that when he 

surveyed the situation in the spring of 1936 Alexander Werth of the Mmchestrr G~~mdzarz 

concluded that La Rocque had been the big loser in the elections which had brought the 

Popular Front to power.' 

There can be little doubt that some of the Croix de Feu's interventions were 

unsuccessfùl. But if we consider the aims of the league and the context in which it 

operated, it becomes clear that La Rocque and Company formulateci a coherent political 

strategy which took into consideration the strength of the French state, the diverse aims 

' ~ugen  Weber, The Hollow Yems: Frmce in the 1930s (New York, 1994), 
pp. 1 19- 120. 

'Alexander Werth, "French Fascism", Foreign Affairs i S i  1 (1 %6), p. 1 4 1 . 



of the league's membership, and the ambitions of opposing and competing groups. The 

movement dso displayed a flexibility in tactics and an understanding that power was to 

be gained through sinking firm roots in the politicai system and civil society rather than 

any rash undertaking. This is not to suggest omniscience on the part of La Rocque; by 

1936 the league was on the defensive in sorne ways. Yet it had demonstrated impressive 

perseverance in achieving its goals, succeeded in p r e s e ~ n g  its autonorny in the face of 

considerable cornpetition and had a profound impact on French political life. 

It was under La Rocque's leadership that the Croix de Feu worked towards 

achieving prominence in the public arena, though the league had always been interested 

in politics, particularly foreign &airs. It was a savage critic of the conciliatory policies 

pursued towards Germany by Aristide Briand. If anything, La Rocque intensified this 

approach &et becoming vice-president in Iune 1930. He set up the Comité Permanent 

de Vigilance et d'Action des Anciens Combattants, an umbrella organization which 

carnpaigned against Briand's policy. La Rocque's speech at the organization's inaugural 

meeting organized in the wake of Nazi gains in the September 1930 Geman elections, 

was well received and he hoped that the Croix de Feu would play a leading role in the 

Comité The coalition did not last long, though. La Rocque was reportedly alarmed by 

taIk within it of assassinating Briand, which he betieved would only bolster the latter's 

sagguig popularity. By July 193 1 he had suspended its activîties, noting that only Croix 



de Feu members were attending its meetings.' 

Foreign policy remained at the forefront of the Croix de Feu's concems, however. 

That November 500 members were told to warmly welcome Laval upon his return from 

the United States, where he had secureci a one-year moratorium on the payment of French 

debts. in the eyes of the league, the deface of French national interests aiso meant taking 

a strong stand against pacifism. On the 27th of that same month a meeting of the Congrès 

internationai du Désarmement chaired by Édouard Herriot was disrupted by about 1500 

Croix de Feu members, with La Rocque seizing centre stage and attempting to deliver a 

brief speech while his men scuffled with secunty before withdrawing? Denunciations of 

conscientious objectors - and disruptions of their activities - continued into 1932 and 

1 933.5 

Demonstmtions of physical prowess were thus part of the league's activity, and La 

Rocque was inclined to make orninous statements about having to forcibly intervene in 

a crisis situation. But he also constantly remindeci his followers to avoid being provoked 

and to rernain calm and disciplined. Thus in March 193 1 the Croix de Feu participated in 

protesting against the showing of a play on the Dreyfus affair, but it avoided clashes with 

3 Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 97- 100; Nobécourt, CoIoneI de La Rocque, pp. 1 97- 
198. 

'Reports, 4, 3 1 March 193 1, APP Bla 190 1 ; Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine ", 
pp.22-23; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 10% 1 10. 

%e Flmnbea, Decernber 1933; more generdy, see Machefer, "Les Croix de Feu 
devant I'AUemagne", pp. 1 19- 120. 
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the Ieft, which is what had happened when the Camelots du Roi of Action Française had 

taken to the streets against the piece the previous month. At an Apnl 1932 meeting the 

Lyon Section was informed by their national leader that there existed several 'Sections 

Forces' - i.e., the dipsos - "capables de mobiliser des troupes, de faire des réunions 

importantes, bref, comme dit Lyautey, de montrer notre force afin de n'avoir pas besoin 

de s'en seMr." In April 1933 La Rocque stressed that "la question de hr&e se posera 

d'ici quelques mois au plus tard, et ne pourra ètre remise." Yet not even a rnonth later he 

wamed mernbers not to be provoked during a series of demonstrations being held by 

businessmen, taxpayers and fmers in paris6 

There were tirnes in these early years when the league could be provocative or 

even go on the offensive. For instance, on 29 October 1933 members broke up a meeting 

of conscientious objectors in Laon. Le Flcmrbvar reponed that the whole thing was over 

More the meeting hall doors were opeh and that only two Croix de Feu had been slightly 

injureci. La Rocque remarked how this action, dong with "numerous" others in the histoqi 

of the association, showed how a prepared and disciplined use of force, whether of a 

"preventative" or "curative" nature could, with the advantage of surprise, overwhelm a 

numerically superior enemy. Still, he restated Lyautey's maxim - "show force in order to 

avoid using it" - and a month after the Laon incident a notice was published stating that 

6Le Flmbeatr, April 1930, March 193 1, June 1932; Millman, "Les Croix de Feu et 
l'antisémitisme", pp. 5 1-5 2; "Instruction urgente au sujet de Factivité générale de 
l'association", 25 April 1933, "Note très Secrète", 22 May 1933, both in 45 1AP 8 1. 
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the movement did not want to be seen as "une sorte de milice bleu horizon a vendre"; 

while it would continue to participate in the meetings of other associations, it would want 

specrfic information about them beforehand. ' Thus, while the Croix de Feu did not shy at 

the use of pararnilaaristic mobilizations, it was concemed to demonstrate that it was 

disciplined, autonomous and wished to avoid large-scale clashes. This approach had 

precedents on the far right; in the 1920s the Faisceau had its blue-shirted Légionnaires, 

but they were rarely employai offensively. Georges Valois, the rnovement's leader, and 

his lieutenant, Philippe Barrès (son of Maurice) "considered Street brawling to be childish 

and counterproductive", and feared that it would alienate potential members.' 

These mobilizations were, moreover, but one way of enhancing the league's 

visibility, popularity and influence. As important were the attempts made by La Rocque 

to cultivate links with important figures. Marshal Lyautey's relationship with his former 

protégé was close, and La Rocque, as we have seen, invoked Lyautey's ideas and mavims 

to his organization, though the leader of the Croix de Feu was always detennined to go 

his own way and would not always follow Lyautey's advice, as became apparent in the 

wake of 6 February. 

Much more controversy surrounds the relationship between La Rocque and André 

'Le F h b m ,  November, December 1933. 

'See Men Douglas, "Violence and Fascism: The Case of the Faisceau", Jm~rna! of 
Contemporury History 1 9/3 ( 1 984): 689-7 1 2. 

%obécourt, ColoneI de La Rocque, pp.24 1-2. 
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Tardieu. In 1937 the former premier - who headed the govenunent for most of 1930 and 

again between February and May 1932 - claimeci that he tiirnished the movement with 

fùnds during this period. His assertions rest upon a collection of over thirty letters from 

La Rocque, de PrWal, and La Rocque's daughter Nadine written between 1930 and 1933 

but they are a problematic source for proving that money changed hands. The letter that 

would cause the most embamssment for La Rocque, in which he stated "Ijle téléphonerai 

donc chez vous demain matin vers 9h pour prendre vos ordres", was written after Tardieu 

left office (1 3 June 1932). Moreover, there is no mention of money in the Ietters. Finally, 

the fact that Tardieu made the allegations as a potitically rnotivated attack upon La 

Rocque have convinceci most scholars that money probably did not change hands, and that 

La Rocque was certainiy not in Tardieu's pocket.'" 

Conversely, no scholar denies that La Rocque cultivated links with Tardieu. He 

was willing to oEer the latter support, such as counter-dernonstrations against the lefi at 

opportune moments. indeed, it seerns that he was so anxious to ingratiate himself that on 

one occasion a letter w&en by de Pr* told Tardieu that "[v]ous êtes "le meilleur", non 

seulement chez nous, mais bien dans tous les pays du monde. La S.D.N. Peague of 

Nations] le sait, elle vous redoute et vous admire." Even after Tardieu was no longer 

premier La Rocque was asking him to arrange introductions to politicians like Pierre- 

1 ('Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 101-105; Machefer, "Tardieu et La Rocque", pp. 1 1- 

2 1; François Monneî, Refaire [a République: A d é  Tmdiar. wte dérive réactionnaire 
(1876-1945) (Paris, 1993), pp.449-460. 



Étienne Flandiri, though relations between the latter and the Croix de Feu would be very 

poor by 1935." 

These contacts with politicians were handled very carefully. The league's general 

critique of parliamentarians meant that associating with them too closely would look 

hypocritical; moreover, La Rocque was vexy concemed that the movement retain its 

independence. Thus, while members (vice-presidents, even) of the Fédération 

Républicaine such as Xavier Vallat and Jean Ybamégaray were either sympathizers or 

members of the league, the Croix de Feu preserved an independent stance with respect to 

that Party, at least in cornparison to the Jeunesses Patriotes." This was evident in La 

Rocque's handiing of the 1932 elections. On the one hand he described them as being of 

"an exceptionai importance", told his followers to convince abstentionists to vote, and 

stressed the importance of choosing a candidate who would support Croix de Feu 

prin~iples.'~ While aware of the movement's limited size and resources, he insisted that it 

could play a leading role; it would now have the opportunity to influence a deputy from 

" ~ a  Rocque to Tardieu, 27 April 193 1 and 16 June 1932; de Préval to Tardieu, 1 7 
April 1932, al1 in 324 AP (Fonds Tardieu) 79bi.s; La Rocque's request conceming 
FIandin was purportedly connecteci to the League for Aerial Defence, but in the note 
he adds that the League could also be usefbi for providing recruits for the Croix de 
Feu. See also Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocpe, pp.2 1 5-220,99911.47. 

"LMne, French Comervatism in Crisis, pp. 1 14- 1 15. Of course, members of other 
parties also associated with the Croix de Feu. Paul Reynaud, a member of the Alliance 
Démocratique, inquired about joining while he was minister ofjustice; see La Rocque 
to Reynaud (draft letter), 26 March 1 932,45 1 AP 1 1 8. 

I3Le F h b e a u ,  Apd, September, 1 1 November 193 1; report, 22 March 193 1, 
APP Bla 190 1. 



the day of his election. l4  

But on the other hand La Rocque consiantly reminded Croix de Feu members that 

they could not run in the next elections while retaining leadership poas within the leapue. 

On the eve of the elections themselves, he expressed pessimism about the ability of 

politicians to retain their ideals while dealing with the problems facing France - the 

important thing, he concluded, was for the association to keep an eye on thern after they 

were in office? TO do this it had sent out a letter outlinhg its views to various candidates, 

and a number of them responded. Some, iike Georges Bonnefous of the Fédération, were 

positive; othew Wte Frederic Pic (Seine) expressed reservations about the Croix de Feu's 

constitutional proposais (i.e. reinforcing the executive). Section presidents also sent in 

reports to the Paris headquarters about which candidates were members, sympathizers and 

non-sympathizers. One list of candidates to support included 23 sympathizers and 27 

memben, strongly concentrated in the Paris Region. Among the sympathizers were 

Tardieu, Henri de Kérillis, and Paul Reynaud; arnong the members Jean Goy (of the 

LTNC), Ybarnégaray and Vailat. Interestingly, both Louis Marin and François de Wendel, 

leading members of the Fédération Républicaine, were identifieci as non-sympathizers. 

Successfid candidates wodd receive follow-up letters and a subscription to Le 

' " ~ e  Ffmbeau, February, April 1 93 2. 

''Le Fimbeau, May 1932. 
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Ffambead6 The outcome of the 1932 election - a victory for a renewed Carrel des 

Gauches - was obviously not what the movement hoped for, and it would be difficult to 

prove that the Croix de Feu's efforts amounted to much. For the senatorial elections the 

foilowing Oaober it again canvassed candidates, with a similar Iack of concrete effect." 

What did La Rocque hope to achieve through such activities? Private 

correspondance shows that he did not favour an overthrow of the current regime, nor a 

restoration of the monarchy, he did, however, want a profound reform of the system: "Si 

notre association depuis qu'elle s'est formée avait eu pour ambition de renverser le régime, 

il y a longtemps qu'elle se serait livrée à l'anarchie ou pulverisée? Nous sommes loyalistes 

et nous ne pouvons éne que loyalistes vis-à-vis des institutions que la France s'est donnée. 

. .. Mais ... à dire que la République telle qu'elle est comprise par certains gouvernements 

nous donne satisfàction, il y a une grande marge." An anonymous note dated 13 February 

1934 suggested that the form of France's regime should only be determined after the 

movement took power; for the time being, it was enough to define the things that it 

favoured - the family, corporatism - and work on developing its organization "sans 

effaroucher les hommes de tendances et de formations diverses que nous avons dans nos 

16Form letter [n-d. but 1 9321; Georges Bonnefous, 1 May 1932, Frederic Pic, 14 
April 1932; report by president of 9th section to La Rocque, 22 April 1932, ail in DLR 
1.II.B. 1; La Rocque to M. Denais, 6 June 1932; Report, Meurthe-et-Moselle section, 
28 March 1932, both in DLR 2.II.B.5; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", p. 112. 

"See, Le. Georges Portmann to La Rocque, 27 October 1932, DLR 2.8.1. 



rangs". l8 

Jacques Nobécourt has suggested that this latter document "ne fut pas pris en 

compte"19, but in fact it provides a very good indication of what the Croix de Feu hoped 

to achieve around the time of the Febniaiy 1934 riots. La Rocque kept his program vague 

- which helped to keep his diverse membership together - and focused on building the 

rnovement. Mobilizations such as the Laon incident helped keep restive members active, 

while in the course of 1933 the Regoupement and the VN were launched to broaden the 

Croix de Feu's appeal. inherent in al1 of these actMties was a strong desire on La Rocque's 

part to preserve the autonomy of the movement, a general belief in the necessity of long- 

term organization as opposed to short-tenn adventures, but also a growing conviction that 

oniy the Croix de Feu could ultimately set things straight. La Rocque asserted these 

sentiments in an open letter to Daladier, premier at that time, published in the October 

1933 issue of Le Flambeau, which concluded by announcing that "[cl'est avec nous que 

l'ordre français sera rétablie. Ou bien c'est nous qui le rétablirons."" 

On 8 January 1934 it was announced that Alexandre Sacha Stavisky, bon vivanl 

"La Rocque to Richard, 18 April 1934, DLR 2.n.C. 1; Nobécourt, ColoneI de Lu 
Rocque, p.344 (the latter note cornes from the archives of Pozzo di Borgo); for a 
comparison with the somewhat more precise platfiorm of the Jeunesses Patriotes see 
I ~ n e ,  French Conwnatism in Crisis, pp. 104-1 14. 

'9~obécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, p.344; see also p. 1 027 M. 1 7-20, 

''Le Ff'beau, October 1933. 
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and nvindler, sought by police for involvement in a scheme selling junk bonds, had 

cornmitteci suicide. Stavisky reportedly had fiends in the goverment, including the 

Radical Party. The labour ministry had endorseci the bonds and the finance and commerce 

ministries had been lax in reviewing the Crédit Bayonne against which they had been 

issued. The justice ministry had put off hearings for charges of extortion laid against 

Stavisky nineteen times. In tmth, the Third Republic had bown worse scandais; in the 

case of Stavisky only a few insurance companies were defrauded and six deputies 

implicated. Yet there was outrage both on the left and right; as one historian puts it, 

"rarely would L'Hz~rnm~ité and ActionPançarSe step as  prettily together as they did during 

the months of the Stavisky scandai." There were rumoun that the magistrates themselves, 

anxious not to let M e r  information out, had Stavisky's blood on their hands. The entire 

republican system was now seen by many as irretrievably compt." 

The right was quick to mobilize. On January 9 Action Française demonstrators 

took to the streets - their actions were, in the opinion of the police, "of a violence rare in 

recent years". By the end of the month the royaiists enjoyed the support of proups 

including veterans' associations and the Taxpayefs Federation. In the Chamber Jean 

Ybarnégaray d e d  for a parliamentary commission of in- to look into the scandal, the 

governent headed by C a d e  Chautemps fell, and a new one was formed under Édouard 

Daladier. This did not put an end to the tension; on the right, nimours abounded that some 

" ~ a u l  Jankowski, "Stavisky and His Era", French Poiifics di Society 10/2 ( 1 WZ), 
pp.39-65. 
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of Daladier's ministers, most notably Eugène Frot, the Minister of the interior, wanted to 

establish a 'dictature de gauche'. On the lefi resentrnent grew towards the Prefect of Paris 

Police, Jean Chiappe, a fiend of the ri& who was accused of being just as soft on Action 

Française demonstrations as he was hard on leftist ones. Under pressure to remove 

Chiappe, on 3 Febntary Daladier appointed him Resident-Generai to Morocco. The next 

day the news was in the press. The Union Nationale des Combattants announced it would 

demonstrate against Chiappefs dismissal on the 6th and other groups like the Jeunesses 

Patriotes and the Solidarité Française did so as weU." 

Much of the right saw the aEair as an opportunity to reverse the 1932 victory of 

the lefi. Tndeed, ten years after the event, La Rocque told Daladier in Itter prison that 

Charles Maurras, Lebecq (of the UNC), Taittinger (leader of the Jeunesses Patriotes) and 

othen had planned to enter the Chamber and proclairn a provisionai government, adding 

that he distanced himself from the- believing that his movement had not yet taken root 

across France." The most recent research indicates an effort by the Action Française to 

CO-opt elements of the rnilitary at this time, but while there was contact between the 

elements of the right, these were loose and the various groups still had diEerent aims. 

Some might have hoped that by marching on the Chamber they could have achieved 

%ugen Weber, Action Française Royaiim and Reaction in Twentîeth-Cenfz~ry 
France (Stanford, 1 962), pp.322-40; Hoisington, "Toward the Six of February", p.65; 
Strauss to Secretary of State, 27 March 1934, RG59 85 1.00/13 19. 

BDaladier, Prison Jarnial, pp.259-260 [entry for 6 February 1 944 1. 
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sweeping changes, but for others - such as members of the Taxpayers' Federation - this 

was much fllrther than they wanted to go. Former premier André Tardieu wanted to ride 

the wave of the leagues' protests to retum to power and effect constitutional reform with 

a stronger executive. '' 

For its part, the Croix de Feu reacted quickly to the scandai; at a meeting on 10 

January in the Salle Wagram La Rocque stated that the Stavisky flair was the ultimate 

sign of the decadence of the regime. In February 1934 Le F/mbeair reprinted an open 

letter fiom La Rocque to the President of the Republic, Albert Lebrun, in which the Croix 

de Feu leader suggested that "[ulne seule solution s'offre à vous, oublier les cloisons 

factices entre les groupes qui se disputent votre mandat et se reprochent mutuellement 

leurs communes erreurs. Imposer comme signe du ralliement le drapeau tricolore. Et 

suivant ces principes, remettre nos destins a un petit nombre de personnalités résolues, 

moralement indiscutables, loyales, afianchies de toutes compromissions, étrangères aux 

combinaisons de couloirs." La Rocque concluded by emphasizing that while the president 

could be assured of the association's wholehearted support in such an endeavour, it was 

up to the president as to whether or not the Croix de Feu would limit thernselves to 

peacefully defending their homes and families? 

"See Elisabeth du Réau, Édouard ~aiadieer 1884-1970 (Paris, 1993), pp. 1 19- 12 1, 
126-127; Hoisington, "Toward the Sixth of Febmary", p.65; Mo- Refaire la 
RéprbIiqtie, p p .26 1 -269. 

%Ce Fhmbeau, February 1934 (letter dated 22 January). 



The tone of this message is obviously threatening, but it also suggests that under 

the circumstances the Croix de Feu would consider some sort of a govenunent of national 

unity - by others - an acceptable solution. Moreover, the league involved itself in the 

initial series of public disturbances which followed the revelations about Stavisky to only 

a limited extent. This included participation in demonstrations on 10 January in fiont of 

the homes of two ministers accused of havhg links with Stavisky as well as the Ministry 

of Justice incidents in which a dozen Croix de Feu were briefly arrested. But La Rocque's 

public statements at the time emphasized thaî he was above ail concemed with developing 

his movement in depth and "mordly mobilizing" France - a process he judged had only 

just begun? 

The pichire that emerges is thus one of a man concemed primady with the 

deveiopment of his movement, its autonomy, and its self-proclaimed image as a 

disinterested partisan of national unity. He was certainly anxious to make political hay of 

the Stavisky scandal, but allowed for the possibility that it rnight simply result in a change 

in government. La Rocque was aiso cautious about participating in the demonstrations 

planned for 6th Febniary, wen though he had known Jean Chiappe personally as a fellow 

member of the Ligue de la Défense ~ér ieme? He was subjected to considerable pressure 

'%id- (La Rocque's column on p. 1); Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rmqtde, p.2 5 1 
notes that the Croix de Feu did not initiate these demonstrations. 

"See Chîappe's response to La Rocque's resignation fiom the League, 22 
November 1 933,45 1 AP 80. 
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to get involved by other nationalist groups and members of the comi~é directeur. The 

latter argued that the rnovement could not possibly refuse to demonstrate; to this La 

Rocque responded that it would not be a good idea to associate with groups like the 

Action Française and thus sacrifice the Croix de Feu ideal of drawing together people 

fiom al1 political traditions. He eventually gave way, but insisted that the demonstration 

should be carried out in an orderly fashion, and that parliament would merely be given a 

'waming shot'. Daladier would later describe the situation in the following manner: "La 

Rocque was pnmarily concemed with keeping control of his movement. . . . He couldn't 

very well refuse to be a part of the February 6 events, but he participated without 

enthusiasm, as if he  had resigned himself to it . 

Once codtted, though, the movement planneci thoroughly. On Febniary 3rd the 

sections of the Paris region were notified that they would be on alert from noon on the 

5 th. On that same day a dress rehearsal was held; two groups of Croix de Feu, several 

thousand men strong, planned to converge on the Ministry of the Interior; one group 

reached the building, only to be charged by the gard mobile. It withdrew and Iinked up 

with the second group; the two had reached the Place de la Concorde when La Rocque 

appeared and told them to go home? That same day the movement put out a circular in 

which it stated its aim as "de mettre fin a la dictature de l'influence des socialistes 

'Howiett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 123- 1 28, 1 36- 13 8; Daladier, Prison Jot~rnal 1 W O -  
19-15, pp.247-250 [entry for 8 January 19441. 

'SIowlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 128- 129. 
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[ostensibly as a result of their 1932 electorai alliance with the Radicals] et d'appeler au 

pouvoir une équipe propre, débarrassée des politiciens quels qu'ils soient et ayant pour 

objet que le rétablissement de i'ordre national dans la sécurité exténe~re."~ Again, the 

language was strong, but the league did not stake any claim to power for itself, and kept 

its options open - an "équipe propre", shed of "politicians", could, after d l ,  mean many 

t hings. 

As was the case with the 'dress rehearsai', on 6 Febmary La Rocque did not 

assume personal comrnand of his troops. Instead, he set up a command post, with 

telephone links to various locations, includuig fnendly cafés and even the Palais Bourbon, 

as the Croix de Feu treasurer Georges Riché's brother ~ t i e m e  was a deputy and 

sympathetic to the movernent. That day the Croix de Feu kept itself separated from the 

other leagues, though some individual members did not. The main scene of action was 

around the Place de la Concorde, where the Action Française. and later the Solidarité 

Française and elements of the Jeunesses Patriotes, dong with several nationalist deputies 

and councillors, squareci off with the forces of order. But the Croix de Feu did not march 

on the rive &ozte or get involved in the clashes a the Place de la Concorde. Instead, some 

2000 members marched on the Palais Bourbon from the rear, initially assembling at the 

Rue de Grenelle. Mer breaking through one police road block on the Rue de Constantine, 

the column ran into the last police blockade at the Rue Bourgogne. Here they pushed and 

MCircular by La Rocque, 5 February 1934,45 1 AP 8 1. 
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shoved with the police for a quarter of an hour before La Rocque ordered them to 

withdraw. A second group of about 4000 formed up at the Petit-Palais and headed for the 

Gare des Invalides, but ran into a banier on the Quai d'Orsay. These eventually withdrew 

hough the champs-Élysées, the Concorde and the Opéra, where they dispersed. A third 

column also formed at the Petit Palais, but was iniended to cover the second from 

infiltration, and saw no red action. By the tirne it was al1 over, two Croix de Feu had 

received bullet wounds and 122 were injured, some seriously." 

La Rocque requeaed that the section leaders provide him with reports of their 

experiences that evening. One thing which surprised a number of them was the nithless 

way in which the authorities had dealt with them, though most reports differentiated 

between the relative caimness of the police and the 'brutality' of the gmde If La 

Rocque had ever thought - and this itself is doubtfbl - that the authorities might waver 

in a confrontation with the Ieagues, the experiences of his followers on 6 February quickly 

disabused him of nich an idea. As for the provincial 

dernonstrate in solidarity with the marchers in Paris, 

groupings". In Cherbourg Joseph Levet disobeyed 

sections, they had been ordered to 

but to avoid contact with "political 

orders to avoid 'tout engagement 

3 1 Weber, Action Françatse, pp. 3 3 5-340; RymeU, 

Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp -262-63. 

"See the reports of the 9th Section, 12 Febmary 
1934; 50th Section, 13 Febmaiy 1934,SSth Section 

"Militants and Militancy", p. 196; 

1934; 25th Section, 15 February 
[n-d.]. Clthers, like the 57th 

Section [12 February 19341 encountereci no real problems with the police. AU of the 
above are in DLR2.LLT.B. 1. 
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personnel" and led a demonstration, while in Caen his brother Claude led a rnarch 

conducted in unison with the Jeunesses Patriotes and Camelots du Roi, but the authorities 

were present and major violence was avoided. In Lyon none of the demonstrators made 

a real effort to invade govemment buildings, and the role of the Croix de Feu there was 

minimal. 33 

Did the league achieve its aim on 6 February? Kevin Passmore suggests that the 

6th February rioters can be seen as a conservative-fascist alliance who, if they had 

succeeded in breaking through to the Chamber, might have constructed some sort of 

coalition govemment. Nor should the radicalism of the Croix de Feu's aims be 

underestimateci, he contends. The league was, after dl,  involved in fighting on that day, 

and Paul Chopine subsequently claimed that it intended to force entry into the Chamber. 

Considered fiom this perspective, it might be said that the Croix de Feu achieved less than 

its maximum goal? But it seems clear that La Rocque was above al1 concemed with 

developing his movement's own distinct support base and presening its autonomy. 

Involvement in some son of coalition right-wing govemment - which would have faced 

substantial public opposition - was hardly the way to do this. Furthemore, while 

Chopine's remarks should not be dismisseci out of band, it ou& to be pointed out that 

they appeared in a book published two yean afler the event, with Socidia help, after he 

"Passmore, "Right and Extreme Eüght", pp.266-267; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", 
p. 137; Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.266-269. 

"~assmore, "Paramilitarisrn", p. 533. 



had broken with La   oc que." 

Immediately after the riots the latter aressed how the movement had succeeded 

in ensuring the removal of Daladier's govemment in a disciplinai and orderly manner, 

though he added with bravado that ifit had wanted to the league couid have occupied the 

Ministry of the Interior on the 5th and the Chamber of Deputies on the 6th (considering 

the vigilance of the police, this would have been moa unlikely)."" Certainiy the arriva1 of 

the former president of the Republic, Gaston Doumergue, in power can be seen as in 

keeping with the Croix de Feu's professed aim of wanting the "sociaiist-dominated" 

Daladier govenunent replaced by a team of "personnalités résolues" - Doumergue himself 

desctibed his administration as arnounting to a 'party truce'. Of course, the French right 

as a whole, fiagmented though it was, was pleased to see this, Tardieu in particular, for 

he returneci to office as a Ministre rfÉM and now had the oppominity to fiirther his plans 

for constitutional re~ision.~' But the Croix de Feu had also achieved prominence, 

presewed its autonomy and enhanced its image as a force for refonnJ8 As we have seen, 

it soon embarked upon a period of massive growth. La Rocque, it is true, had been 

cautious; the comité directeur had to pressure him into action. But he also already 

-- 

35~obécourt, Colonel cie Ln Rocque, p. 14 1. 

'%ee "Les Journées de Fevrier", Le FIambeaz~, March 1934. 

 erste te in, Lu France des années 30, p.75; Monnet, Refaire la Ripublique, p.271. 

38 See Weber, Action Française, pp.34 1-2, though he concludes that La Rocque 
largely benefited fiom 6 February "simply because he did not move at aiin; Strauss, 
report, 23 February 1934, RG59 85 l.OO/l309. 
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demonstrated a conviction that uitimately ody  the Croix de Feu could save France, and 

this conviction becarne even more aeadfast in the following months. 

This is apparent when the attitudes taken by the league towards the various 

mhistnes which held power after 6 February and More the 1936 elections are considered. 

These varied in their political orientation and suppon base, though al1 relied on the 

support of the Radical Party. Doumergue's team included conservatives such as Marshal 

Philippe Pétain and Louis Marin, but also the Radicals Édouard Herriot, Lucien Larnoreux 

and H ~ M  Queuille. In October 1934 Doumergue moved towards constitutional revision 

dong the lines of a stronger executive, as favoured by Tardieu. This caused a lam on the 

le& including the Radicals. The latter broke with the government, and it fell on November 

Doumergue was succeeded by pierre-Étienne Flandin, with many of the same 

politicians remaining in the cabinet. Though Flandin had proclaimed sympathy both with 

the leagues on 6th Febniary and for Doumergue's constitutional plans, d e r  he took office 

he distanced himself fkom both. He refus4 demands to dissolve the leagues, but also 

decried them as a political alternative, suggesting that they had no reai program. But he 

was refuseci decree powers to enact budget cuts, and fell on 30 May 1935." M e r  an 

'%icolas Rousseliier, "André Tardieu et la crise du constitutionalisme Libéral (1933- 
1934)", Vingtième siècle 2 1 (1989), pp.67-69. 

"'Donald Wieman, "LYAiIiance Républicaine Démocratique: the Dead Centre of 
French Politics, 190 1 - 1947" (Ph.D. dissertation, York University, l988), pp.248-260. 
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abortive attempt by Femand Bouisson to form a govemment, Flandin was succeeded by 

Pierre Laval, who succeeded in making himself unpopular by attempting to enact a stem 

policy of deflation in response to the Depression, and whose handling of the Abyssinian 

Crisis evoked strong protests from the nascent Popular Front. Indeed the latter's 

formation proceeded apace in the wake of the 6 February riots. In June 1934 the 

CommUNsts and Socialists negotiated a pact for unified action, while in October 193 5 the 

Radical party congress finaily approved adhesion to the coalition, distancing itself from 

Lavai in the process. The final break came in Jmuary 1936, with the Radical miniaers 

citing opposition to Laval's foreign policy as their reason for rejecting the govemment. 

Laval was succeeded by a Radical-led caretaker rninistry under Albert Sarraut, whose 

support in the chamber came largely fiom the centre-lefî ." 

Considering the attitudes of Randin and the support base of Sarraut, it is not 

surprising that the Croix de Feu was very hostile to both. Privately, La Rocque warned 

Fiandin that he was encouraging 'subversive agitation' by the Popular Front. And while he 

did offer to share information on Communist 'agitators' with the security forces, he would 

go no hrther than this and rebuffed Flandin's offer of a meeting." Publicly, he accused 

41 Jean-Paul Cohtet, Pierre Laval (Paris, 1993), pp. 176-202; Berstein, Hisroire chi 
Parti Radical, v01.2, pp.4 13-4 18. 

?La Rocque to fiandin, 2 March 1935, Directeur du Cabinet to La Rocque, 4 
March; Chef du Sécretariat Particulier (Croix de Feu) to Directeur du Cabinet, 
Présidence du Conseii, 5 Marck Présidence du Conseil, Président to La Rocque, 7 
March; La Rocque to Flandin, 13 March, al1 in 45 1 AP 1 18. 



Fland i  of treating the movement unfairiy by equating it as a threat to the aate on a par 

with the forces of disorder, miring the country in more 'statisrn' instead of solving the 

economic aisis and generaüy working for the benefit of the left." Indeed, when Flandin's 

govemment fell La Rocque asserted that "[clet homme doué, mais aride et vain, n'eut 

jamais été qu'un autre Kerensky." Govemments such as Flanclin's, he felt, would have to 

end before a true national renovation could take place: "[allors les faux dieux du 

capitalisme de gouvernement, de I'ziffâkisrne de couloir, du socialisme international seront 

anéantis. Le r-e vigoureux de bonnétete fiançaise commencera, au service du peuple. 

Le peuple aura des chefs dignes de lui."u 

A year later much the same treatment was meted out to the Sarraut govemment. 

At a March 1936 meeting in Asnières Charles Vallin accused it of being "au s e ~ c e  des 

loges".45 When Gerrnany moved into the Rhineland in March 1936, Le Flambemi 

published an open letter to the premier fkom La Rocque in which he stressed that 

cirnims*tnces dictated a policy of deliberation in a climate of national unity - sornething 

which the former and his ministers, a combination of "ambitions divergentes et 

'%<-'~r Fiambecni, 2 March., 1 February and 23 March 1935 respectively. 

uLe F h b e m ,  1 June 1935. 

"Report, 12 March 1936, APP Bla 190 1; for other accusations about the 
govenunent being the servant of the Freernasons see Le Ffmbeau, 1 February 1936 
and the report b the Commissaire Spécial (Nîmes), 20 Januaty 1936, AD Gard 1M 
715. 



médiocres", were unable to deliver?' 

The attitude of the league towards the Doumergue and Laval governments has 

been the source of more debate. W& respect to the former, conternporaries like Daladier 

and foreign observers like Alexander Werth saw La Rocque as a close acquaintance of 

~oumergue." Robert Soucy, using police archives, has recently suggested that links 

between the Croix de Feu and Laval were also close. La Rocque may have reduced 

paramilitary mobilizations and even accepted cuts to veterans' pensions because, at least 

for the time being, he supportecf the govemment. The American embassy opined that in 

the event of a crisis, Laval could probably count on the support of the Croix de Feu, dong 

with the Jeunesses Patriotes and the Action Française." 

There can in fact be no doubt that the Croix de Feu providesi some support for 

both Doumergue and Laval. In an October 1934 i n t e ~ e w  with Excrlsior, La Rocque 

praised Doumergue's radio speeches as representing the will of the French people and 

reflecting the thinking of his own followers. After the Doumergue govemment fell the 

Croix de Feu paraded to the former's residence on  1 1 November. As for Laval. Saint- 

Bnce approved of his overall approach to diplomacy and defended his decision to limit 

cooperation with the Soviet Union. During the Abyssinian crisis Le Flambeau applauded 

 ette ter dated 10 March 1936; reproduced in Le Flambeair, 14 March 1936. 

"~dadier, Prison J m m f ,  pp.247-250 [entry for 8 January 19441; Werth, "French 
Fascism", pp. 143- 1 44, 146- 1 47; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", p. 1 56 is more scepticd. 

werth, "French Faxism", p. 146; Soucy, French FaFcm, pp. 124, 126; Theodore 
Marriner to Secretary of State, 27 September 193 5, RG 59 85 1 .OO/M34. 



the premier's attempts to solve it through territorial concessions by Haiie Selassie to 

Fascist ~taly. '~ 

But in the final d y s i s  one can see that while La Rocque supporteci some of Laval 

and Doumergue's policies, he nwer saw them as able to provide the sort of leadership that 

the Croix de Feu ultimately would. In Doumergue's case La Rocque publicly advised the 

premier to create an atmosphere in which true national reconciliation could take place. 

This had to be done More any constitutionai reforms or the calling of new elections. The 

measures that ought to be taken included spending cuts, "energetic sanctions" against 

suspect public servants, notably teachers "preaching disobedience to the State", a purging 

of inept rninisters and vigorous action against the left, including the dissolution of the 

Communist Party. Udess such actions were taken, he asserted, Doumergue's plans for 

reform were doomed. M e r  the government fell, La Rocque observed that the Croix de 

Feu had wanted to see the premier remain in power, but that he had lacked the resolve to 

hold on. Accompanying these remarks was, as usual, a denunciation of the Front 

Commun, whom La Rocque divided into two groups: the leaders, "[ulne poignée de 

riches dévoyés et de parasites", and the followers, who would soon no longer follow 

thern? In this juxtaposition of the subversive forces of the Popular Front with the 

49Le FZmbeuu, November 1934,30 November, 2 1 December 1935. 

M Le Flmnbeau, May, July, September, October, November, December 1934 

[quotations from November and Decanber issues]; see also La Rocque's comments to 
a meeting in the Gard as recounted in Commissaire Spécial (Mmes), 3 December 
1934, AD Gard 1M 715. 
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ineffectiveness of a govemment which had potential but refùsed to assen its authority, 

only one viable force emerged; the Croix de Feu. La Rocque thus mode a delicate 

tighrope between m g  to benefit from the climate which the Doumergue govemment 

created in order to strengthen the organization and asserting that the premier was not 

providing definitive solutions to the problems of Fran~e.~'  

The situation with the Laval govemment was similar, it is best understood by 

examining La Rocque's reaction to its program of deflation. When the first deflationary 

decree laws were enacted, La Rocque commented that they allowed the treasury to meet 

its short-term comminments, but added tbat the general policy of deflation was producing 

uneven results and wouid probably hun small producers. As long as the present 

institutional configuration - Le., the current fom of the Republic - persisted, no durable 

results could be achieved. Lavai had only been able to tackle the budget through ad hoc 

measures. The government was hampered in its efficacy by "groups and factions"; the 

whole experience thus demonstrated to the Croix de Feu leader that unless a government 

rested upon firm foundations it codd not stand up to "la haute-finance internationale et 

ses alliés de Londres, de Moscou". After Laval's fiil1 La Rocque cornrnented that he never 

believed that the ministry would ensure the triumph of "civic order"." Indeed, in an 

intemal circdar promulgated shortly before the fdl of the government he noted that the 

"Sec the remarks in the Croix de Feu dossier, April 1936, pp.7 1-72, in APP 
"LiguedCroiU de Feu". 

'%e FIambeau, 17 August, 28 December 1935, 1 February 1936. 
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defeat of Laval's ministry mi@ not be a bad thing for the movement:"[l]a demi- 

persécution d'un gouvernement encore plus f~sible que le gouvernement Laval vis-à-vis 

des Internationales nous servirait certainement et rendrait notre propagande plus 

productive encore dans la periode Thus, while the Crou de Feu did lend some 

support to both the Laval and Doumergue govemments - and thus appeared as being in 

favour of stability - La Rocque also used their shortcomings to enhance the appeal of his 

association. 

A d a r  pattern emerges in Iooking at the relationship between the league and the 

conservative establishment as a whole. As the Croix de Feu expanded &er 6th February 

it became increasingly abrasive in its attitudes towards the Fédération Républicaine, 

asserthg that it was more up to the job of meeting the leftist threat and renovating France 

than the former or indeed any of the traditional parties. In La Bernerie (Loire-Inférieure) 

the local members were so anti-parliamentarian that they ejected a local politician who 

wanted to attend a meeting, insisting that they would not be used for narrow electoral 

purposes. On the other han& La Rocque continued to recognize that he needed allies and 

the support of prominent individuals. For instance, an i n t e ~ e w  with Marshd Pétain in Le 

Journai in which the Marshal praised the work of the Croix de Feu was quickly 

du Président Général l', 2 1 January 1 93 6, DLR2. ILI3 .3. 
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reproduced on the front page of Le Flmbem.54 And according to police reports La 

Rocque's increasingly m u e n t  contacts with politicians like Darquier de Pellepoix - an 

antisemitic Parisian municipal councillor and former rnember of the Action Française - but 

apparently with those of other tendencies as well and even some (u~amed)  'lefiists', 

helped trijger increasing dissatisfaction on the part of de Maud'huy and other leading 

members of the Volontaires ~ationaux? 

The Croix de Feu also had to perform a delicate baiancing act when it came to 

dealing with their closest cornpetiton - the Jeunesses Patriotes, the Action Française and 

the other leagues. On the one hanci, La Rocque emphasized that the organization was not 

tike the others, as it was truly open to patriots of ail politicai distinctions. Indeed, shortly 

after the Febmary riots he rejected a proposal to join the 'Front National', a coalition of 

the leagues initiated by Jean Renaud's Solidarité Française and adhered to by the Action 

Française and Jeunesses Patriotes. La Rocque even dissuaded Marshal Lyautey, who had 

initially encouraged the project, frorn giving it any fiirther support?' The other leagues 

were outraged. Indeed, even before the failure of the Front National Admiral Schwerer 

of the Action Française had attacked La Rocque for not allowing dual membership, 

comrnenting that the "Croix de Feu est devenu un groupement non plus national mais 

54Le Fiambeau, 9 May 1936; for a discussion of the MarshaYs widespread 
popularity at the time see Nicholas Atkin, Pktuin (London, 1998), pp.56-58. 

56~owlett, "Croix de Feutt, pp. 138- 140; Soucy, Second Wme. pp.6667; 
Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.273-84. 



républicain.. . . ." ." The il1 will between these two formations never evaporated; in March 

1936, for instance. a Croix de Feu meeting in the Hérault was disrupted by royalias, who 

demandeci an opportunity to debate. And after the electorai victory of the Popular Front 

Action Française militants were reportedly trying to spread propaganda among La 

Rocque's followers, suggesting that the former was a traitor and that he would be replaced 

by either Tardieu or Generai Mamime Weygand. In June 1935 the American embassy 

heanl rumours that the monarchists had actually considered kid~apping La Rocque so as 

to render his followers more "amenable, at least in great part, to Action Française 

influences. "58 

But the level of conflict between the Croix de Feu and the other leagues was not 

consistently severe. In Lyon, Lille and Algiers there was cooperation with the Jeunesses 

Patriotes and Soiidanté Française. At a meeting in Constantine in March 193 5 a Croix de 

Feu speaker, while emphasizing that members should be loyal to the association and that 

its insignia should always be worn to the meetings of other organizations, stated that other 

national groups ought to be made welcome." Even when La Rocque reminded his section 

57 Admird Schwerer to de La Rocque, 17 March 1934; see also Secretary General 
of Croix de Feu to Schwerer, 24 March 1934, both in DLR2.LI.C. 1 , which replies by 
noting that L'Actzonfrançaise had been attacking de La Rocque since December 1932. 

58CommissaÛe Spécial (Montpellier), 1 3 Mach i 936, AD Hérault 1M 1 1 1 8; 
report, 13 June 1936, APP B/a 1902; Warrington Dawson, 28 June 1935, RG 59 
85 1.00/1420. Apparently the idea was not followed up in any great detail, though. 

'%eport, 16 June 1936, APP B/a 1902; Sureté Départementale (Constantine), 1 1 
March 1935, AOM B3 323. 
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heads to disregard rumours they might hear about alliances with royalist groups, and 

suggested that some leaders of Heruy Dorgères's Front Paysan might be under Masonic 

idluence, he emphasized that these directions should be followed as a precaution rather 

than in a spirit of hostility" 

In part this was in response to pressure fiom below; members of the Tourcoing 

Croix de Feu, for instance, were quite perturbed when they leamed of the refusal to join 

the Front National. La Rocque could not fiord to be too sectarian and see his followers 

fd  under the influence of others6' But if the organization's rhetoric sometimes sounded 

conciliatory, there can be no doubt that it ultimately intended to achieve a position of 

dominance. Colonel Debay, the head of the Algerian Croix de Feu, made this very clear 

during an October 1935 meeting in Nantes, which was also attended by members of the 

Action Française and Solidarité Française. Debay assured the latter that while his 

rnovernent would not join the Front National, "les partis ayant des idées nationales sont 

assurés de la sympathie des Croix de Feu ..." Moreover, he encouraged them to join, 

arguing that sooner or later his association would by sheer force of numbers overwhelm 

dothen. As with consemative govements and parties, then, the Croix de Feu presented 

itself as a like-minded ally of the nationalist leagues. But the orgmization jealously 

guarded its eeedom of action and was unequivocal in its belief that it should dominate the 

""Circulaire de s e ~ c e  générale pour les chefs de section CF & VN", Paris 30 
September 193 5, AD Nord 681 68. 

6'Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, p.283. 
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right and that it provided the only route to true national salvation. No doubt other leaders 

of the French right had similar ideas, but given the rapid growth of the organization, by 

193 5 it seemed that La Rocque was actually within some proximity of achieving his 

 ambition^.^' 

During this period of uneasy cooperation and often fierce competition with other 

elernents of the right, the most visible of the Croix de Feu's public activities were its mass 

mobilizations of various kinds. Their significance has been the subject of considerable 

dispute. René Rémond's remarks about the 'boy-scouting' aspect of the movement's 

parades, seen by the membership as to some extent exciting games, are well known, and 

his kight has been elaborated upon by Philippe Machefer, Pierre M i h  Gareth Howlett, 

John Rymell and Jacques Nobécourt. This interpretation concedes that there were militant 

elements within the league, but argues that La Rocque, who played a restraining role, 

intended the mobilizations to provide an essentially harmiess outlet for them. Moreover, 

these activities took place in a broader context where political movements of al1 aripes - 

including the Socialists and Communists - employed self-defense forces. Indeed, when 

compareci to other groups, such as the Action Française on the nght and the Communists 

on the lefi, the Croix de Feu was not panicularly violent, though some of its 

%efect, 14 October 1 93 5, AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470; see, i. e. Alexander 
Werth, Frwzce in Ferneni (New York, 1935), p.282. 



demonstrations were undoubtedly provocative. 

Robert Soucy and William [rvine are more suspicious of the Croix de Feu's 

tiquent claims that it sought only to preserve order, not disrupt it. IMne points out that 

"the distinction between conquering the areet and responding to the provocations of the 

left is a fine one", but also that in cornparison to the situation in Italy in the early 1920s 

or Germany in the early 1930s the French forces of order were far more willing and able 

to deal with street rioters, which greatly limited La Rocque's options. Soucy shares this 

view and emphasizes the veiled threats made about recourse to arms by Croix de Feu 

orators. Kevin Passmore goes even further and maintains that "[v]iolence .. . was central 

to the seIfdefinition and political practice of Croix de Feu militants". Furthemore, as he 

holds that fascism is disthguished from other elernents of the right by its "drive to impose 

a particdm world-view by means of mass mobibtion concretized in paramili tarism", t his 

characteristic of the league does much to rnake the fascia label applicable to it. And while 

Passmore accepts that La Rocque might have played a restraining role, he dso insias that 

the former's rhetoric blurred the line between defensive and offensive action: 

"paramilitarism was the means by which the league envisioned the w i ~ i n g  of power. "" 

63~émond, Droiles en France, pp.2 1 3 -2 14; Machefer, "Les Croix de Feu ", pp.30- 
3 1; Mi@ "L'Ultra-droite", pp. 166-167; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 149-56; Rymeil, 
"Militants and Militancy", pp. 195-2 12; Nobécourt, Cofonei de L a  Rocque, pp.292, 
295-6,300-303. 

"IMne, "Strange Casett, pp.274-75 [hine is responding to Philippe Burrin, whose 
assessrnent of the Croix de Feu's paramilitarism is similar to that of Rémond, Milza er 
al]; Soucy, Second Wme, pp. 1 67- 1 75; Passmore, "Paramilitarism", pp. 53 2, 534; Idem, 
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Following the 6th Febniary, in fact, the French left actually had a good deal of 

success in recapturing the initiative in the streets, comrnencing with massive 

demonstrations on the 12th. Early attempts by the leagues to respond by utilizing the 

cornmernoration of Joan of Arc (in May) and the fùneral of Marshal Lyautey (in Augun) 

as starting points for counterrnobilizations met with only Iimited success. On 8 July 12.000 

Croix de Feu and Jeunesses Patriotes gathered at the Arc de Triomphe while 17,000 

Socialists and Communists met at the Bois de Vincennes; but trouble was averted by the 

authorities, who arranged things so that neither faction came into contact with one 

another. The fact that many militants were on vacation at one point or another probably 

helped to calm the situation, but in a circular dated 18 July the cornit6 directew 

emphasized to section heads that the 'campaign' planneci for the closing mont hs of the year 

would have to be very well-pla~eci.~' 

At the beginning of September the comitt; directeur announced that the 

orpanùation would not be taking part in the official cornmernorations of the battle of the 

Marne scheduled for the 9th. This was because the authorities wanted to absorb the 

movement into a single parade. Instead, it announced, the Croix de Feu would have its 

"Croix de Feu", pp.71, 92. 

65Antoine Prost, "Les manifestations du 12 février en province", in Jean Bouvier, 
ed., La France en Mouvement N 3 é f  938 (Seyssell, 1986), pp. 12-30; report, 19 May 
1934, AN F7 12969; report, 4 August 1934, APP B/a 190 1 ; Theodore Maminer, 19 
July 1934, RG59 85 1.00/135 1; circular, 18 July 1934, in Prefect of Vaucluse to 
Prefect of Bouches-du-Rhône, 6 September 1934, AD Bouches-du-Rhône M6 8288. 
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own ceremony at a time of its choosing. This took place on September 30, at Chantilly, 

with a column of 12,000 men forming up very rapidly. Planning had been kept secret, and 

observers were irnpressed by the speed and efficiency of the organization. By organinng 

theu own meeting the league thus posed "an irnplicit challenge to republican legality as 

it was conventionally understood."" But on the other hand La Rocque was moa 

concemed to avoid presenting the Croix de Feu as disorderly. He wamed his followers 

that in the forthcoming months there wodd be attempts at provocation, such as during 

the municipal elections scheduled for October, and that the organization had to avoid 

discrediting itself. It would not directly participate in this contest because that was not its 

mandate; even i f 3  ciid, this was a "secondary operation". Better to wait until "les formules 

de réconciliation nationale dégagées par nous se fùssent imposées à travers le pays. Quand 

des occasions ultérieures se présenteront, nous examinerons les solutions possibles et les 

soumettrons, s'il y a lieu, à une assemblée générale compétente. Restons lucides, en pleine 

maitnse de nous-mêmes, au-dessus de la décomposition des partis: l'heure approche ou 

nous deviendrons les arbitres. "" 

At a tirne when the situation was in flux - Doumergue was pressing the issue of 

constitutional reform, and there was talk of him dissolving the Chamber and perhaps 

66Le Flambeau, September, Oaober 1934; Strauss, 9 October 1934, RG59 
85 1.00/ 1 365; Passmore, "Boy-Scouting" , p.545. 

67Le Flmbeau, October 1934. 
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caliing ele~t ions~~ - La Rocque concentrated on building the movement and spreading its 

ideas. He kept his followers at the ready, but presented them as orderly and disciplined 

rather than subversive. Writing around this tirne, Alexander Werth noted that La Rocque's 

followers had "more self-assurance and self-control" than any of the other leagues. This 

is not to suggest that violence was avoided. In Algena in particular the league was 

involved in scuffles with the left fairly frequently. In fact, there are allegations that 

mernbers were involved in a 1934 pogrom in Constantine, though no archival evidexe 

exists to support them. ï h e  lefl, especially the Communists, responded vigorously to the 

league; by Novernber there were - unaibstantiated - nvnours that the latter had considered 

bombing La Rocque's residence or even moving against his fa mil^.^^ 

Moreover, if La Rocque needed a sign to convince him that the poa-6 Febmary 

Republican state would not tolerate much more disruption, this soon anived. Early in 

November, when it became apparent that the Doumergue government was in trouble, he 

considered organiring a demonstration in support of the premier. In response to the 

Minister of the Intenor, Paul Marchandeau, who complained that such an event would 

disturb public order, La Rocque replied that it was too late to stop the demonstration as 

the section presidents had already received their telegram instmctions. Marchandeau 

"Strauss, 9 October 1934, op cit. 

6'.)werth, France in Ferment, p.275; Richard Miilman, La Question juive, pp.223- 
225; Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocpe, pp. 1 139- 1 14 1 argues against this; Dawson, 5 
November 1934, RG59 851.00/1381. 
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responded to this by pulling out a bundle of the telegraphs intercepted by the police. In 

Iight of this, the Croix de Feu did not take action, except for demonstrating at 

Doumergue's residence d e r  he had resigned. Before the year was out La Rocque 

considered dissolution a possibility, though in public he mocked the aut honties. During 

a December meeting in Nîmes he boasted that an attempt to dissolve the league would 

bacffire; it would sirnply reincarnate itself under another name, perhaps the "Pêcheurs a 

la Ligne". But a January 193 5 circular instructed that "[sli un gouvernement commettait 

la folie de nous dissoudre, que nos camarades soient bien tranquilles. Toutes precautions 

sont prises pour que rien n'enraye notre ~ouvement." '~ If paramilitarism was a central 

elernent of the Croix de Feu's outlook at this time, it remains that its leader was were not 

willing resort to force to preserve the movement in its current fom. Such a strategy, he 

reaiized, would be foolhardy . 

Nevertheless, the dernonstrations continued in 193 5. Open air meetings were 

organized without prior public notice and were conducted independently of police aid, 

thus emphasizing the league's power and role as an independent bulwark of order. La 

Rocque asserted that these - such as the one comrnemorating the Marne in Seprember 

1935, which the association claimed alerted i 50,000 people in twenty-four hours - were 

intended to overawe potential opponents and thus reduce the potential for conflict with 

'%owlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 156-1 57; see also EGLR, p.294; Commissaire 
Spécial (Nimes), 3 December 1934, AD Gard 1 M 71 5; "Circulaire urgent", 1 1 January 
1935,451AP 81. 
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the Popular Front. But Croix de Feu mobilizations could cause disruption as well. This 

was particularly tme of motorized expeditions to working-class areas; clashes ofien 

resulted when antifascist groups organized a counter-demonstration. While the league 

justified such activities by presenting them as exercises in the fieedom of assernbly and as 

attempts to reach out to working people and achieve national reconciliation, their 

opponents did not find nich clairns convincing. Thuq when the Croix de Feu held a 

meeting in a Limoges hall on 16 November 1935 the local Popular Front contingent, 

viewing them as invading 'oaisiders', organized a counter-demonstration led by the 

Socialist mayor. The crowd broke through a police cordon and came face to face with the 

Croix de Feu semice d'ordre. Shots were fired; La Rocque subsequently claimed that it 

was the leftists that began the shooting, and that his followers oniy acted in self-defense. 

In any case, the league did make use of firearms. No one died, but over a dozen Croix de 

Feu were injured with a sirnilar number of casualties on the other side." 

What did the league h o p  to achieve by continuing such adVities? Passmore posits 

that in 1934-35 La Rocque believed that the regime was in trouble, and that in the midst 

ofgrowing disorder and socioeconomic dislocation people would turn to the Croix de Feu 

if the latter established itself as "uniquely able to restore order and cmsh Comrnunism." 

" ~ e n g ,  "L'Historique et la doctrine1', pp.50-5 1; Passmore, "Boy-Scouting", 
pp. 548-549; Rymell, "Militants and Militancy", pp.2 12, 198- 199; Nobécourt, Colonel 
de Ln Rocque, pp.327-28 emphasizes the confusion of the situation, and that the local 
Croix de Feu leader, Le Tanneur, had forbade the cawng of arms; but apparently his 
strictures were not obeyed by everyone. See also "Au sujet de l'activité Crok de Feu" 
(25pp.), October 1935, APP "LiguedCroix de Feu", p. 1 5. 
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As the democratic Republic disintegrated, they would be called into govement. Power 

might not be achieved through a frontal assauit, but "[tJransformation of the political 

system would, neverthless, be achieved outside of the normal electoral process and by the 

implicit threat of force."" To be sure, particularly in the s m e r  and autumn of 1935 

there was considerable upheavd in France; the right believed that the left was bent on 

establishing a dictatorship of the proletariat; the left argued that the leagues wanted to 

establish something analogous to a Nazi or Fascist regime in France. In the countryside 

peasant agitation peaked at this t h e .  But the left remained commined to democracy, 

while protest movements of the right remained divided, and the government was not 

cornpletely deadlocked. Amencan obsewers admitted that the situation was scary, but 

stopped short of predicting a collapse of the Third ~epublic." 

In short, the situation remained uncertain, and La Rocque's rhetonc reflected his 

recognition of this. At times he could sound quite militant: in April 1935 he boasted that 

"nous chasserons les politiciens de la chose publique", and wamed that "[nlous attendons 

la paix. Nous réclamons qu'on nous la donne. Sinoh nous ne tarderons plus à la fonder 

nous-mêmes." Speaking at a meeting held in Metz he predicted that the end of the 

pariiamentary regime was near; probably the collapse would take place in October when 

the governent could not balance its budget. Then the tirne of the Croix de Feu would 

'%ssmore, "Paramilitarïsm", pp.534-535; Iden, "Croix de Feu", p.79. 

"Paxton, French Peasant Farcism, p. 163; Dawson, 28 lune, and Maminer, 27 
September 193 5, RG59 85 1 .OO/ 1420 and 1434 respectively . 



arrive, when "notre Association, ses idées une fois au pouvoir, entrera en action pour 

réorganiser le pays, selon ses besoins." But he was also constantly waming his members 

to rernain discipiined, stressing that the association wouid act when it wanted to, not when 

'Moscow' desired it . 7J 

The aiternation between predictions of impending triurnph and the need for 

patience in part refiected a desire to keep a diverse movement together. That surnrner 

there were attacks upon La Rocque's 'inertia' and taik of replacing him with the Croix de 

Feu's former president, Maurice Genay, who had recently renimed to France. In October 

leaders of the Chartres section declared that their leader's declmations were totally to the 

contrary of what they had been hearing at the local level and that they felt "le grand 

mouvement était incertain et qu'il n'était plus question d'attaquer. Ils estiment même que 

!'attitude de leur chef n'est pas sincère." By October even Noël Ottavi apparently felt that 

"la temporisation de son chef passe la mesure et qu'elle a au moins pour inconvénient de 

lasser une partie de ses partisans.'"' But, as we have seen, there were also moderates 

attracted to the rnovement precisely because it was disciplined and 'legdistic'. In Senlis, 

for example, the local section was seriously divided as early as the spring over what the 

" ~ a  Rocque in Le Fbnbeau, 6 Apd, 12 October 193 5; Prefect of Moselle, 1 5 
June 1935, AN F7 13241. 

75 Le Flmnbeau, 20 April 1935; reports, 17,28 June, 24 Juiy, 26 August 1935, al1 in 
AN F7 13241; report, 19 October 1935, APP B/a 1901; report, 30 October 1935, AN 
F7 13241. 



rnovernent's final goals should be." In response to such attitudes La Rocque made it clear 

that precipitate action was unacceptable. In Apni he denied the league's involvement in 

an attack upon an office of Le Popui'aire in the Rue Feyerdeau, and reminded militants not 

to get rnixed up in such 'provocations'." 

To assert that La Rocque was not sure what would happen and tried to keep his 

people in line is not the same as suggesting, as the American embassy did at the tirne and 

Nobecourt has subsequently, that the lefi rather cynically constnicted an image of the 

Croix de Feu as a fascist bogey." It is tme that the Croix de Feu did not participate in 

actions such as the thmwing of acid in Pierre Cot's face in May 193 5." But it did not shy 

away fiom occasiondly cooperating with the organizations that did, or from trying to 

attract their rnembers. In Algeria the Croix de Feu itself was unabashedly anti-semitic, 

equating Jews with the Popular Front, and while there are instances of members who 

instigated fights with the left being suspended, this did not change the overall derneanour 

of the local organization.'' 

76Commissaire de Police (Senlis), 3 March 1935, AD Oise Mp 5 132. 

?Le Flambeau, 20 Apd 1935; Nobécoun, Colonel de La Rocq~~t!, pp.320-322 
notes that while some members were involved in the Feyerdeau affair, they were 
breaking the movement's discipline. 

78~awson, 1 1 January 1936, RG59 85 1.00/1475; Nobécourt, Coioncl de L a  
Rocque, pp.307-3 14. 

'%armour, French RacIcui Purty, pp. 174- 1 75. 

ROGovemor-General of Algeria, 12 August 1935, AOM B3 323; Debay to La 
Rocque, 23 December 1 93 5, DLM.1V.A. 
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Not ody the Communias and Sociaiias but other parties as well, notably the 

Radicals, saw al1 of the leagues as a threat to public order. The latter party had lent its 

support to Laval, but became alienated by his decree laws and perceived him as unwilling 

to take action against the leagues. The Radicals began to urge the premier to do 

something - i-e., dissolve the natianalist associations - as early as June 1935; at their 

October congres criticism of Lavai heightened as they declared their adhesion to the 

Popular ~ront." Mer the aforementioned Limoges incident the premier came under even 

more intense pressure to act; he was aiso accused of being in collusion with the leagues, 

pahcularly the Croix de Feu. There was some response to these concerns, it seems. In 

early December the US Embassy reported that troops - many of them Nonh Afncans - 

were being concentrated around Paris. It was feared that elements of the army were 

sympathetic to the leagues and believed that colonial troops would be more 'obedient'. La 

Rocque was reportedly warned that " his arrest will be ordered immediately if t here is any 

move on the part of the Croix de   eu. "" 

For his part, La Rocque expressed indignation at the suggestion that Lavai 

dissolve his association. In an open letter on 22 October he had asserted that this was 

'rnorally impossibie', in light of the strong support the movement enjoyed across the 

country. His cohunn in Le Fllamkau was increasulgly dominated by references to Popular 

 erstei te in, Histoire chr Parri Radcal, vol. 2, pp .3 92-3 96. 

Wawson, 3 December 1 93 5,  RG59 85 1 -0011 462. Dawson foresaw civil-war style 
conditions ody if a "strictly Radical-Socialist" govemment came to power. 



Front provocations, accusing the latter of employing the 'fascia' tactics which they 

purportedly denounced, and emphasizing the extent to which the Croix de Feu was a 

victim of violence." Yet according to a 'reliable' informer for the American embassy, he 

did not intend to resist arrest and had taken measures - including the appointment of an 

(unnarned) succesor - to ensure the suMval of the organizaton." Then, on 3 December 

in the Chamber of Deputies, Ybamégaray, acting as a spokesman for the leagues, offered 

a mutual disarmament pact to the Ieft without admitting that Croix de Feu members were 

armed. The left accepted, and legislation limiting the activities of the leagues and 

empowering the governent to dissolve them, though without actually doing so, was soon 

passed? 

Why was this rather quiescent approach adopted? Wnting at the tirne, Bertrand 

de Jouvenel saw it as the result of an impossible situation; either La Rocque could lead 

an offensive doomed to fail or wait for the elections, which the lefi wouid probably win, 

and then take revenge. Howlett believes that La Rocque realized that paramilitarism had 

outiived its use&ess, and wanted to move away fiom it "for its own sake, as part of his 

gradua1 but inexorable transition towards an unequivocally constitutional strategy." 

Y e  Flambeau, 20 Apnl, 6, 13 July, 17 August, 12,22 October, 23,30 November 
1935. 

U~awson, 3 December 1935, op cit. The report does not go into any more detail 
about what these measures were. 

"Strauss, 1 1 January 1936, RG59 85 1.00/ 1475; the suggestion in this report that 
the offer of disarmament was orchestrateci by Laval in cooperation with the leagues is 
refuted by Nobécourt, CoIoneI de La Rocque, pp.3 5 7-64. 
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Passmore suggests that pararralitansrn had ultimately undermined the Croix de Feu's self- 

image as a force for order: " [i]n response to this failure La Rocque drew back fkom 

paramilitarism and therefore fascism. "86 

Such explanations tend to over emphasize the extent to which La Rocque was 

reactive, rather than proactive, in late 1935. It is certainly true that the Croix de Feu 

always sought to present itself as orderly and disciplined, and that accusations of 

belligerency, such as the ones that arose fkom the Limoges incident, threatened to 

undermine this. But La Rocque did not simply respond by ensuring that his own followen 

remained under control - he also t ied to ensure that it was the Popular Front that was 

seen as subversive, and show that the current system was incapable of providing 

evenhanded justice. The 12 October 1935 issue of Le F h b e m  described how the 

Volontaires Nationaux of Villepinte had attempted to hold a meeting o n  6 October, only 

to be attacked by comrnunins from the 'red belt', who were supponed by the municipality. 

Two memben were apparently wounded by Communia gunfïre, and the paper featured 

portraits of three VN, al1 desa-i'bed as "grièvement blessé", with each picture carrying the 

caption "A 1'tiomeu.r". The Limoges incident of November was handled in similar terms, 

again emphasinng that the Popular Front, supported by the municipality, instigated the 

attack agabt the league. The names of fourteen members dong with the nature of their 

M~obécourt, Colonel de Lu Rocque, p.357 cites de Jouvenel approvingly on this 
point; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 168- 17 1; Passmore, "Paramilitarism", pp.550-552, 
556-557. 
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injuries, were listed. In December a special illustrated magazine entitled La Dissolutio~z 

des Croix de Feu? was published, and here once more the "disciplineci" and "calm" men 

of the league were juxtaposed with the aggression of their opponents. Such tactics were 

not entirely new; as early as July 1932 it was noted how several members had been 

assaulted and that La Rocque personally knocked out one assailant, and naturally the 

wounded of 6 February 1934 were presented as martyrs. Yet never before had members 

been presented as viciims - albeit heroic, masculine ones - to such an extent." 

La Dissoit~tiot~ des Croix de Feu? not ody attempted to demonstrate that the 

league was not disorderly; it also illustrated "la véritable activité des Croix de Feu" by 

dixussing the movement's various social activities and providing illustrations of children 

in soup kitchens and other such images. This was part of a general shifi in emphasis to 

social activities in 1935 and 1936. The creation of the Mouvement Social Français in 

October clearly reflects this, as do repeated pronouncements concerning the 'social' 

character of the movement by La Rocque and other orators at this time. Later on, between 

the elections of 1936 and the dissolution in June Le Fimbeaa devoted a large amount of 

space to issues like education and social work-'* 

As for Ybamégaray's December 'gesture' in the Chamber of Deputies, there is 

reason to see it as other than the result of desperation or as representing a straightfonvard 

g7Le Ffmbeair, July 1932, June 1934,12, 19 October, 23,30 November 1935; La 
Dissolulion des Croix de Fm? (Paris, December 193 5),  copy in DLW. IV. A 

"Le Flmnbeau, 25 April, 23 May 1935; report, 20 May 1936, AN F7 13983. 
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decision to move from paramilitarism to constitutionalism. The U.S. naval attaché 

reported that in a conversation with a retired French army general, the latter maintained 

that the offer ofmuhial disarmament was made in the hope that it "would enrage the lefi, 

place his [La Rocque's] party in the position of making a generous offer and being refused, 

and rnight even precipitate a cnsis. In offering the olive branch to the left he felt he was 

making a master stroke. To his complete amazement and dismay, the lefi accepted his 

offèr with enthusiasm, removed the immediate danger of a crisis, and placed the colonel 

in a iidiculous position."89 While one would like further evidence to corroborate this 

account, it is certainiy in keeping with previous attempts to discredit the left as disorderly 

and sectarian, and the constant desire to pressent the Croix de Feu as the only path to 

French reconciliation. 

The manoeuvre obvioudy backfked. Whde some Croix de Feu supporters such as 

the Abbé Ritz in the Moseile presented Ybamégaray's offer as magnanimous, "le geste 

dliommes forts", there were numerous signs of disaffection within the sections. In Saint- 

Quentin, for instance, Croix de Feu members joined their counterparts in the Solidarité 

Française and attended an Action Française meeting in February 1936 at which they heard 

Real del Sarte (head of the Camelots du Roi) criticize La Rocque's 'futile' tactics. The 

royalists ernphasized that the Croix de Feu had single-handedly, and without consultation, 

disarmeci the only orga-tions which stood between France and the Popular Front, and 

w~ttaché's report, 16 December 1935, RG59 85 1 .OO/l47O. 



hence civil war and economic ruin? But as we have seen, the association remained intact. 

If some members resigned, others joined, and most stayed. Moreover, if Ybamégaray's 

offer had ken rejected, the lefl would have been at least partly discredited, and the image 

of the Croix de Feu as disinterested patriots would have been considerably enhanced, not 

ody in cornparison to the Popular Front but the other leagues as well. Considering that 

the movement did not stand a chance in using force to achieve power and was being 

criticized as a disruptive force, the *gesturet in December was an imaginative, though 

cynical. move. The Action Française may have remained intransigeantly combative. but 

al1 it yot for it was to be dissolved earlier than the other leagues after Léon Blum was 

attacked and beaten up by Camelots du Roi in Febmary 1936.~' 

In Chapter One we saw that by late 193 5 La Rocque was considering turning the 

Croix de Feu into a political Party, but had decided not to do so. In December 1935 - 

January 1936 there were also suggestions in Le FIarnbeatr to the effect that the 

organization could not afKord to ignore elections, however distastehl they might be. La 

Rocque denied that the Croix de Feu had ever been antiparliamentary; they merely wanted 

w ~ b b é  Ri& RPflexions d'un lorrain sur k Mouvement Social Français des Croix 
de Feu, copy in AD Moseiie BH 5220; Prefect, 4 February 1936, AD Aisne 1M 20; 
Weber, Action Française, p. 3 6 1 . 

91Vallin's reaction to this incident was as follows: "Nous blâmons toutes les 
violences, #où qu'elles viennent, mais vraiment nous ne pouvons pas plaindre M. Léon 
Blum que nous haïssons. Lui et ses amis ne nous ont plaints au lendemain de 
Limoges. " Report, 14 February 1 936, APP B/a 1 902. 
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"que le pouvoir législatif soit amendé, épuré, remis à sa place." To those who argued that 

elections would cause the movement to lose its vitality and cohesion, he responded that 

the association could easily adjua to a new ~ituation.~' Privately he had decided that 

becoming a political party would attract new members who had hitheno considered the 

organization beyond the paie and would greatly facilitate the path to power - he was 

particularly impressed by the fact that "[l]'hitlérisme est devenu une force politique 

prépondérante seulement le jour oii, en 1929 [sic], il a fgit entrer 107 des siens au 

Reichstag." But since the movement lacked both the tirne and the arrangements to rnake 

an intervention proportionate to its size for the 1936 elections, it would use them as an 

occasion to propagandize and support candidates "membres ou non de I'Association, mais 

imbus de l'esprit Croix de Feu." While these men would run under their traditional political 

labels, after the elections they wouid hopefùlly create a Croix de Feu group or inter-group 

in support of the movement in the Chamber of ~ e p u t i e s . ~ ~  

There were precedents for this sort ofthinking; afker dl, in 1932 the league had 

interested itself in elections. In fact, in Philippeville the local section had been eager to 

endorse one of its o m  as a candidate, and the mernbers succeeded in imposing their views 

against the wishes of the president, who resigned. In a letter to La Rocque the section 

expressed its general frustration at the Iack of direct infiuence the Croix de Feu would 

" ~ e e  La Rocque's columns in Le Flambeau, 21 December 1935, 1 1 January 1936. 

" ~ a  Rocque, "Les Croix de Feu devant le problème des élections", 45 1AP 9 1. 



have as long as it stayed aloof fiom politics, and its particular frustration over the fact that 

the 'Croix de Feu candidate'. who had received the full support of French colons in the 

countryside, was 'betrayed' by the secretary of their opponent, who had joined the league 

but then denounced it as reactionary. That this secretw was Jewish only added to the 

hatred of the local members, who asserted that their victorious opponent had bought votes 

and enjoyed the support of practidy the entire Jewish community in Con~tantine.~ Thus, 

ifthere were militants who in 1935-36 opposed the transformation into a Party, there were 

also those who beiieved that the Croix de Feu should play such a role; and it does not 

seem that their outlook was particularly moderate either. 

This becomes even more evident when the activities of the league in its self- 

proclaimeci rofe of 'disinteresteci arbiter' in the May 1935 municipal elections is examined. 

The procedure was similar to that used in 1932; regional leaders, after submitting a 

questionnaire to the candidates and studying their electoral dossiers, would make the 

association's preferences known to the members, though each person would vote 

according to their conscience; open activity in favour of candidates which the association 

opposed would of course not be tolerated. Croix de Feu members could nin, but only as 

individuals, and could not occupy leadership positions in their section.'' La Rocque 

"Philippeville Section to La Rocque, 20 June 1932,4S 1 AP 85; Howletî, "Croix de 
Feu", pp. 79-80. 

95"Circulaire préparatoire à la période des élections municipales" [n-dl, 
DLRZ.LI.B.2(a); Le Fiambeau, 27 April 1935; the questionnaire is reproduced on p.2. 
See also Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", pp.37-38. 
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claimed satisfaction with the outcome of the bailoting, though he expressed regret over 

the fact that in order to a o p  "the men of Amsterdam and Moscow" members were 

someîimes required to support "antiques personnages appliquant au temps des avions les 

solutions du temps des bicycles." Addressing those members who had b e n  elected in the 

communal elections, he called upon them to serve as selfless and devoted leaders: "[v]ous 

qui n'êtes pas des 'électoraux' par vocation, mais des élus par devoir, vous qui, dans nos 

rangs, attendez .... l'heure de la rénovation nationale, préparez-vous à votre r d e  des 

chefs. "% 

The acnial influence exerted by Croix de Feu members in the bailoting is unclear. 

By and large, activity in the provinces appears to have been subdued." But in the 

department of Constantine things were different. Though candidates did not organize 

officially under the Croix de Feu banner, there was no doubt in the authorities' minds that 

this was the organization they represented. The league was not necessarily an opposition 

force; in Constantine, Maadid and Biskra members made arrangements with the local 

mayor or deputy mayor's list or had previously held the municipality. In Constantine the 

list fomed by Croix de Feu members was aiso known as the "French Supremacy" list, but 

in Maadid, Batna and Setif members tried to forge diances with Muslims. Antisemitism 

was, in the case of Maadid at ieast, a major cementing factor, though appeals to some 

%Le FIantbeau, 1 1, 1 8 May 1 93 5 .  

"See, i-e., Subprefect (Senlis), 15 April 1935, AD Oise Mp 5132; Commissaire de 
Police (Luçon), 29 August 193 5, AD Vendée 4M 41 3. 
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Jewish voten were not unheard of in Constantine. Generally speaking, however. most 

Jews - such as the large community of Sétif - voted against the league. There was thus 

considerable local variation in the electoral involvement of the Constantine Croix de Feu; 

but the high level of interest is unmistakeable. In Constantine Stanislaus Devaud (later a 

PSI; deputy) helped create a 'Union of National and Social Republicans', intended to 

provide Croix de Feu members with a vehicle for the 1936 elections. En Batna the section 

president apparently did not even bother to resign his position while running as a 

candidate? Again, the Algenan sections had demonstrated that ado pting a 'constitutionai' 

path did not necessarily lead to moderation in political opinions. 

Thus, while relatively little was done to mobilize Croix de Feu opinion for the 

senatonal elections in the fdl of 193599, the association's propaganda effort in the 1936 

general elections was not exactiy a leap in the dark. La Rocque wrote a series of articles 

on various aspects of the elections, and made recornrnendations to both voters and 

candidates. The former were called upon to rally against Bolshevisrn and to get 

abstentionists to vote (he believed that most of the latter would favour 'national' 

candidates). As for the candidates themselves, while he noted obvious exceptions such as 

%Chef de la Sûreté Départementde de Constantine, 22 Marck 11 July 1935; 
Commune of Sedrata, 18 July 193 5; Administrator of Mked Commune of Maadid, 12 
July 1 93 5; Commissaire de Po lice (Djidjelii), 6 Iuly 1 93 5; Commissaire de Police 
(Bougie), 8 July 193 5; Commissaire Centrai (Philippeville), 8 July 193 5, Subprefect 
(Batna), 17 July 193 5; Subprefect (Setif), 19 July 193 5; al1 in AOM B3 323. 

Wote, 2 October 1935,45 1 AP 8 1; Le FZmbeau, 19 October 1935. 
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Clemenceau, La Rocque believed that they should generally be younger men; the energy 

of the extreme lefl in cornparison to their right-wing counterparts was noteworthy in this 

regard. He thus urged his followen to eliminate "avec déférence et fermeté l'entendement 

des vieillards aux portes du Palais-Bourbon", and bemoaned the compting use of rnoney 

in the elections, especiaiiy from foreign sources. The only solution to such problems 

would be a " p n d  s o d e  pdcateur". As usual, he also announceci that the rnovernent's 

triumph was on the way. but recommended that in the meantirne "[sli l'intervention du 

Mouvement Croix de Feu dans la campagne électorale se bornait à y mettre un peu 

d'honnèteté, d'ordre et de  conscience, quel changement ce serait déjà dans i'existence 

nationale! 

As the elections themselves approached, La Rocque proudly drew attention to the 

welldeveloped systern the league had created. At the local level, comitL;s h b i ~ a g e  were 

created, both to aid the local leaders and to transmit information to Paris, where a central 

bureau was established to collect information about the previous and current legislative 

elections. A dossier was created for each circo~~~cnption, and information and 

recornrnendations would be tnuisrnitted fkom the bureau to party headquarters, where final 

decisions would be made about who to support and the conditions under which contacts 

with the chosen candidates might be undertaken. Inspection tours were also established 

ImSee de La Rocque's editorials in Le Flambeau, 22, 29 February, 7, 14, 2 1 March 
1936. These writings were coUected and published in pamphlet entitled Autour des 
Électionr- Principes d'arbitrage th Mmvement Croix de Feu (Paris, 1936) (copy in 
451AP 81). 
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to ensure coordination and the transfer of knowledge between more and less expenenced 

hands. To ensure a thorough mobilization of voterç, a system of syrtdicats, or celltdes, as 

they were sometimes called, was definitively established. Apparently used first in the 

municipal elections in Algiers to good effect, these called for the creation of small 

groupings at the household, Street and neighbourhood level to ailow for individual 

propaganda in favour of those candidates approved of by the Croix de Feu, and to spread 

the movement's ideas in general. Findly, and perhaps most significantly, the f k  exercise 

of conscience was no longer allowed; members were instnicted to vote as a bloc for a 

candidate. 'O1 

There are signs that the leadership was concemed that some m d k r i  candidates 

would be so unpalatable to local mernbers that the Popular Front candidate might win. 

There was also an awareness that in some cases if a candidate was too closely associated 

with the Croix de Feu his chances rnight be scuppered. Thus members were reminded on 

no uncenain tenns that their duty was to bar the route to the Popular Front, but local 

leaders were dso informeci that they "devront à la fois faire oeuvre d'indépendance. de 

sang-froid, d'abnégation et de tact."'" Moreover, they were warned not to provide 

bodyguards for others, even candidates whom they supporteci. It was also ordered that 

1°'Weng, "L'Historique et la doctine", pp.40-42; Le Ffuunbecnr, 1 1 April 1936; 
report, 26 March 1936, AN F7 12965; Report, 22 January 1936, APP Bla 1902; 
"Instructions pour la période électorale", 6 Aprii 1936, AD Nord 68J 67. 

lo2See the circular dated 8 April 1936 in DLR2.LI.B.3. 
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insignia were not to be wom during the electoral period so that "tous incidents qui 

seraient exploités par certains journaux" could be avoided. Several local officiais not ed 

how around election time the league was behaving itself and devoting a lot of attention 

to social work, though three million copies of the movement's April 1936 manifesto were 

also circdated.'<") As the elections themselves drew nearer, La Rocque became a bit more 

negative; by April he was wrÏting that "Je suis loin de m'illusionner sur les resultats positifs 

des élections de 1936" and that the best the league, being totaily independent of ail 

parliamentarians - even the ones it supported - could hope to do was to limit the damage 

that might be caused. He also forcefully repeated his cal1 to members to mobilize 

abstentionists. lM 

Did the members follow their instructions? In areas of the Aisne and Oise they 

supported their respective candiates in a straighfonvard rnanner; in Lucon (Vendée) the 

local police commissioner reported intense propaganda activity on the part of the local 

Croix de Feu, though total membership was oniy 30 people. In the Gard it was surmised 

that moa of the local section would follow orders and vote against the Popular Front, but 

that this would have little effect on the outcome as most members would have probably 

1031i Participation des membres du Mouvement Croix de Feu aux réunions 
électorales", 8 April 1936, AD Nord 68J 68; report, 1 April 1936, APP B/a 1902; 
Commissaire de Police (Hirson), 3 1 March 1936, AD Aisne 42 7; Prefect, 25 April 
1936, AD Oise Mp 5233. 

'@'Manijesie Croix de Far: Parr le Paple.  Pm le Peuple (supplernent to Le 
Fhmbeau, 1 L April 1936); Le FZmbem, 18,25 April 1936. 
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voted for the same candidate - a moderk - anyway. Elsewhere the situation was more 

problematic. The Sete section was given a candidate to vote for, but the subprefect 

doubted that this directive would be universally obeyed. In Senlis 25 mernbers were 

eventually brought More a disciphary meeting for not voting as they had been instructed 

and four were subsequently e ~ ~ e l l e d . ' ~ ~  There was thus a volatility which the leadership 

could not always charme1 with complete success. 

And even though the league deciared its main priority as ensuring that the Popular 

Front was 'blocked', because the right was not totally unified in the elections this meant 

that its memben were implicated in the divisions that ensued. In Paris's skih 

mot1dissernet1i the local section supported one conservative candidate. Weidemann- 

Goiran, against the incmbent, Dwal-Amouid, who had been a deputy for seventeen years 

and was seen as past his prime; apparently he had also made derogatory comments about 

the Croix de Feu. The league's stance aroused the ire of Xavier Vallat against La Rocque, 

and the former (dong with the Action Française) backed Duval-Arnould though to no 

avail. In a sirnilar vein, Paul Reynaud was supported by the Croix de Feu against Dailly, 

who like Duval-Arnould was backed by the Action Française. Yet here the league's 

mernbers were themselves divided; some were tempted to support Dailly rather than 

105 Commisaire de Police (Hirson), 14 March 1936, AD Aisne 42 7; Prefect, 25 
April 1936, AD Oise Mp 5233; Commissaire de Police (Luçon), 1 A p d  1936, AD 
Vendée 4M 4 13; Commissaire Special (Nîmes), 14 April 1936, AD Gard 1 M 7 1 5; 
Commissaire Spécial (Sète), 23 April 1936, AD Hérault 1M 1 1  18; Subprefect (Senlis), 
? May 1936, AD Oise Mp 5233. 



Reynaud, and there were even rumours - vehemently denied by La Rocque - that a few 

voted for the Communist candidate instead. Even H ~ M  de Kérillis a supporter of La 

Rocque, thought it necessary to ensure the league's support for him in Neuilly by donating 

50,000 francs to the local section for its various activities before the eiectoral campaign 

began. 'O6 

As for assessing the league's impact on the elections, the British ambassador 

thought that the Croix de Feu's putting out a manifesto introduced an element of 

uncertainty into the course of events but his American counterpart believed that the 

support given by prominent figures such as Pétain to the Croix de Feu hurt the cause of 

the right as a whole. 'O7 La Rocque himself ciaimed that 12 1 deputies owed their success 

to the intervention of the inovement. But of these only eight eventually joined the PSF 

group in the Chamber - Creyssel, Devaud, Fourcault de Pavant, Pébellier, Peter, de 

Polignac, Robbe and Ybamégaray. Another forty-seven joined the Comité de Sympathie 

pour le PSF et de défense des libertés républicaines, though this group would meet only 

once. In some cases the Croix de Feu no doubt counted for someting; afler dl, 

Weidemann-Goiran beat Duval-Arnould, and the latter lost 2400 votes compared to his 

106Nobécour&, Colonel de La Rucqt~e, pp.39 1 -2; notes (undated), DLR2. H.B. 3; 
note, 8 April 1936, APP B/a 1902; report, 14 May 1936, AN F7 13983. 

'O'Sir George Clerk, 22 April 1936, in Kenneth Boume and D.C. Watt, eds., British 
Documents on Furei' Affuirs, Part II, Series F, Vo1.22 (Frrce,  Jamrary-December 
1936, ed. Anthony Adamthwaite), p. 1 76; Strauss, 1 1 May 1936, RG59 85 1.00/ 15 17; 
this refers to the Marshai's favourable comrnents about the Croix de Feu in an 
i n t e ~ e w  with Le J m m I -  
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1932 showing. But no direct connections can be made. Candidates did not run on an 

official Croix de Feu ticket; even in Algeria Marcel Gatuing, head of the Oran federation, 

ran (unsuccessfully) under a "Front national" label. Finally, there were deputies who 

received Croix de Feu support but joined neither of the aforementioned groups; this was 

probabty the case with the Fédération Républicaine deputy Camille Blaisot, for example. 

There is thus M e  doubt that Croix de Feu efforts were intended to work in favour of the 

right, but beyond this it is hard to be more precise.lo8 

The movementfs members were despondent over the victory of the Popular Front. 

A police report on a meeting held in the 18th arrondissernen~ describes the situation as 

follows: "[alprès la proclamation des résuitats on put croire un moment que la notion des 

Croix de Feu serait le point de mire des manifestants du Front populaire, mais Pillot, le 

nouvel élu, conseilla à ses partisans de rentrer chez eux, ce qu'ils firent." The police had 

feared that the association as a whole rnight resort to force. While this proved not to be 

the case, La Rocque was cleariy ernbittered. He castigated the modérés - so many of 

whom the league had assisted, he added - for competing arnong themselves and handing 

their opponents seats. People were fed up with the old parties; the recent success of the 

Cornmunists conkned W. The leaders of the Popdar Front, he suggested, had usurped 

'08There is a list of the forty-seven in 45 1 AP 1 16; Nobécourt, Colonel de La 
Rocque, ~p.385~391; Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", p.43; M e ,  French 
Con~enatism in Crisis, p. 126 n.43. 



the socially progressive ideas of the Croix de Feu and were trying to win over its 

membership. l" 

In its final months of activity the league aied to project a softer, more 'familial' 

image; at the Joan of Arc parade in May the participation of children was highlighted. And 

ifthe authorities reporteci that individual members spoke of mobilizing mass resistance to 

the government, they also noted that most recognized that La Rocque would not accept 

"de se lancer dans une teiie aventure.""* But if he was hoping that a policy of moderation 

might avoid a dissolution, he had underestirnated the extent to which the Popular Front 

was cornmitted to this measure, which had been a key elernent in cementing the coalition 

together. After Blum's assumption of power and the dissolution on 18 June, there were 

protests, especially to the effect that the movement's social work would be dismpted. 

Some sections made preparations - in Saint-Quentin a 'Cercle Lyautey' was estabiished 

as a cover group for Croix de Feu members. But most local leaders dressed that La 

Rocque's directives had to be obeyed and by and large they were. l i l  In Pans the decree 

was greeted without too great an outrage, while the new Minister of the Interior, Roger 

'@?teport, 4 May, 5 May 1936, AN F7 13983; dossier on Croix de Feu, April 1936, 
APP "LiguedCroix de Feu", pp.271-4; report, 2 June 1936, APP B/a 1902; reports, 8, 
29 May 1936, AN F7 13983; Le Flmnbeau, 9 May 1936. 

"@Reports, 7,27,28 May 1936, AN F7 13983. 

"keport, 14 May 1936, APP B/a 1902; Commissaire Spécial (Hirson), 20 June 
1936, AD Aisne 427; Cornmissiare Spécial (Nîmes), 20 June 1936, AD Gard 1M 715; 
commissaire Spécial (Montpellier), 1 August 1936, 1M 1 1 18; Subprefect (Saint- 
Quentin), 3 July 1936, AD Aisne 1M 20; reports, both 25 June 1936, AN F7 13033 
(Eure and Eure-et-Loire). 



Salengro, accepteci the constitution of the PSF. '" 

There were of course more than a few members who did not agree with this 

'legalist' approach, and some of these wouid not follow La Rocque into the PSF. At the 

final meeting of the conwil &&inistration on 25 June Pozzo di Borgo accused La 

Rocque of ignoring the comztk drecteur 5 input, which had led to the Croix de Feu's lack 

of firmness in the current crisis, and refused to give approval to the new course of action. 

A couple of other rnembers present meekiy concurred with Pozzo on either the need for 

more collective leadership or more firmness, but only the former decided to quit the 

meeting, and thus the league, then and there. One account states that Pozzo shook La 

Rocque's and Ottavi's hand in the process but added that "[il1 y a des mois que je voulais 

le faire. Si je ne suis pas parti plus t6t, c'est uniquement par discipline." Within days he 

was spreading rumours that the parliamentarians who had intended to associate 

themseives with La Rocque were now divided amongst themselves. Il3 

The break between Pozzo and La Rocque is often seen as having at least a 

symbolic sigruficance, even though the latter's position within the movement had been in 

decline for some tirne. The Croix de Feu had embarked upon a constitutionalist path and 

its leader had resisted calls for the use of force; these facts are often cited as proof of the 

I 17 -The process is described in great detaii in Nobécourt, Colonel de L a  Rocque, 
chapter 30, pp.409-20. 

'13"ConseiI d'Administration du 25 Iune I936", DLR 1 .LA4; report, 27 Iune 1936, 
APP B/a 190 1. 
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latter's moderate  intention^."^ On this point, there can be no doubt that by late 1935 he 

had concludeci that direct participation in the political process was the most effective path 

to power, though the Croix de Feu was not the first of the leagies to forrn into a politicai 

p a q .  The Jeunesses Patriotes moved in this direction as early as November 1 93 5 ,  with 

Taittinger creating the Parti National Populaire, though this too was dissolved in June 

1936; he then r a n e d  the Parti Républicain National et Social (PRNS). "' Moreover, such 

actions only prove that La Rocque was a realist; they do not demonstrate that he had 

become a democrat. His sagacity is also evident in the refusai to reson to force following 

the victory of the Popular Front. Such an initiative would have probably failed, and would 

have certdy  dixrediteci the Croix de Feu's image as a force for national unity. Members 

of the association told Warrington Dawson of the US embassy that their plan was to let 

the Popular Front discredit itself and Manrism in general; popular sympathy could then 

tum to the league, though they added that this course of action was "subject to the 

maintenance of public order and econornic Iife generally. "Il6 While such an approach was 

decried as timid by other elements of the extreme right, and indeed by some of La 

Rocque's own followers, the rapid growth of the PSF in 1936-37 dernonstrates that it was 

%ee, i-e., Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 1 79, 1 97-99; Nobécourt, CoIoml de L a  
Rocque, chapter 3 1. pp .42 1428. 

"'~he PRNS had originally been created in 1930; see IrWie, French Comematim 
in Crisis, ppp. 109-1 11, 127-130. 

'16~awson, 8 June 1936, RG59 85 1.00/1542; similar remarks were made by La 
Rocque a month earlier at a meeting in Perpignan; see La F h m e  catahe, 1 June 
1936. 



not misplaced. 

In light of the victory of the Popular Front and its own dissolution the Croix de 

Feu's political strategy can hardly be judged a total niccess. But if the movement's goals 

and the context in which it operateci are M y  considered, it becornes clear that La Rocque 

was an imaginative and flexible political tactician. He realized that the Republican state 

was a strong one, and that visible displays of strength, while creating enthusiasm were 

unlikely by themselves to lead the movement to power. The relative caution of t he Croix 

de Feu on 6 February - and on subsequent occasions - can be explained in such tems. La 

Rocque always kept his options open, in the meantirne deepening and strengthening the 

organization. Contacts with prominent figures were eaablished to fiirther this, but the 

Croix de Feu preserved both the image and substance of its independence. On the other 

hand because of its status as a league its impact on electoral politics through to 1936 was 

at best uncertain. And the mass mobilizations of 1934-3 5 brought the threat of dissolution 

and made the organization, which prided itself on its discipline, look overly violent, even 

subversive, something which worked against the its goal of attracting as many followers 

as possible. 

In late 1 93 5 La Rocque tried to tum the tables on the l e 4  presenting the Popular 

Front as the suppressor of Republican liberties and the fomenters of disorder. Ultimately 

the tactic did not succeed; in the wake of Ybarnégaray's offer of disarmament there were 

recnminations and signs of demoralkation and disillusion. But it did demonstrate La 
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Roque's r h t i o n  that moa  French citizens disapproved of violence, and attempted to 

use this tendency for its own benefit. Similarly, the 'wait-and-see' stance adopted by the 

Croix de Feu following the 1936 elections is evidence of the recognition that it made more 

sense to ride the wave of the popular reaction whïch was likely to arise rather than embark 

in a move into the streets which would not have succeeded. Moreover, groups such the 

Action Française would have sought to play a leading roie in such an adventure, and the 

result might have been the comprornising of the Croix de Feu's independence. This was 

al- unacceptable to La Rocque and his followers, who felt that they were - or at least 

deshned to be - the leading formation of the right. Cooperation with other organizations 

was possible, but this was always done at arms' lengih and with this conviction in mind. 

With the creation of the PSF this attitude would persist, leading to bitter conflict with 

other nghtist formations. 

The actMties of the leagues in generai, and in particular those of the Croix de Feu, 

played the leading role in giving birth to and ensuring the cohesion of the Popular Front. '17 

No doubt the leaders of the lefi were aware that having a clear enemy to focus upon 

helped to ensure unity and activism. But their attitude was not totaily instrumental. They 

had seen what had happened in Italy, and especidy Germany, and were genuinely 

fnghtened by the prospect of a fascia-style takeover in France. Even foreign observers 

who doubted that La Rocque and his followers were d l y  analogous to Mussolini or 

"'See, i. e., Jackson, Pupulm Front, p.43. 
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Hitler and criticized the lefi for manipulating the issue of the leagues believed it possible 

that the Croix de Feu would resist attempts to dissolve it "at al1 costs.""' Jacques 

Nobécourt has criticized the dissolution as an arbitrary action not in keeping with the 

legalistic outlook of the new premier, Léon But the Popular Front did allow the 

creation of the PSF and other parties descended from the leagues; would La Rocque, had 

he occupied power, permitteci the leadership of the Communia or Socialist parties such 

leewap The league's April 1936 m d e s t o  cailed for "des sanctions sévères à I'egard des 

groupes, des partis, des journaux poursuivant des campagnes contre le devoir militaire, 

le devoir civique, le loyaiisme à l'égard du pays ou des  institution^".'^ The wording of the 

demand is vague, but it codd be intepreted to mean a broad and harsh cunailment of civil 

and political freedoms. 

It is true that the Croix de Feu were f d  of a Communia takeuver - La Rocque 

circulated documents which discussed how the PCF was planning insurrection. "' Y et this 

also helped to ensure unity and activism on the part of the league. Does this mean that the 

Croix de Feu and Popular Front should be seen as moraily equivalent mirror images, each 

combining an element of genuine fear with a dose of exaggeration to achieve sectarian 

"'~trauss, 22 October 193 5, 1 1 May 1936, RG 85 1.00/ 1440 and 15 17 respectively. 

'20Manife~te Croix de Feu, p. 1 4. 

'21~irecteur des Renseignements Généraux et des Jeux, 25 February 1936, APP 
"LiguesKroix de Feu"; Nobécourt, Colonel de La  Rocque, pp.330-33 1 cowiders such 
feus well- founded. 
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political ends? The Cornrnunists certainly went to great lengths to demonstrate their 

opposition to the leagues; not only did they conduct vigorous - and sometimes violent - 

protestS. on occasion they carefùlly appropriated the rhetonc of their hated opponents in 

order to attract them. Consider the foliowing excerpt From a "lettre a un Volontaire 

National" by Marcel Cachin, which was distributed as a Communia propaganda 

broadsheet: " partisan de l'union, ne pas suivre ceux qui divisent le peuple [Le., La 

Rocque]. Je le souhaite pour vous et pour des milliers de vos pareils, je le souhaite pour 

la France, donts les fils doivent rester fidèles aux leçons du passé. "'" It is also true that 

the Popular Front governrnent's subsequent handling of the PSF, to be discussed in the 

nexx chapter, aroused controversy. 

But the coaiition of the le& and the government of Léon Blum which arose fiom 

it, did not seek to subvert the Republic; their aim was to strengthen it. The Popular Front's 

legislation and prograrns were ahed at the fùrther democratktion of French life, not only 

in the realrn of politics but also work and leisure. As for La Rocque and his followers, 

given their exhaltation of discipline and hierarchy and their determination to insert these 

vaiues into everyday life there can be no doubt that they had diametrically opposed 

ambitions. 

'"~ncluded in a message to the Subprefect of Abbéde, 23 November 1935, AD 
Somme 99M 122. 



Chapter 5: The Path to Power: The Parti Social Français 

This dissertation has argueci that in ideological terms the Croix de Feu and PSF were 

fundamentally the same- even if' the latter rhetoricaily emphasized its loyalty to the 

Republic and professed hostility to dictatorship. In a similar vein, while the two 

movements were d i n i t  in f o d  organizational ternis, the ethos which idomed them 

was consistently hierarchical. When it comes to dealing with political strategy, the 

situation is more complex. The PSF was committed tu securing power through the ballot 

box, whereas the Croix de Feu had been rhetorically antiparliamentary, though this did not 

prevent electoral interventions. While some tactics persisted, others had to change. As 

before, govemments of both left and right were attacked as unable to solve the problems 

facing France. But if the PSF's nrong opposition to the Popular Front was a given, the 

Daladier govemment posed a more complex challenge. In the days of the Croix de Feu 

relations with other nationalist movements had involved some tension, but &er 1936 the 

situation greatly worsened, given that the PSF now provided competition for other parties. 

Moreover, La Rocque was not only determined to preserve his &dom of action; he was 

convinced that his party should lead the right, and not merely be one part of a coalition. 

By 193 8 it was clear that the path to power was full of obstacles. The PSF faced 

a govemment that enjoyed growing popularity. Its attempts to use mass mobilizations as 

a vehicie of protest against the Popular Front had resulted in energetic sanctions against 

it. It was at odds with the other formations of the nght, and in electorai te- it faced 
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potential diflïculties. i n d d  some observers had started to write the party off. Alexander 

Werth felt that by the time of the Munich crisis La Rocque "had now degenerated into a 

not very competent newspaper editor". ' 

They were wrong to do so, howwer. if the Popular Front tried to curtail the PSF's 

activities. the party responded by presenting the former as a threat to Liberty. The confIict 

on the nght, given the aims of the movements involved, was aimost inevitable. Moreover, 

the PSF emerged from it as the strongest movement in numerical terms, and by 1939 there 

was evidence to suggest that some cooperation with other formations was possible. An 

attempt to reach out to the Radicals had disappointing results, and with the prolongation 

of the Chamber of Deputies in Jdy 1939 the party's hopes of soon sending a large number 

of deputies to the Chamber were dashed. But dunng this period the PSF leadership had 

demonstrated insight into what was required in order for the party to achieve their 

authoritarian goals. 

Upon its assumption of power in June 1936 Léon Blum's goverment was faced 

with a formidable array of opponents, though the responses of this opposition to the 

Popular Front's initiatives were far from uniform. The extrernist right-wing press - 

Grhgoire, Cd iak ,  Je suispmtout - engaged in vicious antisemitism and slander attacks 

'Aiexander Werth, The Twilight of F m c e  1933-1940, ed. D. W. Brogan (New 
York, 1966 [first published 1942]), p.204; the British embassy's assessrnent was a h  
rather dismissive; see Phipps to Halifax, 13 July 1939, British Doczments, Part II, 
Series F, Vo1.23, doc. 1 1 2, pp.325-326. 



that eventually led to, among other things, the suicide of Minister of the Interior Roger 

Salengro. in the Chamber of Deputies the Fédération Républicaine was oniy siightly l e s  

intemperate. aiggesting that $France managed to avoid revolution it would niIl be mined 

by the Popular Front. In con- the Alliance Démocratique ( A D )  and Parti Démocrate 

Populaire (PDP) adopted the role of responsible opposition, supporting some legislative 

initiatives and generally avoiding idammatory rhetoric. nese two parties claimed that 

they wanted to prwent French politics from polarking into two intransigeant blocs. They 

hoped that the Radicals would eventually l a v e  the Popular Front coalition and fiorni a 

government of 'concentration' with them.' 

It is true that the PSF did not go as far as newspapers like Gritguire; it was not 

a real participant in the campaign against Salengro. But it must be counted among the 

moa intransigeant opponents of the Popular Front. In the early days of his govemment 

La Rocque characterized Blum as a "Kerensky"; by April 1937 he was arguing that the 

Socialist leader was more akin to Robespierre, and that he was acting on Stalin's orders. 

Antisernitism was not absent from the PSFs attacks either, though such remarks were 

more ofien found in the regional press rather than Le FIambem/Le Petit journui and in 

remarks by La Rocque's lieutenants rather than their leader. Thus, in a speech given in 

' ~ e n é  Rémond and ianuie Bowdin, "Les Forces Adverses", in Janine Bourdin, ed., 
Léon BZtm chef de gouvernememen? 1936-193 7 (Paris, l967), pp. 1 3 7- 1 59; I ~ n e ,  
French Cu~~~ervc~tiism in Crisis, pp. 84-95; S heman, "Parliamentary Opposition", 
pp.677-695; Wileman, "Fiandin and the Aihance", pp. 1 53-4; Jean-Claude Delbreil, 
Centrime et démocratie-chrétienne en France: ie Parti Démocrate Populare des 
ori@nesou M.RP. 1919-194-1 (Paris, 1990), pp.293-295. 



Lyon in September 1936, Vallin, responding to oft-told (and untnie) leftist rumours that 

during the revolution La Rocque's ancestors were é m i g k ,  wondered aloud where Blum's 

grandfathm was at the the ,  niggesting that he "n'était peut-être pas très loin de Coblenz. 

II dai t  vendre quelques petits souvenirs aux soldats de l'émigration. .." For their part, Le 

Flambwu dzi Gard and La b h t é  du Cetme reprinted stories fiorn the extreme right- 

wing press hinting at the illicit nature of the Blum famiys 'fortune' and the large number 

of 'Jewish' ministers in the Popular Front. True, on the day that the Socialist leader's wife 

died La Rocque refrained from cnticizing hm persondy out of respect. But this gesture 

did not prevent an intense antipathy towards the Sociaiist leader from persiaing long &er 

his sovernment had fden. In May 1939 Le Flambemi de Flmzh-Artois-Picardie recalled 

how Blum had rejoiced when in 1930 French troops pulled out of the Rhineland, adding; 

"[dle l'autre côté du Rhin, un homme saluait avec une égale satisfaction, l'abandon de ce 

dernier gage de notre victoire - C ~ T A I T  ADOLF HITLER".~ 

The PSFs own social, economic and foreign policy proposais were formulated 

very rnuch in opposition to those of the Popular Front, of course, and it was also a fierce 

opponent of the govemment on specific measures. When the Popular Front announceci 

its intention to apply national legislation to the confessional school system in Alsace- 

3Btilletin d'i@omations, 6,7, 1 7,24 November L 936; Le Flmnbemî, 1 August, 3, 
10,3 1 October, 1 1,2 1 November, 193 6 , 6  March, 10 Apnl 193 7; "Parti Social 
Français - réunion du 15 Septembre 1936 (Lyon): discours de M. Vallin", 45 1 AP 108; 
Le Fhmbeau chr Gard, 20 October 1936; La Volonté du Centre, 2 January 1937; Le 
Petit journd, 23 lanuary 1938; Le Flambeau de FIdre-Arrois-Picardie, 7 May 
1939. 
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Lorraine, the PSF joined in mounting a campaign against this move. It accused Blum of 

interfenng with regional liberties, the rights of parents, and of provoking an antisemitic 

backlash in the region. When at the end of 1936 the Blum-Violette Bill proposed giving 

the sufhge to roughly 25,000 Algerïans, the PSF proved to be one of its strongest 

opponents in a legislative struggle that lasted into 1938, though it should be noted that 

opposition to the bill was widespread both among the Europeans of Algeria and even 

within the Popular Front government itself ' 

By the winter of 1937 the Blum government was running out of stem. Forced to 

adopt more orthodox financial poiicies with the 'pause' in February - in part a response to 

capital flight - the premier felt increasingly beleagured. In June he resigned after 

unsuccessfil attempts to gain financial wntrols through decree powers. Naturally the PSF 

followed the decline of the Popular Front coalition closely; stressing the weakness of its 

opponent was always a rhetorical strategy of the Party. As soon as Blum had assumed 

power, La Rocque emphasized the rnediocrity of the PSFs opponents. The Comrnunists, 

he claimed, had only become popular through stealing the Croix de Feu's rhetonc of 

national reconciliation, and it would not take long before their troops deserted them. As 

for the Radicais and the Socialists, "[Iles hommes de M. Blum se neutraliseront eux- 

mêmes, a l'instar de ceux de M. Daladier ... Messieurs du Front populaire, vous allez 

'Report, 12 Febmary 1937, AN F7 12966; Commissaire Spécial (Sarreguemines), 3 
September 1936, AD Moselle 262 19; Le F h b e a u ,  5 September 1936,20 February 
1937; Machefer, "La Doctrine Algérienne du PSF", pp. 147-1 56; Wiiliam Cohen, "The 
Colonial Policy of the Popular Front", French Historical Studies 7/3 (1972): 368-394. 
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démontrer votre impuissance. Nous y aiderons." No doubt the government proved to have 

more longevity than the PSF hoped; but even in its death throes party orators gave no 

quarter. In the Chamber Fernand Robbe denounced the govement's attempts to gain 

decree powers as a violation of Republican and parliamentary liberties. Mer  Blum 

tendered his resignation Paul Creyssel reflected on how his social and economic policies 

had k e n  total fiilures and had brought France to ruin. The PSF thus saw the policies of 

the Popular Front as a disaster for France. But the existence of the coalition had, as La 

Rocque hirnself realized, done a great deal to foaer the growth of the party. 

Shortly d e r  the fall of Blum in June 1937 the PSF demanded that new elections 

take place. Its reasoning was that the programme of the Popular Front was totdly at odds 

with the aspirations of the French people, and that the composition of the Chamber ought 

to reflect thk6 While such a demand had its rhetorïcai uses in emphasinng the illegitimacy 

of the Blum govemment, it also niggests that the PSF felt that eiections held at the height 

of an anti-Popular Front backlash might work to its benefit. It did not get what it wanted; 

Blum was succeeded by the Radical Camille Chautemps, who formed a cabinet with SFIO 

participation that lasted until January 1 938. After that the Socialists lefl the government, 

leaving Chautemps to carry on until March. 

'La Fiamme ciz~~iane, June 1936; Le Flambeauy 3,24 October, 26 December 
1936,20 February, 10, 17 ApB, 12, 19,26 June 1937. 

'Bulletin d7rzfonnat.m 37,24 June 193 7. The call for new elections was echoed in 
Samediy 1 0 July 1 93 7. 
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Jean Ybamégaray was typical of the PSF in his dismissive attitude towards the 

new goverrunent He stressed the weakness of its "personalities" - which was reminiscent 

of the Croix de Feu's attitude towards the Randin and Sarraut cabinets - and predicted it 

wodd not las long. But while he highlighted the inherent weakness of the Popuiar Front, 

he also noted that the Socialists might return, or, worse, the Communists might try to 

capitalize on the situation; the party thus had to remain vigilant. The formation of the 

second Chautemps cabinet in Januq was greeted with less hostility. The PSF abstained 

(rather than voting against) in the confirmation vote, noting with satisfaction the 

"eviction" of SFIO ministers. But it argued that it would ody give its support to a 

govemment which imrnediately cdled new elections to be held under proportional 

representation. Moreover, the party press continued to demonstrate a critical attitude, 

noting that whiie key dements of the Radical party were moving away from the SFIO and 

PCF, their lefi wing still retained considerable clout. Party speakers ako reminded their 

audiences that the Radicals were still relying on Popular Front support to stay in power.' 

in fàct, Chautemps soon 10% this support, and when his cabinet fell in early March 

1938, Blum attempted to construct a 'national unity' coalition stretching fiom the 

Communists to the Fédération Républicaine; the PSF was excluded from this, though 

Femand Robbe joined a @ma delegation received by Blum. The proposed coalition was 

'Le FIambem, 3 3dy 1937; Machefer, "Le Parti Social Français", in Rémond and 
Bourdin, La France et les Franpis, pp.308-3 11; Commissaire de Police (Hirson), 28 
Januaiy 1 93 8, AD Aisne 42 6; Le Perirjmrnai, 8, 29 January 1 93 8. 
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rejected by the right, with the exception of the PDP and a few individuals like Paul 

Reynaud, H ~ M  de Kérilhs and Georges Mandel. For his part, La Rocque argued that it 

was unthinkable that the agents of a foreign power - the Communists - be included in a 

govemment of national union.' Blum instead formed a SFIO-dorninated cabinet, which 

lasted for only twenty-seven days before being defeated by the Senate, again on the issue 

of financial decree powers. Ybarnégaray once more provided evidence of the PSF's 

hostility towards the Socialist leader when later that year he decried Blum's efforts to 

appropriate the idea of national unity, recalling that he had previously favoured union with 

men k e  Poincaré, Doumergue and Tardieu because they were "Frenchmen and ~atriots".~ 

The Socialist leader was thus more than a political foe; he was, in the eyes of the PSF, 

outside the nation itself. 

How far was the PSF in fact willing to go to oppose the Popular Front 

governrnents of 1936- W38? La Rocque did not see violence as a way of gaining power. 

He distanceci his party both fkom the m h y  conspirators considering a seizure of power - 

the group was known as the Co~gnolles - as well as the terrorist organization known as 

the Cagoule. There were possibly some individual members of the party involved in such 

activities on their own initiative, but investigations by the authorities turned up very little 

"Nobécourt, Colonel de L a  Rocque, pp.650-5 1. 

Prefect, 25 May 1 93 8, AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470. Ybamégaray's favourable 
reference to Tardieu at this time is curious, to say the least. 



evidence. Indeed, in Febniary 1938, after many Cagoulards had been arrested following 

an abortive coup attempt the previous November, Barrachin praised La Rocque for 

following a 'legalist path' and expelling militants who had simpiy carried arms: "[a] 

l'époque. je l'avoue, je trouvais la peine sévère. Je ne puis, à la lueur des évenèments 

actuels, que rendre un nouvel hommage à la sagacité de notre chef.. . "'O 

Claùns made by the PSFs opponents - most notably the Communist and Socialist 

press - of La Rocque's involvement with the Cagoule were thus erroneous. ' ' On the other 

han& it seems a bit excessive to imply that because the party disapproved of terrorism it 

was cornmitted to the preservation of a democratic Republic. In Itter prison La Rocque 

made it clear to Daladier that at the tirne he had had some knowledge of the personnel and 

activities of these groups though he would not align with them. Nobécourt emphasizes 

that by refusing to cooperate La Rocque did much to head offa civil war, and seems to 

imply that by refusing to inform on the conspirators he displayed a sense of nobility and 

honour." The refusal to get involved in subversion may have demonstrated a legalistic 

outiook and a desire to avoid civil war, but it was also redistic. Given the strength of the 

"Le Petil jo~~ntut, 9 Febmary 1938; Nobécourt, Colonel de L a  Rocque, pp.543- 
569; for instances where the authorities could find no definitive proof of subversion yet 
rernained suspicious of individual members see Inspecteur de Police Mobile, 5 
November 193 7, AD Aisne 42 6; Commissaire Spécial (Troyes), 9 December 193 7, 
AD Aube 1 101 10; Commissaire Spécial (Montpellier), 6 April 1938, AD Hérault 1 M 
1 1 19. 

"For an example of such an assertion, see Le Popdaire, 1 5 Ianuary 1939. 

l-Baladier, Prison Jmrml 1940-1945, pp.263-265 [entry for 7 February 19441; 
Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, p. 5 56. 



state and the generally high level of political mobilization at the time, a certain level of 

popular approvd would be necessary to achieve a durable hold on power. As for La 

Rocque's attitude towards the conspirators, it may demonstrate some sense of e q r i ~  de 

corps towards the militas: but it aiso shows that he felt no strong desire to defend the 

Republic against right-wing adversaries, even if he believed their approach to be wrong- 

headed and wanted power for his own party. 

Moreover, if the PSF cannot be described as a band of subversives, its members 

were not averse to displayhg their presence in a forceful marner. Alarrned by the wave 

of strikes and factory occupations which swept across the country following the victory 

of the Popular Front and feartlll of a Comrnunist takeover, at first some took matters into 

their own hands, without direction fiom the national leadership and possibly in 

cooperation with the members of other organizations. In Paris PSF members clashed with 

police at the Place d%toile on July 5, with 105 people being injured. Clermont-Ferrand's 

section briefly occupied the prefecture of the Puyde-Dôme that sarne month, while in 

November militants 'preemptively' occupied tàctories in Troyes and Dijon.13 Even if these 

were not part of a coordinated plan, the Minister of the interior was understandably 

concemed and demanded that the PSF be ciosely monitored. 

L3Dawso15 3 August 1936, RG59 85 1.00/1561; Minister of Interior, 1 1 September 
1936, AD Hérault 1 M 1 1 19; Chef d'Escadron Dupuis, 24 November 1936, 
Commandant (Nogent-sur-Seine), 27 November 1936, both in AD Aube SC 15 656. 
Nobécourt, Colonel de Lu Rocque, pp.442-444 emphasizes that the incident at the 
Place d'ktoile was not planneci by the party and involved the members of other 
organizations. 
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La Rocque himseif won felt the need for a show of force. This was particularly 

so &er a mass rally planned to take place at the Vélodrome d'Hiver on 2 October 1936 

was banned by the Prefect of Police on the grounds that the Communists had threatened 

to disnipt it. La Rocque was out rapi  when he then leanied that the Prefect did not see 

fit to deal in the same rnanner with a proposed Cornrnunist rally to be held at the Parc des 

Princes on 4 October, even though the PSF had made it clear that it would protest the 

meeting. Believing that the PCF would use the opportunity to mount a march through 

Paris's affluent sixteenth mndrssernenf f i e r  the meeting - it is unclear whether the 

Cornrnunists ever intended to do this - the PSF planned a counter-demonstration. On the 

4th between 15 and 20,000 militants (the party claimed 40,000) turned out to protest a 

meeting at which 40,000 people had shown up to listen to speeches by Maurice Thorez. 

Jacques Duclos and Marcel Cachin. ïhe demonstraton found themselves conFront ed by 

a force of 20.000 police and g ~ d e . ~  mobifes. Stones were thrown at buses taking liaeners 

into the s t a d i m  but the only clashes which resulted were ones between the PSF and the 

police. Thirty of the latter and an unspecified number of the former were injured, and 

subsequently 1149 arrests were made, with I 1 PSF being charged, two for canying 

firearrns and 1 for having an offensive weapon - a dog-leash something which later PSF 

propaganda would use to ridicule the 'justice' of the Popular Front govemment." 

'"~owlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.223-224; Le F h b e a u ,  10 October 1936; Clerk to 
Eden, 30 January 1937, British Documents, Part LI, Senes F, Vo1.22, doc.88, pp.349- 
3 50, suggests that 1400 were arrested. 



La Rocque depicted the Parc des Princes aifair as an event of great significance 

and a aRunph for the PSF. A month after the incident he descn'bed it as a "levée massive, 

spontanée de 40,000 Parisiens" which had nopped "l'ascencion vers le pouvoir du complot 

comuni~te ." '~  But the Blum govemment responded vigorously. Four days after the Parc 

des Princes incident, police raided Parisian PSF offices as weii as La Rocque's residence 

and those of several other leading members: a total of fifty searches were conducted. 

Word was that La Rocque and others were to be tried for illegally reconstituting the Croix 

de Feu and for "provoking an illegal assembly . . . with felonious intent", a violation of an 

1848 law. The PSFs response was defiant; La Rocque compared the actions of the Blum 

govemment to those of the Cheka, and tried to ttim the rhetoric of the Popular Front 

against it by arging that "Ce n'est pas le procès du P SF qui est ouvert, c'est le procès des 

libertés républicaines." Jacques h o u l t  told a meeting in Toulon that the govenunent's 

efforts to put the PSF's leaders on trial shouid not be taken senously and that "tous les 

membres du PSF devaient s'abstenir de répondre aux magistrats chargés de Fenquète. "" 

The legal offensive against the PSF did not put an end to violent incidents. In 

Constantine the party had behaved in a restrained manner in the nimmer of 1936, but by 

November local authorities in Philippeville were reporting that the PSF was more 

I5Le F h b e m ,  10 October 1936. 

I6Directeur de Police d'&tat, 17 December 1936, AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 542; 
Commissaire de Police (Epemay), 9 September 1936, AD M m e  22 156; Bullit, 14 
April 193 7, RG59 85 1.00/1664; Le Flambeau, 10 October 1936; Prefect of Var, 20 
J a n u q  1 93 7, AD Gard 1 M 7 1 5 .  



disrespectfirl of public order than its opponents and that it did not hesitate to cause 

trouble. In Bezïers (Hérault) in October 1936 the PSF met Communist and Socialist 

demonstrators with phials of suIfbrous gad7  But as the Croix de Feu had done in 1935, 

its succesor was aiso anxious to demonstrate that it was actually the Popular Front that 

posed the threat to Republican liberties. The Blum govenunent did often ban PSF 

meetings in public places on the grounds that a confrontation could result; the moa 

cornmon response on the part of the latter was to hold its meetings on private property 

and criticize the goverrunent for not meting out the same treatment to the Communi~ts.'~ 

The EVP were given specific instructions about the course of action to take in case they 

were attac ked. This included providing detaiied U i f o d o n  to the authonties, maint aining 

a medical record of al1 injuries sustained and the problems that resulted from them, and 

finally, to have themselves photographed, either in bed or with their bandages. l9 

In the wake of attacks on four party members - Édouard Formysin. Charles 

Moreau, Charles Müntz and Jean Creton (in the latter two cases fatal) - by lefiist 

opponents between July 1936 and March 1937, Le Flambemi asserted that the ministers 

of the Popular Front govenunent were doing their bea to ensure that the former went 

''Sûreté Départementale de Constantine, 30 July 1936, Arrondissement de 
Philippeville, 10 November 1936, AOM B3 327; Subprefect (Beziers), 10 October 
1936, AD Hérault IM 11 19. 

''~eports, 25,26 September 1936, APP B/a 1952; report, 23 Mach 1937, AN F7 
12820; L 'Heure française, 23 Ianuary 193 7; report, 6 Febniary 193 7, AN F7 128 19. 

LgSupplement to Bulletin d'informations 67, "Instructions générales à suivre en cas 
d'agression", AD Nord 68J 104. 
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unpunished. and that these 'assassins' were being encouraged: "@le culte de Marat a porte 

ses fMs." in May 1937 it was reported that the nine-year old son of a PSF member was 

killed by another group of children - students at a laic school from a working-class a r a  - 

while selling tombola tickets for a Catholic charity. While Le FIambemi noted with 

admiration the Mer's desire that the &air not be used for polemics it could not help but 

comment how the incident was not the fauit of "ces petits malheureux", but rather that of 

the parents and teachers who implanted hatred in their rninds, and the propaganda of the 

Popular Front which encouraged it." 

Not even this tragic occurrence, however, had the public impact of the violence 

that took place at Clichy on 16 March 1937. Reacting to nimours that the PSF was 

holding a M y  film show at a local cinema for its members, and dso to rumours that La 

Rocque might hini up, local lefasts planned a counter-demonstration. The way the Clichy 

PCF and SFIO went about this was problematic from the start: calls for a demonstration 

were printed and posted on official paper and signed by the Socialia mayor, the PCF 

deputy for Clichy, and a Communist collseifier généra[. The authorities arranged it so that 

the demonstrators, starting and fïnishing at the mairie, would camy out a procession but 

avoid the cinema, while 400 police would be on hand to ensure order. At 8 P.M., afker the 

PSF - of whom there were anywhere between 300 and 500 - had entered the cinerna, the 

demonstrators moved on the police barricades set up there. The SFIO mayor and PCF 

%e F h b e a u ,  3, 1 7,24 October 1936,6 March, 1 May 1937. 



deputy tried to defhe the situation by c-ng out the procession, but this attracted only 

about 2000 people, while a much larger crowd continuai to attack the police barricades 

outside the cinema between 8:30 and 9 PM. When the procession retumed the pressure 

on the barricades increased, with about 9000 people facing the police. Shortly thereafter 

the police ordered the PSF out through the emergency exit, and the building was 

evacuated without any injuries to its members. Ironically, &er that the violence escalated. 

Police reinforcements (238 in ail) arrived in vans, and were accompanied by the Prefect 

of Police and the Muiister of the Interior, Max Dormoy. The crowd attacked the vans with 

Stones, and at around 9:4S there was gunfire; the police dl denied firing a shot - a 

suspicious claim - but there were also daims of various extrernists being responsible for 

the use of firearms. When the gunfire subsided, no policemen were dead, but 257 had been 

injure4 five by bullets. As for the demonstrators, five had been killed and 107 wounded, 

48 of them by firearms." 

The PSF stressed the responsability of the lefi and the govemment for what 

happened. Le Flambemi emphasized the recreational and familial nature of the meeting, 

juxtaposing this with the provocative acts of the Cornmunists and Socialists. And while 

the paper described the police at Clichy as "les admirables défenseurs d'ordre", in the 

Chamber Ybaméqmy cornpareci Blum's position with that of Noske in Gennany in 19 19, 

and noted that while the Popular Front government was supposedly democratic, it 

"~owlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.240-241; Rymeil, "Militants and Militancy", pp.201- 
202; report on Clichy incident, 25 March 1937, AN F7 13985. 
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persecuted the PST while letting the Communists carry out violent and subversive 

activities." In tnith, it was not just the PSF that seized upon Clichy to criticize the 

govemment; men like Daladier and Frossard also voiced concems about a threat being 

posed to the fieedom of assembly. The American embassy was more equivocal, o b s e ~ n g  

that "Clichy . .. is in the h a r t  of the Cornmunist quarters and, though the Parti Social 

Français were weil within th& rights in holding a meeting, duly authorized anywhere that 

suited their purpose, it savored of 'bearding the lion in his den"'. And in a conversation 

with StanIey Hawkes of the sarne ernbassy, Bertrand de Maud'huy, now a member of the 

PPF, believed that even if the Clichy meeting "might not have been necessary", it was 

justified on the grounds that if the PSF or PPF could not hold meetings in Communist 

districts, then Communin influence would spread into other districts. Interestingly, many 

members ofthe public felt that borh the PSF and the PCF posed serious threats to public 

order; such was the state of opinion in Reims after the incident, for instance? 

The Clichy &air ultimately served to funher the fiagrnentation of the Popular 

Front. On the right the Radicals - fnghtened by the stnke wave and the Communists - 

grew more critical of the Blum government's handling of the PSF, while on the lefl the 

Communists saw the Socialists as having repressed the working class. The CGT called a 

"Le Flambeau, 20,27 March 1937. 

=Le Flambeau, 27 March 1937; "Poiîtical Riots at Clichy", March 193 7, RGS9 
85 l.OO/l662; Wdson, 6 April 1937, RG59 85 1.00/ 166 1; report on Clichy, 25 March 
1 937, op cit; Commissaire Spécial (Reims), 19 March 193 7, AD Marne 30M 144. 
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strike on 1 8 March; Blum even considered resigning. It  is perhaps not surprising that 

under such Circumstances legal proceedings against the PSF were accelerated. On 5 April 

the juge d'imtnrctiioi responsible for the inquiry finally ordered a trial. Mer  two 

unniccessfiil appeals it took place in December. La Rocque, Riché, Ottavi, Vallin, Verdier 

and Ybarnégaray were found gdty of recanstituting the Croix de Feu, but the penalty was 

not heavy; 3000 francs for La Rocque and 1000 each for the others. The charge for 

causing a crowd to gather with malicious intent had been abandoned by the time of trial, 

as an arnnesty law had been passed by the Chautemps govenunent on 12 July 1937. An 

appeal was launched, but on 7 June 1938 the court of appeals upheld the judgement. 

though the fines were reduced (to 2000 francs and 600 fiancs respectively) and the court 

now declared that the PSF was no longer comparable to the Croix de  eu." 

The proceedings against the PSF are a matter of some controversy. Not 

surprisingly, at the time the party argued that it was being victimized; Nobécourt has 

recently supported this claim, decrying attempts by Popular Front deputies to influence 

the proceedings, though noting that the authorities resisted such pressures. He argues that 

when one considers the small fines which resulted fiom a massive effort to prosecute the 

PSF, it becomes clear that the charges had little basis in reality. They were, he maintains, 

part of a concerted effort to ban the PSF, a party which itself was singied out by the Blum 

'4~hipps to Eden, 24 January 1938, British Documen&s, Vo1.23, doc.28, pp.85-86, 
102; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.203-7. 
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govemment and the left in general, whiie other formations were ignored? On this latter 

point Nobécourt is simply wrong. In 1937 the PCF pressured the Blum governrnent into 

investigating Jacques Doriot, leader of the PPF and mayor of Saint-Denis, for municipal 

fi-aud. This culminateci in Doriot having his office revoked, though he later had the charge 

set aside on procedural grounds. Henry Dorgeres was prosecuted by governments of 

various stripes six times between 1933 and 1939, and was jailed twice. It is true that his 

Greenshirts were never dissolved, but the Prefect of the Seine had suggested such a 

course of action in late 1936.'~ 

There were certainly pittdls involveci in prosecuting the PSF; the process was 

politically divisive, with much of the right-wing press accusing the governrnent of 

foilowing a double standard. It is also true, as Wiiam Bullitt observed, that a precedent 

was being set: "if a National Union governrnent were ever to succeed the present Front 

Populaire governrnent, there would probably be pressure brought to bear to dissolve the 

Communia Party and pehaps even the Socialkt Party." But Bullitt thought that Blum was 

aware of such dangers, and was thus inclined to proceed cautiously in the legal 

proceedings." The picture that emerges is less one of a Machiavellian effort to quash a 

hapless PSF than a government confkonted with a vast array of opponents who had they 

'6Jean-Paul Brunet, Jacques Doriot: du communisme aufascisme (Paris, 1986), 
pp.275-81; Pâxton, French Peusmî F d m ,  pp.135-138. 

%e Builïtt's report, 14 April 1937, RG59 85 1.00/1664. 



held the reins of power instead would have been, one suspects, Iess restrained. 

It is against this background that the changes in the nature of the PSFs mass 

mobilizations mus  be considered. Passrnore is right to point out that compared to the 

Croix de Feu the party abandoneci apocaIyptic refkrences to 'H-Hou< and emphasized that 

it would go into the streets ody to help the army and police in the event of lefiist disorder. 

But he also argues that after 1936 the party gradually moved away frorn paramilitarism 

because the victory of the Popular Front in 1936 had discredited such methods as they 

only enhanced leftia unity. Thus, as the Popular Front disintegrated, these tactics were 

not revived? Such a Mew underestimates the extent to which pressure from the 

govemment effécted a change in the party's behaviour; had references to "H-Hour" 

appeared it would have ody strengthened the case that the PSF was a reconstitution of 

the Croix de  eu? 

Indeed during the December 1937 trial Parisian militants were w m e d  to avoid 

any actions which couid be seen as provocative; this rneant no placards and no meetings 

outside of the ones held in local headquarters. For the May 1938 Joan of Arc 

cornmernorations the PSF sought to emphasize how different its parades were fiom those 

of its predecessor: "Oh! ce ne sont plus les formations géométriques de tout à I'heure, 

LgMilza, " L'Ultra-droite des années trente", pp. 1 70- 1 7 1 ; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", 
pp.200-204,270-271; Soucy, French Fmcism, p. 173; IMne, "Strange Case" d note 
the importance of the aate  in shaping the actions and rhetoric of the PSF. 



marquant d'un pas cadencé, militaire, leur esprit qui n'est pas le nôtre. Non. Ce sont des 

hommes, des femmes, des enfants, qui passent en foule, réunis demere l e m  pancartes. 

C'es un cortège familial, simple, populaire." How different was this from playing up of 

the Croix de Feu's 'social' orientation in 1935-36? And when, in a May 1937 lecture, 

Barrachin emphasized that it was the lefl who were the real threat - "[nlos adhérents ne 

portent point d'uniformes: ils laissent cela aux jeunesses socialistes" - he was reiterating 

a point made by Croix de Feu orators? 

incidents continued into 1937-38. PSF activists and sympathizers were active in 

agriculhual strike-breaking activities as "harvest volunteen" in the Aisne and the Seine-et- 

Marne in the spnng and surnmer of 193 7. Passmore himself notes that in October 1937, 

d e r  a meeting in St. Fons (Rhône), PSF demonstrators ran into counter-demonstrators, 

and the EVP opened fie; one young man was killed and a PSF member was injured by his 

own ~omrades.~' In January 1938 the Nïunes section, under Dr. Rocher's leadership, 

protested a rally of the Rassemblement Universel pour la Paix; it was probably only the 

intervention of the gardes mobiies thid prevented the incident fiom becoming violent. On 

other occasions the PSF saw fit to beat a retreat; this is what happened at Saint-Nazaire 

(Loire-Atlantique) in February 1938, where 50 members showed up for a meeting only 

%eport, 29 December 1937, APP B/a 1952; Le Petit jmrn~f, 9 May 1938; Le 
Fkmbeau, 29 May 193 7. 

3'Paxton, French Peeumf Fmcïsm, pp.92-93, ZOSn. 70; Passmore, "Right and 
Extreme Right ", p. 3 54. 
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to be confiorneci by 150 Popular Front supporters. In Margny-les-Compiègne (Oise) local 

Communists were able to reduce the tumout at a PSF meeting by stuffing al1 the town's 

mailboxes with announcements that they would hold their own meeting; apparently many 

members interpreted this as a threat of a counterdemonstration and thus decided to avoid 

potential violence." 

The PSF's behaviour in the last two incidents might seem rather tirnid; indeeà, it 

has k e n  argued that the Communists were generally more aggressive than the PSF insofar 

as demonstrations were concemed." This was in fact probably the case; studies of 

Georges Valois's Faisceau in the 1920s and Oswaid Moseley's British Union of Fascists 

in the 1 930s show that more often than not it was the Comrnunist party that initiated 

violence. W~th respect to the Croix de Feu the authonties themselves concluded that the 

league had rarely initiated violence, though it often behaved in a provocative fashion. But 

none of this means that any of these formations were somehow moderate in their ultimate 

political goals. Indeed, using paramilitary activity as a measure of ideoiogical outlook is 

problematic. Passmore argues that with the transition from Croix de Feu to PSF came a 

graduai decline in paramilitarism, and thus a move away fiom fa~cisrn.~ But no one has 

"~refect, 27 January 1938, AD Gard 1M 71 5; Subprefect (Saint-Nazaire), 7 
February 1938, AD Loire-Atlantique 1M 470; Subprefect (Compiègne), 23 May 1938, 
AD Oise Mp 5 134. 

33This is the view of M. Gilles de La Rocque. 

YDouglas, "Violence and the Faisceaut', passim; Stephen Cullen, "Politicai 
Violence: The Case of the British Union of Fascists", Jo11maI of Contemporary 
History 28/2 ( 1 993): 245-267; Passmore, "Paramilitarism", pp. 5 52-5 56. 
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argued that the Faisceau was somehow not fascist because Georges Valois saw brawling 

as counterproductive. Moreover, the dropping of military language and imagery on the 

part of the PSF compared to its predecessor was at least partly the result of pressure from 

the authorities; it does not prove that La Rocque and his followers underwent any 

ideologicai conversion. Paramilitarism did not define the Croix de Feu or PSF; it was a 

twl. and when circumstances becarne unpropitious these movements adapted invoking 

Republican liberties to discredit their opponents. 

If the PSF proved capable of responding imaginatively to the rneasures of the 

Popu!ar Front government, it also held its own in its dealings with other right-wing 

movements, though given its hegemonic aims and the attitude of its rivals a confiict was 

vimially unavoidable. Still, in the surnmer of 1936 unity in the face of the victonous 

Popular Front - and the strike wave - was the watchword of much of the right and far 

right. The Fédération Républicaine initiated the creation of an opposition inter-group in 

the Chamber. The Union Nationale de Combattants ( W C )  cdled for the creation of a 

"rassemblement national anti-révolutionnaire". Doriot's newly formed PPF aiso called for 

cooperation within the right. Though L'Actiot~frmiçazse was a constant critic of La 

Rocque, attacking him for integrating his followers into a system which the paper 

despised, most right-wing politicians had the PSF very much in mind when they talked of 

such things. 

in the summer and autumn of 1936 effons were made to cooperate. In the Alpes- 



Maritimes and the Hérault the PSF and PPF worked together againa the Communias, 

coordinating meetings and counter-dem~nstrations.~' In Mmes plans were made for a 

large group of exCroix de Feu members to be addressed on 5 July 1936 by Ybamégaray, 

Xavier Vallat, and Simon Sabiani (an associate of Doriot). Philippe Henriot addressed a 

mixed PSF/üNC audience on 20 September at Saweterre-deGuyenne, and a week earlier 

a "Rassemblement National de Vendée" meeting at La Roche-sur-Yon drew about 10,000 

listeners. They heard speakers fiom the Fédération Républicaine, Pierre Taittinger, a 

delegate fiom the UNC, and Pierrat, a columnist for Le Fkmzbearr. Most of the speakers 

stressed the importance of unity against Cornmunian but Pierrat also suggested t hat while 

ail 'men of good wiIl' were working together. they were also waiting for the day when La 

Rocque wodd take power. Pienat's remarks were completely in accord with PSF policy, 

for La Rocque hirnself had ordered local leaders to "acceptez l'alliance anti-révolutionnaire 

de tous les hommes de bonne volonté. MAIS PRENEZ LEUR TÊTE ... ."" 

T h y  when the UNC made a renewed appeal for unity, the PSF reached an accord 

with it, but this agreement involved only local ententes and was carefid to preserve the 

35~achefer, "L'Action Française et le PSF", pp. 1 25- 1 3 3 ; Commissaire Divisionnaire 
de Police Spéciale, 1 October 1936, AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 542; Directeur de la 
Police dstat, 9 October 1936, Prefect, 27 January 1937, AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 
543. 

 achefe fer, "L'Union des Droites", pp. 1 12-1 15; Prefect, 29 June, Arrête, 5 July 
1936, AD Gard 1M 7 15; the Prefect did not d o w  this meefing to go ahead; Prefect, 
14 September 1936, AD Vendée 4M 4 13; Le Flambeau, 8 August 1936 (emphasis in 
onginai). 
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independence of the respeaive organizations. In a circular sent out shortly aflenvards, La 

Rocque reminded members that since the PSF was the moa powerful "force for order and 

French rebirth", they shouid not allow it to be marginalized. It soon becarne apparent that 

PSF-WC relations were not going to be too close; while during the fdl some speakers 

did attempt to stress the unity of spirit which existed between these formations, by March 

1937 differences had emerged. The WC, for instance, was less hostile towards Blum's 

'pause' and attempts to float a large loan for national defense than was the PSF." 

It was also soon evident that the PSF would have problems with the Fédération 

Républicaine. The older party f a e d  the usurpation of its supporters; Xavier Vallat went 

so far as to accuse the PSF of contributing to national disunity. Such incidents did not 

immediately undermine atternpts at cooperation; Fédération members addressed PSF 

congresses during the winter of 1936-37. Yet even on these occasions misunderstandings 

arose. For instance, the PSF press made a point of insisting that their party was not 

subse~ent to the Fédération &er Paul Creyssel made some conciliatory remarks to the 

lattefs Rhône federation congress in January 1937. Two months earlier the Fédération's 

national cowcil conceded that the PSF might prove to be a valuable ally, but the potential 

threat it posed was also a major issue of discussion. Thus when the PSF tned to garner 

more support by encoumghg links between its deputies and those of conservative parties 

37 Machefer, "L'Union des Droites", pp. 1 1 5- 1 16; La Volonté bretonne, 5 November 
1936; La Rocque, "Circulaire du service général", 28 October 1936,45 LAP 116; there 
is a copy of the PSF-CMC agreement in 45 1 AP 12 1. 



through the mation of the Comité Parlementaire de défense des libertés et de sympathie 

pour le PSF, Fédération notables like Vallat refused to sign up, citing their belief that the 

PSF would not Wully cooperate with other national parties in an election. It took months 

for the Comité to take shape, and the group of forty-seven deputies - not al1 of them fiom 

the Fédération, it should be noted - met only once. PSF-Fédération relations worsened in 

193 7; in May the Lille-Roubaix-Tourcoing sections informed their members that since 

they had not been invited to a meeting to be addressed by Louis Marin, they were not to 

attend. 38 

This Wction was apparent in electoral contests, though not right away, for the PSF 

always stressed that it was committed to anti-Manllst unity no matter who was elected. 

It thus gratefully acknowledged that in November 1936 the Fédération's candidate had 

stood down on the second ballot. ailowing the PSFs Robert Poiget to defeat the Socialists 

and be elected as a comiIIer dmondrmmet~t in Lyon. Naturally, it also pointed out that 

its votes helped JobLambert of the Fédération win a senatorial election in the Eure that 

same r n ~ n t h . ~ ~  But the party's efforts could not dispel concems on the part of the 

Fédération that the new formation was a threat to its parliamentary dominance. This 

dom et ter to La Rocque, 26 Iune l 9 3 6 , 4  1 AP 120; IMne, French Comenatism in 
Crisis, pp.13 1-134; Le FImnbeazr, 21 November, 5, 12 December 1936,20 February, 
13 March 1 93 7; Jean-Noël leanneney, François de Wendel en RéphIiqzie: L 'Argent et 
Le Pouvoir 1914-1940 (Paris, 1976), pp.56768; Vdat  to La Rocque, 23 November 
1936,45 1 AP 120; "Note aux sections Lille-Roubaix-Tourcoing", 2 1 May 193 7, AD 
Nord 685 109. 

39Le FZmbeau, 2 1 November 193 6. 
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became painfùlly apparent during the Mortain byelection in the spnng of 1937. f i s  

constituency fell vacant when its representative, Gustave Guerin, was elected to the 

Senate. The PSF candidate, Dr. Gautier, received the endorsement of Guerin a member 

of the Fédération, who had also been a Croix de Feu member. However, unbeknownst to 

Guerin, the Fédération also had a candidate, Georges Normand and its local press 

attacked Gautier and criticized Guerin for supporting the PSF. More trouble arose 

between the PSF and the W C  when rumoun circuiated that Jean Goy was also going to 

nin in the byelection, and the situation was fùrther complicated in February when the 

Fédération backed yet another candidate, Jacques Legrand. Al1 the while assaults on the 

PSF continued; it was presented as being equivocal on religion and 'fascistic'. When the 

voting took place Gautier so outdistanced Legrand and Normand on the first ballot that 

in accordance with the Fédération and PSF's principles of cooperation the former's 

candidates withdrew for the second round. But the attacks had made their mark and at 

lest 300 of the Fédération's votes retùsed to support Gautier, the Alliance Démocratique 

thus won the seat. Adduig insult to injury, Pierre Taittinger now criticized the PSF for not 

tùlly devoting itself to the national cause, citùig the incident as proof that no Party, no 

matter how strong it was, could stand alone. For his part, La Rocque was enraged, 

referring to the Fédération as "sectarian fossils"; the party Bulletitz clairned that an unholy 

alliance of right and lefi had conspirecl against the PSF." 

%ke, French Con~enatiism in Cnsis, pp. 13 7- 144; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", 
pp.244-247; Le Flambeau, 23 January 1937; Pierre Taittinger to E. Nicole, 27 Apd 
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If the Fédération - rightly - feared that the PSF was attracting its voters, La 

Rocque and his lieutenants had to worry about losing members ro Jacques Doriot's PPF. 

As early as July 1936 Le Fhbearr was instructing its readers that since the PSF was 

already the most powerful of the ah-Marxist forces they need not join other formations. 

Moreover, La Rocque tried to imply that Doriot was not honestly committed to 

cwperation between the ~ ~ ' O I ~ Q I I X ~  in an i n t e~ew with Gri~~goire, the leader of the PST 

claimed that at the time of the agreement with the üNC he and Jean Goy had urged 

Doriot to associate bimseifwith their efforts, but that "cette rencontre ne lui paraissait pas, 

dit-on, encore opportune. "" 

The two parties continueci to compete for followen in the winter of 1 93 6-3 7, but 

following the violence at Clichy Doriot was a particularly outspoken defender of the PSF, 

and that sarne month he launched his appeal for a unification of al1 anti-Mar>cist forces into 

a 'Liberty Front'. Predictably, this was seen by La Rocque and his followers as an attempt 

by another movement to gain control over the PSF's membership. They had to respond 

carefùlly to cdls for unified action, however, as Doriot did obviously exercise an appeal 

over some party members, and they did not want to be seen as splitters of the na~ionan." 

"Le F M e a r ,  1 1 July 1936; Gringoire, 21 May 1937. 

*'Commissaire Divisionnaire de Police Spéciale (Nice), 28 May 1937, AD Alpes- 
Maritimes 4M 543; Machefer, "L'Union des Droites", p. 1 18; Brunet, Jacques Doriot, 
p.269 sees Doriot's manuever as a carryover from the 'uniteci front' tactics of his 
Communist days. 
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Thus? Doriot's proposais that Republican institutions and the 'social gains' of the Popular 

Front be preserved were accepte4 but La Rocque also requested, arnong other things, 

that PSF members not be 'poached'. in more generai ternis, he expressed concem that the 

Liberty Front raised h o p  but threatened to promise little in the way of substance. Al1 the 

same, La Rocque affirmed that the PSF was committed to building a rampart against 

~omrnunism.'~ 

The Liberty Front was officially created on 8 May 1937 during a meeting at the 

Vélodrome d'tiiver, and Doriot invited al1 non-Marxist parties to attend negotiations. 

Fernand Robbe and Barmchin were sent, but La Rocque was cautious; in an i n t e ~ e w  

with Gritrgoire on 2 1 May he noted that previous attempts at cooperation between the 

PPF and PSF had not succeeded. While he insisted that he was in favour of a "union 

tangible", "[ll'idée de placer cette coordination sous un 'chapeau' quelconque ne me 

paraissait que secondaire7 accessoire, en deuxième urgence". A conseii wtionaI 

extraorditraire held by the PSF on 9 Iune decided the issue once and for ail. The party 

leadership asserted that the Liberty Front would not create anything durable and that the 

Fédération Républicaine's suggestion that all sitting deputies belonging to the Front should 

keep their seat worked only to the benefit of that party (and potentially against the 

expansion of the PSFs parliamentary presence), since their parliamentarians numbered 57 

of the 59 concemed. Fmally, it was asserted that the creation of the Liberty Front would 

43 Howlett, "Croix de Feu", p.248; see La Rocque's colurnn and his comments at the 
regional congres for the Franche-Comté, both in Le Flambeau, 8 May 193 7. 
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only encourage a revival of the now weakening Popular Front. In rejecting Doriot's 

proposal the PSF leaders did not wish to appear too sectarian, of course; they stressed 

that cooperation over specific issues, such as electoral alliances. remained desirable? 

The PSF's refusal to join the Liberty Front denied that coalition of its largea 

potential member, though the Fédération, Taittinger's PRNS and the PPF al1 adhered. The 

event has been interpreted as the thwarting of a Zeninist' attempt to separate the 

membership of the PSF fiom their leaders in the s e ~ c e  of a 'fascist-style' formation, and 

La Rocque has been praised by some for his rejection of the 'extremist' Liberty Front and 

his refiisal to encourage more political polarization, which might have resulted in civil war. 

It has also been noted that by not joining the Liberty Front the PSF encouraged the 

Radicals to break with the Popular Front; if they had been faced with a united right-wing 

enemy they might have remained with the Socialists and Communists longer. This is in 

fict how La Rocque and other PSF luminaries sought to present the situation afierwards, 

and it is mie that one of the reasons cited by the PSF for rejecting the Liberty Front was 

because it would encourage Ieft-wing unity." 

But it must be reiterated that the PSFs rejection of the Liberty Front was not total; 

-Le Fiambeau, 22,29 May, 12 June 1937; Femand Robbe, Le Pcvri Social 
Français et le Front de la Liberté (Paris, 193 7) ,  passim; Brunet, Jacques Dorzoî, 
pp.273-274; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.249-250; "Direction province", 18 June 
1937,451AP 116. 

4S~obécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.573-580; Le Petitjourni, 19 lanuary 
1938. 
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the former certdy hoped to bai& f?om electoral alliances. It would appear that concem 

for preserving organizational autonomy was at the forefront of the PSF leaders' concems; 

they had certainiy demonstrated a strong sense of independence with respect to other 

right-wing coalitions, such as the National Front, in the pas. The blunting of the Liberty 

Front initiative was accompanied by a deterioration in intra-right relations, especially with 

respect to the PSF and PPF. When Doriot lost the mayoralty of Saint-Denis a PSF speaker 

in Amiens classified the action as "unjust and arbitrary", and promised his party's support. 

But when reelections to Saint-Denis' municipal council took place on 20 June, Doriot was 

badly defeated, and there were soon accusations that the PSF's support had been 

iacklustre or even nonexi~tent.~ 

The situation oniy got worse over that sumrner. Emnity between La Rocque and 

other elements of the right reached its climax d e r  Pozzo di Borgo published an article 

in Choc on 15 kly, claiming that André Tardieu had told him that he had solidified the 

links between his govemment and the Croix de Feu by paying La Rocque 20,000 francs 

a month. Why was this done at this particular time? La Rocque himself drew a direct link 

between the denunciation and the PSF's acquisition of Le Petit jountaL Possession of a 

large Parisian daily presented a formidable threat to ot her joumaiists such as Léon Bailby, 

editor of the mass right-wing daily Le Jour and an acquaintance of Tardieu. La Rocque 

16Commissaire de Police Peeters, 1 June 1937, AD Somme 99M 165; for an 
example of a similar incident in the Hérault see Barrachin to Faucherre (President of 
Hérault PSF), 30 April 1937, note by Sète section, 3 June 1937,45 I AP 120. 
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was certainly aware of t h ;  he had been trying to acquire a daily since the aunimn of 

1936, and had been wamed by his sometime ally de Kérillis of the anger this was causing. 

On 25 May the PSF announced its acquisition of Le Perir joiimaf; a CO-ordinated attack 

on La Rocque involving Tardieu, Pozzo di Borgo, and Xavier Vallat began won after. 

LActzonfrançaise and Choc joined in by accusing La Rocque of insubordination and 

cowardice during his di tary careeer. " 
It was agreed in advance that Vaiîat would act as Tardieu's defense attorney; 

moreover, Tardieu wrote a letter to Pozzo indicating annoyance over the article and 

stating that he had not intended his remarks to be published; this made it difficult for La 

Rocque to force Tardieu to present evidence. It would also make it easier to drag things 

out in court. enhancing the chances of seriously damaging La Rocque's reputation. The 

motives of the three men are not difficult to discern. Vallat was a member of the 

Fédération Républicaine and disliked the threat posed to it by the PSF; Pozzo sought 

retribution; and Tardieu disiiked the demeanour of the PSF and resented La Rocque's 

successftl political efforts. They believed that the leader of the PSF intended to dorninate 

the right rather than cooperate and needed to be cut down to size, perhaps even totally 

discredited. In a letter to Tardieu Pozzo characterized the situation in the following 

marner: "[nlous avons anaire a un aventurier dangereux pour le pays, ne serait-ce que par 

"~aladier, Prison Jounuf1940-1945, p. 265 [entry for 7 February 1 9441; 
Kupfennan and Machefer, "Presse et politique dans les années trente", pp.25-45; 
Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp. 583-585. 
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son ignorance insondable - Ii est urgent de lui régler son compte, ceci sans jeu de mots"." 

La Rocque's initial response was to try to dismiss the degations. But he soon 

found that a court case was unavoidable, for Pozzo slapped a charge of defarnation on him 

der a verbal counterattack by the latter inadvertently wound up in a PSF communique. 

Furthemore, the leader of the PSF found himself under pressure fiom within the party to 

respond. He thus undertook an inspection tour of the departments - travelling to 76 of 

them in slightly over three weeks, constantly denying Tardieu's accusations. But by the 

end of the Swnmer he decided that recourse to the courts was necessary. On 6 September 

seventeen writs were issued against various newspapers for charges of defmation, but La 

Rocque was not to gain a great deal of satisfaction through this method. In Pozzo's 

lawsuit - which was heard on 26 October 1937 - Tardieu gave apparently convincing 

testirnony and the court found aga* the PSF leader, although the fine (3000 francs) was 

a £?action of that demanded. The lawsuits launched by La Rocque also had disappointing 

results, with most of the defendents - including Pozzo di Borgo - being acquitted of the 

charges of defarnation, though Léon Daudet and L'Action fiançaise received fines for 

defamation. 

*sHowlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.25 1-258 [quote on p.2571; Monnet, Rrjaiire 1 .  
République, pp-449,454-458; Machefer, "Tardieu et La Rocque", pp. 14- 1 5 .  

'%owlett, "Croix de Feu", pp. 258-64; Machefer, "L'Action Française et le PSF", 
p- 125; Monnet, Refaire [a République, pp.450-454; a second string of writs, 
conceming other allegations against La Rocque had dso been prepared, but in light of 
the fist series of judgements they were not pursueci. 



The whole business also made paintùlly clear to La Rocque the limited support he 

now enjoyed in the upper echelons of the army. While some of his former commanders 

testified on his behalf, neither Weygand nor Pétain would do so and in fact both 

downplayed their Iùiks with him at the tirne, even though les than a year earlier each had 

stated that they had thought bighly of the leader of the PSF. La Rocque was embarrassed 

and angered by this; he published an open letter to Pétain in the pages of Le Petit journal 

in November 1937, and nearly seven years later bitterly remarked to Daladier in Itter 

prison how Weygand used to have lunch at Pozzo's residence." 

But $Tardieu, Vallat and Pozzo hoped to discredit La Rocque to the extent that 

his followers would desert him en muse, they did not succeed, though the whole f lair 

was not without some impact. In the Nord Armand Causaert was profoundly aiarmed by 

the number of desertions; he met with La Rocque and dernanded that the latter swear he 

had not taken money, and then at a mass meeting in Lille swore on the head of his children 

that La Rocque was innocent. This appears to have halted the defections, though not al1 

of those who lefi retumed." Yet elsewhere the allegations did not result in many 

desertions, though they rnay have shaken the faith of some. In Chantilly a Paris orator 

asked his audience to swear that since the PSF were La Rocque's 'children', they would 

Wowlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.26 1 -63 ; Daladier, Prison JorrnuL 1940-1945, 
pp.279-80 [entry for 23 June 19441. 

SIPrévosto, "Fédération du Nord", pp.3 1-3 5; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", p.264 
suggests that the &Fair did h m  the Party, whiie Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, 
pp.698,62 1 sharply disagrees. 



not separate themselves f?om him. Some listeners responded 'yes', but moa  were content 

to applaud. In Châlons-sur-Marne the authorities observed that "les partisans du colonel 

gardent . . . ou feignant de garder leur foi en leur président. " In the Alpes-Maritimes only 

20 - out of 8000 - quit, and in the Haute Vienne no-one lefi. Victor Perret, head of the 

Fédération Républicaine's Rhône organktion and an aily of Tardieu commented of the 

PST members in that department: "[c]e sont des gens impossibles et le colonel a vraiment 

bien réussi son entreprise de division. "" 

Against the background of the Tardieu affair cantonal elections were held in 

France in October 1937; these were accorded more attention than usual, as they were seen 

as a way of rneasuring national reaction to the Popdar Front. Conscious that some PSF 

members were strongly in favour of cooperation with other parties. and aware that 

charges of splitting would damage the party's daim to be the leading force for national 

unity, the leadership ultimately decided not to publish a pamphlet that had been prepared 

conceming the Mortain byelection which arongly attacked the Fédération Républicaine. 

instead, committment to anti-Popdar Front unity was played up. n i e  PSF made very clear 

its support for Jean Goy in his n>ccessfÙI Falaise byelection campaign." On 26 June La 

SzCornmissaire de Police (Chantilly), 18 November 193 7, AD Oise Mp 5 1 3 3; 
Commissaire Spécial (Châlons-sur-Marne), 22 November 1 93 7, AD Marne 3 0M 144; 
Commissaire Divisionnaire de Police Spéciale, 28 Augua 193 7, AD Alpes-Maritimes 
4M 542; Chouvel, "Croix de Feu", p.216; Perret to Tardieu, 8 November 1937,324AP 
79. 

53 ' Election Ic;gshzive de Mortain (A d i 9 3  7) (Paris, 1 93 7), copy in 45 1 AP 1 20; 
Bufletin d'infomutions 3 1,3 3,34,  1 1-25 May, 1 June 193 7. 
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Rocque ordered that rnernbers were not to seek revenge for Mortain, and over the course 

of the swnmer local arrangements resulting in an anti-Marxist candidatl~re unique - which 

fit in the PSF's wiliingness to reach Iimited agreements with other movements - were 

reached in over 80 departments. The party clairned that it was presenting 689 candidates 

(a total of 3390 seats were contesteci). Bamhin  urged the local sections to repon results 

quickly, especiaily for candidates who were running as "étiquette PSF ou d'union"." 

There was some sniping on the eve of the election. Doriot accused the PSF of 

boasting that it would dominate the ri@; Barrachin responded by accusing the PPF leader 

of pettiness. But in cornparison to the debacle at Mortain the right was relatively unified, 

at least in electoral tenns. Yet the results were at best equivocal as far as the PSF was 

concemed. The party itself eventuaily clairned that it elected 3 O 6  conse illrrs ge11Prara and 

cot1seiIIer.s d'arrondisernet~t- But one contemporary observer, E. Rey baud, contended that 

it had elected oniy 43, while Le Temps did not even report the PSF as a separate category 

when it gave election resuits. These discrepancies resulted partly corn the vague etiquettes 

adopted by the candidates in order to achieve unity. Indeed, of the 689 candidates clairned 

by the Party, oniy 250 actually presented themselves as PSF; others ran under such labels 

as "Union Anti-Marxiste" or "Union Républicaine". This factor could have a dramatic 

impact; in the Moselle eighteen pro-party candidates were elected on the "Républicain 

5411 Direction province", 18 June 1937, "Extraits du discours prononcé par le colonel 
de La Rocque au congrès de FAuvergne, le 3 Octobre 1937" and "Élections cantonales 
-centralisation des résultats", 4 October 1937, in 45 1 AP 1 16. 



Anti-Marxiste" ticket, but only 9 of these were attributed to the PSF because only they 

had run under its label? 

I n d e  PSF militants were sornetimes upset by the concessions they had to make 

to reach agreements. in the Rhône the party was restricted to running in mostly lefi-wing 

consthencies; in only one canton did the Fédération Repubkaine candidate stand down 

to rnake way. The whole situation worsened when in one case the Fédération ran against 

the PSF anyway, and was oniy "vaguely disowned" by his local organization. In the Nord 

there were no instances of such infighting, but here again "les modérés n'abandonnent au 

PSF que les cantons considérés comme perdus pour eux." In the Ardèche the PSFs 

candidates perceived the traditional right to be so strong that they al1 ran as conservatives. 

Thus, despite the praise it received for its "désintéressement" corn Henri de Kénllis, editor 

of the daily L'&oWe, and even though the makeup of the cot~sezls généraux - ofien 

dorninated by long incurnbent local notables - meant that cooperation with other 

movements was the oniy practical poiicy, the PSF felt that the candidarz~re ut~ique ofien 

did not work to its advantage. Soon after the cantonals the party decided that it would in 

most cases only seek anti-Popular Front unity on the second bal10t.~ 

''Le Petit ~uz~rnaf,  2 September, 26 October 1 93 7 [this gives a figure of 2991; 
Weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", pp.84-87; Ruciaux, Croix de Fm, pp.244-45; 
Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.265-69,3 3 0-3 3 1. 

%~assmore, "Right and Extreme Right", pp.377-78; Florin. "Des Croix de Feu au 
Parti Social Français", p.247; Austin, "Conservative Right and Far Right", p. 190; 
Bulletin d'infomatiom 49,20 September 193 7; Ferragu, "Croix de Feu et PSF", 
pp.32-33. 



The cantonal elections had demonstrated that a policy of allying with other right- 

wing organizations, though able to win seats, h t e n e d  to d u c e  the PSF to subordinate 

statu, something intolerable for La Rocque and his lieutenants. They were also 

dissatisfied with the other formations, particularly the Fédération Républicaine, for its 

behaviour dunng the Tardieu affir. In Iate 1937 the PSF requested that the Fédération 

dissociate itselffrom Vallat's and Philippe H e ~ o t ' s  savage attacks on La Rocque; but in 

response to this Louis Marin told his parliamentaians that the new party was simply 

Ioohg for an excuse to enter into open contlict with the Fédération. Marin also accused 

La Rocque of moving closer to the lefiist' Miance Démocratique, the Radicals, and even 

elements in the govemment in order to avoid having the PSF dissolved, and of attacking 

the Fédération in order to please them. Such tactics, Marin added, only served to weaken 

the 'national' cause, particularly in electoral tenns." 

While naturally bombastic, Marin's obsemation was not without some validity. The 

PSF, after ail, always claimed that it sought to appeai to 'patnots' of al1 sorts, whether of 

the lefi or right. Moreover, by late 1937 it was clear that the Radicals were moving away 

from the Popular Front; Chautemps had refused Cornmunist participation in his 

govemrnent in June, and at the party congress in September there had been strident 

criticism of the coalition with the SFIO and PCF? Considering its difficult relationship 

57 Note, 2 December 1937, APP B/a I952; Inrine, French Comervatism in Crisis, 
pp. 149-15 1. 

"~ac  kson, PopuIar Front in France, pp.243-44. 
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with the other parties of the nght, it is not at al1 surprising that the PSF would explore 

alternatives; this explains why it had abstained, rather than voted a g h a ,  Chautemps' 

second cabinet, which had been formed without Communist support or Socialist 

participation. 

In fact, the PSFs cails for the Radicals to break with the Popular Front - and 

suggestions to the Radical electorate that they might find the PSF more appealing - had 

begun before the time of the Chautemps govement. In descnbing the Radical Congress 

at Bi- in October 1936 - where strong signs of opposition to the Popular Front within 

the party appeared - the PSFs BuIIetin d'infomutiom (an intemal document intended for 

militants only) distinguished between the "pseudo-ratiodism" of the Radical leaders, 

which opposed itselfto al1 spiritual forces, and the outlook of their troops, many of whom 

remained "foncièrement attachés à la patrie, à l'ordre et à la liberté". In January 1937 the 

party gave its votes to the anti-Popular Front Radical Lucien Lamoureux in a byelection 

at Lapalisse, which Lamoureux won. " 
Such tactics were not unique to the PSF; by this tirne virtually the entire French 

right was calhg for the Radicafs to break with the Popular Front. But, as outlined in 

Chapter One, an appeal to the Radicals was a particularly important element of the PSF's 

political strategy. Barrachin was the driving force behind it; he had consistently 

5gB~iiietitz cfïnfonnutiom 3,27 October 1936; Le Fiambeau, 6- 13,20 February 
193 7; Larmour, Fr& Radical Party, p.220; this was the case even though 
Lamoreux had at first cautiously endorsed the Popuiar Front; see ibid., pp. 17 1, 183. 



emphasized that the party needed to present a 'moderate' image in order to win more 

support. hiring his own campaign for the 1936 elections he had reportedly asked Xavier 

Vallat to ensure that the Croix de Feu of bis district in the Ardennes "ne soutenir sa 

candidature qu'avec discrétion, car il ne tenait pas à un appui trop voyant!"* It was 

Barrachin who most Iikely authored "Le PSF et les Radicaux", which argued that the 

Popular Front had to be divided and its Marxist and Radical elements subsequently 

undennineci. In the case of the latter this was to be achieved through attacking the prestige 

of their leaders, but also through emphasizing the P SF's Republicanism and downp laying 

its paramilitarisrn so as to attract right-wing Radicals and encourage them against the 

leftist elements in the party. As early as March 1937 militants were instnicted by the 

Buifetir> d7ttfonnation.s that : " . . .Noire propagande devra . .. s'alracher a cotwc~incrr frs 

ilecteurs Radicaux attachés à la Patrie comme à la République: C O I Z ~  fa dictature 

PSF. La haine dont Moscou trous pmrrstrit le d6ntot1tre chape jour 

Nobecourt argues that the PSF ultimately wanted to replace the Radicals as the 

centria party in Third Republic politics, rejecting the s<tremes of both lefi and right." The 

Vallat, Le Nez dr Cléopâhe, p. 140; Barrachin had inherited the seat in the 
Ardennes from Etienne Riché, who had died in 1934, and who was the brother of 
Georges Riché, the Croix de Feu's treasurer. Barrachin Iost the seat in 1936. 

6 ' " ~ e  PSF et les Radicaux", n.d., 45 1 AP 120 (see also Chapter One) ; Birllerin 
d'informations 24-24 March 1937 (emphasis in original). 

6 % o b ~ o ~ r t ,  Colonel de La Rocque, pp.647-48, 1063~. 53-60. 



party certainly hoped in the short tenn to influence the orientation of the Radicals and in 

the long term to displace them. But its goal was not to then occupy power as a moderate 

centrist party. One of the elements of the Radical party that the PSF most strongly 

applauded was the Jeunesses Radicales, who were known for their authoritarian 

demeanour and strident anti-Cornmunism; the Catholic journal Erpnt described them as 

having a "tempérament . . .p urement fasciste"; in fact, it considered them more extremist 

than the PSF." Initiatives undertaken by this group, such as a meeting at Carcassone in 

Apd 1937 where the Popular Front was strongfy denounced, were heartily approved of 

by the PSF. At a meeting in Mmes Dr.Rocher announced that the views of the Jeunesses 

Radicales "représentait exactement I'opinion du PSF"." There is little evidence of 

'centrism' here. 

Louis Marin had dso accused the PSF of moving closer to the center-right 

Mance Démocratique and Parti Démocrate Populaire (PDP). Here his observation carries 

less weight; there was little impetus for the PSF to align with either. A few deputies fiom 

the AUiance had joined the Comité Parlementaire de défense des libertés et de sympathie 

pour le PSF. And La Rocque's emphasis on social reform did provide some common 

ground with the PDP. But there remained fundamental differences in outlook; since the 

election of the Popular Front both the Ailiance and PDP had disavowed the politics of 

""B.S", "Le Parti Radical-Socialiste", E$urit 7/80 (May 1939), p. 1 73. 

*Berstein, Histoire dir Pmri RadicaI, vo1.2, pp.471-2,495-7; Commissaire Central, 
7 July 1937, AD Gard 1M 715. 
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polarization and called for a more moderate approach. To this the PSF responded that it 

aiso opposed the politics of'two blocs', but quickly added its attitude had to be 'realistic'; 

the Popular Front formed a bloc, and "[eln face de lui, une seule masse cohérente: le 

PSF". The Miance, Barrachin remarked, talked of 'concentration' with the PDP and 

Radicals; the PSF too, wanted "la concentration sincère des républicains, antirnamistes, 

et que cette concentration se fasse dans le pays." But, he added, the PSF was a mass party 

- which the Alliance was not - and in a democracy it was the masses that made the 

decisions. Barrachin's committment to democracy - beyond it providing an electoraf 

victory for his party - was in fact dubious, but his message was clear; the PSF, by virtue 

of its size, ought to be the leader of the ri@~t.~' 

For its part, while the AUiance believed that La Rocque's refusai to join the Liberty 

Front helped him secure dâscist, alrnon Republican credentiais, there were times when 

it criticized the PSF. In the n i m e r  of 1937, for instance, L'AZIimce Démocratiqz~re 

conaasted its refusa1 to attack La Rocque personally with the "perfidious" attacks on its 

leader Handin in the PSFs Bulletin d'infommtiots. The paper also questioned the extent 

of La Rocque's true commitbnent to national reconciliation, and concluded by stating that 

"@]'Alliance Démocratique est prête a confronter sa doctrine avec celle du PSF, s'il en a 

une.. . . " As for the PDP, most its members, while seeing some worthy qualities in the PSF 

and its leader, d l  remaineci suspicious of the new party's past and questioned the depth 

65Le Flambeau, 1 May 193 7; Le Petit jm~rnaf, 13 November 193 7. 
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of its current committment to democracy. Dunng the cantonal elections the PSF singled 
. 

out the Catholic party for its relative unwillin~ness to make alliances. In a 1939 byelection 

at Saint Brieuc the PDP candidate, king in third place behind a Radical and a PSF on the 

first round, withdrew but in Barrachin's opinion made it clear that he favoured the Radical 

candidate, who subsequently won. After that the PSF refused cooperation with PDP 

candidates on the second round? 

Given its attempt to concili ate the Radicais and to emph asize its committment t 

national unity, it is not surprishg that the PSF's eight deputies gave their votes - along 

with the ovenvhelming majority of the Chamber, it mua be added - to the new 

govemment of   doua rd Daladier in the spring of 1938. They were among the 508 (of 

58 1) deputies who on 13 April voted decree powers to the new cabinet until the end of 

July to take "les mesures qu'il juge indispensables pour faire face aux nécessités de la 

défense nationale et redresser les finances et t'économie de la nation". Still, they had given 

their nippon only afler Ybarnégaray had a conversation with Georges Bonnet, a leading 

right-wing Radical who was Daladier's strongiy pro-appeasrnent foreign rninister. 

Ybarnégaray himself wrote of Daladier that "[il1 faudra, nous, beaucoup oublier pour 

l'accepter, lui bien changer pour réussir". La Rocque expressed mild satisfaction at the 

%ese were Prosper Blanc (Ain), Lecacheux (Manche), Pierre Quenette 
(Meurthe-et-Moselle), and Marcel Héraud (Paris); L'Alliance Démocratiqzie, 1 1 June, 
9 July 1937; Bulletin d'infonnaiions 49,20 September 1937; Delbreil, Centrisme et 
démocratie chrétienne, pp. 3 34-3 3 6. 
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congress they apparently phcipated in a session where Pierre Cot was heckled." 

An examination of the part+ performance in some byelections and local elections 

durhg this period provides further insights into this strategy. The PSF liked to claim that 

it could attract Radical voters disillusioned with the Popular Front. To support these 

assertions Le F[mbem pointed to the byelection for Paris XIX in November 1936, for 

instance, asserting that 600 Radical voters had supported the PSF against the Popular 

Front. During an election for the cowilgénéral at Louviers (Eure) - a "Radical-Sociaiist 

fi&' - in February 1937, the PSF candidate, while not winning, had been in the lead on the 

first ballot. But this was not the whole story. In a byelection at Ceret in April 1938, for 

exarnple, the SFIO defeated a PSF opponent on the second round with 8 1.88% of the 

vote; when the Socialists had run against an anti-Popular Front Radical two years before, 

they had only amassed 58.65% of the total.* In tight of this ability to attract some Radical 

voters, but difficulty in competing with right-wing Radicals electorally, the PSFs rather 

complex strategy of trying to win over elements of the Radicals while forging contacts 

with groups like the Jeunesses Radicales made sense. 

La Rocque and his followers were also very anxious for a new set of national 

elections, and given their difficulties in forging durable alliances, they favoured a system 

@Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, p.648. 

6 9 ~ e  Fl'mbeau, 6, 13 March, 15 May 1937; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.324-26; 
François Goguel, "Les Élections législatives et sénatorielles partielles", in Rémond and 
Bourdin, ~ m a r r d ~ a ~ ~ d i e r ,  chef de gm~ernernenf, p.48. 
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of proportional representation? As we have seen, when the PSF abstained in the vote for 

Chautemps's second govement, it had cailed for both. During the second haif of 1938 

the Daladier govement both raised the hopes of the party on this matter while 

simultaneously rendenng its strategy more difficult. Motivated by the deteriorating 

international situation and by a widespread sense ofreaction against the Popular Front, 

the cabinet became increasingly conservative. On 2 1 August Daladier announced that in 

the interests of national sec* "[il1 fàut remettre la France au travail"; the two most left- 

wing ministers in the government, the Republican-Socialist deputies Frossard and 

Ramadier, resigned thereafter. Paul Reynaud took over as finance minister, cutting 

spending and making moves against the 40 hour week in some industries. The govemment 

carried out rearmament, but at the same time demonstrated the strength of its desire to 

avoid war by aiiowing Hitler to take the Sudetenland in September; in so doing it met with 

the approval of the majonty of the Chamber of Deputies, the Communists and Henri de 

Kédlis excepted. In October and November the Radicals shifted definitively to the right. 

The party congress at Marseille was characterized by anti-Communist rhetonc and the 

relative rnargmahtion of the lefi wing of the party. On 10 November the break with the 

Socialists and Cornmunists was formaiized; twenty days later the govemrnent moved 

hanhly against a one-day general strîke by the CGT." 

"Sec also Le Petir journal, 2 1 February 1938. 

"Berstein, Histoire du Parti Radicai, v01.2, pp.538-558. 
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Criticking the Daladier government was much harder for the PSF than was 

attacking the Popuiar Front. It had voted in tàvour of the government and supported many 

of its policies, including the Munich Accords. But the party's leaders nevertheless 

castigated the premier and his party for their past actions; for instance, the Birllrtin 

complauied that " [il1 est regrettable que le parti radical-socialiste ait attendu Octobre 1 93 8 

pour constater la duplicité communiste." And they called ever more insistently for a 

dissolution of the Chamber and new elections. On 18 September La Rocque conceded that 

the PSF had indeed supported Daladier's intemal and external policies, but added that 

"[qluant à notre politique permanente, c'est une toute autre affaire. Proportionellement 

à notre importance dans les circonscriptions, nous exigerons notre place au sein des 

Assemblées départementales et législatives. "" 

hiring October the pressure for dissolution heightened when it appeared that, in 

light of his govemment's popularity &er Munich, Daladier was considering calling an 

election. On the 14th Eugène Pebellier noted in Le Petit journal that while the PSF had 

supported the sovernment, they preferred to cany out "their mandate" themselves; he aiso 

i d y  noted how "à la Chambre MM. Frossard, Bergery, Philip et d'autres, ont affirmé tour 

à tour la nécessité de refaire la France, de rompre avec les erreurs du passé, de donner le 

pas à la poIitique nationale sur la politique des partis.. .Ces mots, nouveaux pour eux, ont 

 a ache fer, "Parîi Social Français", p.3 1 3; Bulletin à'infonations 88, 1 7 October 
193 8; Commissaire Central (Nantes), 20 December 1938, AD Loire-Atlantique 1 M 
470. 
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été toujours les notres." He, Barrachin and La Rocque repeated the calls for dissolution 

over the following weeks, arguing that the Daladier govemment could not make the 

changes that France needed because of its previous attachments to the Popular FrontT3 

When by early November it was clear that elections would not take place, the PSF was 

bitterly disappointecl; Barrachin argued that Daladier had effectively sold out to the 

conservative deputies of the Alliance, Fédération and other groupps, t erming it "un définitif 

discrédit" for the parliarnentary regime. On 1 9 November the Party attacked Reynaud's 

package of decree-law economic reforms, arguing that t hey did not meet the needs of the 

Iess weil-off M e s ,  or smaii business. The deputies abstained in the vote on the decrees 

on 22 December, reducing the governrnent's majorïty to seven." But the PSF could not 

aEord to go tw fa in opposing the govemment; afler dl, a number of its members were 

for the moa part favourable to Daladier (see Chapter 3). Worse, if the ministry did fall, 

what would replace it? Without elections to strengthen its presence in the Chamber, the 

PSF could not have much impact on the formation of any govenunent. 

By the first months of 1939, then, it was clear that the party was in a rather 

difncuit position. Wlth the Popular Front coalition in disarray, the level of physical, though 

not necessariiy verbal, conflict between lefi and right subsided somewhat. The PSF did 

73Le Petit journaIf 14,2 1,25,29 October 1938. 

74Le P efit journal, 1 6, 1 9 November 1 93 8; Machefer, "Parti Social Français", 
pp. 3 1 8- 19; Bullerin d'infonnatiom 92, 1 6 January 1939. 



continue with some provocative actions; in the Somme, the section in Corbie - a 

cornmunistdominated area - wanted to hold a bazaar in Jdy 1938. The local authorities, 

f e h g  a counter-demonstration and violence, forbade it . When the local section decided 

to proceed with the event anyway - protesting against the mayor in the name of liberty - 

gendarmes were sent to guard the intended site and had to tum away about 200 people 

over the course of two days. in Nantes the PSF also planned to hold propaganda meetings 

in 'extrernist' areas.'' But in 1938-39 it was the riunion contradictoire - a planned event 

to which leftist opponents would be invited with the intention of thrashing them in a 

debate - that became more prominent." 

The replacement of standoffs with debates is a testament to a (relative) decline in 

political polarization throughout France, which itself had negative implications for 

rnilitancy on the part of PSF adherents. Moreover, relations with the other parties of the 

right had remained poor in 1938. in March the PST had refùsed another offer of alignment 

fiom Dorioq whose party was working ever more closely with its partners in the Liberty 

Front. Indeed, violence between right-wing formations increased during this period. In 

February 1938 PSF memben in the Rhône disupted a meeting organized by Philippe 

75~refect, 27 Jariuary 193 8, AD Gard 1 M 7 1 5; Commissaire Spécial (Amiens), 29 
June 1938, JournaId'rlrnzens, 2 JuIy 1938, Capitaine Holleville, 5 Jdy 1938, AD 
Somme 99M 165; Commissaire Divisionnaire Spécial (Nantes), 20 October 1938, AD 
Loire-Atlantique 1 M 470. 

'%e F h b e m  d'Indochine, 1 February 1 93 9; Bulletin d'informations 68, 77-79, 
100,21 February, 29 June, 7, 14 Iuly 1938,29 June 1939. 



Henriot by resorting to a combination of noise, stink bombs and flour bags. There was 

fighting between the PSF and the PPF service d'orcire, and Henriot had to move his taik 

to a nearby cafié. In March Xavier Vallat was attacked by the PSF while holding a meeting 

at Béthune. Pierre Taittinger also found his Parisian meetings disrupted, while in Algiers 

PSF and PPF militants clashed several thes?  The PSF and PPF accused each other of 

king sectarian; Barrachin d e d  Doriot a readonary for aligning with the Fédération and 

the Action Française, even as in departments nich as the Alpes-Maritimes the PSF tried 

to win back militants who had eariier defected to the PPF. Barrachin's talk of being 

relieved about certain 'tendencies' being eliminated within the PSF was thus more than a 

little hypocriticai; moreoever, he ail1 did not d e  out the possibility of limited electoral 

al1 iances. 

Wth the Fédération Républicaine situation the situation was also difficult, though 

the PSF bore some of the blame for this. In 1938 it angered two Fédération deputies, 

Pime Bur,peot (Rhône) and André Daher (Marseilles) by ordering them to either join its 

parliarnentary group or face electoral opposition in 1940. Even when the PSF's national 

leaders felt that the modérés had to be handled with care local militants did not always 

"~~ssrnore, "Right and Extreme Right", p.354; Idem, 'Boy-Scouting", pp.555-556. 

j  ru net, Jacques Doriot, pp -289-90; Bulletin d'~n$mnatioionr, No - 7 1, 23 Marc h 
1 93 8; L ~rnmciPtiot1 Natiot~ale, 16 July 193 8; Le Petit Journi, 1 7 May 193 8; 
Commissaire Divisionnaire de Police Spéciale (Nice), 20 October 1937, Commissaire 
Central (Cannes), 8 May 1938, AD Alpes-Wtimes 4M 543; Directeur de la Police 
dEtat, 29 March 1938, AD Alpes-Maritimes SM 542. 
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comply. In a 1938 byelection in La Roche-sur-Yon the local section displayed its 

displeasure with the 'elitist' nature of the selection of the Fédération's candidate - 

presumably this meant a lack of PSF input - by having its voters leave their ballots blank; 

2250 did so. Barrachin was dismayed. He did not go too far in his criticism but did 

disavow the actions of the Vendean organization? Charles Vallin won the seat for Paris's 

ninth arrondisremnt in an October 1938 byelection, but oniy d e r  a hard-fought 

campaign aga& the Fédération Républicaine. The seat had belonged to the latter's deputy 

Pastor Édouard Soulier before his death, and three weeks after Vallin announced his 

candidacy the Fédération selected General Niessel, a former commander and fnend of La 

Rocque's, as its candidate. Additional pressure was put on La Rocque by Generai 

Weygand, who med to  convince him to let Niessel run unopposed. But the leader of the 

PSF would not give wax he told an audience in Nice that "l'intérêt du Parti passant avant 

celui des amitiés." Vallin event~lafly tnumphed, with a dispnt led Niessel withdrawing on 

the second round, and the PSF candidate winning 54% of the total as compared to 

Soulier's 53% in 1936, though voter tumout in 1938 was down by 17.7%.*' 

'%me, French Corwrvutism in Crisis, pp - 1  50-5 1, 1 54-5 5 ; Barrac hin to Uîtavi, 
24 Febniary 1939,45 1 Al? 120; on a similar problem with another conservative deputy, 
Georges Scapini, who incurred the wrath of the PSF section for Paris's seventeenth 
mndiswmenf  by associating with Gaston Bergery, see the letter by PilIoy (section 
president), 22 March 1939, and petition, 8 March 1939, both in 45 1 Ai? 120. 

'"Directeur de la Police detat, 13 November 193 8, AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 542; 
Howlett, " Crok de Feu", pp.327-329; copies of Vallin's and Niessel's carnpaign 
posters (the slogans are quite similar) can be found in Archives de Paris D3 M2 17. 



Ifrelations with the ri@ remaineci difEcult - though the case of Vallin's byelection 

shows that begrudging cooperation was possible - by early 1939 there were also problerns 

with the PSFs handling of the Radicals. Interestingly, the extrerne rightist weekly Je mis 

partout conducted an inquiry into this matter, inviting PSF members - "many" of whom, 

it claimed, read the paper - to submit their thoughts. The letters that came in proMded 

varying responses. Sorne expresseci enthusiasm for reac hing out to the Radicals, stressing 

that the PSF needed electoral allies uniess a system of proportional representation was 

voted in, and that the party had lost none of its momentum nor its desire to defeat 

Mamism. Othen were more dubious stressing that it was the Radicals who were 

ultimately the PSF's greatest enemy." Such diverse responses were not surpnsing, aven 

the nature of the PSF's support base. But this was not the only problem that the party 

faced, for by early 1939 the attempt to lure away Radical voters and make contacts with 

the right wing of that party had had only limited success. It is true that lefi-wing Radicals 

accused mernbers of their party of having clandestine contacts with the PSF, and some of 

the latter's mernbers provideci a service d'orcite at some of the Jeunesses Radicales's 

meetings. And there is aidence fiom the Ardèche and the Rh6ne to suggest that the PSF 

couid win over Radical voters, though the officiai reports in question do not answer the 

'?le suispartm~t, 15,22,29 July, 5, 12, 19,26 August, 2 September 1938; 
compared to Gringoire and other papers, however, Je suisprmout was not quite so 
hostile to the PSF. One of the reasons for this rnay have been Paul Creyssel's 
associations with some of its staff, see Pierre-Marie Dioudomat, Je mis partout, 
1930-19-14: Les hImmmsiennes devunt (a tentationfaciste (Paris, 1 973), pp.90, 1 79- 
184. 
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vital question of how many. But in i n t e ~ e w s  with former members of this association 

Berstein concludes that there were few hes between the Jeunesses Radicales and the nght- 

wing parties. Even the Var Radicals, known for their anti-Popular Front tendencies, 

refused an offer of electoral cooperation for 1940 made by a delegation of ARD, PDP, 

Front National, and PSF representatives." 

Daladier himseff constmited an obstacle to the PSFs 'Radical strategy'. In the early 

months of 1939 the party pursued a course of action reminiscent of that of the Croix de 

Feu with the Doumergue government. On the one hand La Rocque acknowledged at the 

PSF's Conseil National in April that France's military prospects were improving; at a 

meeting in Amiens he praised Daladier's patriotisn; and only a few weeks before members 

in that same city had heard how the PSF supported the government while calling for a 

"Union Nationale au dessus des partis". But the party also continued to be critical. In 

February La Rocque reminded readers of Le Petif joirmal of Daladier's past associations 

with the Popular Front, suggesting that his atttitude towards the left was still ambivalent. 

At the end of March Barrachin wnceded that Daladier's government enjoyed widespread 

approval, but argued that the Radical party itself was in decline. He predicted that anti- 

Marxist Radicals would shift to the PSF, while the lefl wing of the party would move 

"~ustin, "Conservaiive Right and the Far Right", pp. 185-6, 190; Barrachin 
i n t e ~ e w  in Machefer, "Le Parti Social Français", pp.308-309; Howlett, "Croix de 
Feu", pp.307-8; Berstein, Histoire du Parti Radical, ~01.2, pp.472, 583-584. 
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towards the Socialists." As with Doumergue, the govemment of Daladier may have some 

patnotic intentions and do some useful things, but only the PSF could bnng tme nationai 

renovation. 

in the days of the Croix de Feu La Rocque estaùlished contacts with leading non- 

Marxist politicians even if he was cntical of them - as with Doumergue - or downright 

disiiked them - as with Fiandin. It was rather predictable, then, that he attempted to do so 

with Daladier. The premier clairneci in 1944 that he had in fact sent an emissary to the PSF 

leader on several occasions, but when in April La Rocque sent two letters to Daladier 

requesting a meeting to disniss both the problem of aerial bombardments as well as more 

general issues, the premier ignored both of them. It may be that Daladier was angered by 

an editorial fiom Le Petit joumd - sent to him by Pozzo di Borgo - in which La Rocque 

noted that he only supported the govemment "faute de rniew<, crainte du pire". But 

considering Daladier's previous experiences with the Croix de Feu, especially on 6 

Febniary, it is likely that this piece of information was superfluous in explaining his 

decis i~n.~ 

In spite of ail these problems, however, the PSF had demonstrated electoral 

83 La Rocque, Paix ou Guerre (Paris, 1939), p.3; Le PeritjmirnaI, 16 Febmary, 28 
March 1939. 

8JDaIadier, Prison Jo11mI 1940-1945, pp.261-2 [entry for 6 Febniary 19441; 
Machefer, "Parti Social Français", pp. 3 20-3 2 1. 



potential, even in predominantly lefi-wing districts where a victory was hard to achieve. 

Here, it is me, often a f'irst round lead wodd tuni into a second round defeat at the hands 

of the SFIO. This is what happened in elections for the comeilgir~&raux in the Gironde 

(May 1937), Sceaux @ecember 1938) and a municipal byelection in Constantine 

(December 1938). But the PSF demonstrated an ability to mobilize the anti-Popular Front 

vote in al1 of these instances. Its second round scores against the Socialists were, 

respectivel~ 1309 to 1358; 5049 to 6 19 1; and 3037 to 333 1. In fact, in an analysis of 28 

byelections between November 1936 and January 1939 in which the PSF found itself up 

against a single candidate £iom one of the three major Popular Front parties on the second 

round, Howlett found that its score increased fkom the first round. The average increase 

against the eight SFIO candidates in this sarnple was 8%; against twelve Communists it 

was 9.4%. There were even some çuccesses; in Febmary 1 93 8 a PSF candidate narrowly 

ddeated a socialist on the first round in an election for Lille's co~rseil d'nrrondi~sernrnt.~~ 

The party took this trend into account when planning for the elections scheduled 

to take place in 1940. By February 1939 Barrachin had made an analysis of 208 districts 

in which the party planned to run candidates." Of these he calculated that 173 would 

"weng, "L'Historique et la doctrine", pp.88-89; Le FZmbem~, 27 February, 1 May 
1937; Howlett, "Croix de Feu", pp.323-24. 

=Mat  follows is based upon an analysis of Barrachin to Ottavi, 24 February 1939, 
in 45 1 AP 120. Information on the elections of 1936 can be found in Le Temps, 28 
Apnl (first round) and 5 May (second round) 1936. Howieti, "Croix de Feu", p.333 
cites this document as evidence of Barrachin's political abilities, and rightly points out 
that that many of the constituencies chosen by the PSF were vulnerable to small shifis 
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oppose Popular Front deputia. This was misleadhg by 1939 the Popular Front was dead, 

and to put ria-wing Radicais in thk category, as Barnchin did, was a dubious approach. 

But the PSF clearly hoped to capitaiize on its ability to mobilize the anti-Popular Front - 

and above ail the anti-Mdst - vote. Candidates were to be run against 6 1 SFIO socialists 

and 41 Communists (ùicluding 2 Alsatian Communist autonornists and I 

socialist~communist). It is reasonable to  assume that in 1939 the SFIO and PCF would 

have seU cooperated rather than see a bitter enemy win a seat, and this would have made 

it hard to break through. But Barrachin beliwed that the party had some prospects; he felt 

that Joseph Levet had a good chance of being elected over a Communist at St.Maur 

(Sceaux), and that Charles Goutry had a "place nette" at Provins (Seine-et-Marne). in 

Disne (Basses-Alpes), Dijon (Côte d'Or), and Tours (Indre-et-Loire), the SFIO had only 

won by a narrow rnargin, so here too there were opportunities. But in some areas - parts 

of the Midi and much of the Paris Red Belt' - the lefi had won wit h large maj orities and 

was soiidty implanteci. in cases nich as these the p w s  goal was no doubt simply to show 

the flag. The reasoning at work here can be gleaned fiom the following comment by 

Barrachin about the chosen opponent of the leader of the SFIO: "Breton a 25 ans. Orateur 

remarquable. Inscrit au parti depuis Novembre. C'est l'ancien Secrétaire Général des 

Jeunesses de la Seine du Parti Démocrate Populaire. Trop nouveau venu pour être élu, il 

est l'homme qu'il faut contre Léon Blum." 

to the right, but does not take it any fbrther. 
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included among these Popular Front deputies were 46 Radicals and 1 1 members 

of the center-left Union Socialiste Républicaine (USR). Since the USR only had 26 

deputies, the PSF was making cons idde  inroads on it. The reasons for this are not hard 

to discern; the USR was in decline by 1939", and in 5 of the 1 1 conaituencies involved 

the PSF reckoned that it needed onfy a few hundred votes at most to displace the 

inaimbem. The stance towards the Radicals was more arnbiguous; 69 of them would not 

be challengeci by the PSF. Was this rdatively cautious approach a result of PSF efforts to 

cooperate with some elements of what was then the major party of govemment? It is 

noteworthy that there was no plan to run against Daladier or Georges Bonnet. Yet if the 

46 deputies who were king chaüenged are exarnined more closely, it is difficult to detect 

a consistent pattern of support for conservative Radicals and opposition to their left- 

leanhg p e e d 8  Only about twenty of the 46 could be said to be lefi-wing, and the PSF 

also planned to run against clearly anti-Popular Front Radicds like Gaston Riou, André 

Marie, and Camille Perfetti. It would appear that by early 1939 the PSF had realized the 

limits of its efforts to appeal to elements within the Radical party and was adopting a less 

conciliatory stance; another principle at work here was probably the narrow margins by 

which some of these candidates had gained their seats. 

" ~ e e  Burrin, La Dérive faciste, pp.274-75. 

88 For information on these deputies see Joly, DÏctiontm>e des p"1ementazre.s 
fronçaises; Lmour, 77re French Radical Party; and Berstein, Histoire drr Parti 
Radical. 



The situation with the 35 non-Popdar Front deputies which the PSF intended to 

oppose in 1940 was more complex. Approxirnately 18 of them were mernbers of or had 

been iinked to the Fédération Républicaine; 1 1 were from the Alliance; and there was also 

one Agrarian and severd conservative independents with no clear party affiliation." 

Motivations for running against these ind~duals  varied. Pierre Taittinger and Philippe 

Henriot, for instance. were both nrong critics of the PSF. Mandel and Reynaud were 

disliked because of their endorsement of a Soviet alliance. Yet more mundane 

considerations were also hvolved. Despite Xavier Vallat's bitter criticisms of the PSF, for 

instance, Barrachin seemed unable to find a candidate to oppose him. Other leading 

conservatives like Louis Marin and pierre-Étienne Flandin were also not to be opposed. 

In departments like the Eure the fact that the party simply seemed to have a good chance 

of winning was the operative consideration. 

The PSF had to strike a delicate balance in dealing with the other forces of the 

right; obviously it hoped to make sorne inroads on traditional parties like the Fédération 

and the Alliance, which would cause further intra-right conflict and accusations of 

'splitting' against La Rocque. Furthemore, it woutd have to contend with local 

conservative elites who were ofien well-entrenched. Thus in the case of the Doubs 

Barrachin was womed about the threat posed not only by the conservative incumbents but 

'%formation on t hese deputies comes from Joly, Dictionnake des parkmentaires; 
hine, French Conservatism in Crisis; and Wileman, "L'AUiance Républicaine 
Démocratique", Appendix 6, pp.3 84-86. 
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also the locai Senators, while in the Hérault he considered the former deputy and right- 

wing extremist de Rodez-Benayent as  a powerfùi rival. But in other places the party seems 

to have won over locai notables as allies; in the Calvados, for exarnple, the duc dWarcourt 

- the Catholic and pro-monarchist deputy for Bayeux, and a man who exercised 

considerable auence because of heredity and his dairy-farming operations - had shifted 

his support from Dorgères's Greenshirts to the PSF." 

In fact, when the backgrounds of the individuals the PSF hoped to run in the 

elections are considered, it is apparent that the CO-optation of local notables and 

established politicians formed an important element of its electord strategy. This should 

not be oventated; around four-fifths of the designated candidates were party mernbers and 

for many - such as Levet, Goutry, and Jacques Amoult - electoral politics were a novelty . 

Nevertheless, of the 208 candidates under consideration, about 40 were not - or at least 

not yet - party members. Furthemore, at least fifieen prospective candidates had 

previously been deputies (3) or had mn unsuccessfully in 1936. Their political 

backgrounds were diverse but confineci to the center-right of the political spectrum; two 

had been Agrarians, at least two were corn the Alliance, one a member of the Radical 

Socialia Camille Pelletan group, and the rest had run in association with the modérés or 

as independents. A haif-dozen of them had been or were corneiffers of various sorts. 

Obviousiy the party hoped that such personalities, even if they were not closely attacheci 



to the party, wouid do the trick. In Louviers (Eure) Barrachin was trying to convince 

Henri du Moulin de Labarthete, an Inspecteur de Finances and later Pétain's chej de 

cabinet between 1940 and 1942, to run against Pierre Mendès-France. In Paris 1 the party 

was hoping to run Philippe Barrès, son of Maurice and a former leader of the Faisceau, 

against Pierre Tattinger. In Oran's second arro~tdzsseme~zt the PSF's candidate was the 

son of the Mayor of Bel-Abbès. 

Cooptation of such individuals posed some problems; in Lille 1 Barrachin believed 

the potential PSF candidate to be "unbeatable", but womed that he would not mn against 

the incumbent and his fiend, Henri Becquart of the Fédération Rép~blicaine.~' But in Nice 

the tactic worked quite well in a March 1939 by-election. Initially the local directetir de 

fapofice beliwed that the PSF had not approved the local section's choice - an electrician 

named Canavese - because of Barrachin's contacts with Marcel Sableau, former leader of 

the Jeunesses Radicales and now the Radical candidate. The repoxt was wrong; instead 

of naming Canavese the PSF chose to support Jacques Bounin, aprotrgé of that city's 

conservative mayor, Jacques Médecin, whose elevation to the Senate was the occasion 

for the byelection Bounin ran a 'moderate' campaign and won the election on the second 

round; he joined the PSF parliamentary group in July." This case demonstrates the utility 

g'~amichin to Ottavi, 24 February 1939, op cit. 

g?Directeur de la Police dgtat, 7 January, 3 March 1939, AD Alpes-Maritimes 4M 
542; Schor, "Le Parti Populaire Français", p. 1 20; note, 10 July 1939,45 1 AP 1 19. 
Goguel, "Élections Iégislatives", ~ p . 5 2 ~ 2 8 4 ,  does not recognize that Bounin's victory 
was ultimately one for the PSF. 
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of local notables for the PSF - and, in this case at least, its ability to defeat right-wing 

Radicals, for Sableau did not withdraw on the second ballot. 

Whether these tactics would have brought the party striking success in the 

elections scheduled for 1940 is the subject of some debate. While members and 

sympathizers suggested that it could have won a hundred seats or more, recent estirnates 

are more cautious, predicting seventy seats or even less, given the waning militancy 

evident in 1939." .Mer d l ,  serious obstacles remained. The modirks would not give cp 

seats without a fight; the contradictions of the Radical party made it difficult to adopt a 

consistent strategy towards it; and while the PSF did well in straight fights with the 

Marxist parties, in a number of cases its chances of actually winning were slirn. A syaern 

of proportional representation might have alleviated some problems. In this context, 

studies have demonstrated that the PSF had the support of 12 to 15 per cent of the 

electorate; in a Chamber with 6 18 seats this would have translated into between 70 and 

90 seats? Yet even under proportional representation the party had a great deal of work 

lefl to do. In a dozen departments there were as yet no candidates, and while he was 

pleased with progress made in some federations - those of Algena in particular - in at least 

twenty cases Barrachin was critical of their competency andor skeptical about their 

93 Jean-Louis T kier-Vignancour, Des Républiques, des justices et des hommes 
(Paris, 19761, p.275 gives the ùicredible estimate of nearly 200 seats; Howlett, "Croix 
de Feu", p.335. 

"C hristel Peyrefitte, "Les Premières sondages d'opinion", in Rémond and Bourdin, 
Édouard ~ulclc~ier, pp.276-77; Howleît, "Croix de Feu", p.335. 



electoral prospe~ts.~' 

But for al1 that, in the spring of 1939 the PSF projected a respectable electoral 

presence. In addition to Bounin's victory, Marcel Deschaseaux, a party member, mayor 

of Plombières, and conseiIIer générai, was elected deputy for the Vosges that spnng, after 

the seat was vacated when its holder, Dr. Gaillemin of the Fédération Républicaine, was 

elected to the Senate. As Barrachin descnbed it, in this instance ail of the anti-Popdar 

Front parties agreed on Deschaseaux, and he ran with the support of Gaillemin, though 

he won by a far narrower rnargin (less than 1000 compared to 4000 votes) than the 

Fédération had in 1936 .~  The April 1939 byelection victory of the neo-socialist (and later 

collaborationist) Marcel Déat at Angoulême provided another instance of cooperation 

between opponems of the Popular Front. Barrachin had not expected the PSF would win; 

but he did hope that Déat would be forced to a second round before the party gave its 

votes to him, and this is what ha~pened.~' In nim, if elections had been held, and 

cooperation between the opponents of the Popular Front had generally persisted, the PSF 

might have done well, particularly if it had succeeded in monopoliring conservative 

candidatures and CO-opting nght-wing notables. 

"~arrachin to Ottavi, 24 February 1939, op cit. 

%Le Flambeau des Vosges, June 1939; Deschaseux's lower score, plus the fact that 
his opponent ran, according to Barrachin at least, as a moderate - "candidat 
indépendent de gauche" - suggests that many moderate voters were still uncornfortable 
with the PSF. 

97~Umn, La Dérivef&ste, p.272; Barrachin to Ottavi, 24 February 1939, op cil. 
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But in the summer of 1939 the actions of the Daladier govemment hstrated the 

movement's goals. That spnng there were cornplaints to the effect that while La Rocque 

led the most powertùl of France's parties? he and the PSF were being ignored. The 

approvd in principal by the Charnber of a systern of proportional representation on 27 

June 1939 might have served the organïzation's interests, but by that t h e  its leaders were 

preoccupied with rumours that Daladier intended to prolong the mandate of the deputies 

until 1942. As early as May La Rocque warned that if this happened the premier - an 

"artisan du Front Populaire", he rerninded his readers - would eventuaily reconstitute the 

governent in keeping with Popular Front policies, and thus lead France back to min. He 

aiso accused Daladier of deliberately seekhg to retard the success of the PSF. When the 

govemment actually decreed the prolongation at the end of JuIy Barrachin denounced it 

as an attack on democracy; while such a rnove might be comprehensible in wartime, he 

conceded in peacetime it was indefensible? 

One might be tempted to speculate that this denunciation dernonstrates the extent 

to which the PSF had becorne integrated into the Republican system. Mer  dl, some 

members of the democratic left were also suspicious of the measure; Blum spoke of a 

"provocation à l'égard de l'opinion publique". But opposition to the prolongation was 

generaily ephemeral; most of the public believed that Daladier had adopted the rneasure 

because of the international situation, and did not seek any partisan advantage. Except for 

98Le Petit jm~rnal, 25 April, 16 May, 4,22,28 July, 1 1, 1 5 August 1 939. 
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the PSF, the parties of the right - including the PPF - were not too upset. As for the lefi's 

objections, it was generally accepted at the tirne, and has been since, that the Sociaiists 

and Comrnunists would lose seats in a future election; Blum, then, was arguably not 

motivated by partisan desires either? The PSFs situation was totaily different; it had 

repeatedly called for new elections since 1 93 7 in the expectation of winning a sizeable 

number of seats. It was the hstration of this burning desire, and not a concem about 

democratic procedure, which informeci the party's outrage. In his 1 O Augus editod in 

Le Petit J O L ~ ~ R I ,  La Rocque concluded in a rnanner which suggests a desire to galvanize 

the party's zeal, not integrate à into the Republican systern: "[elncore une fois la tradition 

chrétienne, origine de la Patrie, inspiration de la mystique des Croix de Feu, fut et 

demeure la conseillère des libres activités PSF. Suivons la voie droite et large de ses 

disciplines. EUe nous conduit au but hamionieux de notre labeur: naissance de letat Social 

Français. " '" 

The story of the PSF between 1936 and 1939 is one of tactical adaptation to an 

evolving political syaem. In 1936 the 'social explosion' and legislative initiatives which 

accompanied the dectoral victory of the Popular Front had created a vast potential 

support base, one which the pam tapped into on a massive scale. But if there were 

%dit, 3 1 July 1939, RG59 85 l.OOIl946; du Réau, Dalader, pp.321-322. 

'?Le Petit journal, 1 O August 1 93 9. 
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oppominities, there were also restrictions and problems. The Blum govemment took the 

dissolution of the Croix de Feu, and any attempt to reconstitute an organiration which 

resembled it very seriously, and the state apparatus was generally willing to follow the 

govemment's orden. The PSF responded to this predicament in a manner rather 

reminiscent of that of its predecessor in 193 5-3 6.  It curtailed its paramiltay activities as 

circumstances dictated, but aiso did its best to convince the public that it was the lefl, now 

ernbodied in the Blum govement, that threatened liberty. At the same time it lost none 

of its ami-Marx& zeal; into 1939 its speakers still conjured up the ghosts of the Popular 

Front, and much of its electoral strategy hinged on its ability to rnobilize anti-leftist 

sentiment. 

How the PSF dealt with the Popular Front was closely linked to its relationship 

with other right-wing formations; the older among these resented the new party for 

encroaching on their temtory, while the PPF presented an analogous threat to the PSF. 

Given La Rocque's conviction that the PSF was destineci to lead the forces which opposed 

the Popular Front rather than simply be a part of them, his refisal of close-knit alliances 

like the Liberty Front is not at al1 surprising. Nor is the response of the traditional and 

extremist right, however savage were the attacks of Pozzo, Tardieu and Vallat in 1937. 

Even &er their campaign against him f~led,  the PSF was viewed with suspicion and 

hosility by parties such as the Fédération Républicaine, and problems with the PPF 

continued. But by 1939 it was clear that while relations were not good, they were not 

wonening any m e r ,  and a degree of electoral cooperation was possible. This 
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cooperation d i f red  from that which occurred during the cantonals in October 1937; in 

these PSF candidates o h  had to settle for m d r t !  leftoven. W~thin two years the party - 

more specifically, its political bureau under the leadership of Edmond Barrachin - had 

worked on winning the degiance of local conservative elites and had tiamed cooperation 

with the other parties more to its advantage. 

As for the strategy of reaching out to the Radicals, it too was probably Barrachin's 

idea, though given the Croix de Feu's tradition of attempting to attract Fnghtened 

'moderates' as well as more radical rightists, it did not corne out of nowhere. Nor was it 

ultimately vecy successful. Daladier had not had a good history with La Rocque to that 

point, and given that the Radicds were in power, the PSF had little leverage over them. 

A closer relationship with the Radicals would have been accompanied by PSF demands 

for elections, which would have only strengthened La Rocque's hand. Daladier thus had 

little reason to respond to ovemires. But the 'Radical strategy' did demonstrate the PSF 

leadership's insight that it was the former party which provideci the lynchpin of the 

Republican system, and that it would have to be brought to heel or subverted in order to 

achieve power. When the attempt to subvert the Radicals through allying with their right 

wing failed, it seems that the PSF was ready to adapt by trying more cooperation with 

traditional conservatives, even as it stridently criticized the Daladier govertment. 

This brings us finally to the question of the PSF's relationship to the Republican 

system. T'here c m  be no doubt that the transition from league to political Party, and the 

need to appeal to important elernents of the electorate accustomed to the Third Republic, 
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necessitated some changes in rhetonc and style. But there is nothing to suggest that the 

party's ultimate goals or vision for the furure had changed in any substantial way. 

Furthemore, it should be pohted out that in 1936-39 the Republican consensus had 

moved sharply to the right. Writing of the Radical party, Berstein concludes that before 

the outbreak of World War Two this formation's faith in democracy, parliamentarisrn and 

laicity had given way to "un néo-radicalisme plus réaliste, épris d'efficacité, partisan de 

l'autorité de l'Exécutif; prêt à s'allier à la droite contre le danger marxiste et, pour ce faire, 

à lui sacrifier ses convictions laïques, voire à partager la xénophobie et l'antisémitisme qui 

tiennent Iieu de tradition nationale à certains de ses membres." The Alliance 

Démocratique, the closest thing that the Third Republic had to a party of classicai 

liberalism, was by 1939 advocating a stronger executive, military training and more 

physical education in the schools, and class collaboration within 'professional heworks ' ,  

i-e., some type of c~rporatism.'~' 

The reasons for these nanformations were complex; they included concem about 

the international situation and a widespread backlash against the Popular Front. Still, while 

the claims of CreysseI1" and other PSF leaders that Daladier was enacting "their" reforms 

cannot be taken simpiy at face value, the PSF was arguably at the heart of this 

reorientation in a conservative direction. It would be counterintuitive to suppose that 

'01E3erstein, Histoire du P d  RadicaI? vo1.2, p. 588; Wileman, "Flanch and the 
Alliance", p. 163. 

'"See, Le., Le P etzt journal, 1 1 August 193 9. 
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Daladier and 0th- Radical chi& did not take into consideration the fact that the PSF was 

the largest party in France when they ernbarked on their decisive shifi to the right. La 

Rocque and his followers were a leading element in the drift towards authoritarianism 

which characterized important segments of French opinion in the late 1930s. But they 

were always convinced that only they could t d y  bring about the political, social and (to 

use their tenns) spintual revoiution that the nation required. How this conviction affectecf 

the stance of the PSF in 1939-1945 is the subject of the next chapter. 



Cbapter 6: War and Eclipse, 19394945 

From September 1939 to June 1940 the PSF displayed patnotism and contnbuted to the 

French war effort. Yet the party was not immune fkom the sentiment of attet~tisme that 

characterked elements of the French population before and during the drôk de guerre. Nor 

did La Rocque and his lieutenants forget their own political priorities. The party's 

anticornrnunism and hostility towards the Soviet Union contributed towards a confusion of 

French war aims, particuiarly d e r  the Soviet attack on Finland. That the struggles of the past 

- in particular the Popular Front - had not been forgotten were demonstrated by La Rocque 

and his followers' growing cnticisms of the Daladier administration and the Reynaud 

government which succeeded it. The PSF was not unique in this, of course - its obsession 

with the Comrnunist foe and anti-Soviet outlook was shared by virtually ail of the right and 

centre? and even elements of the lefi. Still, the tenor of La Rocque's editorials and the votes 

of the parliamentary group suggest afbïties with the extrerne right as well as more traditional 

nahonalism. Moreover, as in the past, the organization refbsed to be subsumed into broader 

trends. It stresseci the singularity of its patriotic effort, keeping the political future very much 

in mind. 

In many respects the continuities in the attitude and activities of the PSF before and 

after the crushing French defeat at the hands of the Wehrmacht in 1 940 are striking. To be 

sure, there were obvious changes. Arnong these were the renarning of the organization as the 

Progrès Social Français in Augus 1940, a decision which reflected the anti-party attitude 
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prevalent under Vichy. Yet the PSF had already suspended formal political activity in 

September 1939, so the switch was more rhetorical than anything else. Under the new regime 

moa of the party's resouces were devoted to infomring opinion and providing social services, 

as they had been in 1939-40. Just as when the Popular Front was elected in 1936 and when 

Daladier had moved against the PCF and the CGT in 1938, with the onset of the National 

Revolution in 1940 the PSF stressed that it was its ideas that were being applied. This time, 

though, the fit between the program of the government and that of the PSF was arguably 

closer than it had been in previous instances. 

As it had always done, however, the PSF - or what remained of it, for some elements 

became either collaborators or resisters - naturaily believed that only it could carry out the 

task of France's renovation, and still hoped for the chance to do so. Under Vichy this 

indignation was tempered by the need for caution under wartime circumstances and by La 

Rocque's belief that the organVation had to support the personai authonty of Pétain, no 

matter what happened. The result was repeated exhortations to obey the iMarshal but also 

am bivalence about his successive governent s, particularly as far as foreign policy was 

concemed. Gradually deciding that the terms of the German occupation were unacceptable, 

La Rocque and a s m d  number of associates embarked upon intelligence-gathering for the 

British. Ultimately, however, their attempt to preserve an independent - and always 

ideologicaily authontarian - path between an increasingly collaborationist regime and an 

oppositionai movement dominateci by the Gauiiists and the left failed. La Rocque's final years 
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were spent in prison, first at the hands of the Gemans and then the provisionai govemment 

of de Gaulle, while his party fiagmented. Supportive of the National Revolution but not 

coilaborationism, an opponent of the German occupiers but also of Gadlism, the experience 

of the PSF in 193945 demonstrates the complexity of wartime circumstances but also 

continuities with the political practices of the 1930s. 

As we have seen, during the course of 1939 the PSF's stance towards Germany 

hardened somewhat. in this sense the party was part of a growing national consensus. Yet the 

conflicts of the past had not been forgonen, and members often sought to imbue France's 

increasing sense of unity with their own distinctive message. n i e  Conseil National of Apd 

1939 had resolved that one of the chef rasons for the threatening situation in Europe was 

"la trop longue faiblesse de la France en face de semblables procédés résulte de dix-huit 

années d'illusion, de résignation prolongées par deux années de sabotage de la Défense 

nationale", a damning indiament of interwar politics in general and the Popular Front in 

partidar.' Nor does it seem that di PSF parliamentaians were of the sarne mind. While the 

entire group j o d  in the unanhous vote for war credits in the Chamber on 3 September, the 

deputies Fourcauh de Pavant and Pébellier were both among the signatones of a request for 

a closed session of the Charnber on 2 September. This move had been initiated by Gaston 

Bergery and was most likely aimed at allowing for debate on whether or not France should 

'   ons se il National Extraordinaire du 22 Avril 1939", in D W notebook # 1, p. 13 7. 



go to war.' But ifthis episode foreshadowed the divisions within the party under the Vichy 

regime, the first eight months of 1939 had more immediately demonstrated that if war carne, 

the PSF would be fiercely patriotic, but on its own tems. 

Of course, for a vast number of PSF members and cadres, the scope for political 

action in 1939 had been reduced to Mmially nii. Arnong those mobilized included Noël Ottavi, 

Charles Vallm and Jacques Bounin. Foucault de Pavant, wMe fiee fiom military obligations, 

joined the aairiing stafFof the air school at Rochefort. Meeting La Rocque at his house on 1 

September, Onavi trieci to convince him that he could bea serve his country by remaining at 

the head of the PSF; "[dlans les moments terribles qui nous attendent, le gouvernement aura 

besoin d'un homme, on vous appellera." The latter appears to have been convinced that to do 

so wouid be more effective t han a "geste théâtral", although he also believed the time would 

come when "je risquerai utilement ma peau sans rechercher d'effet". In October 1939 La 

Rocque reconsidered, but in the face of strong arguments fiom Ottavi and Vallin - and the 

unwillin@ess of the m d k q  - he soon reaffirmed his original decision.' For the period of the 

&6k de guerre the leader of the PSF was thus able to devote himself and his party to social 

action and influencing the climate of opinion.' 

'Guy Rossi-Landi, La W e  de guerre: la vie politique en France. 2 septembre 1939 - 
10 mai 1940 (Paris, 1971), pp. 16-18. 

'Édith et Gilles de La Rocque, La Rocque tel qu'il éIcul (Paris, 1962) (hereafler cited 
as EGLR), pp. 168- 169; Nobécourt, Colonel de Lo Rocque, pp.668-67 1. 

'EGLR, p. 168; since the ADP had always been apolitical, they codd enter into 
accords with the authorities and Secours National (the French quivalent of the Red 



In the fonner realm, 

Volontaires de la Défense 

the PSF - chiefly through the 

Passive (ADP - see Chapter 
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agency of the Association des 

Two), to which most of the 

organization's resources were now devoted - certainly achiwed some impressive results. 

Within the first two weeks of the war the ADP had cooperated with the authorities in 

assisting with the evacuation of the PariDan population, an achievement which brought praise 

fiom the Prefect of the Seine. More generally, during the 1s t  eight months of the Third 

Republic the ADP established roughly 1800 emergency aid stations @ostes de secoicrs), dong 

with CenZres daCcr~eif et d'hébergement, infirmaries, restaurants and canteens. In many cases 

these poas had previously been PSF property put to other uses. The main purpose of these 

establishments was to provide shelter and sustenance to those whose lives had been disrupted 

by the war, although the organization also sent care packages to the front. Before the Gerrnan 

offensive, the ADP's most notable activity had been to help the authorities in facilitating the 

transportation and relocation of thousands of refugees fiom the Eastern departmentq 

especially Alsace-Lorraine, to safer districts such as the Dordogne, Gers, Landes and the 

Haut-Vienne. The organization was entrusted with important responsibilities and considerable 

resources by the govement, including motor vehicles. M e r  the German break-through the 

ADP would again provide aid on a massive scale to new refigees; apparently 4.2 million 

people received shelter and 55 million mals were served. For this the organization received 

Cross) without any complications; La Rocque, circular, 13 Febmary 1940, AD Nord 68J 
107. 
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official recognition, although in the name of Marshal Pétain, and not until December 1940.~ 

In less concrete, though no Iess important, tenns, La Rocque's editorials in Le Perd 

jorrrnol attempted to gaivanize public opinion, and argueci that an activist policy was 

necessary. While having to take into account the conditions of wartime censorship. there cm 

be M e  doubt that the sentiment behind these editods was genuine. La Rocque argued that 

public opinion had to be energwd by a govemment wiliing to pursue a clear course of action: 

"... Aux dirigeants du pays d'nifllser, a travers la nation, l'esprit d'enthousiasme, la passion du 

salut public, le sens de notre grande~r."~ The PSFs partiamentarians, though few in number, 

supported their chiefuith some important gestures. On 30 November 1939 they were among 

the 3 18 deputies who agreed to give Daladier further decree powers. While their votes were 

not crucial to the suMval of his govemment, they had continued to ~ ~ p p o r t  him at a time 

when wartime political unity was weakening and he was becoming more vulnerable. Mer  ail, 

175 deputies, including the SFIO, the 'peace party' (Flandin, Bergery, and others), and 

elements of the extreme right had either voted against Daladier or abstained, albeit for 

different reasons.' Dwmd echoed La Rocque in his rerninder to the Charnber dunng the vote 

'~refect of Seine to President of ADP, 18 September 1939,45 1 AP 134;"Les Filiales 
Sociales du PSF" [n-d. but late 1944-early 1945],45 IAP 123; H. du Moulin tu La 
Rocque, 8 December 1940, copy in AD Gard 1 M 7 1 5. 

6Quoted in Nobécourt, CoIoneI de La Rocque, p. 674. 

p rém mieux-~rilhac, Français de I'm -/O, Vol. 1 , pp.2 1 2-2 1 5; for the voting records of 
the PSF deputies (though Jacques Bo& is incorrectly described as non-PSF), Rossi- 
Lanâi, Drôle de guerre, annex SB, pp.2 13-225. 
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on the budget for the cRil services on 14 December 1 939 that " . . .l'argent et la force materielle 

ne comptent pas seuls. Le mord de la nation importe aussi et surtout; il s'agit de le maintenir 

au niveau supérieur qui est sien depuis le début de la guerre."' 

La Rocque was not content. however, to restrïct the PSF's efforts to influencing 

opinion through editorials which could be censored - he  quickiy displayed some irritation with 

the authonties over this matte?- or through the words of the deputies. In private 

correspondence with leading figures he elaborated his views of the evolving situation, dself 

apparently inforrned by information transmiaed by various PSF members and sympathizers. 

On 8 Novernber 1939 he expressed concem that the lack of activity at the front was bad for 

the troops' morale, and reminded Daladier how he had been right about the insufficient 

preparations made for Jkfense passive. A month later, in a letter that was transrnitted to, 

among others, President Lebrun, General Gamelin, Jules Jeanneney and Édouard Herriot, he 

reiterated his concem over the inactivity of the troops and criticized, among other things, the 

poor quality of French propaganda efforts, noting that the Germans were far more effective 

in having an impact in counaies such as Belgium. In both letters he  concluded that the nation 

had not properly adapted to wartime conditions, adding that there was an "[albsence totale 

8 JmmaI otficieel, Chamber of Deputies, 14 December 1939, p.2302. 

'Sec the letter to Daladier, 29 September 1939,45 1 AP 1 1 8, which cornplains about 
Le Peiit jotirnaf being censored for canying information which other papers were allowed 
to publish. 



de flamme et de rayonnement dans l'attitude et les paroles des dirigeants. "'O 

La Rocque insistecf that his comments were intended to be constructive, and that the 

situation could be improved. And some of his criticisms were not without merit. Recent 

scholarship has suggested that the long period of inactivity did eventualiy take a toU on the 

mode of the troops, and that the French propaganda seMce had oniy limited effectiveness 

when it came to creating sympathy abroad." But both in public and in private the leader of 

the PSF also srpressecl views which arguably m e d  to confuse opinion as what the country's 

true wartime priorities should be. One ovemding concem was the fear of Communin 

subversion. ReceMng infionnation coilected by PSF members, La Rocque was convinceci that 

a generalised and growing clandestine agitation was extant in the country, particularly in the 

Pansian region. He wmed Daladier that the troops might be affectecl, and urged that the 

conditions which allowed such agitation to be effective - the harshness of some employers, 

and the listlessness of the troops - be remedied. Ybarnégaray seconded him on this matter in 

the Chamber, suggesting that the Communists were seeking to weaken France internally, and 

thus help the Nazis. He urged the government to be more energetic in its prosecution of the 

Communist leaden, adding that the Spanish refùgees were also a source of potential 

subversion. Anti-cornrnunism, of course, was not the sole preserve of the PSF; in 1939-40 it 

'@La Rocque to Daladier, 8 November 1939 [the date of the report itself is 4 
November]; La Rocque to Lebrun, Clapier, Gamelin, et al, 7 December 1939,45 1 AP 1 18. 

I l  See, for example, Robert J. Young, Frmce and the OriHn.s of the Second World 
war (New York, 1996), pp. 133-134, 136-37. 



permeated French politics. Nor did the party focus on Communism to the exclusion of the 

Geman foe, as did elements of the extreme right Like the sta f f  of Gringoire. In the sarne 

speech Ybarnégaray dso described the threat posed to morale by Ferdonnet, a French 

journalia who performed propaganda seMces for the Nazis. When Henri de Kérillis was 

critical of the excesses of 'bourgeois anticornmunism', Ybarnégaray supported him. Still, it 

remains that the PSF wnmiuted to the creation of a climate of suspicion. The preoccupation 

with C o m m b  arguably helped to distract opinion from the German threat, while fanning 

the flames of suspicion about Ferdomet and a 'German fifth column' enhanced the anxiety 

caused by fear of the Nazi war machine." 

The p w s  ho- to the Soviet Union matched its hatred for domestic Communists 

and Nazi Germany. This became particulariy evident after the USSR attacked Finland on 30 

November 1939. At a time when the nation had been at war for alrnost three months with 

little activity, the notion of helping Finland against the Soviets - for many the parallels with 

the German attack on Poland was anking - appeded to a variety of groups. l 3  For politicians 

like Blum and Reynaud, it provided the opportunity to urge a more active conduct of the war. 

For Daladier it had the potential of rallymg public opinion. 'Pacifists' such as Marcel Déat and 

'%lote marked "POC", 4 June 194O,45 1AP 1 18; J m a i  of/iciel, Chamber of 
Deputies, 14 December 193 9, pp.2278-2284; Crémieux-Brilliac, Les Frmçais de I'm 40, 
pp.346-00,385-92. 

l3.Iohn Cairns, "Reflections on France, Britain and the Winter War Prodrome, 1939- 
40", Histotikai Reflections 22/1 (1996), pp.211-234. 
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pierre-Étienne Flandin believed the invasion provided an opportunity for Franco-German 

reconciliation by focusing upon Stalin as the real enemy. Moa of the French right was not 

willing to go quite this far, but certainiy believed that the Nazis and the Soviets ought to be 

viewed as equally threatening, and as time went on becarne convinced that France should 

break off relations with, and possibly attack, the Soviet Union.'' 

The PSF g e n d y  fell into this second category. True, Paul Creyssel was reponedly 

a sometime associate of the Comité de IliRson, a group of about 15 resolutely anti-war 

parliamentarians including Déat, Bergery, Scapini, and Tixier-Vignancour. But on 16 

December La Rocque himself criticized those who sought an arrangement with Germany so 

as to concentrate on the Soviets, even though he also attacked the "arrivistes" who sought 

to overthrow Daladier in order to prosecute the war against Germany more ngorously - a 

veiled reference to Blwq Reynaud, and other bekistes. l5 As the Winter War continued and 

French anti-Soviet sentiment grew apace, the PSF became more insistent that action be taken. 

On 1 6 January 1 940 Femand Robbe and Ybarnégaray were among the 1 1 9 signatories of a 

proposition by Philippe H e ~ o t  calling for the goverment to break off diplornatic relations 

with the USSR Le Petit juzmaI launched an appeai for skis, and by late February 120 pairs 

'4Crémieux-Brilhac, Français de 1'm -10, Vol. 1, pp. 2 1 5, 223-225,24 1 -44; hine,  
French Conservatism in Cï-isis, pp.205-6. 

15~rémiew-Brilliac, Franp7i.s de I'm 40, vol. 1, pp.24 1-2,223. 



had been sent. l6 

Even more dramatic was La Rocque's trip to Finiand in March 1940, shortly before 

hostilities ceased. No doubt anti-Soviet sentiment was an important motivation behind the 

journey, but it was also possibly informeci by a desire to rejuvenate an organization which had 

been hit hard by wartime rnobilization. Since fa11 1939 the level of activity and even 

membership had declined, with those resigning sometimes not even explaining why. In Metz - 

admittedly an exceptional case, considering the region - oniy one section remained intact; the 

rest, lacking cadres- had been directly attached to the Federation. The circulation of Le Petit 

jo11rr1aI had declined. and the publication of local papers had been disrupted. By the end of 

1939 the situation had apparently bottomed out, and nom January 1940 onwards there were 

signs of a determination to keep the party intact and re-energize it. La  CbIot~tC; dk Cérztre 

reminded its readers that "Notre Parti ne Itoublions pas sera, un jour par la force même des 

choses, en mesure de prendre le pouvoir. Il faut se préparer sans relâche à cette éventualité." 

In light of these attempts to reinvigorate the PSF, it is not surpriskg that after La Rocque left 

for Finland a funding drive was launched aimed at subscribers and sympathizers of Le Petit 

joiwnaI- ' ' 

'6Crémieux-~rihac, Français de l'an 40, Vol. 1 ,  pp.225-226; report, 22 Febmary 
1940, APP B/a 1952. 

"Report, 29 Januaq 1940, APP B/a 1952; Pmti Social Français, fédération de la 
MoseUe, No. 1, March 1940; Lo FbIonté di Centre, December 1939, January 1940; PSF 
Service Financier, "La Souscription du Patron", 8 March 1940, AD Nord 685 107. 



The conclusions La Rocque drew from his joumey to Finland accorded with a wide 

body of opinion. He argued that the Allies should break off relations with the Soviets and 

send troops. lest they niffer a grave moral defeat. M e r  the Finnish capitulation he criticized 

the government's conduct in a confidentid report, stating that its policy had been indecisive 

and improvised. This does not mean that the PSF merely sought to add its voice to the 

growing chorus for intervention. ~ather,  La Rocque was presented as "la première grande 

personnalité alliée qui venait enquêter sur place"; he was also "I'ennemi NO. 1 du 

bolchévisme", who, as fàr as neutrd countries Iike Belgium, Italy and Portugal were 

concerna represented "une pasonnalité caractéristique de l'avenir de la France". l S  S imilarly, 

PSF parliamentarians sought to make their mark in the Chamber. During the 22 Febmary 

closed sitting of the Chamber of Deputies - a session which highlighted the growing 

difficulties of the Daladier govemment - F e m d  Robbe led the offensive, bemoaning the state 

of French aviation in cornparison 10 that of Gemany. Mer the signature of the Russo-Finnish 

armistice on 12 Marck the situation worsened for Daladier. While no PSF deputy was 

prominent arnong those who criticized the govenunent for its imesolution in prosecuting the 

war, al1 of them abstained in the vote ofconfidence which led the premier to resign (293 votes 

for, 1 against, 300 abstentions). Such was the party's contribution to an &air which 

'%a Rocque,"Note succincte au sujet de raide ailiée à la Finlande et plus 
particulièrement des négotiations fino-soviétiques", 1 2 Marc h 1 940," Le Gouvernement 
Français et l'Affaire Finlandaise" [ad.], "La Rocque en Finlande" [n-d.], 45 1AP 127; La 
Dmimentation mem~eIIe du PSF, 1 1 May 1940. 



highlighted the lack of realism of an important segment of the French politico-military eiite 

and public opinion. I g  

On 22 March Paul Reynaud presented his new govemment to the Chamber. He was 

reputed to be in favour of a more vigorous efXort against Germany, but his governent relied 

on Socialist support, making it unpalatable not only to the partisans of peace but also to 

elements of the right. The PSF group was among the 156 deputies who voted against him. 

What was their motivation? Nobécourt claims that the party was not concemed with 

individual or party filiations, but rather the 'spirit' which characterized the government, 

adding that Reynaud had excluded the PSF as a condition of Socialist support, and thus c o s  

hùnself a homogenous block of votes." In fact, party politics had a great deal to do with it. 

While not engaging in the more extrernist rhetoric now directed against the Socialist leader 

by various padsts, Je misparfm~t, and Gringoire, La Rocque noted his dissatisfaction with 

a govemment under "l'influence malveillante" of Léon Blum. Party orators echoed his 

sentiments at information meetings, attacking Reynaud for relying on Socialin suppon.'' 

Indeed, insofar as 'homogenous blocks' are concemed, the PSF's deputies were the only 

'%ossi-p an di, Drôle de guerre, pp.43,5 1-55; Charles O. Richardson, "French Plans 
for Allied Attacks on the Caucasus Oil Fields January-April, 194OW, French Hisiorical 
Shrdies 8/1 (1973), p. 155. 

wobécourt , Colone[ de L a  Rocque, pp.676-677; the author asserts that the PSF 
deputies had abstained on 22 March, when in fact they had voted against Reynaud. 

"Crémieux-Brilhac, Françuis de I'm 40, Vol. 1, pp. 253-55; Report, 6 April 1940, 
APP B/a 1952. 
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parliamentaq group to vote in unison both in abstaining during Daladier's confidence vote and 

against the new Reynaud govemment. In this they were joined by disaffected elements of the 

right and extreme right, including VaiIat, Flandin and ~kier-Vignancour." 

For La Rocque and his followers, then, the effective conduct of the war was 

inseparable fiom their attitudes concemhg the domestic situation in France. They felt that 

they deserveci more influence in the conduct of the war, and believed that the harsh discipline 

which its exigencies imposeci on the population represented a positive - and hopefùlly lasting 

- change. At a meeting of the Parisian North-West Federation the local president reiterated 

that 'Reynaud-Blum' ministry was not viable, adding that "si par la suite, il est fait appel au 

PSF le colonel de La Rocque acceptera, car il est décidé à participer activement aux affaires 

pubIiques.''~ At a major party meeting held on 6-7 April 1940 the resolution passed attacked 

Reynaud for bowing to the dictates of a Ma-xia party and refising al1 consultation with the 

PSF; the p q  couid neither promise its support to nor participate in such a cabinet. In foreign 

affairs, it reaffirmed its cornmitment to the British alliance "et appelle de tous ses voeux 

raccord contre la Barbarie bolchaique et ses armées allemandes7 de tous les peuples rattachés 

a la civilisation occidentale." Two weeks later, speaking at a meeting of the North-West 

federation, La Rocque predicted an Allied victory, but hoped it would not corne too easily, 

or else France would slip back into its old errors; only the PSF could save the nation, he 

22 See Burrk La Dérive fasciste7 p.325. 

a~eport ,  1 April 1940, APP B/a 1952. 



concluded. '' 
W1t.h the opening of the Geman offensive on 10 May, Reynaud asked La Rocque to 

d o w  Ybarnégaray to enter his cabinet, which the latter was willing to do. La Rocque gave 

his approvai, but also sent a 17 page note to Reynaud in which, while again stressing that his 

comments were intended to be helpfhi, he expressed W e r  dismay at the conduct of the war. 

ln the fàilure to help Finland and the botched Nonvegian expedition, he argued "[l]'hésitation 

venue diin manque dliomogénéité politique des membres du Cabinet Daladier a conduit à un 

grave échec moral . .. ". Only a more activist govenunent could provide the inspiration 

necessary for a successfùl war effort; yet Reynaud, Daladier, Chautemps and others had 

manoewred against each other. The situation could be nimeci around, La Rocque believed; 

ùideed, many of the curent leadership had the potential to do so. But there was no time to 

waste, and it was urgent that the country better adapt itself While not suggesting that a 

'providential man' was needed, La Rocque expressed approval of the more 'disciplined' 

constitutional situation that the war had produced, though he also believed much work 

remained to be done." Relations with Reynaud remained strained for the duration of the 

latter's cabinet. On 16 May, the day that the govemment decided to evacuate Paris. La 

" ttConseil National Extraordinaire du 7 Avril 1 WON, DLR3 notebook # 1, pp. 144-45; 
report, 23 April 1940, APP B/a 1952. 

Z S ~ a  Rocque to Reynaud, 8 May 1940 [sent on 10 May], 45 1 AP 1 18; the document is 
reproduced in bis Disc@ïznes d'action (Clermont-Ferrand, 1 94 1 ), pp. 1 75- 1 85; although 
some important passages have been edited out. 
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Rocque met with Reynaud's c i i r e c ~ r  dt, Cabinet, Dominique Leca, who asked him to put 

al1 of the PSFs resources at the disposition of the govemment. La Rocque responded in a 

letter on the 19th by suggesting improvements to the current arrangements and fùrther 

criticized the govemment for its 'improvisationai' approach. He would later accuse Reynaud, 

who fùriously denounced him for trying to use the crisis as a way to have the party enter the 

cabinet, of trying to "governrnentalize" the PSF? 

As the German breakthmu& became a French rout, La Rocque had to cope with the 

death of his eldest son Jean-François in aerial combat on 13 May, while on 6 June another 

son, Gilles, was wounded and captured. Remauiing in Paris until the eve of 13 June, he then 

l& for Clermont-Ferrand, where Le Petil jmintaI was up and ninning that same day. But he 

also received a cal1 fiom Ybarnégaray requesting his presence in Bordeaux, where the 

govemment had relocated. La Rocque travelled there on the evening of the 15th, but not 

before writing an editorial for Le Petit jm~rnd,  wwhich appeared the next day. It counselled 

resistance to the end, arguing that the PSF should set an exarnple for the citizeruy. Yet when 

he amved in Bordeaux he found that the circurnstances had changed. The Reynaud 

governrnent had resigned and a new one under Marshal Pétain had been formed in which 

Ybarnearay was Minister of Family and Public Health, though not as a representative of the 

PSF. For rnuch of the spnng of 1940 the latter was perceived as a proponent of resistance, 

yet he had apparently k e n  shaken by the Gerrnan offensive and was now in favour of an 

26~obéCo~r t ,  Colonel de Lu Rocque, pp.680-68 1. 
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armistice." La Rocque hesitantly accepted the post of directeur ginira! for the 

aforementioned two ministries offered to him by Ybamégaray. Yet four days later, when he 

announceci that the miniaries were being moved to Perpignan, 'Ybar' added that because of 

space limitations there was no room for La Rocque; for his part, the latter had grave doubts 

as to what course of action to follow. In a letter to Pétain he had considered the option of 

leaving for North Afica. Receiving no advice on this matter, La Rocque lefi for Pau 

(Clermont-Ferrand was threatened with invasion) on the 20th and was still there when the 

armistice was signed two days later. From here he published several issues of Le P etzt jmntni; 

while obviously distraught over the course of events he nevertheless called for obedience to 

Pétain and Weygand, and criticized any notion of deserting the nation at such a time." The 

approaches adopted by Ybarnégaray and La Rocque show how the PSF's response to the 

crisis which began on 1 0 May 1940 was not d o m .  Among the parliamentarians, three - 

Creyssel, Peter. and de Polignac - were not present for the critical vote of full  powers to 

Petah on 10 July 1940. The rest voted in favour, and three - Bounin, Pébellier, and Robbe - 

even signed the Bergery declaration which was presented to the Assembly that sarne day, 

which called for the creation of an authoritarian 'new order' at home and a policy of 

"EGLR, pp. 1 72- 1 77; Jules Jeanneney, J m a l  P olitipe: Septembre 1939 - JuiiIet 
1942, ed. Jean-Noël Jeanneney (Paris, 1972), pp.61-62,73-74 [entries for 3 ,  16 June 
19401. 

'%lobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.683-96, 699-70 1; Machefer, "L'Activité du 
colonel de La Rocque", pp.37-3 8. 
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collaboration with Germany? These dserences of opinion would manifest themselves even 

further as the party tried to came out a space for itself in the new regime. 

In examining the role of the PSF under Vichy, it is necessary to first consider the 

parry's attitudes towards the new regime and its plans for the tùwe between the establishment 

of the Étatfimçais and March 1943, when La Rocque and many other party notables were 

arrested by the Gestapo. The major sources for this examination include circulas and 

messages to the party faithfil; editorials by La Rocque and other party figures in Le Petit 

j a m k  La Rocque's Discipiines daction, completed in November 1 940 but publisbed in the 

second half of 194 1; and his F m c e  &at~m~rrd'hiri, Fr- de demain, completed in late 

1942. Intended to be sent to party cadres at their personal addresses it was ordered not to 

be made public or reproduced. Naturally, published work had to be written with an eye 

towards the censors. La Rocque himself pointed out that it was the censors who delayed the 

appearance of DiscÏplirzes d'actiorl for eight months, and that in light of this and the 

uncertainties of the wartirne situation Le Peiir Jo11mai had to tread cautiously." Furthemore, 

even the more candid intemal documents do not even hint at the existence of La Rocque's 

network which fèd information to the British. Al1 the sarne, this corpus is quite consistent in 

%n the Bergery Declaration see hine, French Conserva~im in Crisis, p.208. 

%a Rocque, "Restez Français", note contained in intercepted letter fiom Émile 
Teyssedre [president of Gard federation] to Guerin, 26 December 1940, in AD Gard 1M 
715. 



the positions adopted with respect to the National Revolution and the funire. 

From the start the PSF sought to quaiify its association with the Vichy regïme. In a 

24 July 1940 circular, La Rocque pointed out that the fact that Ybamégaray was a rninister 

did not mean that the party was represented in the govenunent in the traditional sense of the 

word. Under the rrying circumstances of war it could tolerate a governrnent decision which 

diverged fiom its own views, but this pnnciple was not absolute: the difference could be 

"importante mais non capitale". The fact that the party's slogan - "Travail, Famille, Patrie" - 

and many elements of its program were being officialiseci was seen as a potential problem, 

especiaily if the new regime tried to move too fast, for the program might be discredited - and 

the PSF through association with it. Care was also taken to differentiate between the Marshal 

and his rninisters. As he had been inclineci to do under the Third Republic, La Rocque tended 

to characterke Vichy govemments as lacking durabiiity, although his language on this matter 

was ternpered by references to the continued need for loyalty. A confidentid letter circulated 

in November demonarates this: "Quant au Gouvernement, lequel est en mue continue - des 

faits récents viennent de l'attester - notre attitude vis-à-vis de lui doit être faite d'une réserve 

disciplinée aux ordres du ~aréchal."" This insistence on loyalty to Pétain was a consistent 

f i e  of La Rocque's thinking, though this was probably less a result of personal affection - 

the episode of 1937 had taken its toll - than of a beiief that Pétain was the only possible leader 

" ~ a  Rocque, circular, 24 July l940,45 1 AP 128; letter to party cadres, 2 November 
1940, forwarded by Directeur de la Police d%tat to Prefect, 14 November 1940, AD 
Alpes-Maritimes 4M 542. 
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who had the standing to lead the nation at the time, and that he represented a symbol of 

continuity. This instrumental attitude is also evident from the fact that while La Rocque and 

his lieutenants praised Pétain's personal qualities, the leader of the PSF also warned against 

the development of a 'cult of personality' in this regard. Nevertheles, La Rocque remained 

guided by the belief that Pétaui's authority was 'unshakeable'. Even in the autumn of 1942 he 

could write "Les mésaventures affligées au gouvernement accroissent la distance entre le 

peuple et les représentants du Maréclial. Celui-ci ne risque personnellement pas grand chose; 

sa situation m o d e  fait penser a ces images de saint que certains pêcheurs superstitieux 

n'osent pas retirer même s'ils insultent le saint, qu'ils retournent face au mur dans leurs 

moments de colère, qu'ils remettent a leur place pour appeler au secours ou chanter laudes. 

II n'en va pas de même des ministres et de leur chef, naturellement désignés pour être chargés 

de toutes les fautes.. . . 03' 

In this context La Rocque concluded that the PSF ought to support the Manhal by 

s e ~ n g  the public and the cause of order - "accompany" was the verb he liked best - but at 

the same time maintain its own strength, integrity, and independence. This meant enthusiastic 

but conditional support for the changes wrought by Vichy's National Revolution. Indeed, the 

leader of the PSF seems to have been somewhat uncordortable with the connotations of the 

term 'revolution', with its attendant implications of undue haste and zealotry. Jacques de 

'%obécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp. 7 12-7 14; Disciplines d'action, pp. 1 2, 1 24- 
1 25; France d'aujmrd'hi, France de demain, p p. 1 1 - 12. 



Lacretelle, who, as we have seen, had written an adulatory pamphlet on La Rocque, noted 

in a series of articles in the Jo~irnai de Genève that the latter was more a proponent of 

national 'renovahon' than revolution. Edmond Barrachin, cornmenting on the articles, stressed 

that the PSFs program was truly one of complete change; but he, too, disowned the notion 

of a violent national revolution involving civil war.33 The PSF's leaders thus clearly 

demarcated th& positions vis-à-vis those of 'revolutionary' collaborationists like Marcel Déat 

and Jacques Doriot. La Rocque also voiced disapproval of specific policies. In summer 1940 

he cnticised those who cded for the immediate replacement of the constitution, believing that 

careu durable achievements were necessary-. When the governrnent proposed the creation 

of a Youth Charter, La Rocque drafted a report in which he expressed his disapproval of the 

idea, suggesting that more practical measures should corne first and that youth should be 

integrated into society as a whole, rather than singled out as a special categoryY 

One suspects, however, that the PSFs main problern with the National Revolution was 

that it was not canying it out. La Rocque insisted that he was an advocate of thoroughgoing 

change: "[cltest I'organisme fiançais qutii f u t  entièrement guérir, le cerveau, les membres, les 

muscles jouant simultanément leur rôle respectif dans l'harmonie générale enfin rétablie. " In 

this vein, most of Vichy's reforms were very much in accordance with the PSF's outiook. 

Disciplines d'action made clear that La Rocque partook of the widespread view that the 



disastrous errors of the Third Republic - ranging from bourgeois decadence to alcoholism - 

had to be correcteci by a moral and spiritual rev~lution.'~ The PSF approved the basic 

principles of the new order - an authontarian state which remained a 'rejeuvenated' republic, 

hierarchical yet decentralised in nature, with a corporatist economic system. It supported 

legislation favouring traditional family stmchires and values, including access to religious 

education (though disapproving of Church involvement in political life), rural life and values. 

and the development of an imperial economy. It calleci for the elimination of the influence of 

the 'trusts' and other unhealthy elements in public life. This included the elimination of 

Comrnunist influence, and also that of Freemasonry - a particular bugbear for La Rocque, 

who saw it as the root of "la virulence, la purulence des éléments douteux infiltrés 

massivement dans l'organisme français" .= 

With respect to France's Jews, La Rocque continueci to stress his rejection of 

biological anti-Sernitisrn, arguing that French cidisation was based upon assirnilationist and 

not racial principles. But in an October 1940 editorial he reiterated his arguments conceming 

the "multitude indésirablew of Jewish refùgees adrnitted in the interwar period and how the 

Blum government had given important posts to "une clientèle israélite le plus souvent 

"Le Peiir jmmal, 7 January 1941; Soucy, Second W m ,  pp. 189-194; Robert Paxton, 
Vichy France: Old G u d d  New Order 1940-1944 (New York, 1975 [ t  972]), pp. 146- 
148. 

J 6 D i ~ ~ @ h e ~  d'action, pp.69-79, 96-99; drafl article for Le Ffmbeaq 16 March 1941 
[there was an effort at reviving the paper as a weekiy); see Machefer, "L'Activité du 
colonel de La Rocque", pp.39-40, for a point-by-point cornparison. 
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révolutio~aire, parfois demande ou naturalisée de f iche  date, presque toujours 

ostentatoire et indiscrète. " A " humane" solution was now necessary, he emphasized, one 

which recognized the contributions of Jews who fuly participated in French civilization (such 

as war veterans). In this vein La Rocque seemed to think that "des mesures" adopted by 

Fascist Italy seemed to resonate with the French situation. ûverly hasty naturalisations needed 

to be reviewed, "L'adoption [into French society] doit être remise en cause dans tous les cas 

d'espèce où, ayant obtenu la qualité de Français, un Israëlite aura contrevenu, dans sa vie 

publique ou privée, aux lois et principes de ~Ftat, aux préceptes de la civilisation chrétienne 

(en dehors de toute considération proprement religieuse)." Even those who were "Français 

d'origine" should not be excluded from such cons ide ration^.^' 

La Rocque thus approved the cancellation of previous naturalisations, a legislative 

rnove that soon lefi inany Iewish refbgees tembly vulnerable. As for the Jews of North Africa, 

the PSF approved the October 1940 abrogation of the 1870 Crémieux decree which had 

granted them citizenship. In his closing address to the PSF Congress held in Lyon on 28-29 

June 1941, La Rocque explained that the Jewish communities in Algeria, Tunisia and 

Morocco had practised "un racisme hostile à l'idée nationale"; hence the stripping of their 

citwnship was justified. Turning to the question of metropolitan French Jews, h e  upheld the 

idea of cultural assimilation, not race, as being the determinhg criterion. He also criticized 

" ~ e  Petit jmmaI, 5 October 1940; for an interpretation which stresses La Rocque's 
committment to assimilationism, see Nobécourt, Colonel de L a  Rocque, pp.808-8 10. 



the concept of a mcmems C ~ ~ I S ~ I S ,  suggesting that a better pnnciple would be to ensure the 

presence of a French rnajority with respect to various professions. But he aiso denied that he 

and his w5e had Jewish ancestors and that he had ever had Jews in his entourage, suggested 

that entire famiiies be depriveci of citizenship in cases of "inassimilation évidente", and urged 

that naturalisations be handled stringently, going so far as to assert that: "mes suggestiom 

dépassent d m  f 'execrction pratique ce que les plus sL'v2res ont ~mais demandk" .'' 

It is true that in 1948, during the tnd of Le Petit journaII the govemment 

commi.wzii.e recognized that the papa "s'est gardé des excès de la presse de la zone occupée 

contre les juifs". After the war PSF veterans and fiends l i e  Robert Gamc testified that the 

party organized assistance for Jews and resisters. For instance, the son of Doctor Benda, La 

Rocque's personal physician, was helped to escape with his family to Switzerland, where they 

were received by a PSF hostel operating there which provided assistance to Jews, escaped 

prisoners, and maquisards. Le Perir jotcmaI, in spite of the fact that it sometimes attacked 

Jews and remained operating thanks to money from the Vichy govenunent, employed Jews 

who were kept d e  with fdse identity papen at La Rocque's behest. And certainly before the 

war the PSF had had some Jewish members; La Rocque's secretary Édouard Carvailo had a 

Jewish mother. But this did not stop La Rocque from making deniais to this effect in June 

"Le Pelil journaI, 1 O, 18 October 1940; La Rocque, "Discours de Cloture", PSF 
Congress, Lyon, 28-29 Iune 1941, AD Nord 68J 159; on the situation in Algeria see 
Michael Mams and Robert O. Paxton, Vichy Fronce and rhe Jews (Stanford, 1995 e h ) ,  
pp. 191-197. 



194 1, or from verbally trying to outnank the goverment's severity as far as questions of 

Jewish naturaiizatioos and citizenship were concerned. In the end one must recopnize that 

regardless of qualifications and instances of individual aid during the war the PSF joined in 

the current of public anti~emitism.~~ 

It was not the principles of the National Revolution which bothered the PSF; much 

of its criticisrn centred around the fact that particular progams were being improperly 

implemented. On 29 Apd 194 1 La Rocque warned Pétain about the 'exodus' of young men 

towards GauUism and Communism without proper sanctions being applied; about the 

continuing influence of the 'trusts' in economic life; and about the 'deformation' of the 

government's laws, arnong other things. At the June 1 94 1 Congress in Lyon a resolut ion was 

adopted which noted that the movement had never been invited to cooperate in the work of 

the Nationai Revoiution, that its ideas were effectively being usurpe4 and that it would thus 

take no responsibility for how they were being implemented." In September 194 1 Pierre de 

Léotard, who assumed an increasingiy prominent position in the party over the course of time, 

attacked the 'trusts' as an enemy of national unity, implying that they retained excessive 

influence in national life. Two months later Barrachin warned about putting too much f ~ t h  

in those who had only recently converted to the cause of the National Revolution, though he 

'%achefer, "L'Activité du colonel de La Rocque", pp.4 1-42; Milhan, "Croix de Feu 
et I'antisémitisme", pp.50, 58,60-61; Nobécourt, Coionel de La Rocque, pp.799-8 12, is 
criticai of Machefer. 

%achefer, "L'Activité du colonel de La Rocque", pp-44,4748. 
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believed some were sincere. In October 1942 de Léotard launched a thinly veiled critique of 

Vichy's technocrats, asserting that "la renaissance fiançaise ne sera pas l'oeuvre de 

doctrinaires ou de planistes". A month before his arrest, La Rocque expressed his hstration 

with the statu of the National Revolution by impatiently asking "Qu'est-ce qu'une révolution 

sinon le changement total, prompt, soudain - peut-ètre brutal - des institutions et des moeurs? 

Où percevez-vous quelque changement de ce genre affectant la manière d'être et de penser 

des hommes investis du rôle de modèle et de direction au sein de notre communauté 

nati~nale?"~' 

It was in the realm of foreign affairs the PSF ultimately had a gradually diverging 

conception fiom both that of the regirne, and even more so that of collaborationias like 

Doriot and Déat, of how to deal with Gemany and restore France's international standing. 

In La Rocque's mind, a Franco-German 'equilibrium' - that is, an understanding based on 

mutual r e s p e c ~  in which both nations enjoyed the place they deserved in international affairs - 

remained necessary and desirable. This had been his constant refrain since the 1930s4'. and 

while it was a flexible notion, able to be used as an argument both for cooperation and 

resistance, the leader of the PSF seems to have suspecteci fiom early on that such an 

arrangement with the Nazis would not be forthcoming. This resulted in a reserved attitude 

"Le Petit journal, 9 September, 2 1 November 194 1,314 October 1942,3 February 
1943. 

4'DiscipIit~es d'action, p p. 20-2 8. 
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towards Germany and those in France who advocated closer cooperation with Hitler. On 

August 3 1940 La Rocque wrote that France had fought to defend Chrisùanity fiom 

paganism, which brought denuniciations fiom &man radio. Mer  Pétain met Hitler at 

Montoire and endorsed a policy of collaboration, La Rocque proclaimed his loyaity to the 

Marshai, but rather cryptically. Quoting Pétain's soon infamous remark to the effect that he 

would be judged by history, La Rocque added: "Pesant, appréciant l'un après l'autre les mots 

de ce message lurninec~x vous y trouver= amis lecteurs, les raisons de la justification de votre 

confiance et de votre discipline depuis le premier jour offertes au Maréchal Pétain, chef de 

~Ftat." Remincihg his readers of the uncertainty of the international situation, he also wamed 

them to shy away fiom "chimeriai adventures" - a phrase that could be directeci against pro- 

German collaborators, but Gaullias as well? 

La Rocque's ambiguity continueci to be evident when he surveyed the world situation 

in March 194 1. He was hesitant to make fimi predictions, though he always stressed the need 

for vigilance and pragrnatisrn in deahg with Germany: "Si la collaboration, présentée comme 

un slogan, ne sigrufie rien, mie collaboration, basée sur des éléments tangibles et concrets, 

s'impose, est imposée. " But, as his speech to the June 1 94 1 Lyon Congress made clear, he 

maintained that while a senlement with Gennany was essential to French recovery, to seek 

' ) ~ e  Petit jotmd, 3 1 Uctober 1940; fie New York Tintes, 14 August 1940, suggests 
that this had been written in response to the Gennans' refusal to d o w  the publication of 
Le Petiljounal in the occupied zone; La Rocque, "Restez Françaisn, in Teyssedre to 
Guerin, interceptai 26 December 1 940, AD Gard 1 M 71 5 .  



an accord at ail costs, "mème en abdiquant notre personnalité nationale, alors nous sommes 

d'ores et déjà déchus et perdus." When the Allies landed in North Afnca in late 1942, leading 

to total German occupation and the demobilisation of the army, La Rocque publicly expressed 

his dismay. And in the more confidential La  Fronce d'm~ourd'hii he noted that &man 

policies had made dignified CO-operation impossible, adding that "[sli le succès final 

appartient a Berlin, je souhaite - encore une fois dans l'intérêt des deux parties - que cette 

méprise prenne fin."+' 

When Gemiany i ndec l  the Soviet Union, La Rocque proclaimed that the c o d i a  had 

been inevitable, but his subsequent editorials tended to focus on discussing geopoliticai and 

military factors. This is not to suggest that his antipathy for the Soviets had dissipated, 

however. A month after the invasion he thus suggested "considérons comme le bien le plus 

urgent pour l'univers civilisé tout ce qui accélèra la destruction de la puissance bolchévique". 

Six days More his arrest by the Gestapo in March 1943 La Rocque voiced anxiety about the 

increasing success of the Soviet amies, though he aiso asserted that France would have to 

rely on its own resources for defence: "Nous devons préparer, sur tous les terrains, la lutte 

eventuelle contre le bolchévisme et son Komintern; sur tous les terrains et, d'abord, chez 

nous."" His public attitudes towards Britain were more ambivalent. Although citical of 

ULe Petit journal, 23 March 194 1 ; La Rocque, "Discours de Cloture", op cit. ; Le 
Petit journal, 2 December 1942; France &mjm~rrshui, pp. 1 3 - 1 4. 

" ~ e  Petit juzma1, 26 June, 27 My, 27 September 194 1,3 March 1943. 
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incidents such as Mers-el-Kebir, on 23 November I 940 he told the New York Times that "A 

sentiment of decency, of self-respect, nevetheless forbids us to i n d t  those who were once 

Our cornrades on the battlefields." La Rocque later expressed outrage over the British and 

Free French military expedition to Syria and British bombing of French te~tory;  yet even in 

the wake of the Allied landings in Morocco and Algiers he reiterated his refusa1 to insult 

France's former ally, even as he lamenteci "les compétitions extérieures et dissidentes autour 

de notre Afnque du ~ o r d " ?  

La Rocque was much l e s  ambiguous about the French Communists and de Gaulle; 

he saw both as agents of a foreign power. ïhe  threat of Communist subversion and the 

subsenience of the PCF to the Soviet Union were a constant refrain in his writings. In 

Febniary 1941 he stated ihat "le complot rouge n'a pas cessé": the duty of the population was 

to aid in rooting out the conspirators, while the 'elite' mut ensure that the National 

Revolution was above aii 'social' - prrsumably this wouid prevent the Communist appeal fiom 

spreading. His views did not change after the start of the Nazi-Soviet war; he continued to 

stress that the Comrnunists sought to take advantage of wartime deprivations, and that their 

activities had to be rnonitored and reported to PSF cadres, who would in return inform the 

authorities." As for de Gaulle, while La Rocque stated that he could understand the 

16NrW York Times, 23 November 1940; Le Petit journal, i I I  March 194 1,5 March 
1942,23,24 lamary 1943. 

*'Le Petit journal, 9 Febniary 194 1 ; PSF Nord Federation bulletin no.27, 23/30 March 
1942, AD Nord 685 185. 
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temptation felt by those who wanted to fight o n  he saw the leader of the Free French as 

breaking with essential rnilitary discipline. Between the Marshd, who had chosen to stay in 

France and serve his people, and an "ex-général émigré sur un sol étranger (donc, 

volontairement ou involontairement à la disposition de l'étranger), il n'était pas permis 

d'hésiter." Worse still, the Gaullists were at best the unwitting pawns, and possibly even the 

allies. of C~rnrnunism."~ 

La Rocque's rejection of a dishonourable arrangement with Germany, but also of 

Gaullisrn, was inextncably lùiked to his plans for French renovation. He wanted France to be 

restored to its independence and high standing in world flairs. This, he believed, would not 

be an easy ta&; in current world politics, the tendency was for conquering nations to impose 

theu social and political systems on the conquered. Nor did he refùte the notion that France 

had something to learn from certain other nations. While rejecting the 'Anglo-Saxon' model, 

and asserting that "nous n'avons rien à prendre - sauf quelques idées d'application - chez les 

Russes", he did think that "nous avons beaucoup à prendre chez les Allemands". It was not 

so much that L a  Rocque was impressed by Nazi ideology - he tended to view it as pagan and 

materiah, Iike Comrnunism - but he did believe that the Third Reich had developed a social 

cohesion that France would do weU to emulate. "Il nous faut donc préparer un régime français 

analogue du point de vue de l'aménagement social à ce qu'on a pu fonder en Allemagne mais 

UCircular, 17 December 1940, quoted in "Discours de Clohire", op cil; Le Petd 
juzirnal, 24 January 1943. 
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comportant des institutions d'État, des institutions publiques, des oeuvres privées et 

contrôlées honorant les forces spirituelles, développant la personnalité des citoyens, 

protégeant, encourageant et disciplinant l'autonomie des foyers. "" 

Cntimately, the regime which La Rocque envisioned for France in late 1942 arguably 

bore more amila* to Franco's Spain and Salazar's Portugal than it did to Hitler's Gerrnany. 

Certainly he expressed admiration for both of these polities. He wrote of "[lia formule 

patriotique et spirituelle qu'offre l'Espagne!" and rnaintained that "[n]ul ne discute ce 

traditio~disme dynamique dont Salazar7 au Portugal, recommande lui aussi le 

développement. Qui donc, chez nous, craindrait de tracer les orientations fiançaises d'après 

des conceptions analogues à celles des deux peuples si proches par leur origine ethniques et 

par leur civilisation ~ccidentale?'~ The way La Rocque saw it, society should be run by an 

elite - in Disciplines d'ac~iorr he argued that France was 'a nation of cadres' and basicdly 

receptive towards hierarchical ideas. The masses could not be ignored - the eighteenth century 

pm/emet~ts were invoked by the PSF leader to demonstrate that popular consultation was a 

French tradition. But the representative body would be indirectly elected by citizens "ayant 

capacité civique, morale et mentale". Public opinion was not to be expressed through political 

parties; these wouid be banned. Mead, the contentment of the population - who would enjoy 

"La France d'mtmrd'hr~i. La France de demain, pp.4-6. Nobécourt, Colonel de La 
Rocque, pp.86 1-863, while providing a generally accurate analysis of this pamphlet, 
glosses over these phrases. See aiso Disciplines d'action, pp. 1 53 - 1 58. 

'"Le Petit juz~rnta, 1 6 December 1 942. 
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"an equality of spirit" - was to be ensured through la projsio~l organisée, and the 

encouragement of niral vitality, regional autonomy, and the traditional family. While his later 

pamphlet was vague about the role of the Caîholic Church, in Discipiines d'uctior, La Rocque 

had written "[il1 faut donc revenir aux principes traditionnels, protéger et encourager les 

fidélités religieuses", though he added that the intrusion of the Church into public matters was 

dangerous. The military? defender of national values, would also play a more prorninent role 

in society. As for youth, while they would not have to join a national movement. "un 

minimum d'homogénéité civique doit être assuré", through 'civics coursest of a professional 

and eventually pre-military nature." 

 ét état h ç a i s ,  hiérarchique, humaia destructeur des individualismes et protecteur 

des personnalités devra s'appuyer sur une masse encadrée, avertie et consentante, sur la 

coopération des forces productrices, spirituelles, intellectuelles et matérielles." This 

conception of the state, non-democratic, "organic", and reliant upon the military rather than 

a mass movement for support was less 'populist' than the programs of the Croix de Feu and 

PSF had been. Yet the society envisioned was very much in keeping with what La Rocque 

had discussed in Semce p b i k  and other writings in the 1930s. Furthemore, it was broadly 

consistent with the principles of the National Revolution as they were onginally conceived. 

La Rocque was aware of this; with respect to representation, for instance, he asseried that 

5'DiscipIines d'action, pp.89-90, 148; L a  France d'mjourd'hui, L a  Frmce de demain, 
passim. 



"Les idées rnahses des Messages du Maréchal répondent parfatement et à nos indications 

antérieures et a notre pensée mainten~e."~ 

But the PSF was never content to see these reforms enacted under someone elses' 

auspices. As Émile Teyssedre, president of the Gard Federation, put it: "Le PSF, c'est la 

préfiguration de la France de demain, une France rénovée, laborieuse, réconciliée"; only it 

could properly carry out the reforms that the nation so desperately needed. Jean Brumeaux, 

a contributor to L e  Petit journal, expressed similarly exclusive sentiments in dicussing 

anticommunism: "@le véritable anticommunisme est un fidèle de ce que nous appelons l'esprit 

Croix-de-Feu. "53 

The Vichy authorities received evidence early on that the party would not be content 

on the margins. It was reported that at a meeting of departmentai detegates held from 19 to 

21 December 1940, La Rocque had stated that only the PSF couid carry out its prograrn of 

"Travail, Famille, Patrie", and that the Vichy goverment, divided and weak, could not last. 

Inevitably, it wodd be replaced and the Marshal 'retire&; the PSF would have to be ready to 

France dmjm~rd'h~i, ~ p . 2 5 ~ 8 ;  of course, Vichy was not an ideological 
monolith, and different segments of opinion exercised a relative ascendancy at different 
tirnes. For a good ovewiew see Michèle Cointet-Labrousse, Vichy et l e f i m e  
(Brussels, 1987). 

n~eyssedre, circular [htercepted], December 1940, AD Gard 1M 715; Le Petit 
jmmf, 16 Noveber 1942. See also the resolution passed at the meeting of the PSF's 
Commission Ahinistrative Permanente, 23 February 1 94 1, DLR 3 notebook # 1, pp. 1 48- 
15 1, which States that once the 'men of the Croix de Feu' have taken power, they wili carry 
out the prograrn of the National Revolution in its entirety. 



s e p  into the power vacuum created. The report is to some degree suspect - it also claims that 

La Rocque believed himself to be well-regardeci by the Germans." But some of the 

information contained in it is consistem with later statements by PSF leaders. In March 1942, 

for example, Edmond Barrachin, who was visiting his father in law François Piétri, Vichy's 

ambassador to Franco's Spain. met with J. Rives Childs, the Amencan chargé d'Maires in 

Tangier. Childs reported that both Barrachin and La Rocque hoped 

.. .that with the death of Pétain or at some other appropriate time of crisis 
whch would provoke an intemal revolution in France, the PSF would step in 
&er the initial disorders and gain control and finish what others had begun. 
At such a time they would set up a iimited or benevolent authontarian form 
of govemment with a durnmy Parliament having an upper and lower house, 
the mernbers of which would be appointeci rather than elected. . . . In fact 1 was 
very much s t ~ c k  throughout the interview by the fact that while my informant 
spoke giibly of the Republic and Republican institutions, the whole apparatus 
of governing by his party which he descrîbed was permeated by fascist 
principles. 55 

As for La Rocque himself, writing in late 1942 (in France ci'rntjourd'ht~i) he maintaineci that 

while the Marshi still had to be 'accompanied', it was vital for the PSF to retain its "cohésion 

morale" while doing so. Asserting that the party had for two years been consistently 

5 4 C . ~ . ~ .  , XV région, 2 Ianuary 1941, AD Gard 1M 715; it shodd be added that the 
document itself is incomplete, and the originating source unlaiown. 

"Rives Childs, 18 March 1942, RG59 85 1.00/2698; in this document Barrachin is 
identified as "Mr. X"; he is subsequently identified in a note by Rives Childs, 25 March 
1 942, RG59 85 1 .OO/2928. Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, pp.849-8 5 1, notes that 
Barrachin disagreed with the line followed by the PSF on foreign policy by that the, but 
as the document indicates his thinking on intenial politics was M y  in h e  with that of La 
Rocque. 
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ostracized by Vichy, he neverthe1ess believed t h  this was a positive thing. Rather than being 

associated with the illusion of attempting to reconstnict the nation under impossible 

conditions, the PSF could benefit from this marginalization when peace was attained. La 

Rocque was of course quite vague about what would happen then; he emphasized that the 

party would have to be cautious dunng the transition penod which would follow, except in 

the case of an attempted revolutionary insurrection. But he hoped that a renovated France - 

authontarian. hierarchicai, and 'social' would take shape, with the PSF playing a leading role. 

The party would have to be retained for a time - "[dlisperser cette force exceptionelle avant 

la suppression de tant de dangers intérieurs et extérieurs serait pure folie" - but it too would 

be dissolved as 'the era of parties' in France would end. This, he asserted, was necessary for 

national rejeuvenation and had always been the aim of the PSF; "si, les circonstances nous 

ayant forcés à connaitre cet avatar, la consultation du suffrage universel prévue pour 1940 

nous avait introduits au pouvoir, notre premier souci eut été de transformer les institutions 

suivant des méthodes supprimant le vice du parlementarisme. "% 

The PSF sou@ to support the Mmhd and thus maintain its patnotic credentials but 

also to sustain its organizational autonomy in the long-term goal of canying out a program 

of authoritarian reforrn on its own terms. Hence, when in the summer of 1940 Marcel Déat 

sought to mate a s i i e  party for the regime La Rocque sent Robbe and Devaud as observers 
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but evinced little enthusiasm for the project. He insisteci that having a single Party was too 

imitative of Germany and Italy - a rather dubious argument, given the PSFs own ambitions - 

and that the PSF must continue its own course of action, which was certainly in keeping with 

his previous responses to efforts by others to 'appropriate' his organization. According to 

Angelo Tasca, an Itaiian antifascist e d e  and member of the SFIO employed by the Vichy 

regime's Service du Contrôle de l'Opinion Publique, Femand Robbe reponedly even 

attempted an alignrnent with SFIO deputies so as to better resist the pmri irnzqz~e. As with the 

Liberty Front, the PSF's opposition dealt a severe blow to Déat's initiative, though it should 

be noted that other personalities - Maurras, Weygand, and above dl ,  the Marshd himself - 

had disapproved of it. Déat himselflater reflected "[nlous nous sommes heurtés à la résistance 

du PSF en encore plus à la résistance de l'Action Française."" 

Relations with the German authorities were also testy. A December 1940 meeting 

between La Rocque and General Toemer, head of the civil seMce for the military 

administration of the Parisian region, came to naught fiom the occupief s perspective, as La 

Rocque rejected measures such as bavhg Le Petit jmmuI published in Paris, despite the fact 

that the liberation of his son Gilles fkom a POW camp 

" ~ a  Rocque, circular, 24 July 1940,45 1AP 128; 

had been suggested. Even before this 

Jean-Paul Cointet, "Marcel Déat et 
le parti unique (Été 1 !NO)", Revue d'histoire de la Deuxième Guerre Mondiale 23/9 1 
(1973), pp. l -  16; for the report on Robbe see David Bidussa and Denis Peschanski, eds., 
Lu France de Vichy: archives inédires dAngelo Tmca (Milan, l996), pp. 143- 1 44. On 
Tasca himself see Alexander De Grand, In St~Iin's Shadinu: Angelo Tmca and the Criss 
of the Lefl in Itaïy und France. 1910-1945 (Dekalb, 1986). 
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meeting the German authorities regarded the PSF as a hostile force and monitored its 

actMties, including those of the ADP. On 24 January 194 1 La Rocque was arrested and held 

for three days, ostensibly for crossing the demarcation line without a permit, and interrogated 

about holding unauthorized meetings. In Apd 194 1 the PSF was banned, though not officially 

dissolved, in the occupied zone. This meant that while the Germans did not yet make a 

concert4 effort against it, there were interrogations. The collaborationist press cailed for La 

Rocque's arrest, and the PSF was denounced as s e ~ n g  the interests of Gaullias, Jews, and 

Freemasons. An anonymous 'report' sent to the Prefect of the Gard - a religiously diverse 

department where sectarian tensions resurfaced under Vichy - accused the party of being 

funded by Jews and Protestants hostile to the National ~evolution.'~ 

Yet the Gemans tolerated the PSF for the time being. La Rocque's official position 

at Vichy might have played a role in this; to allow the party to exist also served to divide 

French opinion, facilitating control. There may also have been a hope that its anti- 

Communism could eventudy be put to good use. In the summer of 1942 La Rocque met with 

Otto Abetz, the Geman ambassador in Paris, at the latter's request. But he refused to have 

the PSF recruit for the Légion Antibolchévique, and cnticized Nazi racism by contrasting it 

with the 'Christian and assirnilationist' principles of France, though as we have seen, this did 

not prevent him fiom advocating stem measures as far as Jews were concerned. Asked 

  ett ter to Prefect, 23 January 194 1, AD Gard 1 M 71 5; on the religious issue in the 
Gard see Zaretsky, Nîmes at Wm. 
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whether in the case of Communin subversion he would put his party at the disposal of the 

authorities, La Rocque said he would do so for the French authorities, adding that the PSFs 

'anti-cornrnunist network' was prepared for a German retreat and ail the problems of public 

order that such an event would entaiLS9 

La Rocque thus disapproved of collaborationist projects like Doriot's Legion of 

French Volunteers against Bolshevism (LW), or Joseph Damand's Service d'Ordre 

Légionnaire (SOL). The latter was initially formeci within Xavier Vallat's Légion des 

Combattants in August 1941 to hunt down lews, Communists, and Freernasons, and then 

transformed into the infamous Milice Française in January 1943. A PSF refusal to suppon 

LVF propaganda came shortly after that organization's formation in spring 194 1. As far as 

the SOL was concemed, La Rocque supported the notion of 'specialised formations' to 

preserve public order, but dispproved of giving such groups autonomy and suggested that 

their cadres should be carefùlly selected. He rnaintained the independence of the EVP in the 

Unoccupied Zone; in August 1942 they were put at the disposition of local military 

cornmanden, and then at that of the prefects after the occupation of the southem zone. SOL 

attempts to requisition PSF offices sometimes led to scutnes, though some EVP did quit and 

join the new formation. In PSF meetings it was stressed that members who joined either the 

SOL or LVF would be expelled. In tems of economic collaboration, too, La Rocque had 

s%obécourt, Colonel de L a  Rocque, pp. 786-79 1, 794-96; New York Times, 26,28 
January 194 1. 
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resewations. Mer  Laval institutai the reléve - trading the labour of French workers for the 

fkeedom of POWS - the leader of the PSF noted that a "sincere peace" with the Germans 

"serait viciée au cas où nos ouvriers partiraient pour l'Allemagne sans porter en eux, avec cet 

egoïsme sacré, la volonté indestructible de rester Français'?"' 

Compared to the Gemüuis the PSFs relationship with the Vichy authorities was more 

arnbiguous. La Rocque did proclaim loyalty to the Marshal, and he clearly wanted to make 

his views known to him. Frorn August 1940 onwards he regularly sent Pétain reports and 

commentaries symhesized fiorn information reported by the federations, though these appear 

to have had littie impact. The party's suspension of political activities per se and the emphasis 

on social work under the auspices of the ADP (which now stood for Assistants au Devoir 

Patriotique) entailed cooperation with the authorities, in this case Secours National under the 

direction of Robert Garric. If the figures subsequently provided by the association are even 

close, the ADP, active throughout the country, penormed a considerable amount of work in 

helping retùgees, the sick, victims of bombings, and others. During the war 16,000 tons of 

parcels were sent to POWs; for the year 194 1 alone it was claimed that 13 million meals had 

been served, and 200 libraries opened. In spite of the death of Jeanne Garrigoux, head of 

Action Sociale, during the exodus in 1940, various sporting and leisure centers had also been 

established, as was a school for social workers in Pau. One Secours National Inspector 

%achefer, "L'Activité du colonel de La Rocque", pp.47,5 1; Nobécourt, Colonel de 
La Rocque, pp-720,723-25,754-756; Le Petit journal, 25 June 1942. 
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clairned in 1942 that the ADPs work represented 75% of his organization's effort in the entire 

Southem zone. Travail et Loisirs, now formaily tùsed with the PSF, also carrieci out social 

and aid work in their Paris and Bordeaux cented '  

Yet 'accompanying' the Marshal while maintainhg a meanin- Eeedom of action 

proved diffcult. La Rocque and his cokagues' experiences with Vichy's Conseil Nationd, the 

Comité National, and the Légion Française des Combattants demonstrate this. The Conseil 

National, a selected body of elites estabiished in January 194 1, was Vichy's answer to popular 

representation. It was in his capacity as  editor of Le Petit jmrnai that La Rocque was named 

to this body. He learned of it whiie under German interrogation in January 194 1, and was 

initially tempted to refuse until Vallin and Devaud, the latter joining him on the Conseil, 

convinced him othenvise. Yet he apparently remained unenthusiastic and resigned from the 

Conseil in Jdy afler the new head of governmenc Adrnirai Darlan, had refùsed him permission 

to travel to North Afnca. At the same time he had been named to the Conseil National, La 

Rocque entered - dong with a variety of other political figures, including PPF representatives 

- the Comité de Rassemblement Pour la Révolution Nationale, conceived of by Pétain's chef 

de cabinet H ~ M  du Moulin de La Barthète as a means of popularizing the regime. Vallin, 

Gatuing, de Léotard, Forest, and Dumort (the last two were contributors to the PSF press) 

joined La Rocque on the body's provisional cornmittee. Though according to Tasca the PSF 

6 ' m ~ e s  Filiales Sociales du PSF"[n.d.], 45 1 AP 123; Rudaux, Croix de Feu, pp.292, 297- 
98; EGLR, pp. 185-86; Le Petit journal, 26 October 1942. 



was generally favourable to the Rassemblement there was sume conflict between its members 

and Doriot's foilowers which came to a head after former PPF member Paul Marion was put 

in charge of propaganda for the Darlan govemrnent. Vallin and Gatuing, both of whom had 

been on the Executive Commission of the Rassemblement, were nudged out? 

But the main reason that the Comité de Rassemblement failed was because of the 

opposition of the Légion Française des Combattants. This organization, established in late 

August 1940 in a fùsion of prewar veterans' associations, was intended to provide a point of 

contact between the regime and the populace, and to propagate the ideais of the National 

Revolution - a broad mission which was interpreted in some quarters as vigilantism. With 

such a role in minci, and considering its originator - Xavier Vaiiat - it is not surprising t hat the 

PSF regardeci it as a threat? Accordingly, from the start, while he allowed PSF memben to 

join the Legion, he remindeci them to "rester d'abord PSF". When it became apparent that 

party members were joining the Légion in considerable numbers, he was crestfallen; he soon 

announceci that PSF cadres couid not hold leadership posts in it." A suggestion from Pébellier 

''~ichèle Cointet, Le ConseilNationalde fichy 19404944 (Paris, 1989), pp.98, 103; 
Bidussa and Peschanski, eds., Lo France de Vichy, pp.22 1-222; Nobécourt, Colonel de LU 
Rocque, pp. 729-34, 1080n.8. 

"There is a usefûl introduction to the Légion in Cointet-Labrousse, Ckhy et Ir 
f&me, pp. 104-1 14. 

%s account of Legion-PSF relations is based upon the foliowing: Nobécourt, 
Colonel de La Rocque, pp.74 1-746,748-754, 759-60; Marc Ferro, Pcirain (Paris, l987), 
pp.335-339; André Portier to Édith de La Rocque, 22 May 1962, quoted in EGLR, pp. 
182- 183; Rudaux, Croix de Feu, pp.303-305. 
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that the PSF try and dominate the new organization from the inside was rebuffed. 

Nevertheless, La Rocque had committed the PSF to a policy of loyalty to Pétain, and the 

Legion were "les hommes du Maréchal"; either a rn0at1.s vivendi had to be arranged or the 

paws committment to the Marshal would seem insincere. By s p ~ g  194 1 La Rocque was 

using language quite similar to that he had employed in dealing with the Front de la Liberté: 

he calleci for a sincere coordination of efforts between the two groups. 

Matters soon came to a head. In the face of Gaullist and Communia activity and 

criticism from Doriot and Déat, Pétain reacted with his 'il1 wind' speech of Augun 12. The 

Minister of the Interior, Pierre Pucheu, stepped up repression, and moved towards the 

suspension of political parties and the fidl subordination of the Legion to the govemment as 

the "best instrument of the National Revolution." La Rocque was perturbed; he expressed his 

dispieasure to the authorities and ordered the party to continue Ïts activities. A meeting 

between the Marshal and a PSF delegation on 26 August was inconclusive, but a Pétain-La 

Rocque meeting was arranged for 19 September. Before this however, La Rocque was 

informed through Vallin that Pucheu wished to see him, and the two met on the 18th with 

Vallin as a witness. Pucheu told La Rocque that he wished to enlarge the Légion's cadres and 

redefine the scope of ds activities, but also mate a single party. Rather than simply dissolving 

the PSF he had sought La Rocque's approval and cooperation; in return, he offered him the 

Résidence générale in Morocco or the post of ambassacior to Switzeriand. La Rocque refused, 

stating that he would not desert his supporters. Instead, he proposed the creation of a sort of 
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crown c o u d  (Pucheu's term) that would communicate the Marshal's views to groups such 

as the Légion and Secours National. The next day La Rocque met with Pétain, at first alone, 

but then Pucheu and Darlan joined the meeting. The resulting exchange was heated. with La 

Rocque bernoanhg the recurring threats of dissolution aimed at the PSF. The upshot was an 

agreement for fbsion, with La Rocque procuring cadres for the Legion in exchange for 

becoming a counsellor to the Marshal. Arnerican observers judged this arrangement as 

amounting to an absorption of the PSF with La Rocque being given a meaningless job?' 

But in the inspection tour of Legion cadres c b e d  out in November-December 194 1 

the latter decided that dissolving the PSF would cause serious problems, and insisted that the 

process of integration be a graduai one characterized by parity. This was unacceptable to the 

leader of the Legion, François Valentib who, in the view of Charles Vallin, wanted the 

destruction of the PSF through seF-dissolution. The problem had not been solved by spring 

1942, when the retum of Laval as premier and the replacement of Valentin by the extremis 

Joseph Darnand as the Légion's delegate meant that henceforth the organization would 

concentrate more on the repression of domestic enemies than the CO-optation of PSF 

mernbers? 

By spring 1942, then, La Rocque and those who continued to follow him had reason 

to distrust Vichy. The regirne's growing collaboration with Germany gave cause for concern, 

-- - 

"~eahy, 3 October 1941, RG59 851.00/2385. 

66For the evolution of the Légion in this direction see Atkin, Pétuin, pp. 1 76- 178. 



while in domestic terms goverment projects seemed to threaten the PSFs very existence. 

indeed, former PSF members and sympathizen later argued that the interests of the regime 

and those of the moment had dways been at odds. According to Dr. H ~ M  Hermann, doyetz 

of the Faculty of Medicine in Lyon and a PSF supporter, Antoinette de Prevai gave aid to 

i m p risoned maquis rnembers and supponed prisoners in escape attempts. Some members, 

wch as Léon Pierrat, former assistant editor in chief for Le Petit jm~nzal, joined the Gaullists 

wtiile retahhg a sense of persona1 fideiity towards La Rocque. It was also claimed during the 

papef s 1948 trial that La Rocque kept it going to pas dong coded messages to his resistance 

network. This is possible, though it mua be added that the paper continued to publish &er 

his arrest, and that PSF propaganda in 1 945 made no mention of this fact ." 

Nevertheless, this raises the issue of La Rocque's own resistance activities. PSF 

rnembers later suggested that he requested information usenil to the British be gathered as 

eady as September 1940, and began passing it along in December. They add that La Rocque 

associated with those known to be passing along military secrets at that time, such as Count 

Potocki, a Polish a m y  officer, who was later moved by the PSF to its Swiss hostel after a 

military tribunal had failed to convict him." Nobécourt's account is the most detailed, showing 

67~enr i  Hermann, 5 October 1946,45 I AP 102; on Hermann see Le Petit journal, 29 
December 1942; Nobécourt, Colonel de Lu Rocque, pp.818-820: PSF, SeMce de la 
Documentation, "Le PSF aprés 4 années d'Ostracisme et de Persecutions", Febmaxy 1945, 
451AP 128. 

%an Brumeaw La Rocque citoyen (saint-Étienne, ad.), p.53; Machefer, "L'Activité 
du colonel de La Rocque", p.45. 
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how d e r  the armistice La Rocque inserted men into the Bzireazi de menées mtinationafes, 

a branch of Army Intelligence in Paris responsible for monitoring the correspondance of 

'suspect personalities' and the German Kommandm~iirr at the Majeaic de Royat hotel, seat 

of the German armistice commission. Jean Kritter, a Party member and friend of La Rocque's 

deceased son JeamFrançois, drafied syntheses of  the message traffic as part of his job; but he 

also sent a copy to  La Rocque. These activities continued until November 1942, when the 

bureau was dissolved. Passing the information dong  appears to have been more problematic; 

work on this, La Rocque aibsequently claimed, began in July 1940 but it was not until spring 

1942 that he had a regular contact. This was colonel Georges Charaudeau? head of the "Alibi" 

network, based in Spain in cooperation with British Intelligence - who had directed him to 

contact La Rocque in Febniaiy. Ordered by London to continue his public activities in exactly 

the same manner as before, La Rocque had his network operational by July. The ADP was 

used to gather "renseignements politiques à usage militaire", but without members' knowledge 

of the actual network, which was limiteci to a smdl group. La Rocque did not inform 

Charaudeau or the Intelligence SeMce of the names of his agents, nor did he take money 

fiom the British?' 

La Rocque's behaviour in 1940-42 was thus cornplex; supporting Pétain but 

6%obécourt, Colonel de L a  Rocqrre, pp.820-22; Machefer, "L'Activité du colonel de 
La Rocque", pp.49-5 1, presents a slightly d i f r e n t  intepretation, suggesting that La 
Rocque's resistance activity only r e d y  became signiIicant in 1942, and that he did receive 
money tiom the British to aid his efforts. 



maùnaining an independent position with respect to the National Revolution, preserving the 

PSF and by nimmer 1942 in liaison with the British The reaction of party militants in general 

was no less cornplex although in some respects it has proven harder to trace. M e r  the 

outbreak of war political activity had ceased and membership levels had fallen. With the 

coming of the armistice some areas claimed a revivai in membership levels as soldiers 

retumed,though specific nurnbers were not given. In the Occupied Zone the PSF was 

officidy banned but in the earfy years of the occupation some gatherings were tolerated, and 

the authorities did not doubt that rnembers in the Occupied Zone still discussed PSF matters 

within the context of everyday life. In the Nord and elsewhere newsletters were circ~lated.'~ 

Those memben who had becorne prisonen also rernained aware of their previous affiliations. 

In the camp Offlag IV D in Silesia, for example, 250 PSF rnembers out of a total of 8000 

French POWs held several conferences. Nevertheless, the party never returned to its prewar 

level of rnembership, despite constant speaking tours and inspections in France mounted by 

La Rocque, Vallin, and other party notables. In October 194 1 Pétain's govemment told the 

Arnerican representative, Admiral Leahy, that total membership amounted to 350,000; it is 

not clear if the ADP were included in this figure.'' 

''Le Volontazre 36, Juiy 1940; Feldkommandant to Prefm, 8 May 194 1, depositions 
by Carette, Susini, and Flabat, 14 May, Commissaire Special (Laon), 15 May, Prefect to 
Feldkommandantur, 19 May, AD Aisne 1 M 19. Copies of the bulletin for the Nord 
federation are in AD Nord 68J 185. 

' ' ~ e a h ~ ,  3 October 1941, RG59 85 1 .OO/2385; Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, 
pp.766-767, 770-77 1 .  



The sirnplest explanation for this drarnatic decline lies in the conditions of wartime 

France. Aside fiom the fàct that in the occupied zone the PSF operated in a semi-clandestine 

manner, the war nanirally made many indMduals focus less on formal politics and more on 

s u ~ v a l ,  which could ody have negative consequences. But there were also those who 

abandoned the party for closer collaboration with the regime. The best-known example is Paul 

Creyssel, who distanceci himself from the PSF d e r  the armistice. Brought to Vichy in 

December 1941 to propagandize for Darlan, in February 1942 he became director of 

propaganda for the southem zone; by December he was responsible for al of France. Later 

claiming that he had tried to steer Vichy propagandists away fiom collaborationism, in 

December 1943 CreysseI was replaced by Philippe H e ~ o t  at the request of the Germans and 

Laval named him Minister to ~onaco." Jean Ybarnégaray was the regime's first minister of 

Youth, Family and Sport. With the fa11 of the second Pétain government in September 1940 

he lost the first portfolio, and would lose his post entirely soon thereafter. In the meantirne, 

though, he was responsible for Vichy policies in these areas. He would later be arrested and 

deported by the Gerrnans for individual acts of resistance. Fek  Olivier-Martin, former editor 

of Simedi and president of the Vienne federation, became secretary-generai for youth fiairs 

in 1 9 4 3 . ~  Former adherents coutd even be found in the ranks of the various collaborationist 

"Claude Lévy and Dominique Veillon, "Propagande et modelage des esprits", in Jean- 
Pierre Azéma and François Bédanda, eds., Vichy et les Français (Paris, 1 W2), pp. 1 9 1-93, 
197; Jeanneney, J'mi Poiifique, p.488n. 14. 

"See Paxton, Vichy France, pp. 156, 162, 166-7, 197,249,252,259. 
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movements, albeit not in large nurnbers. In the Loiret, for instance, Déat's Rassemblement 

National Populaire relied more on former Neo-Socialists for members than any other political 

group, though some ex-PSF did join up. Furthemore, in some cases these collaborationists 

had been Croix de Feu members who had deserted La Rocque after the creation of the PSF, 

or even before. Paul Chopine became the head ofa Milice group in Normandy; a survey of 

the cadres of collaborationist groups in the Alpes-Maritimes names three former Croix de 

Feu, but no PSF." 

The collaborationists set themselves on a path distinct from that followed by their 

former Party. Nevertheless, t hose who remained completely loyal to La Rocque perforce 

supponed many aspects of the National Revolution even as they tned to preserve and 

promote the interests of their own party- Marcel Deschaseux deputy from the Vosges elected 

in 1939, continued in his rote as rnayor and comeiIIer gknérai of Plombières fier the 

armistice until he was arrested by the Gestapo in Apnl 1943. Stanislas Devaud remained a 

member of Vichy's Conseil National until Iuly 1943, when he asked to be allowed to retum 

to his teaching duties. Femand Robbe presented evidence at the Riom trial, a decision which 

later ensured his l o s  of d status despite claims of later opposition to the Vichy regime and 

741tNouveaux Cadres de la Révolution Nationale en Seine et Oise Sud", n-d., 45 1 AP 
126; Bertram M. Gordon, Collaburationzsm itz France &ring the Second World War 
(Ithaca and London, 1980), pp. 122, 199; Jean-Louis Paniccaci, "Enquête Nationale sur les 
mouvements de la collaboration", (Nice, 19771, p.22. 1 am gratefÛ1 to the staff of the 
Archives Départementales des Alpes-Maritimes for directhg me to this manuscript. 
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"certains seMces à la résistar~ce."~' At the federation level loyaity to La Rocque rneant an 

ambiguous. but in no way totdy inimical, relationship with the govenunent. In the first 

months &er the armistice Parisian PSF section leaders stresseci that La Rocque had ties with 

Pétain and suggested that he and Ybmégaray had played a crucial role in developing the 

legislation against Freemasonry, but aiso sensed that the rank and file was mistrateci by the 

order to cease political activity and concentrate on social work. T hey thus emphasized that 

this order was provisionai, and that the party could restart such activity at any tirne. 

Furthemore, they claimed that when some rninisters found the anti-Masonic Iegislation 

excessive and not conducive to adrninstrative efficiency, La Rocque responded: "Tant mieux 

si tous les Frères de l'Administration s'en vont! ... Nous les remplacerons par des hommes 

libres; il n'en manque pas.w76 

The situation in the Gard M e r  illustrates the complex relationship between the PSF 

and the National Revolution. On 28 October 1940 the Gard federation's president, Emile 

Teyssedre, wrote to the new prefect, Ange10 Chappe, to dispel any doubts raised by "des 

gens malintentionnés" over his organization's attitude towards Vichy, noting that to his 

knowledge no PSF member "n'a pris fait et cause pour l'ex-général de Gaulle que tous les 

bons Français considèrent comme un traître à la Patrie." Yet only a few weeks Iater he was 

75Diction~aire des parlementaires français 1940- 1958, vol. 3, pp. 3 27, 342; Journal 
officiel (lois et décrets), 7 October 1 94 5, p -63 2 1 . Desc haseux and Devaud were also 
declareci ineligible after the war. 

76~eport, 1 2 September 1940, APP Bla 1952. 



hesitant about a request to sit on the department's Commission du Travail on the grounds that 

"le PSF serait diminué si son Président acceptait cette fonction secondaire dans une 

Commission présidée par un socialiste SFIO et a laquelle serait adjoint un autre socialiste"." 

Teyssedre's primary loyalty? then, was to his organization; in a December circular he stressed 

its vitality, describing it as the "prefiguration of the France of tomorrow", the only political 

force not discredited by interwar errors, and "la meilleure chance de salut durable pour le 

Pays". To be me, support for the Marshal was also emphasized, the PSF's efforts as a service 

durde during Pétain's tour of southem cities that fall was duly noted. Yet this support was 

couched in terms which very much reflected La Rocque's own thinking: 

Le PSF accorde une confiance totale à la personne du Maréchal Pétain, seul 
responsable des actes gouvernementaux. S'il regrette parfois que la pensée et 
les décisions du Chef de l'État soient mai interprétées et déformées par des 
cadres administratifs aux conversions récentes et pas toujours sincères, le fait 
de constater et de déplorer d'inévitables imperfections ne saurait être 
considéré en aucun cas comme un sentiment de défiance. Et les suggestions 
venant du PSF sont toujours bien  accueillie^.^' 

The suMving record suggests that Teyssedre did not substantiaily waver fiom this 

course of action. While continuhg to associate the PSF with the personai authority of Pétain, 

he also added that the federation had to remain a viable force in its own right? In March 

"~eyssedre to Prefect, 28 October, 9 November 1940, AD Gard 1 M 7 15. 

78~eyssedre, circular, December 1 940, AD Gard 1 M 7 1 5. A report entitled "Activités 
clandestines de La Rocque", dated 2 January 1941 in the same file drew attention to the 
ambiguous nature of Teyssedre's circular. 

79 Commissaire Spécial to Prefect, 8 January 194 1, interceptai letter by Teyssedre, 26 
December 1940, AD Gard 1 M 71 5. 
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194 1 he criticized the Legion, urging party members not to join it. This attitude contrasted 

with that of other federation heads nich as André Normand in Morocco, for whom joining 

the Legion was a natural extension of loyaity to the Marshal - a sentiment that dismayed La 

Rocque somewhat. Moroever, not every PSF member in the Gard felt as their president did. 

The police reported that Teyssedre's views were met with disapproval, and 10% of the 

Legion's cadres in the department came fiom the PSF. When cooperation between the two 

was accepted by La Rocque, however, Teyssedre fell into line." 

The Gard PSF president's amaides threatened to get hm into trouble on occasion. In 

Januuy 1942 he sent a report to La Rocque discussing rioting over food shortages which had 

taken place in the department. He believed that it was Communist agitators who had stirred 

up the crowd of mostly female demonstrators, and was disappointed when during one of the 

riots in Alès, the police intervened, used force and made some arrests, but held no one. 

Notuig that he had heard rumours that the subpreféct there was a Freemason, Teyssedre went 

on to bemoan the lack of security in the area. He wrote that while individuals had recently 

been ordered to give up their fuearms, it was oniy the 'nationaux' who had done this, while 

the Communists retained theirs at a time when they posed an increasingiy serious threat. His 

conciusion: "La révolution Nationale ne se fera pas en employant la 'persuasion'. Nous 

'qeport, 3 March 194 1, Commissaire Principal to Prefect 1 3, I 5 April 1942, AD 
Gard 1M 71 5; Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocque, p.744; Zaretsky, Nîmes at War, 
pp. 128- 129. 
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sommes payés au PSF pour savoir que d'autres moyens plus énergiques s'impo~ent."~' This 

letter was intercepted, and soon the police requested information on Teyssedre. Chappe? on 

good ternis personally with La Rocque, rnight have saved Teyssedre corn arrest with his 

reply. Stating that the latter had misrepresented the situation and had a "difficult", "critical" 

disposition, Chappe nevertheless affirmeci that he was entirely loyal and had helped the 

administration in important tasks. While regretiing that "les Nationaux n'apponent pas plus 

de pondération dans leurs critiques", the Prefect assured that he would speak to Teyssedre 

and rernind him of his "devoirs de dis~ipline".~ 

Teyssedre's subsequent fate and the extent to which his directives were obeyed by the 

local membersbip are unlaiown. Even so, his attitudes suggest how there were PSF notables 

who s h e d  rnany of their leader's attitudes. His correspondence and speeches were obviously 

looked upon with suspicion by the authorities, who saw him as putting his party's interests 

before those of the National Revolution. The Gard president's desire to keep his organization 

vibrant and his relative sense of independence are undeniable, but the correspondence also 

illustrates how PSF cadres shared rnany of the concems of Vichy administrators even as they 

criticized thern. Wnh respect to the food riots of early 1942, for instance, both were obsessed 

g'Teyssedre to La Rocque, 22 January 1942, intercepted 24 January 1942, AD Gard 
1M 715. 

qrefect to Conseiller detat, Secrétaire Générale pour la Police, 7 February 1942, AD 
Gard 1M 7 1 5 .  On Chiappe's relationship with La Rocque see Zaretslq, N h  at Ww, 
p. 136. 
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with the possibiliiy that the Communists were capitdizing on the situation.g3 But Teyssedre 

was aIso hstrated because he believed that the PSF 'knew better7, and in this he was not 

unique. Colonel Debay, one of the party's Algenan notables, was also contemptuous of the 

Legion and elements of the adminmation even as he stressed the PSF's vitality and La 

Rocque's close relationship with ~étaùi? 

In addition to those who embarked upon collaboration and those who remained 

completely loyal there was a third group of PSF members - those who gravitateci towards the 

Resistance and Gaullism against the wishes of their leaders. hdeed, there is evidence to 

suggea that in the wake of the armistice more than a few saw no contradiction between 

support for de Gaulle as well as the PSF. In the Aube and the Loire-Inférieure, for instance, 

the auîhorities reported that a significant number of PSF adherents expressed support for the 

general's exploits. Sirnilar feelings were manifested in Paris, where the section leaders 

responded cautiously. Members were told that while they were entitled to their personal 

views, these views were not in accordance with party policy, and they were not to 

propagandize for Gauilism. Moreover, the PSF's enemies were trying to discredit the party 

by spreading mmours that it was recruiting for the British. In Colombes memben were told 

83 On the food riots and Communist involvment, see Zaretsky, Nîmes at Wm, pp. 177- 
184. 

UNote, n.d. but probably JanuaqdFebniary 1942, AOM 5CAB59. The author of the 
report notes that "[tlout de long de sa conférence le Colonel Debay n'a jamais employé 
l'expression de Progrès Social Français mais bien cela du Parti Social Français." 
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that as Eir as de Gaulle was concemed, "les PSF Mcères ne doivent pas se laisser surprendre, 

mais donner leur adhésion la plus complète au Maréchal Pétain", although this did not imply 

accepting ail of the actions of his governn~ent.'~ 

If anything, these directives became more strident as time progressed. At the end of 

the year La Rocque drafled a memorandum to be read for PSF militants in which de Gaulle 

was dexribed as a traitor who had broken miiitary discipline; he was as great a threat to 

French unity as Doriot, Déat, and other agents of the Germans. Apparently not everyone was 

convinced; a month iater a dozen young men Eom 'good families' associateci with the PSF 

were discovered storing amis in Troyes, and in possession of Cross of Lorraine emblems; two 

had also been c-ng photos of La Rocque. Noting that the leader of the PSF had visited 

Troyes only two weeks before, the local prefect concluded that he was in league with the 

Gaullists, although he could not explain why several of the agitators had been disavowed by 

their families. 86 

The prefect of the Aube was sorely mistaken. In his closing address to the PSF 

Congress in June 1941 La Rocque spoke of an elderly peasant orator, who, having lost touch 

with party developments for several months, asked his federation president "Pour l'appui du 

Gaullisme, comment faut-il nous organiser?" M e r  being told the PSF's actuai position, he 

"Coint et, Conseif National de Vichy, p. 1 8; Reports, 23 October, 8 November 1 940, 
APP B/a 1952. 

=~eport, 3 1 December 1940, APP %/a 1 952; Prefect, 30 ianuary 194 1, AD Aube 
1 10J 10. 



reporte* responded "Si La Rocque a décidé cela, en possession des renseigrnents qu'il a et 

que, malheureusement, il ne peut pas nous communiquer aussi vite qu'il faudrait, La Rocque 

a ses bonnes raisons. Que faut-il faire contre le GaulIisme?" There were 'thousands' of cases 

Like this, the leader of the PSF assured his listenersn As for those who did Ieave, La Rocque 

made it clear that they no longer had a part to play in the PSF. The case of Charles Vallin is 

instructive here. Vallin had remained loyal to the PSF &er the armistice, serving on a number 

of govenunent commissions, always with La Rocque's approvd. But in July 1942 he went 

into hiding, escaping to Britain with Gaullia assistance and raiiying to their cause in 

September. His actions were publicly and harshly denounced by La Rocque, who felt 

penondy betrayed. Vallin was expeUed fiom the Party, with the Permanent Administrative 

Cornmission resolving that "son départ contrevient de façon indiscutable et infiniment grave 

aux discipiines du PSF approuvées de façon continue depuis juin l94[O]." Barrachin followed 

V a h  in Febniary 1943 after fàiling to convince La Rocque that the party's foreign policy was 

wrong-headed and disagreeing with him over Vallin. Jacques Bounin had left over a year 

d e r ,  joinulg the intemal resistance. In 1 944 he becarne one of de Gaulle's Commissaires de 

la République, based in ~ o n t p e l l i e r . ~ ~  

87 La Rocque, "Discours de Cloture", PSF Congres, Lyon, 28-29 June 1% 1, AD 
Nord 68J 159, pp.2-3. 

"PSF Ford Federation bulletin 110.4 1, 5/ 12 October 1942, AD Nord 68J 185. The 
original rads " June 194 1 " but this is possibly a typograp hical error, since the party had 
disapproved of GauUism since the latter's inception. Nobécourt, Colonel de La Rocpe,  
pp.824-85 1 provides a very detailed account of Vallin's, Barrachin's, and Bounin's 
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The PSFs disapproval of Gaullism and interna1 resistance of an armed and potentidly 

revolutionary sort was thus consistent and pronounced. Still, its activities had aroused 

suspicion on the part of German and French authorities since 1940. After the Allied landings 

in North Atnca the pressure became even more intense as the Gemans extended their control 

throughout the country and the Laval govemment adopted an even more opedy 

collaborationist posture. On 2 November the party was dissolveci by the Germans in the 

occupied zone.* For his part, La Rocque distanced the PSF fiom the Laval govemment but 

at the same time retained his personal connections with Pétain and sought to influence the 

latter's course of action Soon d e r  the launching of Operation Torch, he offered his services 

to the Marshal as an expert in North Afncan affairs. While he claimed to his son Gilles that 

he was being awaited by the Ailies there, nobody there was expecting him, and his insistence 

on obtaining the Marshal's permission shows that he was unwilling to break al1 ties to the 

regime. Similariy, while demng the Germans by protesting the dissolution of the army in the 

pages of Le Pe~zz joun~ai, he also met with Pétain on 3 1 January 1943. M e r  expressing his 

concerns about the evolving situation, La Rocque came away with the impression that the 

Marshal wodd now regularly solicit and heed his advice. In the final weeks before his arrest 

he dMded his time between addressing PSF audiences in southern cities, writing for Le Petit 

defections. 

*%GLR, p. 190. 



jotimaI, and meeting with Pétain at Ieast twice more in ~ebruary." 

On 7 March. La Rocque met with Vichy's head of state for the last time. He later 

described it as follows; 

...[JI' avais enfin, malgré les barrages dressés autour de lui, emporté l'adhésion 
verbale du maréchal Pétain à i'idée d'un accord étroit avec les Alliés, vous 
compris, par un effort conjoint et concerté en vue d'une délivrance de la 
métropole aussi exempte que possible de désordres. Je venais de lui faire 
accepter le principe d'une liaison sûre et permanente i cet effet, liaison dont 
le dispositif était inconnu de lui mais dont j'avais éprouvé la régularité et 
I'efficacité. 

Notre entretien seul à seul t e h é ,  le Maréchal eut i'impnidence 
d'atnrmer, devant une vingtaine de personnalités presque toutes inconnues de 
moi, le regret de ne pas m'avoir entendu plus tôt et sa résolution de s'entourer 
désormais de mes conseils . . . .9' 

Two days later the Gestapo arrested La Rocque at his residence in Clermont-Ferrand. At the 

same time it conducted a sweep of the PSF's headquarters in Paris, seizing numerous 

documents and arresting 152 cadres, including Noël Ottavi, who had been directing the 

association's activities in the north siice the be-g of the war. At whose bidding the arrest 

was &ed out is uncertain. Pétain blamed Doriot, but the latter was fighting on the Eastern 

Front. It is also possible that Lavai ordered the arrest after discoverhg the existence of the 

iUan network - but Lavai provideci no aich information as justification; fùxthermore, &er La 

Rocque was jailed the Gestapo subrnitted him to a relatively 'soft' interrogation. Surely things 

wouid have been othenvise if they knew that he was gathenng intelligence. In the final 

%obécourt, Co~onel de L a  Rocque, pp.852-86 1,863-872. 

"Quoted in EGLR p. 192. 
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analysis the driving force appears to have been the Milice. La Rocque had criticised it, and 

some of its members - including former Croix de Feu - appear to have infiltrateci the PSF or 

othemise learned of its activities and demanded the party be dealt with? 

M e r  being held briefly in Clermont and then in Parisian prisons on 3 1 Augua La 

Rocque was transferred to Eisenberg prison in Bohemia in the Company of other prisonen 

of political note, including a number of army officers, de Gaulle's brother Pierre and Georges 

Clemenceau's son Michel. Restricted to 800 calories a day for rations and ofken denied 

medication, La Rocque's old injuries and general health worsened. Postwar accounts stress 

that he had a positive effect on the morale of the camp, sharing his rations with those worse 

off than he and encouraging evening discussions arnong the pnsoners - his own on Lyautey 

went over quite well. Fellow pnsoners attested that he won the admiration of lefiists and 

nghtists alike.93 In January 1944, now weighing no more than 42 kilograrns, he and 

Clemenceau were transferred to Mer prison in the Tyrol. Here the situation appears to have 

been more complicated; a number of former politicai opponents were also imprisoned there, 

among them Daladier and J o u w  as well as Generals Weygand and Gamelin. The Gestapo's 

intention was to encourage infighting, and to an extent it succeeded. On the day of their 

arriva1 at Iner Clemenceau stated that La Rocque had written to H e i ~ c h  Himmler and 

g'NObécOurt, Colonel de La Rocqtre, pp. 876-884. 

93 See the testirnonies of Mdtre Dayras, Charles de Cossé-Brissac, and René Altmayer, 

dated 30 April 1953,20 October 1946125 December 1947, and 28 May 1948, reproduced 
in EGLR, pp.203 -22 1. 
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offered the senices of the PSF against the Comrnunists if he were released. Clemenceau soon 

hedged on his accusation, however, and Daladier and others later read the letter in question 

and found it unjustified. M e r  that the situation improved, aithough the prisoners tended to 

&de into two groups, La Rocque associating with Weygand and his wife (who had elected 

to join him in prison; La Rocque had refused a simlar offer), while Daladier, Jouhaw and 

Gamelin tended to stick together. La Rocque sometimes discussed past events such as 6 

Febniary with Daladier. The latter felt that the PSF leader penisted "in thinking that Pétain 

is shrewdly Ninging the Gennans dong", though La Rocque aIso told him that the PSF had 

suffered more under Vichy than the Popular ~ront." 

Following La Rocque's amest, the party, having lost many of its Ieading figures either 

to arrest or desertion to the Gaullists or collaborationias, struggled to cany on. In the 

northern zone Pierre Lepine replaced Ottavi as vice-president; Captain Pierre Le Tanneur, 

head of the Haute-Vienne federation before the war, assumed responsibilities for the south 

but was himseLfarrested by the Milice in May 1943, tumed over to the Gestapo and deported. 

Professor Dodel of Clermont-Ferrand's Academy of Medicine, supported by de Préval, 

"Philip Bankwitz, M e e  Weygand and Civil-Miiifary Relations in Modern France 
(Cambridge, 1967), pp.3 54-5 5; Daladier, Prison J m m Z  1 940-1 945, pp.247-56, 
259-66,276,279-80 [entries for 8, 9, 10, 1 1 January, 6, 7 February, 1 6 May, 23 June 
19441; La Rocque's letter in fact protested the imprisonrnent of PSF members, and 
requested that if they were not released he be treated with the same seingency that they 
were. A subsequent letter reiterating these demands is reproduced in EGLR, p.222. 



succeeded him.95 Dodel was also the vice-president of the ADP, and this organization 

remaineci at the heart of PSF activity, its efforts complementing those of the authonties. An 

ADP conference held in La Bourboule in September 1943 was attended by various Vichy 

officials, while Joseph Levet, de Préval and La Rocque's son Gilles al1 spoke for the need to 

rem& loyal to the Marshal and serve France, which Levet now termed "la nation martyre". 

Le Petit jo11rnaI continued to publish until August 1944, though seven of the nine members 

of its c o d  ci'&inistratiotz had been arrested; five were deported, and two died in 

concentmiion camps. The paper's editorial independence waned as the aut horities tightened 

their gnp; it now tended to carry pieces of rather academic interest, and its tone was 

increasingiy quiet&. Readers were urged to hold on and work for France by carrying on with 

their eveyiay hes and make sacrifices for the collectivity. "Travailler, attendre, soufir, tet 

est notre lot", wrote Jean Brumeaux in May 1944." 

Yet those members of the PSF who had not been imprisoned also considered their 

future prospects. An analysis of the extemal situation dated 2 May 1944, found in La 

Rocque's papas but whose author is unknown, stressed the importance of regaining French 

sovereignty but also cautioned against "souhaiter comme une délivrance une nouvelle invasion 

ou une nouvelle occupation." Germany could not win the war, but had not yet 10a it, and it 

9 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  pp.202-203, 226; "Les Dirigeants du Progrès Social Français", n. ci., 45 1 AP 
123. 

%Le Petit jozïrnaf, 26 September, 9/10 October 1943,24 March, 8, 13/14 May, 15/ 16, 
1 7, 1 8,23,25 July 1 944. 
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was conceivable that eventually the two countries could establish a new equilibnum, possibly 

through a federal system, against Amencan d o r  Soviet "economic imperialism." As La 

Rocque hirnself had so often emphasized, the author concluded that "le Devoir est de rester 

en France" and maintain agriculture, commerce and indu- rather than be lured into "les 

gestes dispersés et stériles, générateurs d'anarchie."" For his part Dodel publicly insisted on 

the need for steadfast loyaity to Pétain and the primacy of maintaining intemal order in 

France: "Nous nous relèverons peniblement et sûrement de la défaite, mais nous ne nous 

relèverons pas d'une guerre civile." In the wake of D-Day he denounced "Les chercheurs 

d'aventure", counselling PSF members to carry on with their daily jobs and thus "maintenir 

la vie de la nation." But the party was also concerned to prepare for a revival. In Deuil, for 

instance, eight EVP members were instnicîed to sound out public opinion. They reported that 

even among communists there was some sympathy for the PSF since La Rocque had been 

deponed: "leur opinion est unanime à dire qu'il n'y a plus guère d'hostilité a notre égard et 

qu'une bonne propagande, bien conduite, porterait ses hi ts .  

As France was liberated these efforts accelerated. André Portier, a vice-president of 

Le Petit j m ~ m i s  CO& daCaninistration, who had been impnsoned fiom March 1943 until 

July 1944, was elected vice-president in October and assumeci control over activity in the 

""Exposé sur la Situation Actuelle de la Politique Extérieure", 2 May 1944-45 1 AP 
126. 

%Le Petit Jmn~ai, 617 November 1943, 1 O/ 1 1 June 1944; Note, 1 1 June 1 944,45 1 AP 
126. 
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north. and, it seems, policy as a whole. In January 1945 it was decided to hold a Congres 

National Extraordinaire, to take place on 9-1 1 March. A meeting of the Parsian region's 

cadres on 3 February 1 945, featuring reports by Joseph Levet and Pierre de  Léotard was 

depicted in the relaunched party Bulletitz as "une des preuves nombreuses d e  la vitalité du 

PSF et de rattachement de nos amis a la personne du Colonel de La Rocque, actuellement 

déporte en Allemagne."99 A circular entitled "Le PSF après quatre années d'Ostracisme et de 

Persécutions" supporteci de Gaulle's provisional govenunent - a drarnatic (and necessary) 

tumaround in policy. It also provided a defense of  the party's conduct under Vichy and the 

occupation, enurnerathg La Rocque's opposition to  various governent  policies, particularly 

collaboration with the Gemans. The Klan network was not mentioned, possibly out of 

concem that such publicity would endanger those rnembers still in captivity. With respect to 

La Rocque's cnticisrns of  the British during the war, it noted how the French had united 

againa British Impe~alisrn at Fashoda, oniy to acclaim the Entente Cordiale several years 

later. FinaMy, it stressai Le Petit jmmh hostility to the Gemians until its 'takeover' in 1943- 

44. This was a salient point, for the paper had been banned, thus denying the party an 

important medium. The bulletin concluded by protesting the current 'monopoly of the press', 

noting that Le Petit j m ~ r n a r s  situation was the same as that of papers such as Le Temps and 

T e s  Dirigeants", op cit. ; Parti Sociai Frmçais, bulletin d'infonna~ion, Febniary 
1945. 



La Croix, and yet these had been allowed to reappear.'m 

The situation in the department of the Aube suggests, however, that it was not only 

the attitude of the new govemment which posed an obstacle to a complete revival of PSF 

activity. A meeting attended by about skty militants and cadres was held in Troyes on 9 

February, at which the necessity for France to unite behind de Gaulle was evoked and the 

wartune peneaition of the party reiterated. According to the local authorities, however, the 

membenhip had now split into three groups. One, comprising roughly 25% of the former 

membership, remained loyal to La Rocque. A second estimated at 40% were awaiting the 

r e m  of La Rocque, his explanation of the party's attitude under the occupation, and his new 

politicai directives. Only d e r  that would these attentistes decide whether or not to give their 

support. A third faction of perhaps 35% were disillusioned with the Party, and were now 

givhg their support to Edmond Barrachin, who with Vallin had established a new Party, the 

Union pour la République, in Febniary. Some of them had also joined Crta  de la risistmce, 

a right-wing resistance group Ied by André Mutter, a member of the Conseil National de la 

Résistance and a prewar PSF member whom the party had intended to nin as a candidate in 

1940. While PSFs Aube federation was considering supporting Muner in a future election - 

the president, Lavocat, had no intention of running - the various schisms obviously posed a 

' q S F ,  Service de la Documentation, "Le PSF après quatre armées d'Ostracisme et de 
Persécutions", Febmary 1945,45 1 AP 128. 



formidable barrier to the reconstruction of the party.lO' 

Whether the PSF could have launched a comeback soon becarne a rnoot point. On 9 

Marck after an attack on the party a week before by the Communist deputy Jacques Duclos 

in the Consultative Assembly, Minister of Information Paul-Henri Teitgen announced that as 

a result ofjudicial decisions "définitives prononcées avant le début de la guerre actuelle, le 

PSF est et demeure dissous." The congrth mtio~lal extraordinaire intended to begin that day 

was thus preernpted. A meeting at Montreuil-sous-Bois was dissolved by the police, who 

arrested the section president, while local authorities were told to monitor members' 

subsequent activity very closely.'" La Rocque himself fared no better. In Itter his medical 

condition wonened, and afler November 1944 he was put under medical care several times, 

culminating in an operation on 27 Apnl 1945. During his nay he also made contact with 

American troops through mernbers of the hospital staf f  affiliated with the Austrian resistance. 

When Arnerican troops Liberated the prison on 5 May, La Rocque and Clemenceau, according 

to Daladier, "busied themselves firing into the woods, although they hadn't actually seen any 

Nazis" Three days later La Rocque, Weygand, and Borotr* now separated €tom the other 

prisoners and under guard, were flown back to Paris, where they were arrested. But whereas 

''IL Sirrbe-Libre, 12 Febniary 1945; "Note d'Information", 20 February 1945, 
Commissaire de Police (Troyes), 1? March 1945, AD Aube 1 20J 10. 

' 0 2 p p ~ e s  Croix de Feu à la Réconciliation Française", in Henry Coston, ed., Pmtis. 
jor~rnaux et hommes politiques &hier et d'aujourd'hui (Paris, l96O), p. 78; Commissaire 
Divisionnaire (Châlons-sur-Marne), 19 March 1945, AD Aube 1 1OJ 10. 



the debilitated Weygand was hospitalized, La Rocque was placed under 'forced residence' in 

accordance with an October 1944 deaee on individuals deemed a threat to national security. 

Moreover. he was locked up in a Versailles police barracks and kept there at the insinence 

of the Socialist Muuster of the Interior Adrien TWer even though such mesures contravened 

the aforementioned decree. Repeated protests - including two Mers  to de Gaulle - on the 

part of the prisoner and objections h m  the local prefèct were to no avail. La Rocque's health 

deteriorated even further. On 1 9 November a the-member inspection co~rmission concluded 

that the PSF leader's detention was in fact a violation of the October 1944 decree. Yet only 

at the end of the year was action taken, when he was allowed to move to a remote part of the 

disaid - on property belonging to Portier in the village of Croissy - until a final decision was 

made; in the meantirne La Rocque promised to refrain fiom political activity before his 

release. It was soon deemed that he required an operation for stomach wounds, which took 

place in January 1946. In Apnl a second procedure was carried out, this time for an ulcer of 

the esophagus. However, La Rocque died imrnediately &er it on 28 April.la3 

Simultaneously, Portier attempted to initiate legal proceedings to have the 9 March 

ban - which was, d e r  aii, based on the fdse premise that the PSF had been banned before the 

war - lifteci. Lawyers informeci him that no judgement could be rendered before the end of 

October, that is, after the elections to the Constituent Assembly. Thus in August a new 

103~aladier, PnSon Jcn~maI, pp.337-34 1 [entries for 5 and 8 May 19451; Bankwitz, 
M m e  Weygand, pp-3 54-55; Herbert Lottman, ï?ie People's Anger: Jusrice and 
Revenge in Post-Liberatzon France (London, 1 986), pp. 1 88- 1 93. 
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formation was created, the Parti Républicain et Social de la Réconciliation Française, known 

sirnply as Réconciliation Française (RF). Portier was president, with Joseph Levet and André 

Voisin as vice-presidents; Ybamégaray and Gilles de La Rocque eventually joined its 

executive cornmittee. La Rocque approved of the new formation, though he also made it clear 

that he regarded it as a separate entity. His final circular of 20 Apd 1946 was addressed to 

the PSFs presidents, and descnbed RF as the party "dont les idées sont le plus exactement 

proches des notres": PSF members were to follow its directives and give it their fullest 

support. A M e  over a month later, on 22 May 1946, the ban on the PSF was relaxeci; but by 

then there seemed to be no point in restarting the party.'w 

In what turned out to be the final months of the Third Republic the PSF had done its 

patriotic duty but also partaken of the pathologies generated by the M e  de guerre - an 

excessive focus on anti-Communism and the Soviets - which contributed to a lack of realisrn 

and clarity in French war airns. Similar impulses, above dl the belief that the party was 

ultimate repository of French nationalism, dictated its condua under the Occupation. With 

respect to the organization's attitudes towards Germany, Soucy's description of La Rocque's 

"active collaboration with Nazisrn between October 1940 and December 194 1" is rather 

excessive; it ignores his criticisms of the Germans even during these early years. Yet to 

Laportier, 6 September 1945,45 I AP 128: "Des Croix de Feu à la Réconciliation 
Française", op cil., pp.78-79; "Dernière Circulaire du Patron", 20 Apd l946,4S 1 AP 123. 
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suggest, as Nobécourt does, that La Rocque hated Nazi Germany as much as he did the 

Soviet Union is ais0 inac~urate. '~~ The PSF leader's admiration of the social solidarity of 

Hit lerian Gemany, though no t it s ' pagan' et hos, persisted in France d'ctz~o~(rd'h~i, France 

de demain, which was not for public consumption and produced afler he began feeding 

information to the British. For him the German occupation was unacceptable because it 

provided no possibility of cooperation between two strong nations in equilibrium; he and 

those who continued to follow him worked against it not in the name of antifascism, but 

French nationdism. 

Ofcourse, one znight argue that Charles de Gaulle also saw his cause primarily in such 

terms, at least in the early years of the wadM But the PSF associated itself with Pétain and 

consistently opposed Gaullism, despite the attitudes of some of the rank and file. Although 

La Rocque's personal relationship with Pétain was problematic, he believed that the latter's 

personal authority was unshakeable, even if that of his entourage was not. The result was a 

balancing act between support for the Marshal and the principles which he embodied and a 

vatyïng but invariably more critical stance as fhr as Vichy govemments were concemed. Here 

the similarities in the movement's attitude towards Doumergue and to some extent even 

Daladier are noteworthy. The PSF presented itself as a bulwark of order, but it would 

'05Soucy, French F&m: me Second Wme, p. 143; Nobécourt, CoIontd de Lu 
Rocque, pp.868-870,965. 

'060n the gradua1 development of de Gaulle's ideological opposition to Vichy, see 
Andrew Sheman, De Gmlle (London, 1993), pp.28-3 1. 
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jealously guard its independence while at the sarne time suggest that only it could really 

Unplement a program of national remvation. Such p d e l s  must not be overdrawn, of course; 

the attitudes of the PSF also need to be situated within their wartirne context. The personnel 

of the École Nationale des Cadres d'Uriage, for instance, aiso embraced the National 

Revolution yet by 1942 had aroused the ire of the Gerrnans and Laval's governent aiike, 

resulting in the school's closure at the end of that year. Eventually a number of the men of 

Uriage would find their way imo the ~esistance.'~' 

The PSF shared, at least to an extent, with the men of Uriage a vision of 'the Vichy 

that might have been', a France characterized by unity and harmony, not Nazi subjugation and 

the Milice, but also rid of decadence and 'foreign influence', and authoritarian in its political 

and social structure. Coilaboration with the Germans was thus not an option, but cooperation 

with the Gaullists - let aione the Cornmunist-led interna1 resistance - could not be 

countenanced either. Thus while the party leadership did move into clandestine activities for 

British Intelligence, and a significant number of its cadres were deported - sorne, including 

Noël Ottavi, died - they never rejected the principles of the National Revolution. Rather, they 

wished to implement similar ideas themselves under conditions of geopoliticai independence. 

But given the widespread rejection of anything smacking of aut horitarianism b y 1 945, i t is not 

surprising that after the Liberation rnany former memben of the PSF7s Aube federation - and 

'''On this see John Heüman, n e  Knight-Monk of Vichy France: Uriage, ig-IO-i94j, 
second edition (Montreal and Kingston, 1997). 
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no doubt thousands of their collaigues elsewhere - would no longer associate with the party, 

or were at leaa demanding that La Rocque explain himself first. 



Conclusion 

In 1946 La Rocque's last book, Ait Service de i''enir> was published. According to its 

preface he had finished correcting the proofs for it the day before the operation which h e  did 

not survive. The book containeci a number of persona1 reminiscences, but La Rocque intended 

it primarily to be a guide to deaiing with contemporary problems. He condemned the moral 

decadence of the interwar period (as he always had) and emphasized the importance of 

holistic change touching on al1 aspects of society in the service of national renovation. 

Particular attention was paid to the need for effective class coiiaboration and educational 

reform. Such concerns were hardly the preserve of La Rocque, of course. They had 

preoccupied the Free French and the Resistance as well as the Vichy regime, and remained 

key issues of national interest for de Gaulle and various politicai parties afler the Liberation.' 

But if La Rocque's wncems were in some ways those of his conternporaries in 1945- 

46, in other respects they stood apart. In the irnmediate postwar penod economic 

modemiration was the single largest issue for most policy maken - but in An Service de 

I'avrnir only five pages were devoted to economic issues. Conversely, army reform - "le 

sanctuaire ou se monte la garde, se transmet le cuite des suprêmes traditions nationales" - was 

of major interest to La Rocque at a time when most politicians (except, interestingly, the 

'François de La Rocque, Au Service de I'awnir: réflexions en Montagne (Paris, 1946), 
pp. 1 89- 1 96, 7 1-76> 136- 1 56; this discussion of La Rocque's thought in a broader context 
relies upon Andrew Shennan, Refhinking Frunce: P h s  for Renouai, 19-10-1946 (Oxford, 
1989). 



Communists) were not that concemed about it.' As far as politics were concemed, on first 

inspection it appean that La Rocque had modified his views considerably. He had long 

pronounced himself a defender of the Republic, but now also stated that he favoured 

democracy as weU. He denounced the abolition of politicai parties and the notion of a single 

Party. But he also believed major qualifications had to be placed on universai suffrage - 

"social improductivity" shouid lead to exclusion, and he vaguely seems to have favoured some 

sort of a two-tiered voting system. Moreover, he di rejected ngid distinctions between 

democracy and authoritarianism: "11 serait infondé de prendre pour argent comptant les 

classifications théoriques" .' 

It would seem, then, that La Rocque had not fundarnentally changed his outlook. In 

rnany respects - notably his cornmitment to renovating France by restorinç it to its Christian 

(though non-confessional) roots he insisted upon the consistency of his thinking. On the 

whole, Au Srnice uk I'avetNr is more compatible with the authoritarian and organic outlook 

%a Rocque, Au Service de l'mir, pp. 1 13- 1 19, 1 72; Robert Frank, "The French 
Dilemma: Modernkation with Dependence or Independence and Decline" and Serge 
Berstein, "French Power as seen by the Political Parties after World War II", in Josef 
Becker and Franz Knipping, eds., Power in Europe?: Great Brilain. France, !ta& and 
Gemany NI a Postwar World, 194.5-1950 (New York, 1986), pp.280 and 175- 177 
respectively . 

' ~ a  Rocque, Au Service de l'avenir, chapter 5, pp.85-112, quotation p.87. On his 
continuing distaste for 'professionai politics', see his note to de Léotard, 10 August 1945, 
reproduced in Eric Duhamel, "Le parti radical et le Rassemblement des gauches 
républicaines", in Giiles Le Béguec and Eric Duhamel, eds., Lu Recomtmction du P d  
Rudic~Z 1944-1948 (Paris, 1993), p. 146 11-33. 
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of the earlier years of Vichy than with the emancipatory ethos of the Resistance; the book 

emphasized the importance of collectivities in society and the need to develop solidarity 

within them and exercise authority over them appr~priately.~ One has to be careful here: 

members of the intemal Resistance had not aiways been firm advocates of democracy in the 

earlier years of the war, while de Gaulle himself did not pledge the election of a National 

Assembly until June 1942. Moreover, La Rocque spent the last years of his life in isolation, 

though while in detention in France he did have contact with some of his associates. 

Nevertheless, by 1944 the interna1 Resistance and the forces of Free France, though 

characterized by a diversity of views were the c h e r s  of a democratic reformist ideology.' 

In A M  Service de I'menir La Rocque concemed himself with many of the issues which 

preoccupied the former organizations, but his prescriptions were of a very different tone. 

There is, of course, more to the story of the postwar legacy of the Croix de Feu/PSF. 

The wartime fragmentation of the PSF membenhip continued with respect to the new 

politicai situation of 1944-46. If the Socialists and Cornrnunists were unlikely to receive many 

former PSF votes, this was probably not the case with the new Christian Democratic 

Mouvement Républicaine Populaire (MRP). Aithough this party emphasized the resistance 

credenûais and progressive poiïtics of its leadership, it is &en argued that in the first elections 

of the postwar penod many of those who voted for it had previously supportai more right- 

t a  Rocque, Azr Service de I'awenir, chapten 2 and 3, pp. 2 l-27,29-4. 

'S h e ~ a n ,  Rethinking France, pp. 3 7-44, 54-5 8,65-66. 



wing formations. Certainiy a number of elements in its platform - the vote fmilÏa1, better 

labour-employer relations7 a stronger presidency, and its emphasis on reconciling past 

divisions in the name of a moral revolution, in which it would play a leading role - were al1 

themes familiar to former PSF members. And some of the areas where the MRP did well - 

Alsace, the Manche, Calvados and the Nord - had previousiy beai areas of PSF irnplantati~n.~ 

But the fit was hardly an exact one. The leading personnel of the MRP were often 

linked to the prewar PDP, and the MRP also relied heavily on the new female electorate.' 

There were also other new formations to which former members of the PSF were drawn. 

These included the Parti Républicain de la Liberté (PRL)? which was well to the right of the 

MRP; its anti-Comrnunism was more vehernent and it was also a defender of traditional liberal 

economics. Its leadership inciuded former members of the Alliance Démocratique, the 

Fédération Républicaine but also former PSF notables Edmond Barrachin and André Mutter. 

The PRL won roughly forty seats in the postwar elections, many of them in economically 

advanced areas, in partidar the Parisian region, where the PSF too, had had many members 

(as had the Croix de Feu).' 

6S heman. Rehiitkng France, pp. 80-5; Robert Bichet, La Démocratie chrétienne en 
France: ie Mowement Répubiicain Populaire (Besançon, 1 N O ) ,  p. 5 7 ;  Leleu, 
Géographie des électionsfrançaises, map 3 0 p. 23 8 - 

'On the latter point see Richard Vinen, Bourgeois Politics in France. iWj-l9ji 
(Cambridge, 1995), p. 157. 

'On the PRL see Richard Vinen, "The Parti Républicain de la Liberté and the 
Reconstruction of French Conservatism, 1944- 195 1 ", French History 7/2  ( 1993), pp. 183- 
204. Interestingly, in 1939 Barrachin was not entirely sure about Mutter as a candidate - 
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Yet the PRL's comections with the PSF were, to say the lem, problematic. Barrachin 

had broken with La Rocque in 1942; so had André Mutter by joining the intemal resistance. 

And the PRL's leader was Michel Clemenceau who, as we have seen, had been no &end of 

La Rocque's in Itter prison. It was Réconciliation Française (RF - see Chapter 6) which 

embodied most directly the aspitationS of the PSF. Its founding president was André Portier, 

who remained in this position until 1957, when he retired to becorne honorary president. 

Joseph Levet, Pierre de Léotard, Antoinette de Prévai and La Rocque's son Gilles were al1 

active in it at one t h e  or another. RF never escaped from the margins of Fourth Republic 

politics; while it claimed organizations in over seventy departments, it probably never had 

more than 10,000 members, many of them professionals and industrialists who had joined 

because of their previous comection with the PSF.~  Nevertheless, it is necessary to explore 

briefly the development of this formation during the Fourth Republic in order to understand 

the postwar legacy of the Croix de FeulPSF. 

Ideologicaily, RF was vehemently anti-Communist. De Léotard, head of its brrremr 

politique, asserted in 1946 that the profile of Maurice Schumann of the MRP "se confond 

avec celui de Kerenski" - presumably in reference to the former party's willingness to govem 

with the PCF at the time. In colonial &airs it characterized the moderately reformist 

see Barrachin to ûttavi, 24 February 1 93 9,45 1 AP 1 20. 

vinen Bourgeois Poiitics, 1 77; La Réconcifiaton Française, bzrIIetin d'iiqbrmution, 
L 5 January 1946; see Le Ffmbear de Irr Réconcifiation Française, 9 May 1954 for 
evidence of the importance of the Croix de FeuLa Rocque legacy. 
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Brazzaville prograrn of 1944 as 'prematuret; a more gradua1 approach to the Empire was 

required. In foreign flairs it was W y  Atlanticist and pro-Amencan, though its program 

contained a clause referring to the need to get dong with the Soviets; more generdy, 

"realism" was the ided in diplomacy. While wishing to see France returned to great power 

status, this had to be done graduaUy without amoying the United States or Great Britain; RF 

was thus suspicious of any excessively grand foreign policy scheme." 

In some respects the prograrn of RF resonated with the far nght under the Fourth 

Republic - the oppositiotz ttationaie. For instance, the far nght of the early Fourth Republic 

was often criticai of de Gaulle's assertive foreign policy and tended to be pro-Amencan. 

Indeed, the linkages sometimes went tllrther than that. In 195 1 the Association pour Défendre 

la Mémoire du Maréchal Pétain was founded under the presidency of General Maxime 

Weygand; the following year the latter gave a conference on La Rocque in which he 

emphasized his qualities as a "Soldier, Citizen and Christian". Even Xavier Vallat, whose 

politics changed Little after 1945 and who had been so bitter a foe of La Rocque for so long, 

had softened his attitude towards the PSFs leader by the 1950s." 

''La Riconciliaion Française: cahiers d'information in~érieurrs: 'Bretagne ', n. d. but 
s p ~ g  1946; Eqosé des principes d'une reconstruction française ( August 1 945); Aii 

service di peuple: zcn grand programme sociai. économique et politique (n. p ., n . d); Le 
Parti Ripublicah et Social de la Réconciliation Frunçaise (August 1 949, dl in AD 
Nord 68J 220. 

l1 vinen. Bourgeois Politics in France, pp. 1 09- 1 1 0; Weygand, Lu Rocqiie, conférence 
faite à Pmis le 21 Mms 1952 (n.p., n.d.); Vallat, Nez de Cléopûite, p. 140. 



Yet there were more mainstream political movements that were also fervently anti- 

Communist and pro-American. in 1945-46 the PRL was the IeadUig formation espousing such 

views, but not surprisingly in the final rnonths of his Life La Rocque would not countenance 

an electoral alignment between it and RF. Inaead W joined the new Rassemblement des 

Gauches Républicaines (RGR) in January 1946. The RGR was an electoral coalition of 

parties, the rnost important of which were the Radicals and the new Union Démocratique et 

Socialiste de la Résistance (UDSR). The arrangement was not without problems; some 

members of the other RGR panies - particularly the Radicals and üDSR - were occasionally 

uncornfortable associating with the successor of the PSF. For their part, Portier and de 

Léotard often felt that they were king used simply to rally votes for the Radicals. Eventually 

the leaders of RF were to cultivate links with a loosely structured group of right-wing 

politicians, the Centre National des Indépendants, which in 195 1 became the CNIP (Centre 

National des Indépendants et Paysans). " 

Stia in spite of the problems RF encountered with the other parties of the RGR - and 

the public attacks it occasionally launched against them - it remained in that formation until 

1954, when it formaily joined the CNIP. In the meantirne it had elected two deputies on RGR 

lists in 1946, while in 195 1 de Léotard was elected as a deputy for Paris on an RGR list. Nor 

was RF's presence in the RGR as  ideologically incongruous as it may seem at first. While the 

"Vinen, Bwgeois Poliiics, pp. 174-180, 234-36; Duhamel, "Le Parti Radical et le 
RGR", pp. 138, 147 n.37. 
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RGR was often considerd 'ceBtrist' (certainiy to the left of the PRL) a number of the smdler 

parties in it had Pétainist pasts, including pierre-Étienne Flandin's Ailiance Démocratique and 

Paul Faure's Parti Socialin Démocratique @th Flandin and Faure had voted power to Pétain 

in 1940). Indeed, it has been argued that the moa salient division between the PRL and the 

RGR was that the former was composed of resisters while the latter accepted Pétainists into 

its ranks. And wen this split seerned not to matter too much during the elections of October 

1 946, when blocking the Comunists  became a primary concem of the French nght. De 

Léotard declared that the memben of Réconciliation Française would focus above al1 on anti- 

Marxia unity, voting for the RGR, PRL or even the MRP ifneed be. More farnously, it was 

Barrachin of the PEU who helped the young François Mitterrand of the UDSR (and thus 

RGR) - himself briefiy a Volontaire Nationaux and then a supporter of the National 

Revolution - find a seat in the Nièvre with the support of former PSF cadres." 

The behaviour of Réconciliation Française in 1945-46 was thus characterized by 

considerable pragmatism but had also been conditioned by the legacy of the war. The same 

could be said of its response to Gaullism. When de Gaulle made clear his opposition to the 

Fourth Republic's constitutional structure and launched his own movement, the 

13La Réconciiiation Française: cahiers d'injmation intérieur 
lune-July L 946, "organisatiotz", n-d. but September-October 1946, 

"IfidéIiré: n.d. but 
"raIiement ", n. d. but 

November-December 1946; Le F h b e m  B la Réconciliatioonfrmçaise, 5 November 
i%O, 27 May, 24 June 1% 1 ; Duhamel, "Le Parti Radical et le RGR, pp. 137- 1 38; Vhen, 
"Parti Républicain de la Liberté", pp. 190- 19 1 ; on the Barrachin-Mitterand episode see 
Pierre Péan, Une Jeunese française: Fmçois Mitienand 1934- 194 7 (Paris, 1 994), 
pp.523-527. 
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Rassemblement du Peuple Français (RPF), in Apd 1947 the response of Réconciliation 

Française was guarded: "[nle connaissant encore ni les buts réels ni les moyens d'action du 

RPF. nous ne pouvons que demeurer sur la réserve ... ." But by the spnng of 1948 the RPF had 

made a major impact on French politics, having won 40% of the vote in the municipal 

elections of October 1947, in no small measure as a renilt of its appeal to anti-Communist 

sentiment. De Léotard was now respectFu1 of "le somme d'espérances pressés qu'il 

représentetg, but also sought to give the goveming "Third Force" coalition - which included 

the RGR - its due credit for breaking with the Communias; this led him to proclaim to an RF 

meeting "Avec le RPF et avec la Troisième Force contre le communisme" - a bizarre rallying 

cry, given de Gaulle's opposition to the Third Force govemment of the tirne.'" 

If the exigencies of politics affected the reaction of RF to Gaullism, the Iegacy of the 

past was soon evident as well. By early 1949 André Portier was criticizing de Gaulle for 

havhg faciiitated the rise of the MRP-Socialist-Communist coalition in 1945, which had done 

such great damage to the nation. And when in 195 1 the Communist deputy Jacques Duclos 

refierred to de Gaulle's RPF as the successor to La Rocque's PSF in the Chamber of Deputies, 

Gilles de  La Rocque angrily responded by noting that while he was now seen as an anti- 

Communist bulwark by many, de Gaulle had had a long "bout de chemin" with Thorez. 

Moreover, while his fat her had sought to reconcile Frenchmen, de Gaulle - " his jailer" - had 

l4Le Flmnbeau de la Réconciliation Française, cahiers Nirérieures de I'information, 
second series, 110.3, n.d. but s p ~ g  1947, no.23, 22 March 1948. 



only widened the divisions between them." 

During the 1950s RF - increasingly associated with the CNIP - was a strong 

proponem of the French presence in ~1geria.I~ M e r  de Gaulle's retum to power its national 

congres of 1959 still expressed the desire not to deal with the Algerian rebels and, perhaps 

expressing concem over the de Gaulle's style of governing, demanded that "le premier 

ministre, responsable devant le Partement, organise une collaboration régulière avec celle-ci." 

But its opposition to Gaullist policies did not go too f q  its only associated sitting deputy by 

1960, Aimé Paquet of the Isère, voted as a part of the CMP minority in favour of the 

government's granting of self-determination to Algeria during a heated party congress in 

November 1960. I7 Paquet was also prominent in the carnpaign begun in 1 95 7 by La Rocque's 

family for riparation. In the s p h g  of 196 1 the PSF leader's status as a deportee to Nazi 

Gerrnany was officially recognïzed; de Gaulle aiso acknowledged this in a letter to Madame 

de La Rocque. From then on, Nobécourt asserts, there was nothing to prevent those 

connected to La Rocque fkom rallying to de Gaulle." 

''Le Flmbeau de la Réconciliation Française, 1 6 Januaqr 1 949,27 May 1 95 1. 

16Le Fhmbeau de la Réconciliation Française, November 1 954, December 1 956, 
November 1957. 

'"Des Croix de Feu a la Réconciliation Française", in Coston, Lec~resfunçuises, 
p.80; Le Monde I December 1959; L'Année politique 1960, pp. 123- 124. 

'%Nobécourt, ColoneI de L a  Rocque, pp.959-6 1; see also EGLq pp.25 1-252. 
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The relationship between those most directly associated with La Rocque's politics 

after 1945 and the phenornenon of Gaullism was thus cornplex. It is true that there were a 

number of striking parallels between the Croix de Feu/PSF and de Gaulle's RPF. In terms of 

its social base the RPF? like the movements led by La Rocque, relied heavily on the cl's 

rnoymes but also tned to reach out to the working class and the peasantry. It, too, was a 

'surge' rnovement which people of varying political views joined - some were firmly right- 

wing, while others were more moderate in outlook, especially insofar as the social question 

was concemed. In terms of regional implantation there were also considerable similarities. 

The RPF was strong in departments such as the Nord, the Pas-de-Calais, the Loire-Infërieure 

and the Bas-Rhin, al1 of which had by 1939 becorne PSF ~trongholds.'~ There were even 

linkages at the leadership level; the best-known case is Edmond Barrachin? who served on the 

RPF's executive cornmittee until 1952, when he played a leading role in the defection of 

twenty-seven RPF deputies in support of the conseniative government of Antoine Pinay - 

evidence of the fissiparous nature of Gaulli~rn.'~ 

It is also true that during the era of the RPF de Gaulle reiterated themes which had 

'vinen. Bourgeois Politics in France, pp -2 1 8-223; Jean Charlot, Le GauiIisme 
d'opposition 19-16-1958 (Paris, 19831, pp.86-89, 180- 19 1 ; on the RPF1s problernatic effort 
to reach out to workers see Patrick Guiol, L'Impasse sociaIe du GauIIime: Le RPF et 
fiction mvrière (Paris, 1985); see also the maps on p.88 of this work for information on 
the RPF's implantation. 

''on the defection see Jean Lacouture, De Gaulle, Vo1.2: Le Politique 1944-1959 
(Paris, 19851, pp.384-387. 
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been central to the program of La Rocque. The general called for constitutional reform 

favouring a stronger executive and capital-labour collaboration. He was strongiy anti- 

Communist, referring to the members of the PCF as 'separatists'. De Gaulle's denunciations 

of politicians were sometimes as severe as La Rocque's had been, and his demands for a 

dissolution of the National Assembty in the wake of the RPF's successes in the October 1947 

municipal elections çound more than a lmle like the PSF's demands for new national elections 

in 1937 and 1938." 

But the parailels between what Gareth Howlett cails Laroc'qr~isme and postwar 

Gaullism should not be overstated. W e  undoubtedly an authoritarian personality, de Gaulle 

believed in reconciling authority with democracy through instruments such as referenda. La 

Rocque may have rhetorïcaliy made concessions to popular sovereignty but his cornmitment 

to it remained untested. From his various writings there is no evidence to suggest that he 

believed in 'plebiscitary democracy'. Instead he focused rather narrowly on how authority 

ought to be exercised and stability preserved; he was consistently suspicious of universal 

suffrage as potentially disniptive. Furthemore, as social phenornena the movements of La 

Rocque and de Gaulle were necessady distinct. The RPF peaked at perhaps 400,000 

members - srnaller than either the Croix de Feu or PSF. The RPF had a predorninantly female 

electorate; this was impossible in the case of the PSF, even if it expected to do well with 
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women voten." Moreover, while the RPF built a mass base through an appeal to anti- 

Comunism (and to people who had not 'resisted'), it ais0 relied on the legacy of Free France 

for solidarity- The Croix de Feu, of course, began as a veteran's organization, so paraiiels are 

possible - but the wartime associations of the PSF meant that by 1945 those who remained 

devoted to it had a very different legacy to draw upon. 

It might be argued that this statement is urfair, considenng La Rocque's efforts to 

provide the British with information during the war, and that it neglects contingency - after 

all, he had dso considered going to Nonh Afnca in 1940. But while any evaluation of La 

Rocque and his followers must be contextualized, it must also be made in light of their 

uitimate political choices. The PSF's decline and fragmentation under the Vichy regime was 

indicative both of the impact of warcime conditions and the diversity of attitudes extant 

arnong its membership. Yet the party's goals, as defined by La Rocque, remained fairly 

consistent. WhiIe he and those who rernained with hirn cannot be considered collaborationists, 

there was liale in the PSF's program or pnnciples that was seriously at odds with the ideas 

of the National Revolution, excepting the admittedly crucial issue of relations with Gemany . 

La Rocque consistently believed that his followers had to "accompany" Marshal Pétain, even 

if üiey did not always agree with what was being done. Ultimately, he and other PSF leaders 

hoped that they would fil1 the power vacuum caused by Gerrnan retreat and then enact their 

own version of the National Revoiution, which may not have borne much resemblance to the 

"Vinen Bourgeois Politics, p49 .  
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later Vichy of ultra-collaborationism and the Milice but would have certauily been 

authoritarian and exclusionary. 

As it tunieci out, La Rocque also spent a good deal of energy during the war trying 

to preserve the autonomy of his organization even as he eventually hoped that it would one 

day inherit power. In this sense the behaviour of the PSF had been powerfùfly conditioned by 

the experiences of the 1930s both as a party and as a league. In his rejecüons of offers of 

alignment from the Front National in 1934 and the Liberty Front in 1937, as well as in his 

deaiings with traditional conservative parties nich as the Fédération Républicaine, La Rocque 

had always maintaineci a fierce desire to preserve his fieedom of action. This stance made 

enemies of influentid extreme rightists and culminated in the accusations made against the 

PSF leader originating from an embittered André Tardieu. Yet in spite of many instances of 

mutuai recrimination, the Croix de Feu and PSF both retained links with the traditional and 

extreme right. The Croix de Feu did, after ail, try to mobilize votes for the right in various 

elections between 1 932 and 1 936, and while electoral cooperation was a tric kier thing for the 

PSF, it still managed it on numerous occasions. Nor should one get the impression that either 

the league or the party were simply besieged organùations, trying desperately to hold on to 

loyal members in the fàce of encroachments fiom other formations. While parties like the PPF 

did 'poach' PSF members, La Rocque and his lieutenants consistently argued that other 

nghtist~, be they the govemment of Gaston Doumergue, the leaders of the Fédération 

Républicaine, or the ministers of Philippe Pétain, rnight be able to adopt masures which 
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encouraged the development of a strong, reconcikd nation, but ultimately only the Croix de 

Feu could do the job comprehensiveiy. 

It was the left - most visibly the Communists and Socialists, but more insidiously the 

materialkt and corrupt Radical leaders - that in eyes of the Crok de Feu provided the chief 

obstacle to this process of national reconciliation. To be sure, both the league and its 

successor always pronounced that sincere patriots who were willing to renonce such 

unworthy chefs were welcorne in their ranks. But the Croix de Feu and PSF owed their 

dynamisrn more to a masç reaction against, rathm than defections from, their opponents. This 

was particularly the case following the 'social explosion' of 1936 which accompanied the 

electoral victory of the Popular Front government. In this sense the administration of Léon 

Blum provided considerable opportmities for La Rocque and his followers. But it presented 

major challenges as well. The new govemrnent followed through with its program and 

dissolved the Croix de Feu. When the PSF sought to make its physical presence felt through 

mobilizations such as one on 4 October 1936 at the Parc des Princes, the Popular Front 

governrnent moved against it vigorously. The response of La Rocque and his followers was 

to present it as a Communist-dominated threat to traditional Republican liberties. Such an 

approach was not entirely new; after dl, in the fall of 1935 the Croix de Feu had tried to 

counteract the perception that it was a disorderly threat to the regirne by emphasizing how 

its leftist foes were the real aggresson. 

As this recapitulation of political tactics and strategy suggests, the continuities 
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between the Croix de Feu and PSF were very strong, even though the transformation from 

league ro party obviously necessitated some major changes. A similar point might be made 

with reference to the social bases of these formations. The Croix de Feu was first and 

foremoa an urban rnovement, dorninated by veterans of middle class or lower rniddle class 

standing. But by 1936 Ï t  had already begun to try to appeal to the working class and the rural 

population, though in the case of the latter it was not untii the creation of the PSF that these 

efforts really began to bear fniit, while in the case of the former results never matched the 

rhetoric ofthe rnovernent. In the realm of mernbership too then, the shifi from Croix de Feu 

to PSF, though a major tuming point, was not a radial caesura; initiatives begun by the Croix 

de Feu leadership continueci with the PSF. 

This generaiization applies to the counter-society as well, though it is important to 

avoid teleological assumptions; some prograrns were largely a failure, and for others 

considerable alterations were sometimes necessary. In the realrn of aviation, for instance, by 

the eve of Worid War Two the PSF was preoccupied with the ADP and 'educating' the French 

people in the ways of preparation against aerial bombardment, whereas during the Croix de  

Feu aircraft themselves had been a feature of mass mobilizations. Yet the PSF idolized the 

legacy of Mermoz just as the Croix de Feu had celebrated him in Iife, and civil defence against 

bombardrnent had dways been an issue of concern for La Rocque. The experiences of other 

ancillary organizations illustrate that while one of their purposes was to provide enhanced 

sociability for the mernbership and their families, they also serveci more distinctly politicai 
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purposes. The workers' and employas' associations were intended to be a prefiguration of la 

profesion organisée. And while rather traditionai notions of patriarc hy , discipline and 

patriotism were inculcated in the members of the various youth organizations, so too were 

specific loyalties to the Croix de Feu and then PSF. None of these organizations were free 

fiom intemal contradictions; the case of the womens' sections, which tried to mobilize 

milirazies even as it encouraged the concept of la femme au foyer, is particularly striking in 

this regard. Yet taken as a whoie these initiatives are a testament to the Croix de FedPSF's 

vas- ambitions. 

The development of a rich associational life by parties was not a novelty at the time; 

it had been a characteristic of Sociaiia parties even before the outbreak of the First World 

War. But it was cenainly a prominent feature of politics in interwar Europe, as was the rise 

of various f o m  of right-wing authontarian nationalism.' Both the Croix de Feu and the PSF 

were part of this trend. To be sure, La Rocque and his associates Iacked the expansionist 

drive and desire to create a 'new man' which characterized Gerrnan Nazism and ItaIian 

Fascism. Their ideal regime was arguably (ffom their point of view) a benevolent aut ho ritarian 

system characterized by stability, harrnony and order? The extent to which this was a 

reaction against the liberai Third Republic should not be underestimated, however. Nor does 

3~or  a succinct treatment of one important element in this trend, see Martin Conway, 
CathoZic Politics in Europe 19 18-1 945 (London, 1 997), especiaiiy c hapter 3, pp -47-74. 

*%ee especialiy France d'mjourcJ'hui, France de demain and Au Service de I'uve~~ir 
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it seem that ideological valence of the Croix de Feu or PSF changed markedly over time. If 

the PSF cornmitted itself more explicitly to the Republican system than its predecessor and 

made reference to the need to defend "Christian civilization", its also couched its program in 

te- of c r e a ~ g  an "État Social Français", sug@hg persistent hegemonic and anti-pluralist 

politicai goals. 

In many ways the content of the Croix de Feu/PSFs program was not that different 

itom those of its contemporaries. Demands for a more vigorous executive, labour-employer 

collaboration. the need to put an end to "excessive" foreign immigration the defence of the 

rural way of life - to Say nothing of vociferous anti-Communism - were stock-in-trade for 

much of the interwar French nght. Indeed, in their rhetoric and presence La Rocque, 

Ybarnégaray, Vallin. Barrachin and other prominent figures in these movements often lacked 

the vehemence of Charles Maurras, the physicality of Jacques Doriot or the combativeness 

of Henry Dorgères. But it was the men and women of the Croix de Feu and PSF who posed 

the more concrete challenge to the Third Republic. Many of the other nationdia leagues 

never escaped marghality, while the personnel of others such as the Jeunesses Patriotes were 

eventuaUy absorbeci into the Croix de Feu or its successor. %y 1938 at the latest it was clear 

that Doriot would not displace La Rocque. Dorgères's ambitions never extended beyond the 

peasanw, while the Lurucpistes mobilized various sectors of French society and had an dl- 

encompassing vision to go dong with it. 

The story of the Croix de Feu/PSF is cenual to understanding the evolution of the 
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Third Republic in its final decade. That both league and Party on occasion invoked the 

Republican traditions of fi-eedom of speech and association to denigrate their political 

opponents and attract some followers is a sign of the broad legitimacy the system enjoyed. 

But the simultaneously successfil mobihtion of such a large nurnber of people against the 

Republican status quo also shows that France had not escaped the cnsis of intenvar European 

democracy. The Vichy regime was not the unavoidable product of this crisis, of course - it 

was the byproduct of military defeat, itself far from inevitable." But the yearning for strong 

authority, anti-Comrnunism and exclusionary xenophobia which characterized the opening 

month of the National Revolution were not only a resuit of the sudden collapse of 1940; their 

roots also Lie in the political and social evolution of the late Third ~epublic.'~ While they were 

hardly the sole embodiment of these developrnents, the Croix de Feu/PSF were arnong the 

most significant exemplars of these trends. 
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Govenunent and the 'Red Scare' of 1938-194OW, Proceedings of the Western Sociep for 
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